Cette thèse traite de planification dans l'incertain en environnement instationnaire. Nous
cherchons à construire un agent logiciel autonome, capable de se coordonner avec l'évolution
de son environnement. Cet environnement est constitué d'autres agents communiquant leurs
intentions ou de processus concurrents non-contrôlables pour lesquels un modèle est
disponible. Nous explorons plusieurs approches de modélisation d'une dépendance continue au
temps dans le cadre des Processus Décisionnels de Markov (MDP), aboutissant à la définition
des Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels. Puis, nous nous intéressons à deux
paradigmes distincts. En premier lieu, nous considérons des modèles à événements implicites
et les écrivons comme des MDP dépendants du temps (TMDP). Nous étendons l'équation
d'optimalité classique et présentons un algorithme d'Itération de la Valeur utilisant des
représentations polynômiales par morceaux que nous testons sur deux problèmes de
planification pour drones. Ces conclusions permettent alors une discussion plus générale au
sujet des actions paramétriques pour les MDP à temps observable. Dans un second temps,
nous modélisons séparément les contributions concurrentes d'événements exogènes au
système. Cette approche de modélisation à événements explicites mène aux Processus
Décisionnels Semi-Markoviens Généralisés (GSMDP). Nous établissons un lien entre la théorie
de Spécification des Systèmes à Evénements Discrets (DEVS) et le formalisme GSMDP,
permettant ainsi la définition de simulateurs cohérents. Puis nous adoptons une approche
d'Itération de la Politique fondée sur la simulation que nous testons sur un problème de
contrôle d'un réseau de métro.
Mots clés : Décision dans l'incertain - Processus Décisionnels de Markov - Problèmes de
planification dépendant du temps - Modélisation de processus décisionnels stochastiques Contrôle de processus à événements discrets - Processus à événements implicites et explicites
Temporal Markov Decision Problems. Formilization and Resolution
This thesis addresses the question of planning under uncertainty in a time-dependent
environment. Motivation for this work came from the problem of building an autonomous
agent able to coordinate with its uncertain environment; the latter being composed of noncontrollable processes (other agents or environment) for which some discrete-event model is
available. We investigate several approaches for modeling continuous time-dependency in the
framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), leading to a definition of Temporal Markov
Decision Problems. Then our approach focuses on two separate paradigms. First, we consider
time-dependent problems as implicit-event processes and describe them as Time-dependent
MDPs (TMDPs). We extend existing results concerning optimality equations and present a
Value Iteration algorithm based on piecewise polynomial functions which is tested on two
drone planning problems. This leads to a general discussion on parametric actions in hybrid
state and action spaces MDPs with continuous time. In a second time, we investigate the
option of modeling separately the concurrent contributions of exogenous events. This explicitevent modeling approach leads to Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes (GSMDPs). We
establish a link between the general framework of Discrete Events Systems Specification
(DEVS) and the formalism of GSMDP, allowing to build sound simulators. Then we introduce a
simulation-based Policy Iteration approach for explicit-event Temporal Markov Decision
Problems bringing together results from simulation theory, forward search, and statistical
learning theory. We test our appproach on a subway network control problem.
Keywords : Decision under uncertainty - Markov Decision Processes - Time-dependent
planning problems - Stochastic decision processes modeling - Discrete event process control Implicit and explicit-event processes
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Abstract
This thesis addresses the question of planning under uncertainty within a
time-dependent changing environment. Original motivation for this work
came from the problem of building an autonomous agent able to coordinate with its uncertain environment; this environment being composed
of other agents communicating their intentions or non-controllable processes for which some discrete-event model is available. We investigate
several approaches for modeling continuous time-dependency in the framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), leading us to a definition
of Temporal Markov Decision Problems. Then our approach focuses on
two separate paradigms. First, we investigate time-dependent problems
as implicit-event processes and describe them through the formalism of
Time-dependent MDPs (TMDPs). We extend the existing results concerning optimality equations and present a new Value Iteration algorithm
based on piecewise polynomial function representations in order to solve
a more general class of TMDPs. This paves the way to a more general
discussion on parametric actions in hybrid state and action spaces MDPs
with continuous time. In a second time, we investigate the option of separately modeling the concurrent contributions of exogenous events. This
approach of explicit-event modeling leads to the use of Generalized SemiMarkov Decision Processes (GSMDP). We establish a link between the
general framework of Discrete Events Systems Specification (DEVS) and
the formalism of GSMDP, allowing us to build sound discrete-event compatible simulators. Then we introduce a simulation-based Policy Iteration
approach for explicit-event Temporal Markov Decision Problems. This
algorithmic contribution brings together results from simulation theory,
forward search in MDPs, and statistical learning theory. The implicitevent approach was tested on a specific version of the Mars rover planning
problem and on a drone patrol mission planning problem while the explicitevent approach was evaluated on a subway network control problem.
Keywords
Decision under uncertainty, Markov Decision Processes, hybrid timedependent planning problems, modeling of time-dependent stochastic decision processes, control of implicit and explicit event-driven processes.
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1
Taking good decisions: from examples to Temporal Markov
Decision Problems

This introductory chapter aims at providing a general overview of the context in
which we will work throughout the thesis, progressively focusing on the specific
domain at hand. We start at the “human” level, considering the general question
of Decision and its different facets, motivating the various attempts at formalizing this question and highlighting the outreach of formal approaches. Then we
enumerate a number of characteristics which define different fields in the study
of decision-making, in order to position our topic of interest among the different
branches of Decision Sciences. Our interest goes to the domains of Planning under
Uncertainty and Reinforcement Learning in which we finally outline the class of
Temporal Markov Decision Problems.

1.1

The question of decision
“A human being is a deciding being.”
Viktor E. Franckl — Man’s Search for Meaning

Let us introduce this thesis with questions of various importances:
I Turn right or turn left? Which is the best way to go to work?
I Buy company A’s shares or prefer company B’s? Buy them now or later?
I Invest in the Third World’s growth today or develop the inner market to participate
later?
I Which dimensions should I choose for this aircraft beam?
I Should I plan a meeting with Fred before writing this report?
I Should I intervene when I see a man being attacked?
I How do I assign priorities to message transmissions in this network?
I Is this group of pixels a building? A road?
3
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I How to optimize the maintenance of this satellite constellation?
Performing as well as possible, taking good decisions, choosing the correct (best?) option,
all these constitute a common requirement and somehow a natural behavior in everyday life.
This problem of taking decisions — and, preferably, taking good decisions — is, at the same
time, one of the first problems to which we are confronted in our life and, paradoxically, one
of the hardest dilemmas to solve, even with a lifetime of experience.
Taking a decision implies considering many aspects: ethics, physical constraints, longterm consequences, customer requirements, etc. The notions of intelligence, adaptability,
responsibility — shared by various domains such as Philosophy, Psychology, Artificial Intelligence, Control Theory, Operation Research, etc. — all find their motivation in the question
of taking the right decision and applying it. If one takes the idea of choice away, these three
notions loose most of their meaning.
An old dream of Artificial Intelligence is to build an autonomous thinking machine, able
to take decisions by itself. Since the early years of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence, the definition of such an “intelligence” has shifted from the Computer Science-inspired
notion of being able to solve hard computational problems, towards an idea of decisional autonomy. From a vision centered on the computer — the super-calculator, solving difficult
combinatorial problems —, Artificial Intelligence has emerged with a vision focused on the
behavior of agents which mimic, adapt or create decisions as intelligent beings.
This general consideration and large problematic spanned the — broadly-speaking —
Sciences of Decision, to capture the common features of decision problems. Inside this domain, one can distinguish many fields, relative to specific problems, characteristics and constraints. Taking a relevant decision is intrinsically a different problem for a medical decision
support system, a path planner, a mechanical structure optimizer, a network flow controller,
a Backgammon player, etc. Formalizing the different decision problems and developing tools
and ideas to solve them leads to these different fields. These fields focus either on a specific
Mathematical framework, a given problematic or a family of methods and tools. From the
Artificial Intelligence point of view, formalizing and solving Decision problems consists in
constructing relevant Mathematical formulations (models), analysis tools and computational
methods for such problems.
Deciding is often linked with the notion of separating bad solutions from good ones, and
eventually choosing the “best” solution. Therefore, Decision and Optimization seem to be
two close topics. But the notion of optimal decision is far from being unique. Everybody
reasonably agrees that being healthy and rich is better than sick and poor, but choices are
rarely that clear. How do we quantify the trade-off between the number of car accident
victims and the amount of money one puts into road security policies? Is this quantification
a universal value for a human life? Formalizing Decision problems is a matter of expressing
the criteria, the compromises, the context and constraints in a given language, which we use
to automate reasoning in order to find the good decision for these specific criteria, compromises, contexts and constraints.
While this very short introduction does not pretend to cover all of the Mathematical
extensions of Decision Sciences1 , we will try, in the following paragraphs, to give a compre1

Is it possible to do research in a field and pretend being able to cover its full span?
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hensive view of some sub-categories related to the Mathematical analysis of Decision.
1.1.1

Formalizing Decision

Taking a piece of paper and writing down a Decision problem implies extracting variables,
relations between variables and knowledge about the temporal evolution of these relations;
it also implies defining deciding agents which all have different criteria supporting their decision. Different mathematical tools help formalizing decision problems depending on the
features they present for the above variables, relations, dynamics, agents and criteria; they
define different branches of Decision Sciences. The next paragraphs suggest a quick walk
through these features, illustrating different facets of Decision Theory. Introducing these
general considerations will also help in order to specifically target the class of problems addressed in this thesis.

Variables?

The very nature of the decision variables conditions the way the problem is written. Deciding the dimensions for the aircraft beam is by nature a continuous problem, thus implying
real-valued variables. Analysis is the branch of Mathematics studying continuous spaces,
the associated topology and properties.
On the other hand, finding the right number of satellites to correctly broadcast a television service is a discrete problem by nature: one cannot send half a satellite. Optimizing
over ordered discrete quantities is often referred to as the field of Combinatorial Optimization.
Lastly, finding the right sequence of movements to solve the “towers of Hanoi” problem
is a matter of searching through many combinations of unordered logical predicates which is
the domain of Logic.
Still, many problems need a mixture of these types of variables to describe all the objects
they consider. However, most of the techniques we know for solving mathematical problems
are restricted to a specific class of variables. For instance, Non-Linear or Linear Programming
deal with continuous quantities, Integer Linear Programming considers ordered variables,
Predicate (or First-Order) Logic deals with Boolean values, etc. Algorithms designed to
solve Decision problems usually build on these mathematical foundations and still today,
have a hard time mixing decision variables of different natures together in the general case.
Constraint Programming is maybe one of the most successful approaches on this topic. These
modeling requirements orient the resolution towards specific fields and tools to find the right
decision. So, the nature of decision variables defines low-level theory branches and domains
dedicated to solving specific types of models.
Relations?

Once we have determined the nature of our variables, we need to describe how they interact.
Classes of relations between variables spanned different research fields, each focusing on a
specific feature. For example, Convex and Non-Linear Optimization deal with minimizing
non-linear cost functions under continuous constraints. Thus, choosing a modeling framework (differential equations, constraint networks, etc.) is a key to the family of problems
which can be represented and to the class of algorithms which can be applied to the problem
5
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at hand. Each of these frameworks is a subcategory of the Mathematical tools for Decision.
An important question concerning the relations between decision variables is related to
the uncertainty in the knowledge we have. For example, the decision of buying or selling
shares in a stock exchange market is based on imprecise knowledge about the intentions of
other commercial agents, the evolution of prices, etc. One usually distinguishes between deterministic problems and problems of decision under uncertainty. The latter can be modeled
in different ways: probabilistic knowledge, possibilistic or fuzzy description, contingencies,
etc., thus defining the corresponding number of research fields.
Dynamics?

Then comes one of the most important distinctions inside Decision Sciences. The question
of knowing how relations between variables change, underlie the difference between single
and sequential Decisions. If the problem is to classify a group of pixels inside an image as
belonging to the same physical object, the decision is static in the sense that the choice has
no immediate consequence: the decision algorithm’s output is a unique decision. On the
other hand, if the problem is to find the right sequence of actions in order to make tea using
the basic ingredients, the solution involves a sequence of actions (boil the water — put the
tea in a cup — put sugar in the cup — add the water) found by analyzing the interaction
between decisions (actions) with the decision context (the environment). Fields as Optimization or Statistical Learning often deal with single decisions while domains as Planning or
Reinforcement Learning explore the problem of sequential decisions.
Then one needs to distinguish between many possibilities concerning the problem’s dynamics:
• Is there a known model of the decision context? When such a model is explicitly given,
sequential decision-making is the field of Planning.
• Are the variables observable? Partially observable? For instance, doctors often have to
make a diagnosis concerning organs which they do not observe directly. Modeling partial observability yields different branches of Decision; for example Bayesian Inference
deals with the single decision case in Bayesian probabilistic settings.
• If a sequence of decisions is involved, are these decisions taken online (during the
execution, with the feedback of experience) of offline (before execution starts)?
• Do we consider a continuous time? The case of single criteria, continuous time, deterministic decision problem is the field of continuous Optimal Control. On the other
hand, modeling the system’s dynamics with a discrete representation of time, with a
system evolving by “steps” has been studied as Discrete Events Dynamic Systems.
Agents?

Considering decisions for an autonomous fire surveillance aircraft and for a team of these
aircrafts are two problems which involve very different decisions. A first distinction needs to
be made between the question of decision in a single-agent setup or in the larger framework
of multi-agent systems. Then, even with several agents, one often distinguishes various fields
such as:
• Game Theory, defining criteria for equilibrium of decisions, considering separately the
questions of cooperative or adversarial games,
6
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• Multi-agent cooperation or coordination systems,
• Meta-heuristic evolutionary methods considering large quantities of simple agents and
studying the emergence of a global intelligent behavior (ant colonies, swarm methods,
etc.).
Criteria?

Finally, depending on the nature of the deciding agent itself, formalizing preferences, values,
or desires implies defining a criterion. Criteria can be related to the problem of Satisfaction,
where one tries to find any decision which verifies the criterion, or to the problem of Optimization which ranks all solutions and searches for an optimal decision. This last category
naturally leaves place for compromise by defining the possibility of finding a sub-optimal
solution which is close to the optimal one and good enough for the agent. On top of these
distinctions, problems do not necessarily have a single criterion, for example multi-criteria
Optimization or Satisfaction try to find solutions relevant with respect to a given vector of
criteria.
1.1.2

From Decision Theory to Discrete-Time Stochastic Optimal Control

Let us try to summarize the different features mentioned in the previous paragraphs in order
to outline the topic of interest of these pages. We will deal with:
• Problems of sequential decision making,
• involving a single agent, which interacts with
• a Discrete Events Dynamic Systems decision context,
• described in a probabilistic framework,
• with a model of the problem given either as an explicit predictive model or as a simulator,
• and involving a single optimization criterion based on the interaction with the environment.
This problem is linked to the field of Discrete-time, Stochastic Optimal Control, more
specifically to the domains of Planning under Uncertainty and Reinforcement Learning which
we present more in detail in the next section.

1.2

Planning and Learning to act

Sequential decision models are mathematical abstractions of situations in which decisions
must be made in several stages, while incurring a certain cost or receiving a certain reward
at each stage. These costs or rewards correspond to the evaluation of each step’s outcome:
it is either a reinforcement signal provided by the environment or an immediate gain or loss
evaluation. Each decision may influence the circumstances under which future decisions will
be made so that the agent must balance the cost of the current decision against the expected
cost of future situations.
7
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This problem of sequential decision making under probabilistic uncertainty has been
addressed from different points of view, with a common modeling basis. Since we try to use
as little bibliographical citations as possible in this chapter, we simply refer the reader to
the excellent textbooks of:
• [Bertsekas and Shreve, 1996] for the Discrete-Time Stochastic Optimal Control approach,
• [Puterman, 1994] for the Probabilistic Planning under Uncertainty point of view,
• and [Sutton and Barto, 1998] for an introduction to Reinforcement Learning.

The three disciplines mentioned above address similar problematics from different points
of view. Discrete-Time Stochastic Optimal Control considers a “system control” approach:
the decision context is viewed as a system for which we search for a (generally closed-loop)
controller in order to bring the system to a certain state via a desired behavior specified by
the criterion. This approach is closely related to the vocabulary of Control Theory. The
problem solved deals with the question of determining the best controller — with respect to
a given criterion — used to interact with a stochastic environment. Probabilistic Planning
under Uncertainty is centered on the search for a sequence of decision rules and adopts the
point of view of exploiting domain knowledge to build such a sequence, in an agent-centered
formalism. Finally, Reinforcement Learning addresses the question of dynamically finding
this sequence through the interaction between an agent and its environment. In all three
approaches, a common modeling basis is used: Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). The
underlying assumption of these fields is that the system to control / the agent’s decision
variables / the agent’s environment can be described as an MDP2 . This chapter tries to
remain at the level of ideas so we will wait for the next chapter to introduce the formal MDP
model in detail.

Agent
action

observation
Environment

Figure 1.1: Sequential Decision framework

Sequential decisions in Optimal Control can be illustrated by the situation where a deciding agent acts upon its environment through the successive actions it performs (as shown
on figure 1.1). In the discrete events framework, the environment evolves by discrete steps,
generating a sequence of observations for the agent. These observations carry information
about the state variables’ evolution or the rewards and costs of the current strategy. Planning
focuses on determining the best way to act given a model of the environment and an optimality criterion, while Reinforcement Learning takes the approach of dynamically improving
the agent’s behavior by reasoning about the experience of interacting with the environment.
2

This model might not be known in advance to the decision-maker, especially in the case of Reinforcement
Learning.
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1.2.1

The problem of Planning

The general question of Planning consists in reasoning about actions’ expected outcomes so
as to organize them in order to fulfill some predefined objective. It is a deliberative process,
requiring prior knowledge about the deciding agent’s environment, which aims at finding
good or optimal plans of action. [Ghallab et al., 2004] defines Automated Planning as the
area of Artificial Intelligence that studies this deliberation process computationally.
Because there are various types of actions, contexts and goals, there also exist the corresponding forms of planning. These forms of planning can be seen from the applicative point
of view. To cite a few examples:
• Path and motion planning imply geometric operators for organizing movements of
agents.
• Economy planning: portfolio management, investment schedules.
• Urban planning: public transportation, waste management.
• Logistics: supply chains management, workflow control.
• Planning for space operations: maintenance of satellite constellations, action strategy
of a Mars rover.
• Robotics planning: often combines results from motion planning with high-level mission operators. Applications include nuclear site intervention rovers, autonomous Unmanned Air Vehicle mission planning.
• Project planning: organizing the succession of projects steps given the constraints.
• Etc.
Modeling this large variety of planning problems implies defining models which present
appropriate features. These features extend the ones presented in the previous section:
• Continuous vs. discrete (or boolean or hybrid) variables
• Hierarchical description of operators vs. atomic representations
• Deterministic vs. uncertain (probabilistic, possibilistic, contingent) models
On top of these domain features, tools have been developed for representing and solving
planning problems, thus defining the corresponding planning disciplines. To cite a few:
• Planning-graph techniques
• Hierarchical Task Network planning
• Plan-space planning
• Constraint-based approaches
• Temporal planning
• Planning in Markov Decision Processes
9
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• Etc.
The output of a planning algorithm is a plan of actions. This plan can be formulated in
various forms. Classical planning algorithms generally calculate a fully ordered sequence of
actions to perform. However, some representation structures can be richer than this straightforward sequence of actions. For instance, Partial Order Planners output a partially ordered
set of actions or sequences of partially ordered sets of actions. Contingent Planning define
conditional plans which specify alternative strategies depending on the execution outcomes.
Finally, universal plans or policies are functions mapping execution history to actions, which
are often the result of non-deterministic planning algorithms.
“Plans” are the Planning term for “controllers” in Control Theory 3 . A sequential plan
is an open-loop controller, while a universal plan is a closed-loop controller, applied to the
discrete events system describing the world. Open-loop control works fine when all of the
following are true:
1. The model used to design the controller is a completely accurate model of the physical
system.
2. The physical system’s initial state can be exactly determined.
3. The physical system is deterministic.
4. There are no unmodelled disturbances.
In other words, open-loop control works fine when execution corresponds exactly to what
the model predicted. These conditions hold for some of the problems studied in Artificial
Intelligence, but they are not true for most realistic control problems. Classical planning
turns towards architecture solutions, such as plan repair or re-planning, for coping with real
world contingencies4 . In the case of probabilistic systems, one often prefers to build closedloop control policies.
Hence, the problem of Probabilistic Planning under Uncertainty is defined by the inference
of efficient control policies, given a stochastic model of the system to control and an optimality
criterion.
1.2.2

Deciding from experience: Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning searches for the exact same closed-loop policy, but adopts a learning point of view. [Sutton and Barto, 1998] introduces Reinforcement Learning as “learning
what to do — how to map situations to actions — so as to maximize a numerical reward
signal”. The approach is to learn what actions provide the best reward by trying them and
reinforcing the control policy. Rewards might not be immediately available after a single
action, but rather accessible through a sequence of optimal actions. Hence, the two most
important characteristics of Reinforcement Learning problems are the features of “trial-anderror” and “delayed rewards”. One can notice that the core problem remains the same as
the one of Optimal Control, but the point of view is completely different.
3

See [Barto et al., 1995] for an comparison between Dynamic Programming, Heuristic Search and Optimal
Control.
4
Control Theory also defines the area of robust control which studies robustness of controllers when the
model parameters vary.
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It is interesting to relate Reinforcement Learning to the two main trends of Machine
Learning: Supervised and Unsupervised Learning. Supervised Learning is learning from
examples input by an external supervisor, either a teacher or a set of predefined data. Reinforcement Learning does not fit in Supervised Learning since it focuses on learning through
the interaction with the system and thus does not receive samples from a teacher but from
its own behavior and experience. This important distinction raises the core question of Reinforcement Learning methods known as the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off. To obtain
a maximum reward, the agent should apply its best policy found so far and thus exploit its
acquired knowledge. However, to discover new and better actions and situations, it has to
try actions it has not tried before, thus taking the risk of earning less than what its current
policy yields, by exploring. This exploration vs. exploitation balancing dilemma is even more
problematic in the case of stochastic systems where actions need to be tried several times in
the same situation to obtain a reasonable estimation of their value.
The type of problems we will address in this thesis deals with the question of building
closed-loop policies for time-dependent, stochastic systems, involving uncertainty. We will
consider different cases where some information is available to model the system under different forms: complete predictive model or generative model5 . The general mathematical
framework in which we will work is based on Markov Decision Processes (MDP). We will
introduce the formal MDP model at the beginning of the next chapter.

1.3

Time, uncertainty and sequential decision problems

Temporal Planning is a specific branch of Classical Planning which involves dealing with durative actions and events, and focuses on the temporal extensions of planning. In Planning
under uncertainty and more specifically in the commonly-used MDP framework, most variables are considered discrete and the sequential decision problem is supposed to take place
in an stationary environment for which decisions are taken at fixed, predefined instants in
time called decision epochs.
Many real world problems that involve decision under uncertainty do not satisfy the
hypotheses of stationarity, fixed transition duration and fixed-time decision epochs. In order
to introduce the family of time-dependent problems which we call Temporal Markov Decision
Problems, we present here several different examples exhibiting the specific features and
structure of such problems.
1.3.1

Examples

Biagent coordination

In order to cross a burning forest and to reach a specific location, a ground rover needs to
plan its path and its mission. The actions the rover can perform are movements on the
forest roads which can be blocked because of the fire propagation. The rover’s world model
is described as a navigation graph where edges are roads and vertices are crossings. Each
movement’s outcome is uncertain in terms of resulting state and duration because the fire
and the burned terrain can lead the movement to fail.
The rover is not alone: it is teaming with a helicopter UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle).
The UAV can watch the forest from above but cannot go too close to zones that are still
5

simulator
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Figure 1.2: Fire fighting coordination

burning. The only goal of the UAV is to assist the rover’s navigation. For this purpose, these
two heterogeneous agents can communicate a limited amount of information. Since agents
are heterogeneous, might receive different mission goals and need to be fully autonomous,
mission planning is an individual process and necessitates some decentralized coordination
as illustrated on figure 1.3.
We suppose that the communication channel between agents is used to declare intentions
or exchange map information with a predefined common vocabulary. Each agent’s planning
procedure needs to take into account the consequences of the other agent’s declared intentions. In other words, on top of the continuous time dynamics of the fire’s evolution, each
agent’s plan affects the other’s model of the world at real-valued dates. Therefore, the planning algorithm needs to cope with an observable continuous time which is a crucial variable
for planning.
More specifically, when the rover declares a first navigation plan, its message modifies
the UAV’s reward model by adding time-dependent rewards along the rover’s path because
there is a higher gain in checking this portion of the road rather than another one.
Even though the planning process needs to take into account a continuous time variable,
it remains a discrete event planning process: each action remains a discrete event which
conditions the next step of the global process’ evolution.
The subway problem

Imagine now a virtual subway network where passengers arrive at the stations to take the
train following a well established distribution probability. Their destination is also known via
a distribution over train stations. These distributions vary with the time of day: modeling
rush hours, people going to work, leaving for lunch, etc. The problem of the subway manager
is to optimize the running cost of the network over a full day by deciding when to add or
remove trains from the network. Fewer trains means less exploitation cost but also imply
12
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most probable trajectory
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t

Figure 1.3: Illustrating the origins of time dependency in the coordination problem
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less profit during the periods where they can be fully used.

(a) The subway network in Toulouse

(b) Airport taxiing

(c) INRA to ONERA

(d) Mars rover

Figure 1.4: Examples
Each of the manager’s actions have an immediate deterministic effect but the long term
consequences are stochastic, hard to predict and model because of the influence of all the
concurrent stochastic events occurring in parallel (such as passengers arrivals at different
stations or trains movements).
Therefore, the difficulty of this problem is twofold: on top of the large number of state
variables (dimensions) which yields a large and hybrid state space, concurrency makes it
is complex to write explicit transition probabilities for the overall stochastic process of the
state variables. Thus, the problem itself is hard to model as a single synthetic stochastic
process6 .
Airport taxiing

Today’s airports are getting more and more crowded and planning the ground movement
of planes is a problem which combines the critical aspects of traffic optimization and large
stochastic influences from the weather, the landing conditions, airport alerts or technical
failures.
6

The reader familiar with queueing systems will find an analogy with the problem of writing the output
times process’ probability density function for an M/G/n queue.
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When a plane lands, it can leave the runway at different points. Then it needs to
go through the road network which leads to the gates and terminals. Later, it needs to go
through maintenance and finally picks its new crew and passengers up and leaves the airport.
Given the plane arrival and departure schedule for the day and some knowledge about
the uncertainty of the problem (weather model, delay risk, etc.), we wish to compute an
efficient routing strategy for the planes from the runway to the terminals and back in order
to optimise the departing times.
INRA-ONERA path finding

This problem is a simplified version of the fire fighting problem. The goal here is to go
as fast as possible from ONERA to INRA for a meeting, choosing at each step between
taking the bus, the car or walking. Traffic, bus schedules, incident probabilities, etc. depend
continuously on the time of day and so does the optimal strategy.
Mars rover

This problem is a modified version of the standard Mars rover problem in temporal planning.
The agent is a ground rover which has a mission of collecting rocks and pictures from the
surface of Mars. It needs to plan its mission according to the time of day (the ability to
recharge), its battery and free memory level, its position and the already accomplished goals.
Depending on the time of day, the lighting changes; this affects the probability of taking
a successful photo and modifies the solar panels recharge capacity.
1.3.2

Characterizing temporal problems

The examples presented in the previous section come from different areas of application but
have some features in common. Their dynamics and the complexity of representing their
evolution are strongly dependent on the time variable. Moreover, having an observable time
variable among the state variables forbids loops (other than instantaneous): one cannot go
back in time so the only possible loop is an instantaneous action which takes the process
back to the same state at the same instant. Consequently, these problems present a specific
loop-less structure conditioned by time.
This structure could be induced by any other non-replenishable resource. We will concentrate on time in order to build our algorithms and to work on the same family of problems
— keeping in mind that this work could extend to more general setups.
Definition (Temporal Markov Decision Problems). We define Temporal Markov Decision
Problems as decision under uncertainty problems presenting the following five main features:
• Discrete event decision problems: the system’s evolution is described as a discrete
event dynamic system. These systems have been well studied and generalized in the
DEVS framework [Zeigler et al., 2000]. We will show in chapter 11 that all our models fall into this framework and we will develop the direct mapping between our most
complex model and DEVS models.
• Uncertainty on the actions’ results: as for stochastic decision processes, actions’
results are uncertain and described via probability distributions over the post-action
states.
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• Uncertainty on transition’s durations: contrarily to the standard MDP framework
where all transitions have unit duration, we allow transitions to have stochastic, realvalued durations. The next chapter will illustrate previous models from the literature
that share this feature and will highlight the differences and compatibilities with temporal
Markov decision problems.
• Explicit time dependency: on top of having random continuous durations, time is
made explicit and observable in temporal Markov decision problems. In other words,
time is a state variable affected by both the uncertainty concerning the next state and
the stochastic transition durations. The structure induced by including an explicit time
variable in the state space will be developed in chapters 4 to 9, along with numerical
methods designed to exploit this aspect. Moreover, time plays a specific role since it
appears as the exponent of γ in the discounted optimization criterion. This last point
will motivate the theoretical developments of chapter 8 which prove that the optimality
equation can be preserved with an observable time.
• Complexity from concurrency: even though this aspect is hardly quantifiable, it
illustrates the fact that, for some of the problems presented above ( eg. the subway,
airport or coordination problems), determining a set of state variables for which the
process verifies Markov’s property can be difficult. Moreover, writing the transition
function over this joint state space requires a lot of engineering while the separate
concurrent processes that yield the complexity of the overall one are themselves quite
simple. This remark motivates the investigation of Generalized Semi-Markov Decision
Processes with continuous observable time in chapters 11 and 13.
In order to lift the ambiguity with Boyan and Littman’s TMDP model, we call these
problems “temporal” and not “time-dependent”. The formal TMDP model is presented in
the next chapter and studied in part I as a specific way of modeling temporal Markov decision problems. This distinction in vocabulary is also done to account for the genericity and
additional complexity coming from all the previous features.
The next chapter focuses on presenting different approaches to dealing with time and
modeling time-dependency for decision problems. These approaches come from the stochastic
processes or from the MDP literature. We will try to go from simple standard Markov
(Decision) Process and will progressively introduce explicit time dependency and temporal
complexity.
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2
Temporal Markov Decision Problems — Modeling

Planning is a branch of decision theory dealing with the selection and ordering of
high-level actions which lead to a certain goal or behavior. This chapter introduces
the basic notions and formalisms which will be used throughout the thesis. We
start with the general framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) in order to
model uncertainty in action’s results. Then we will highlight where the difficulties
arise when one wishes to deal with observable time in MDPs. This discussion will
lead to the progressive introduction of specific models from the literature in order
to model continuous time dependency in planning under uncertainty.

2.1

Markov Decision Processes

The work presented in this thesis deals with the framework of Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) [Bellman, 1954; Puterman, 1994; Bertsekas, 1995]. MDPs have become a popular
framework for representing decision problems where actions’ resulting states are uncertain.
In an MDP, each action’s outcome is described through a probability distribution on the
next state of the process, conditioned on the current state. This provides a straightforward
way of presenting the uncertain effects of every single action on the problem. We use this
section to provide a brief review on MDP basics and standard algorithms to solve them.
2.1.1

Formalism

Definition (Markov Decision Process). An MDP is a discrete time stochastic decision process described by a 4-tuple hS, A, P, ri, where:
S is the state space of the problem. States hold all the relevant information to describe
the configuration, position, internal variables, etc. available to the decision-maker.
S is usually a discrete countable — often finite — set of states. Extensions exist to
continuous compact spaces or Borel subsets of complete, separable metric spaces for the
state space.
A is the set of actions available to the problem. Each action a has a specific stochastic
influence on the problem and triggers a transition to a new state. As for S, A is usually
countable and often finite, but the same extensions exist to continuous cases.
P is the transition function of the problem. It describes the probability that action a
takes the process from state s to state s0 . In other words: P (s, a, s0 ) = P r(s0 |s, a). An
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important property of MDPs is that this transition function verifies Markov’s property,
i.e. the probability of reaching state s0 when one undertakes action a in state s only
depends on a and s and not on the whole history of previous transitions. This property
highlights the fact that one state holds all the information which is necessary to the
agent in order to predict the current transition’s outcome.
r is the reward function of the process. Whenever an action is performed and a transition is triggered, the agent receives a reward R(s, a, s0 ). Sometimes this reward function
P will be 0given as 0the mathematical expectation of the one-step reward: r(s, a) =
P (s, a, s )R(s, a, s ). The goal of the decision maker will be to optimize a given
s0 ∈S

criterion based on the transition and reward model of the process.
One often writes P (s0 |s, a) = P (s, a, s0 ). The equations from the previous definition are
recalled below.


S×A×S →
[0; 1]
(s, a, s0 ) 7→ P r(s0 |s, a)
P
∀(s, a) ∈ S × A,
P (s, a, s0 ) = 1

P :

s0 ∈S


S×A×S →
R
R :
(s, a, s0 ) 7→ R(s, a, s0 )
(
S×A → P
R
r :
P (s, a, s0 )R(s, a, s0 )
(s, a) 7→

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

s0 ∈S

The successive discrete times at which the agent is asked for a decision are called decision
epochs and correspond to the process’ steps. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the dynamics of
MDP models (for notation conventions, please refer to page xi).
a1 , P (s2 |a1 , s1 ),
R(s1 , a1 , s2 )
a1 , P (s1 |a1 , s1 ),
R(s1 , a1 , s1 )

s2

s1
a1 , P (s3 |a1 , s1 ),
R(s1 , a1 , s3 )

s3

Figure 2.1: MDP transition

2.1.2

Policies, criteria and value functions

Solving an MDP problem usually consists in finding a control policy which optimizes a given
criterion. A stationary Markov control policy π is defined as a mapping from states to
actions specifying which action is the best to undertake in every state of the process.

S → A
π :
(2.5)
s 7→ a
In the general case, policies are defined as sequences {ρ0 , ρ1 , . . .} of decision rules. Each
decision rule is a mapping from previous history to actions. There is one decision rule per
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0

n

1
o

s

0

p(s1 |s0 , a0 )
r(s0 , a0 )

)

sn

n+1

t

p(sn+1 |sn , an )
r(sn , an )

p(s1 |s0 , a2 )
r(s0 , a2 )

Figure 2.2: Transition and reward functions

decision epoch (thus yielding an infinite countable set of decision rules for infinite horizon
problems). [Puterman, 1994] shows that for infinite horizon problems and for most common
criteria, there always exists a policy which is:
• stationary: all decision rules are the same throughout the decision epochs,
• Markovian: the optimal action only depends on the current state,
• optimal: at least as good as any history-dependent policy.
This allows us to search for optimal policies in the restricted set of stationary Markov
policies. To be as generic as possible, we should also mention the case of stochastic policies.
A stochastic decision rule is a mapping from states to probability distributions over actions.
A stochastic policy is a sequence of stochastic decision rules. [Puterman, 1994] shows that
the previous results hold for deterministic and stochastic policies, namely, there exists a stationary, deterministic, Markovian, optimal policy. We won’t consider the case of stochastic
policies and will write D the set of deterministic stationary Markov policies.
Once we provide a criterion which evaluates the performance of a policy π from any
initial state s, we can define the value function associated with the policy:

S →
R
π
V :
(2.6)
π
s 7→ V (s)
This value function evaluates how well the policy performs with respect to the given
criterion. We will write V the set of value functions. A policy π is said to be optimal if:
∀s ∈ S, ∀π 0 ∈ D, V π (s) ≥ V π (s)
0

(2.7)

Defining the criterion to optimize corresponds to defining how one evaluates the policy’s
quality. For instance, if we know the number T of decision epochs in advance, we might
want to use the finite horizon criterion which is the cumulative sum of the rewards obtained
when applying the policy from the current state until the horizon:
V (s) = E

" T
X

#
rδ |s0 = s

(2.8)

δ=0

However, the optimal policy is no longer stationary for the finite horizon criterion. In
many cases, the number of decision epochs is very large or unknown and while we are far
from the horizon, the policy tends to be stationary. This is why we will only consider infinite horizon criteria. [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] introduces an elegant classification of
infinite horizon problems as either stochastic shortest path, discounted, or average cost per
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stage problems, which correspond respectively to the three following criteria.
If we know that our execution will necessarily end before an infinite number of steps (for
example because there is a probability one of ending up trapped in a cost-free terminal state
from any initial state), then we might want to use a total reward criterion which allows for
unbounded horizon reasoning:
"∞
#
X
V (s) = E
rδ |s0 = s
(2.9)
δ=0

The total reward criterion can be seen as defining a stochastic shortest path problem in
terms of rewards. In the general case though, the total reward criterion is not guaranteed to
be finite. This is why the most commonly used criterion is the discounted criterion:
"∞
#
X
V (s) = E
γ δ rδ |s0 = s , γ ∈ [0, 1)
(2.10)
δ=0

The discounted criterion penalizes rewards obtained late in the future and insures convergence of the sum if the MDP’s reward model is bounded. Depending on the context, the
γ factor can be interpreted as a “no critical failure before the next step” probability (mission
planning), an inflation loss 1 (economy) or a penalty discount.
One last criterion is sometimes used as an alternative to the discounted criterion: it is
sometimes more important to have a good average behaviour over the execution rather than
to optimize the (discounted) sum of rewards. For this purpose, we can define the average
criterion:
"
#
T
1X
V (s) = E lim
rδ |s0 = s
(2.11)
T →∞ T
δ=0

All these criteria (and other ones) allow the definition of the value function associated
to each policy (equation 2.6). In this work, we will focus on infinite horizon MDPs with
discounted or total reward criteria.
2.1.3

Policy evaluation and optimality equation

We will note V ∗ the optimal value function. More specifically, V ∗ is defined as:
∀s ∈ S, V ∗ (s) = max V π (s)
π∈D

(2.12)

V ∗ (s) corresponds to the best gain one can expect with regard to a given criterion when
the policy’s execution starts in state s. Similarly, any policy with value function V π = V ∗
will be called optimal according to equation 2.7 and noted π ∗ . The following results hold for
the discounted criterion and can apply to the total reward criterion in some specific cases
(namely, when the limit in the criterion is guaranteed to exist).
One can define the policy evaluation operator Lπ as:

V

 V → (
π
S → R
L :
P
V
→
7

s 7→ r(s, π(s)) + γ
P (s0 |s, π(s))V (s0 )

s0 ∈S

1

Actually, if we write k the inflation rate, we have γ =
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In other words:
∀V ∈ V, ∀s ∈ S, Lπ V (s) = r(s, π(s)) + γ

X

P (s0 |s, π(s))V (s0 )

(2.14)

s0 ∈S

Lπ is a contraction mapping with respect to the supremum norm in the set of functions
from S to R and V π is the unique solution to the equation V = Lπ V . This provides an
implicit characterization of a policy’s value function. Similarly, we can define Bellman’s
dynamic programming operator L for MDPs as:

V → 
V



 S → R 

L :
(2.15)
P
V
→
7

0
0

s
→
7
max
r(s,
a)
+
γ
P
(s
|s,
a)V
(s
)


a∈A

s0 ∈S

(
∀V ∈ V, ∀s ∈ S, LV (s) = max r(s, a) + γ
a∈A

X

)
0

0

P (s |s, a)V (s )

(2.16)

s0 ∈S

This operator is also a contraction mapping on the Banach space of value functions (with
the supremum norm) and one can prove (eg. in [Bellman, 1957; Puterman, 1994]) that V ∗
is the only solution to the equation V = LV :
(
)
X
∗
0
∗ 0
V (s) = max r(s, a) + γ
P (s |s, a)V (s )
(2.17)
a∈A

s0 ∈S

Since V ∗ is the optimal policy’s value function, we can build π ∗ as the greedy policy with
respect to V ∗ and hence derive an optimal policy from equation 2.17:
(
)
X
π ∗ (s) = arg max r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)V ∗ (s0 )
(2.18)
a∈A

2.1.4

s0 ∈S

Q-values

An equivalent formulation of the above properties is in terms of Q-functions or Q-values.
One can define the Q-value Qπ (s, a) of performing action a in state s, given policy π, as
the expected value of applying a at the first decision step and then using policy π until the
horizon. For the discounted criterion, one has:
"∞
#
X
π
δ
Q (s, a) = E
γ rδ |s0 = s, a0 = a , γ ∈ [0, 1)
(2.19)
δ=0

The relationship between V π and Qπ is given in equation 2.20.
V π (s) = Qπ (s, π(s))
P
Qπ (s, a) = r(s, a) + γ P (s0 |s, a)V π (s0 )

(2.20)

The optimal Q-value Q∗ (s, a) of action a in state s is the maximum expected cumulative
reward which can be obtained over all execution paths starting with applying a in s.
The policy evaluation operator Lπ and Bellman operator L also apply on Q-values and
yield the policy evaluation equation 2.21 and the optimality equation 2.22, similar to equation
2.17.
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X
Qπ (s, a) = r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)Qπ (s0 , π(s0 ))
X
Q∗ (s, a) = r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a) max
Q∗ (s0 , a0 )
0
a ∈A

2.1.5

(2.21)
(2.22)

Optimizing policies

Based on equations 2.17 and 2.18 we can derive standard optimization methods for MDPs.
We will briefly present here the Value Iteration, Policy Iteration and Linear Programming
algorithms for MDPs. In the next chapters, we will provide more details as we concentrate
on more specific features of these methods.
Value Iteration

The Value Iteration algorithm is directly inspired by the fact that L is a contraction mapping over V: any sequence of value functions (Vn )n∈N recursively defined by equation 2.23
converges to V ∗ .
Vn+1 = LVn
(2.23)
Calculating equation 2.23 (or the equivalent equation for a policy) is called a Bellman
backup. This allows us to define the Value Iteration algorithm:
Algorithm 2.1: Value Iteration
V0 ← 0
n←0
repeat
for s ∈ S do


P
0
0
Vn+1 (s) = max r(s, a) + γ
P (s |s, a) · Vn (s )
a∈A

n←n+1
until kVn − Vn−1 k ≤ 
for s ∈ S do

π(s) ← argmax r(s, a) + γ
a∈A

s0 ∈S

P
s0 ∈S


P (s0 |s, a)

· Vn

(s0 )

return Vn ,π
One can see Value Iteration as the incremental propagation of the rewards to all states in
the problem. Each iteration
of Value Iteration
has complexity in O(|A||S|2 ) and the optimal


|S||A|
policy is reached in O (1−γ) log(1/(1−γ))
iterations ([Littman et al., 1995]). The algorithm

2γ
is usually stopped when kVn − Vn−1 k ≤ . Then one can write that kVn − V ∗ k ≤ 1−γ
. In
case of equivalent
-optimal
actions,
the
chosen
action
for
π
can
be
any
of
the
set
defined
by


P
argmax r(s, a) + γ
p(s0 |s, a) · Vn (s0 )
a∈A

s0 ∈S

Policy Iteration

The idea of Policy Iteration is to perform policy search directly in policy space. The goal
here is to incrementally improve an initial policy. For this purpose, we perform one Bellman
backup in every state of the problem with regard to the current policy’s value function. This
way, we are sure to improve the global value function (if possible) and to eventually converge
to V ∗ .
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Algorithm 2.2: Policy Iteration
π0 ∈ D
n←0
repeat
Solve the system of |S| equations:
P
∀s ∈ S Vn (s) = r(s, πn (s)) + γ s0 ∈S P (s0 |s, πn (s))Vn (s0 )
for s ∈ S do


P
0
0
P S(s |s, a)Vn (s )
πn+1 (s) ← argmax r(s, a) + γ
a∈A

s0 ∈S

n←n+1
until πn = πn−1
return Vn ,πn


Each iteration of Policy Iteration has complexity in O |S|2 (|A| + |S|) and the algorithm
theoretically converges in the same number of iterations as Value Iteration. Practically, the
number of iterations required before convergence is usually smaller with Policy Iteration than
with Value Iteration. This makes Policy Iteration usually a good choice for MDP resolution
even though the policy evaluation phase requires most of the computation time.
The policy iteration algorithm can be generalized by the Actor-Critic architecture ([Sutton and Barto, 1998]) as presented in figure 2.3. The main idea of such an architecture is
the presence of two separate procedures interacting inside the algorithm:
• The critic performs policy evaluation. It provides an evaluation of the agent’s current
behaviour.
• The actor calculates improvements to the current policy, based on the information
provided by the critic.
Policy Iteration is thus an exact, model-based, Actor-Critic algorithm. Variants of Policy Iteration, such as Asynchronous Policy Iteration, Approximate Policy Iteration or SimulationBased Policy Iteration [Bertsekas, 1995] all fall under the Actor-Critic framework and differ
in the way the actor and the critic are implemented (model-based vs. model-free, exact vs.
approximate, etc.).
Policy evaluation: Critic
π

Vπ
Policy improvement: Actor

Figure 2.3: Actor-Critic architecture

Linear Programming

The last main family of algorithms for MDP optimization is based on linear programming
and was introduced in [d’Epenoux, 1963]. It leaves the dynamic programming framework
and solves the optimality equation by writing it as a linear program. The idea is to find the
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optimal value function by remarking that if one minimises the quantity
optimality constraint V ≥ LV , then the solution is necessarily equal to
linear program is:
P
min
V (s)

P
s∈S
V ∗.

s∈S

V ≥ LV

V (s) under the
The associated

(2.24)

Which can be written as:
min

P

V (s)

s∈S
P

∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A, V (s) − γ

s0 ∈S

P (s0 |s, a)V (s0 ) ≥ r(s, a)

(2.25)

This approach globally has complexity pseudo-polynomial in |S||A|.
Countering the curse of dimensionality

All standard methods dedicated to solving MDP problems suffer from Bellman’s curse of
dimensionality [Bellman, 1957]. As the number of variables in the problem increases, the
size of the state space increases exponentially, thus making standard algorithms inefficient.
Many techniques have been recently developed in order to tackle this problem of state space
explosion. This document’s purpose is not to list or explore them all, we will however mention
some current trends that have been explored in MDP solving as:
• State space partitioning and exploitation of MDP decomposition as in [Hauskrecht
et al., 1998; Parr, 1998; Dean and Lin, 1995; Sabbadin, 2002],
• State variable factoring as in [Boutilier et al., 2000; Hoey et al., 2000],
• Approximate Linear Programming in [Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2004; Guestrin et al.,
2004; Kveton and Hauskrecht, 2006]
• Focused or heuristic search in [Barto et al., 1995; Bonet and Geffner, 2003b; McMahan et al., 2005; Smith and Simmons, 2006; Hansen and Zilberstein, 2001; Dai and
Goldsmith, 2007; Teichteil-Königsbuch and Infantes, 2008],
• Value function approximation in [Lagoudakis and Parr, 2003; Munos and Moore, 2002],
• Etc.

2.2
2.2.1

Time and MDPs
Does time appear in standard MDPs?

The first question that we want to answer is: can we model all the problems of section 1.3.1
as MDPs? And if we can: how can we exploit the structure introduced by the observable
continuous time variable?
In standard MDPs with no explicit time variable, one considers that P and r are stationary functions, they do not change from one decision epoch to the other. In this framework,
[Puterman, 1994] showed that optimal infinite horizon policies are stationary too, so the
standard behaviour of MDPs seems to be fully stationary and time-independent.
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However, time appears in the discounted criterion as the exponent of γ. So, our optimization process actually takes a certain notion of future into account. This future is implicitly
modeled by the sequence of decision epochs. More specifically, a reward obtained at time n
is penalized by a factor γ n but what this n really is, is the index of the decision epoch, not its
real date. As in standard stochastic processes, we have considered so far that all transitions
had unit duration. What happens if this duration is not set to one anymore?
2.2.2

From MDP to SMDP: introducing uncertain durations

In the stochastic processes framework, Markov Chains are processes that jump from the current state to the next with a probability that only depends on the current state. Since there
is no notion of decision, agent or plan in the phenomena described by Markov Chains, they
are abstract representations of the discrete stochastic evolution of a given system. Thus, it
makes sense to merge the concepts of process step and process time for Markov Chains.
Actually, from a temporal point of view, standard discrete-time Markov Chains are considered to make transitions which have duration one (this way, the process time and the
process steps match). Continuous Time Markov Chains include a continuous time variable,
but their transition durations are governed by (memoryless) exponential distributions, as
presented in [Cox and Miller, 1965].
A Markov chain with arbitrary distributions over transition durations does not retain
the Markov property for the determination of the next step’s date. However, if transition
durations and arrival states are decoupled, most properties of Markov Processes are retained.
This forms the model of semi-Markov Processes (SMPs, [Cox and Miller, 1965])2 .
In the rest of this document we will refer indifferently to transition times or to sojourn
times. Indeed, the name of sojourn time is a more rigorous denomination of the notion at
stake. This difference in vocabulary is justified by the discrete events systems paradigm:
the sojourn time in a state s is the time spent in a given state before a transition occurs,
but since we are considering discrete events, the evolution is discrete (the system evolves
stepwise) and each transition takes the system to its new state s0 ; therefore, this sojourn
time is also the duration of the time period between entering s and entering s0 , which is the
transition time between s and s0 .
Introducing random transition times in the MDP framework corresponds to defining
semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP, [Puterman, 1994; Howard, 1963]). An SMDP’s
transition function is given as the probability density function Q(τ, s0 |s, a) describing the
probability that the next decision epoch occurs before τ time units in the future, in state
s0 . The Q transition function is often decoupled as Q(τ, s0 |s, a) = P (s0 |s, a)F (τ |s, a) which
introduces a very strong hypothesis on the model since it supposes independence between
destination state s0 and transition duration τ . We write f (τ |s, a) the probability density
function associated to F (τ |s, a). Hence:
F (dτ |s, a) = f (τ |s, a)dτ
Figure 2.4 illustrates the duration model of SMDPs. The reward model of an SMDP
is built from the abstraction of a so-called natural process which describes the low-level
2

A more formal definition of SMPs can be given in terms of a process W = (X, Y ) where X is a Markov
chain and where P (Yn = y) only depends on the values of Xn and Xn−1 . Then a process Z choosing its
transition’s destination state based on X and its transition duration based on Y is called a semi-Markov
process. W is a Markov process while Z usually is not.
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t2

f (τ |sδ , a)

Figure 2.4: Introducing random transition times: SMDPs

continuous evolution of the system state, namely the states traversed by the process while
an action completes. The natural process’ state and the SMDP’s state agree at decision
epochs. The SMDP’s reward model r is defined as in equation 2.26, where k is a lump sum
reward, c is a reward rate, j are intermediate states of the natural process and p is the
evolution function of the natural process.

Z ∞ X Z u
t
γ c(j, s, a)p(j|t, s, a)dt F (du|s, a)
(2.26)
r(s, a) = k(s, a) +
0

j∈S

0

This description of the reward model allows to consider SMDPs as hierarchical abstractions of macro-actions having stochastic durations. To summarize:
Definition (Semi-Markov Decision Process). An SMDP is given by the 5-tuple hS, A, P, F, ri
where:
• S and A are standard MDP state and action spaces,
• P (s0 |s, a) is the state transition model,
• F (τ |s, a) is the cumulative distribution function of the sojourn time variable τ ,
• r(s, a) is the reward model as described above.
Given this model, the policy evaluation equation becomes (with Qπ (dτ, s0 |s) = Q(dτ, s0 |s, π(s)) =
P (s0 |s, π(s))f (τ |s, π(s))dτ ):
XZ ∞
π
V (s) = rπ (s) +
γ τ · V π (s0 ) · Qπ (dτ, s0 |s)
(2.27)
And if we write mπ (s0 |s) =

R∞
0

s0 ∈S

0

γ t · Qπ (dτ, s0 |s), then we have:

V ∗ (s) = max{r(s, a) +
a∈A

X

ma (s0 |s)V ∗ (s0 )}

(2.28)

s0 ∈S

Therefore, optimizing an SMDP policy turns out to be equivalent to solving a total reward
criterion optimality equation. As a matter of fact, introducing variable transition durations
into the model allows to take reward rates into account. This can be useful for modeling
resource consumption or continuous reward acquisition which are common characteristics of
temporal problems.
However, the overall process we consider with SMDPs is still stationary and doesn’t allow
the representation of time-dependency in temporal Markov problems. For this purpose, the
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model itself must be explicitly time-dependent and time must be included as an observable
state variable. We will therefore focus on models that allow for extension of MDPs to nonstationary cases.
2.2.3

Some other models taking time partially into account

Other approaches — which do not take simultaneously into account uncertainty on actions
outcomes, on transition durations and time-dependency — define different frameworks for
introducing time in stochastic problems. One could mention shortest path search algorithms
or Stochastic Time Dependent Network (STDN, [Wellman et al., 1995]) which define stochastic transition durations, but deterministic transition outcomes. To our knowledge, the only
model that focuses on time as an independent observable state variable is the Time-dependent
MDP model (TMDP, [Boyan and Littman, 2001]) which is presented in the next subsection.
2.2.4

Making time observable: the TMDP model

The TMDP model decomposes each transition resulting from the application of an action a
into a set of possible outcomes {µ}. Each outcome describes a resulting state and a transition
duration.
Definition (Time-dependent Markov Decision Process). Formally, one can define a TMDP
as:
• S, a discrete state space
• A, a discrete action space
• M , a discrete set of outcomes µ = (s0µ , Tµ , Pµ ):
– s0µ is the transition’s resulting state.
– Tµ is a boolean indicating whether the probability density function Pµ concerns
absolute dates or relative durations.
– Pµ (θ) is a probability density function describing the probability that the transition
ends at time t = θ (if Tµ = ABS) or exactly after a duration τ = θ (if Tµ = REL).
• L(µ|s, t, a) is a transition function giving the probability of triggering outcome µ.
• R(µ, t, t0 ) is the reward model associated with the realization of outcome µ, starting at
t and ending at t0 .
• K(s, t) is the reward rate of the “wait” action in state s at time t.
The evolution of a TMDP is illustrated on figure 2.5. In state s1 and at time t, undertaking action a1 triggers outcome µ1 with probability L(µ1 |s1 , a1 , t) = 0.2 and outcome µ2
with probability L(µ2 |s1 , a1 , t) = 0.8. µ2 describes the transition to s2 and the transition
absolute arrival time is given by Pµ2 , whereas µ1 describes the failure in leaving s1 (loop to
s1 ) with duration Pµ1 .
Chapters 4 to 6 will describe the TMDP model in more detail and will extend the class
of problems it can represent. For now we only present a short analysis which goes slightly
further than the original [Boyan and Littman, 2001] paper.
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µ1 , 0.2
s1

a1

µ2 , 0.8

Tµ2 = ABS

Pµ2

s2

Pµ1

Tµ1 = REL

Figure 2.5: TMDP - basic elements

It is interesting to remark on figure 2.5 that TMDPs restrict somehow the user’s modeling freedom by forcing the transition duration to depend on the destination state (on the
outcome) while sometimes we might wish to work the other way: specifying the destination
state given the transition’s time-to-trigger.
Similarly, in order to insure the physical meaning and consistency of the model, it is
important to add “watchdogs” to the model initially defined in [Boyan and Littman, 2001].
We need to insure that whenever one triggers µ at t, all absolute arrival times for µ are
posterior to t. More formally, if we write:

 Depµ,s,a = {t ∈ R/L(µ|s, t, a) 6= 0}
, then a sound TMDP must verify:
M
= {µ ∈ M/Tµ = ABS}
 ABS
Arrµ = {t0 ∈ R/Pµ (t0 ) 6= 0}
∀(µ, s, a) ∈ MABS × S × A,

∀t ∈ Depµ,s,a ,

∀t0 ∈ Arrµ ,

t < t0 .

Despite its simplicity and elegance, the TMDP model suffers from some inconsistencies.
It defines a waiting reward rate, but does not explicitly define a “wait” action. Defining an
action means being able to write the L, R and Pµ functions for it; L and R could be written
for a “wait” action, but the Pµ probability density function is unknown. Instead, the model
implicitly inserts waiting times before each action.
TMDP policies are defined as follows: a TMDP policy is a function mapping pairs
(s, t) ∈ S × R of initial states and dates, to pairs (t0 , a) ∈ R × A indicating that the optimal strategy is to wait until time t0 in order to undertake action a.
It is unclear to see how TMDPs relate to standard MDPs or SMDPs. Part of this
thesis’ work has concentrated on bringing the TMDP framework back into a more standard
stochastic processes and MDP framework. For this purpose we introduced the SMDP+
model which we will present and compare to the TMDP model in chapter 4. More precisely,
we will try to address the following questions:
• What are the mathematical obstacles of including an observable time in SMDPs?
• What is the difference between TMDPs and SMDPs with observable time?
• Is “wait” a standard MDP action ?
• What are really TMDP policies?
• Which is the criterion optimized by TMDP policies?
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Based on this analysis, we will try to improve TMDP modeling and resolution through
the TMDPpoly framework, algorithm and planner in chapters 5 to 7.
These developments will also bring some more general conclusions about the problem of
introducing a continuous observable time in the MDP framework in chapter 8. There, we
will consider the general problem of observable continuous time in MDPs with parametric
(continuous and discrete) action spaces and hybrid state spaces. We will specifically focus on
establishing mathematical foundations for proving the existence of an optimality equation
which includes both the MDP, TMDP and SMDP+ frameworks; we will call this generalized
framework XMDP s.
2.2.5

Concurrency as the origin of complexity

With the TMDP model, we have introduced continuous observable time in MDPs and are
now able to represent time-dependent stochastic problems of decision under uncertainty.
However, it appears that when it comes to writing the transition and reward models for
real-world examples in TMDP models the task can become incredibly complicated. The first
reason for this difficulty is that the overall stochastic behaviour of temporal Markov decision
problems often results from the concurrent influence of several separate stochastic processes
(as in the subway, airport or coordination problem). On top of that, when one allows for
several actions to be undertaken simultaneously, the possible branching factor in the policy
search explodes. These two aspects come from the fact that we allowed concurrency in two
different ways.
In the CoMDP model ([Mausam and Weld, 2005]), Mausam tackled the problem of authorizing the combination of different actions to be undertaken at the same time. However,
the framework of CoMDP remained in a discrete time setup with fixed time steps. Since
our focus here is on time-dependency and temporal complexity, we won’t enter the CoMDP
model in detail. We will remain in the framework of sequential decision theory and thus will
not consider the combinatorial complexity of allowing concurrent actions to be undertaken
at the same time. However, our final conclusions will show how our results extend to the
case of these concurrent actions.
The complexity of our problems comes from the fact that — in the subway problem for
example — different simple stochastic processes affect the same common state space. Predicting the next state of the system implies taking into account in the transition function
the probability that the first event to trigger is the arrival of a passenger at station 1, or
the arrival of a passenger at station 2, or a train movement between station 5 and 6, etc.
Additionally to the events’ concurrence — which introduce a first modeling difficulty — the
individual processes are themselves time-dependent, adding to the complexity of the global
process’ behaviour. This simple example gives both an idea of the origin of our problem’s
modeling complexity and a hint as how to go around this difficulty.
Considering concurrent continuous-time stochastic processes is a framework known in
the stochastic processes literature as generalized processes. It doesn’t really make sense to
consider Generalized Markov Process since they would all be synchronous and would result
in a trivial global Markov Process. However, as soon as we allow for real-valued stochastic
transition times, then having several concurrent processes induces a new kind of non-trivial
stochastic processes. The concurrent execution of several semi-Markov processes (SMPs)
affecting the same state space results in a global stochastic process called a Generalized
Semi-Markov Process (GSMP). GSMPs were first introduced in [Glynn, 1989] and have
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been extensively studied in the stochastic processes and discrete event systems literature (as
in [Nielsen, 1998] for example).
Chapter 11 will present GSMPs more in detail and will highlight their general relation
with the global discrete events systems (DEVS, [Zeigler, 1976]) theory. Formally, a GSMP
(Cf. [Glynn, 1989] for further details) is described by a set S of states and a set E of events.
At any time, the process is in a state s and there exists a subset Es of events that are called
active or enabled. These events represent the different concurrent processes that compete for
the next transition. To each active event e, we associate a clock ce representing the duration
before this event triggers a transition as presented on figure 2.6. This duration would be the
sojourn time in state s if event e was the only active event. The event e∗ with the smallest
clock ce∗ (the first to trigger) is the one that takes the process to a new state. The transition
is then described by the transition model of the triggering event: the next state s0 is picked
according to the probability distribution Pe∗ (s0 |s). In the new state s0 , events that are not
in Es0 are disabled (which actually implies setting their clocks to +∞). For the events of
Es0 , clocks are updated the following way:
• If e ∈ Es \ {e∗ }, then ce ← ce − ce∗
• If e 6∈ Es or if e = e∗ , pick ce according to Fe (τ |s0 )
The first active event to trigger then takes the process to a new state where the above operations are repeated. The framework of GSMPs could be compared with the (deterministic)
framework of Timed Automata ([Alur and Dill, 1994]).

Pe4 (s′ |s1 )

Pe7 (s′ |s2 )

s1

s2

Es1 : e2
e4
e5
e7

Es2 : e2
e3
e7

Figure 2.6: Illustration of a GSMP
One first important remark concerning GSMPs is that the overall process does not retain Markov’s property anymore: knowing the current state s is not sufficient to predict the
distribution on the next state of the process. [Nielsen, 1998] showed that by augmenting the
state space with the events’ clocks, one could retain the Semi-Markov behaviour for a GSMP.
Introducing action choice in a GSMP yields a GSMDP as defined by [Younes and Simmons, 2004]. In a GSMDP, we identify a subset A of controllable events or actions, the
remaining ones are called uncontrollable or exogenous events. Actions can be enabled or
disabled at will and the subset As = A ∩ Es of activable actions is never empty since it
always contains at least the “idle” action a∞ (whose clock is always set to +∞) which, in
fact, does nothing and lets the first exogenous event take the process to a new state. As in
the MDP case, searching for control strategies on GSMDP implies defining rewards r(s, e)
or r(s, e, s0 ) associated to transitions and introducing policies and criteria.
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The GSMDP framework, with and without continuous observable time, will be developed
in chapters 11 and 13. In chapter 13 we will especially focus on designing efficient algorithms
for solving time-dependent GSMDPs.
2.2.6

Models map

Figure 2.7 summarizes the relationship between all the models presented here, from
standard Markov Processes to Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes with
continuous observable time.

(a)

(b)

MP

SMP

(c)

GSMP

(c)
(a)

(b)

MDP

SMDP

(d)

(c)

GSMDP

(d)

SMDP+,
TMDP,
XMDP
(part II)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

add
add
add
add

continuous sojourn time
concurrency
action choice
observable time

(d)
(b)

GSMDP with
observable time
(part III)

Figure 2.7: Models relational map

2.3

Similarities and differences with “classical” MDP problems

The last section presented a short walk-through about MDP models that focused on dealing
with continuous time, either as a temporal extension of actions, as a way of modeling nonstationarity, or as a source of complexity. The examples presented in section 1.3.1 highlight
the fact that classical problems which are rather well studied in the stationary case raise new
difficulties in time-dependent frameworks.
Dealing with time as a continuous observable variable reaches out of standard frameworks
and calls for specific modeling. Is time a resource? If so, is it bounded? What about the case
of infinite horizon planning? But then, what is the definition of “horizon”? Is it a mission
ending date or a number of actions the agent can perform? If it is not a resource, is time a
state variable? If so, then we should be able to point out the effects of actions upon it (write
transition models).
In the following paragraphs, we try to break this ambiguity on vocabulary concerning
the time variable. This will highlight where standard MDP methods can be reused for timedependent problems and where specific structure arises from having a continuous observable
time.
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2.3.1

Three different meanings for a single variable

Techniques for solving continuous-variables MDPs have been developed recently in the planning community (for example [Feng et al., 2004; Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2004; Mausam
et al., 2005; Li and Littman, 2005]), but all deal with the time variable as a bounded resource. In fact, time is a strange variable with regard to our problems since it introduces
an additional coupling between states and rewards by affecting the discount factor in our
criterion, but also remains a state variable (an internal decision variable for the policy), and
lastly time is a non controllable variable, growing as the plan executes.
Actually, separating the different notions of time is important to understand time dependent problems:
• We first consider the time of the underlying Markov chain. We took care of writing
this variable as δ in equations 2.8 to 2.11. This time is discrete, it represents the successive decision epochs. At each of these decision epochs, state variables (continuous or
discrete), including time, take different values according to the actions undertaken and
the transition model. As was illustrated in section 2.2, in continuous-time processes,
the time of the Markov chain does not necessarily agree with the physical time of the
process.
• The same section 2.2 introduced the notion of transition time, describing the sojourn
time in a given state before the discrete transition to its successor state. We will write
this sojourn time or sojourn duration with the variable τ since it is a duration, as
opposed to the absolute date of the current decision epoch.
• Then we need to consider the state variable t itself. This variable describes the physical
time of the process — its main clock — and intervenes in the discounted criterion (as
in SMDPs in equations 2.26 and 2.27). Its only dependence on the δ variable is that it
never decreases as δ increases, thus yielding the structure of time-dependent problems.
It is indeed a continuous state variable and therefore needs to be bounded (so that the
state space remains countable). We will see in the next paragraph why this is not a
hard constraint on the problem.
• Finally, we have mentioned the problem of the “wait” action which was not well-defined
in the TMDP (and SMDP+) model(s). This action does not have any meaning if it is
not associated with a waiting duration or waiting date which was well illustrated by the
policy definition of [Boyan and Littman, 2001]. This last time variable is an action’s
parameter, independent from state variables and process’ time. We will explore the
framework of hybrid parametric actions in section 8.
Therefore, the time variable links together some non-controllable aspects (the process’
time) and some controllable features (the system’s state) of the problem. Action’s parameters
and non replenishable resources can play a similar role on the system’s dynamics. Our focus
here is on the time variable, so we will concentrate on this one, keeping in mind that the
results we obtain for the time-dependent framework can be extended to larger setups.
2.3.2

Redefining the notion of horizon

The next question we need to answer concerning the time variable concerns the definition
domain of the global process’ clock: is it necessarily bounded?
When we try to build a model of decision under uncertainty with continuous observable
time, we need to consider the question of the horizon. It is important to make a difference
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between the succession of decision epochs — corresponding to the number of undertaken
actions, i.e. the time of the discrete Markov chain during execution — and the “current
time” variable, continuous, observable and non-decreasing. This implies making a difference
between the planning horizon and the temporal horizon.
In standard finite horizon problems the number of actions to undertake is bounded. In
this case, a fine discretization of time might be feasible. But most problems do not allow for
finding an upper bound on the number of steps to reach the goal, and when they do, it is
often too large and the problem is considered as having an infinite horizon.
Thus, our interest goes to modeling our problem with an infinite planning horizon. However, the knowledge about the problem’s non-stationarity only extends up to a certain date
in the future3 . We call this date the pseudo-horizon. Beyond this date, the problem is
considered as stationary (or the horizon states are supposed to be terminal states). In particular, in the cases of model learning, online planning, or plan repair, the pseudo-horizon
is a moving horizon. This is why we consider infinite planning horizon problems with finite
temporal horizon or finite pseudo-horizon.
Sometimes, when the problem is offline, the moving pseudo-horizon is fixed. Then, we
can consider that planning with respect to a continuous observable time variable corresponds
to planning in an infinite horizon setup with a bounded time resource than cannot be refilled.
In this case, standard methods from the literature for continuous MDP solving can be applied
(if they also apply to the rest of the state space). Few methods really deal with hybrid state
and action spaces, therefore, the work presented on TMDP solving in the thesis’ next part
should be considered from the two different points of view. The first point of view concerns
the problem of solving time-dependent problems. While the second one highlights the fact
that the method developed here is indeed an algorithm for solving MDPs with hybrid state
and action spaces.

2.3.3

Exploiting the structure of time-dependent problems

There is one last thing that needs to be mentioned about time. Even though, as we have
just seen, it often is a bounded state variable, the fact that this variable is non-replenishable
introduces structure in the evolution of the process. Namely, all states with t being strictly
smaller than the current date are non-reachable states. Moreover, in real-life problems,
instantaneous loops always come to an end and the time variable eventually grows and
reaches the pseudo-horizon. This means there is a null probability of observing an infinite
sequence of instantaneous transitions. In other words: executing a plan always reaches the
pseudo-horizon.

3

We do not consider periodic problems on purpose here. Namely, we suppose these problems can be dealt
with as finite horizon problems.
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Finally, as we have explored — without entering too much in the modeling details
— the impact of making time continuous and observable in MDPs, it appears that:
• This time is (indeed) a state variable,
• but it shouldn’t be confused with the process’ discrete time (succession of
discrete decision epochs).
• It can usually be bounded, at least as a moving horizon.
• However, it induces a specific quasi-loopless structure.
• Modeling and exploiting this structure in the framework of MDPs seems necessary to build efficient algorithms in order to generate efficient time-dependent
plans or policies.
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3
Thesis outline

In order to organize the successive ideas leading to our contributions and to facilitate the
reader’s progression across the chapters, this thesis is divided in four main parts.
Part I provided an introduction, both to the general problem of decision and to the question of introducing time in MDPs. This general introduction, in chapter 1, led to a review of
models in chapter 2. These models focus on the integration of the time variable in the MDP
framework. They are discussed and compared in order to highlight their specificities and to
introduce the first ideas as to the mechanisms involved in their resolution. These formalisms
provide the modeling basis which is reused and developed throughout the thesis.
When dealing with explicit time-dependent models, one needs to question a strong hypothesis of standard MDPs: is the model stationary anymore? More specifically, how do
we model the exogenous evolution due to the environment, the system’s intrinsic temporal
behaviour, the opponent’s or ally’s actions, etc.? [Boutilier et al., 1999] makes a distinction
between implicit-event models, where the environment’s evolution and effects are factored
into the representation of stochastic actions, and explicit-event models, where change caused
by the environment is modeled separately from change caused by the agent’s actions. Part
II deals with implicit-event temporal models, trying to highlight the structure of the temporal problem and to build an adapted algorithmic solution to the resolution of the associated
problem. Then, part III illustrates why such implicit-event models are hard to build and how
one can use explicit-event models to learn a policy. Thus, one can summarize the question
addressed by each part as:
Part
Part
Part
Part

I
II
III
IV

General introduction and models
Implicit-event models and continuous observable time
Learning policies in explicit-event temporal models with hybrid state spaces
General conclusion

In part II, our attention goes to the straightforward idea of introducing an observable,
continuous time variable in an MDP model. In the literature, this approach is known as
the TMDP model. We link TMDPs with SMDPs by introducing observable time in SMDPs
(chapter 4). Then we improve the TMDP framework’s expressiveness by extending the family of continuous functions its resolution can handle in chapter 5. We also improve the
resolution scheme itself by introducing the specific TMDPpoly algorithm in chapter 6 and
evaluate this resolution in chapter 7. This work inside the TMDP framework extends to the
more generic framework of time-dependent, implicit-event, hybrid state and action problems
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for which we introduce the XMDP formalism in chapter 8. Chapter 9 introduces unfinished
work presenting an alternative to the previous approaches. We keep this chapter in the
thesis’ corpus for three main reasons: first it provides an interesting algorithmic alternative
in itself, secondly it highlights one of the weaknesses of the previous TMDPpoly approach,
and finally it introduces the first ideas underlying part III. Finally, chapter 10 summarizes
our results on the question of introducing a continuous, observable time variable in implicitevent, time-dependent MDPs.
Part III begins with a — somehow — admission of failure: for complex domains, implicitevent models are generally not available. Chapter 11 explores the question of modeling
temporal complexity in stochastic problems. It does so from the generic discrete events systems point of view and makes a link with the Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes
framework, illustrating why constructing an implicit-event model is much harder than assembling the corresponding explicit-event model. Then, chapter 12 takes a brief step out
of the framework of temporal problems to review the approximate and asynchronous Policy
Iteration approaches in order to introduce the general idea of Real-Time Policy Iteration and
to relate it as much as possible to existing approaches. Finally, chapters 13 and 14 apply the
RTPI ideas to the case of temporal domains, using the simulation properties of explicit-event
models introduced in chapter 11 and introducing specific notions related to exploration and
generalization.
Finally, part IV contains a single conclusion chapter which tries to summarize the thesis’
contributions.
Each part begins with a short overview, introducing the problematic at hand, summarizing the questions addressed in each chapter and presenting the organization of developed
ideas. Then we introduce each chapter with a brief abstract of the problem addressed and,
along the document, framed boxes try to highlight the essential results punctuating the
reasoning’s progression.
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Part II

Planning with Continuous
Observable Time in Markov
Decision Processes
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Overview
This part presents our contribution to model-based MDP solving when time is made continuous and observable in the decision-maker’s model. This characteristic allows to consider
non-stationary problems where the transition and reward functions depend explicitly on the
continuous time variable.
Introducing explicit continuous time in MDP modeling raises a certain number of issues.
Among these, we will look specifically at the following questions:
• How do we model the actions affecting the time variable? How should we represent
the temporal consequences of actions within an MDP framework?
• Can we represent idleness in a discrete event model? Is there a difference between
idleness and waiting?
• Which is the most suitable way to represent continuous evolution of the model? In
practice, what kind of methods can we use and what are the appropriate representations
(function classes) for these methods?
• How do we represent a policy? What kind of algorithmic precautions should we take
to infer policies in practice?
• How do we make the link between policies and value functions with respect to this
continuous time?
• How should we exploit this observable time to structure our policy search?
The course of our reasoning goes as follows. We start with the classical model of SemiMDPs which includes temporal extensions of transitions and investigate what is needed to
use this model in order to plan with respect to an observable time. This leads us to consider
the questions of:
• Is the SMDP hypothesis of transition probability and transition duration independence
still valid when one wishes to plan with respect to this observable time? How should
the SMDP model be adapted to such representation constraints?
• Can we model idleness in a discrete event model? Is there a difference between idleness
and waiting?
Then our attention turns to the class of problems introduced by [Boyan and Littman, 2001],
known as Time-dependent MDPs (TMDPs). We try to relate the model of SMDPs with
continuous observable time — which we call SMDP+ — with the TMDP model. This helps
us answer the following questions:
• What criterion is really optimized with the dynamic programming equations of [Boyan
and Littman, 2001]?
• Are there implicit assumptions concerning the TMDP model which need to be pointed
out to improve the resolution of TMDP problems? Namely:
• Can TMDPs represent all time dependent problems? Including the ones where the
outcome state depends on the transition duration (and not the opposite)?
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• What are the assumptions behind the “dawdling” authorized by TMDPs and how do
they affect the optimality equations?
This exploration of the TMDP model will highlight both its advantages and limitations.
Then we focus on the TMDP resolution itself. Boyan and Littman introduced an exact
resolution scheme for TMDPs. We try to find out to what extent it is possible to expand
this exact resolution to a wider class of continuous temporal descriptions. This leads us to
investigate the questions of:
• Given the TMDP optimality equations, can we find a class of functions which would be
stable though value iterations, ie. for which Vn+1 would belong to the same function
space as Vn ?
• What would be a reasonable set of hypotheses on the model to insure that the value
function belongs to this function space?
• How would these hypotheses relate to the exact resolution framework of [Boyan and
Littman, 2001]?
Finally, based on the previous analysis, we slightly extend the exact resolution framework
and design an approximate algorithm which provides L∞ bounds on the value function and
exhibits good convergence properties thanks to the adaptation of the Prioritized Sweeping
algorithm to TMDPs. The efficiency of this algorithm also relies a lot on the introduction
of a specific piecewise polynomial framework and dedicated approximation algorithms. This
allows us to answer the practical question:
• Which are the advantages and drawbacks of our TMDPpoly algorithm which is meant
to extend the standard TMDP resolution?
• More specifically: what can we expect from the “formal Bellman backups” on piecewise
polynomial representations?
• And finally: how does this approach scale to temporal planning domains such as the
Mars rover benchmark or the UAV coordination problem?
This exploration of the TMDP framework then leads us to a second thought about the nature
of the wait action and the place of time in our problem. We consider the idea that wait is a
specific continuous parametric action; this leads us to generalize the framework of TMDPs
to a more general model which we call XMDP and which improves on the MDP model in
two ways:
• First it considers a generalization of actions. Instead of considering raw discrete or
continuous actions, it introduces structure by differentiating actions of distinct nature
(wait, walk, . . . ) and by associating them with their respective continuous or discrete
parameters. Hence, XMDPs consider parametric actions.
• Secondly, it provides an extension of the standard Bellman equation to the case of discounted MDPs with observable time, hence proving the soundness of a formal extension
of TMDPs to hybrid state spaces, hybrid parametric action spaces and discounted criteria.
This XMDP framework thus provides a general model for implicit-event Temporal Markov
Decision Problems.
This course of reasoning and the associated mathematical, modeling and algorithmic
issues are linearly addressed throughout the following chapters.
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• Chapter 4 establishes the link between the well-explored framework of Semi-Markov
Decision Processes and TMDPs. Its goal is to point out two different features: on
the one hand, we consider TMDPs under the light of temporal extensions of MDPs,
showing which hypotheses are implicitly made to transform SMDPs with observable
time into TMDPs. On the other hand, we try to highlight why and how is a TMDP
different from a hybrid variable MDP.
• Chapter 5 focuses on the dynamic programming equations introduced in [Boyan and
Littman, 2001]. It presents our attempt at finding a class of functions which is stable by the Bellman operator for TMDPs. More specifically, our contribution extends
slightly the results for exact resolution presented by Boyan and Littman, highlights
the difficulties and interests of using piecewise polynomial functions for TMDP solving
and opens the door to the approximate resolution scheme presented in the following
chapter.
• Then, in chapter 6 we present our TMDPpoly algorithm designed to efficiently solve
generalized TMDPs. It relies on the properties of exact and approximate operations
on piecewise polynomial functions, makes use of convergence bounds for Approximate
Value Iteration and implements an adapted version of Prioritized Sweeping for generalized TMDPs.
• Chapter 7 presents the experimental results of the TMDPpoly planner implemented from
the TMDPpoly algorithm. Its performance and outputs are experimentally evaluated
on different temporal Markov problems.
• In chapter 8 we bring mathematical foundations to an extension of TMDPs. We
generalize the concept of idleness defined in TMDPs to the case of hybrid (continuous
and discrete) actions. We define the XMDP framework on the basis of MDPs with
observable time and hybrid states and actions. Then we introduce an extended Bellman
equation for XMDPs and provide a sound set of hypotheses in order to extend the
classical Bellman operator’s properties. XMDPs include standard MDPs and TMDPs
and provide a more general mathematical foundation to the problem of modeling and
solving MDPs with observable time.
• Chapter 9 presents a possible perspective of the previous work. It introduces the idea
of incrementally finding the policy’s temporal bounds via the resolution of a sequence
of discrete problems. Somehow in-between Value Iteration and Policy Iteration, the
proposed method gives the first hints as to the model-free algorithms which will be
presented in the next part of the thesis.
• Finally, chapter 10 summarizes the results and contributions seen throughout the previous chapters, highlights their strengths and weaknesses, and presents how they can
contribute to more general MDP optimization methods.
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4
Bridging the gap between SMDP and TMDP: the SMDP+ model

The previous part provided an introduction to models and frameworks designed
to take the temporal consequences of actions into account in the MDP framework.
The TMDP formalism of [Boyan and Littman, 2001] seems to be a natural way of
modelling time dependency in MDPs. However, the connection with continuoustime discrete-event decision processes such as SMDPs is unclear. In this chapter, we
will focus on the continuous observable time variable of the TMDP model and try to
establish the link between SMDPs and TMDPs. Namely, we answer the question
“are TMDPs equivalent to SMDPs with observable time?”. Another important
question we will try to answer regards the definition of inactivity: “How should
we describe idleness? Can it be described within a discrete event framework? Is
it equivalent to waiting?”. We introduce the SMDP+ model for this purpose,
highlight which criterion is really optimized in TMDPs in order to define policies,
and clarify these questions concerning idleness.

4.1

Making time observable in SMDPs

The first step in introducing time in MDPs was to define Semi-MDPs (section 2.2.2) and to
introduce continuous action duration. It appears natural to build on the SMDP model in
order to go one step further. This step corresponds to defining a model where time intervenes
not only as a random duration between decision epochs, but also as an observable continuous
variable in the state space, therefore permitting the definition of non-stationary, continuous
time, discrete event problems.
In the SMDP model, writing the transition model under the form of Q(τ, s0 |s, a) =
P (s0 |s, a) · F (τ |s, a), implicitly implies that:
• The model is stationary (no dependency on t in Q),
• The transition duration τ and the post-action state s0 are independent.
We introduce the SMDP+ model which extends the SMDP model with the following
features:
• Explicit dependency on the current date for the transition and reward models,
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• Possible dependency between post-action state and sojourn time.
The problems we wish to consider do not usually satisfy the above conditions of stationarity and independence between variables. For example, the outcome of a “take a photo”
action for the Mars rover depends on the time of day (non-stationarity) and its duration
depends on the success or failure of the action.
Time-dependency is expressed through continuous evolution of the model with respect to the continuous time variable. Post-action states and action durations are
often linked.
In order to overcome this modeling issue, we define an SMDP+ as a 4-tuple hΣ, A, Q, Ri:
• Σ is the augmented state space containing all σ = (s, t) elements. This state space can
be decomposed into:
– a discrete state space s ∈ S,
– a continuous time axis t ∈ R.
• A is the discrete action space.
• Q(σ 0 |σ, a) is the cumulative transition model. It can be written Q(σ 0 |σ, a) = P (s0 |s, t, a)·
F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ). As in SMDPs, F is the duration model’s cumulative distribution function. As previously and for convenience, we will write the probability density functions
indifferently as f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) or f (τ |s, t, a, s0 ), with:

0
if t0 < t
f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) =
0
0
f (τ = t − t|s, t, a, s ) if t0 ≥ t
• R(σ 0 , a, σ) is the reward model.
One can note that we can write either F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) or F (τ |s, t, a, s0 ) as long as there is
no place left for ambiguity. In our notations, t0 always stands for the post-action date, while
τ = t0 − t always describes the transition duration (or the state’s sojourn time).
Using Bayes rule, we could similarly write the transition model on S as P (s0 |s, t, a, t0 ) and
the duration model on t0 as F (t0 |s, t, a) and obtain Q(σ 0 |σ, a) = P (s0 |s, t, a, t0 ) · F (t0 |s, t, a).
This is why the SMDP+ model is defined in terms of a Q(σ 0 |σ, a) function which — in practice — can be provided either as P (s0 |s, t, a) · F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) or as P (s0 |s, t, a, t0 ) · F (t0 |s, t, a).
In our experiments, the transition duration often depends on the post-action state (for movement actions, for example) so we choose to use the P (s0 |s, t, a) · F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) notation, but
some examples where post-action states are more likely to depend on transition durations
can be expressed using the other formulation (as for a “run to catch the bus”) action.
An SMDP+ policy is defined as a function of S ×R into A. Evaluating an SMDP+ policy
with respect to the discounted criterion of equation 4.1 yields equation 4.2.
!
∞
X
π
tδ π
V (σ) = E
γ rδ |σ0 = σ
(4.1)
δ=0
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XZ

∞

π

V (σ) =


R(s0 , t + τ, π(σ), σ) + γ τ V π (σ 0 ) ·f (τ |σ, π(σ), s0 )P (s0 |σ, π(σ))dτ = Ltπ (V π )(σ)

s0 ∈S 0

This equation is a natural extension of the standard MDP
case. Similarly, the optimality equation becomes equation 4.3.

V ∗ (σ) = max
a∈A


 P Z∞
s0 ∈S

0



Lπ

(4.2)
operator to the SMDP+

R(s0 , t + τ, a, σ) + γ τ V ∗ (σ 0 ) · f (τ |σ, a, s0 )P (s0 |σ, a)dτ





(4.3)

V ∗ (σ) = LV ∗ (σ)

This chapter focuses on modeling and solving TMDP problems. So, for clarity, we will
admit for now the intuition stating that these Lπ and L operators really provide the value
functions of π and π ∗ . Chapter 8 will focus on proving the mathematical foundations and
correctness of equations 4.2 and 4.3 in a more general framework.
Equations 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the tight coupling between transition dynamics and
criterion whenever time is made observable: the τ duration used for the discount factor γ τ
is also conditioning the post-action augmented state σ 0 = (s0 , t + τ ).

4.2

Idleness in the SMDP+ model

As we anticipated in section 2.2, as soon as we introduce continuous time, the idea of using
an available “wait” action comes to mind. Hence we need to answer the question: “is there
an idle action in the SMDP+ model?”. If so, how do we write its transition and reward
functions?
We need to consider two options: either we put an “idle” action in the action space A
or we don’t. The latter implies disabling the option of acting at specific times. If we do
not allow idleness, then actions are executed without interruptions and we loose one of the
interests of considering a continuous observable time. In the first case, we need to define the
transition and reward functions associated with the “wait” action, which highlights the fact
that “wait” is an abstract action which does not have a physical impact on the system as
long as we don’t associate it with a duration or an end date. More specifically, in TMDPs,
a natural modelling of a “wait” action is chosen so as to imply a deterministic effect on
the time variable. This effect itself is conditioned on the duration or end date parameter
of the action. Hence, “wait” needs to be associated with a proper parameter to gain the
meaning of an action operator. Then, for a “wait(tnext )” or “wait(τ )” action, one can write
the transition and reward models.
The “wait” action’s model can only be formalized with respect to some idleness duration or ending date parameters. The transition and reward model are conditioned
on these parameters.
One simple remark concerning the fact that “wait” is chosen to be deterministic with
respect to the time variable in TMDPs: an engineer with a good sense of humour could
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decide to model the sleepy behaviour of its robot. He could then state that the decision to
wait for 8 minutes might result in a different waiting duration — described for example by a
Gaussian process of average 8 and standard deviation 1 — because the robot can fall asleep
during idleness phases and not wake up exactly in time. This little example finds echoes
in real-world problems, for example waiting before sending a request to a web service can
sometimes end up in waiting for a lot longer than expected. This simple remark only highlights the fact that using a deterministic “wait” action is a deliberate choice, adapted to the
problem at hand, but which can be questioned for some applications. Since our purpose here
is to bridge the gap between SMDPs and TMDPs and since TMDPs consider a deterministic
“wait” action, we will use deterministic idleness in SMDP+. However one should keep in
mind that “wait(τ )” is not necessarily deterministic in real-world problems.
Additionally, it appears that being idle does not really correspond to “making no change”
to the process, since the system might evolve by itself during idleness phases (for example
the fuel resource can decrease, the exogenous processes might trigger transitions and change
their state, and — of course — our observable time changes). It appears that instead of
defining passive idleness, the wait(τ ) (or wait(tnext )) action is a particular action which we
consider deterministic with respect to the time variable.
Intuitively, the notion of idleness in mission planning implicitly means “wait until it is
time to undertake a new action”. Thus, we can give an interpretation of the “idle” action
as a “let the system change on its own until the next decision epoch”. This next decision
epoch occurs whenever we enter any state whose date corresponds to the end of the idleness. This notion can be illustrated in other words: since we only take decisions at decision
epochs’ dates, then the end of a “wait” action must match the date of the next decision epoch.
It appears that defining the “wait” transition function necessitates knowledge of the
decision epoch’s date. This “wait” action, applied in (s, t), takes the process to a new state
s0 described by the natural evolution of the process — everything happening if the agent does
not interact with the world, as described by equation 4.4 — and to the date corresponding to
the time of the next decision epoch as described by equation 4.5. Thus, the “wait” action’s
model depends on the dates of decision epochs. More specifically, the “wait” action is an
instantaneous jump to the date of the next decision epoch and to a state drawn according
to the undisturbed dynamics of the system W (s0 |s, t, t0 ). This W (s0 |s, t, t0 ) function captures
all the influences of what would be the exogenous processes if we were in an explicit-event
model.
Q(s0 , t0 |s, t, a) = P (s0 |s, t, a) · F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )
P (s0 |s, t, wait, t0 ) = W (s0 |s, t, t0 )
f (t0 |s, t, wait)

(t0 )

= 1tnext
with tnext = min {tδ |tδ > t}
δ∈N
R∞
0
0
0
0
Q(s , t |s, t, wait) = −∞ P (s |s, t, wait, t ) · f (t0 |s, t, wait)dt0

(4.4)
(4.5)

This last paragraph illustrates the specificity of the time variable among state variables:
Planning with respect to a continuous observable time in MDPs and allowing idleness actions does not imply knowing in advance the dates of the successive decision
epochs, however, it implies considering decision variables which correspond to these
dates — in the case of TMDPs these dates are the parameters of the deterministic
“wait” action.
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Moreover, from the policy representation point of view, since two successive “wait” actions yield the same result as a single longer one, we might need to factor the set of important
decision epochs per state, in order to reach an efficient and compact representation of a policy. In other words, while decision epochs are defined for the whole problem, only a few pivot
dates per state are crucial to the policy. This idea will be developed in chapter 9.
Finally, we particularize the wait action in the action space and write that A only contains
“standard” actions, while we write A+ = A ∪ {wait} the complete action space of the
SMDP+, where wait actually describes all possible instances of the wait(tnext ) or wait(τ )
actions. Based on the previous definition of idleness and on this augmented action space, we
define policies over SMDP+ (and replace A by A+ in equation 4.3). This choice of explicitly
listing wait as an action marks an important difference with TMDPs and helps defining
policies using only the action space.

4.3

Then what is the difference between waiting and idleness?

The difference between “waiting” and “idleness” can be better explained by considering a
control theory point of view. A policy is a controller over a discrete event system. Each
action is an event conditioning the transition to a new state. More specifically, each action
remains a discrete event and the system’s evolution is made of discrete jumps from state
to state. This constitutes the discrete events systems paradigm: event-driven evolution.
Whenever the agent enters a new state, it immediately applies the action specified by its
policy which takes it directly to the post-action state. In real-time execution, this transition
might take time, but the controller is not reactivated until the agent enters the new state.
This discrete events system description is to be compared to the continuous control point
of view which continuously observes the state and applies the controller’s command. With
SMDP+ and TMDPs, we are dealing with the discrete events paradigm, so the evolution
of the system cannot be continuous. Idleness would correspond to the absence of action,
but the absence of action — synonym of the absence of event — in a discrete event system
means that the execution is finished and that the system has reached a terminal state. No
evolution is possible without events.
So the question is: should an SMDP+ policy be described by some temporal intervals
specifying an action and all the other intervals returning no action, or should it specify actions in the same intervals and “wait” actions outside? In the first case, we are out of the
discrete events control paradigm, in the second one, we have difficulties writing the preconditions and effects of “wait”.
Modeling the continuous dynamics of the uncontrollable part of the environment — which
changes on its own, independently of the actions performed — turns to defining exogenous
events. The second part of the thesis will deal with such events, however, if the environment’s evolution modeling is continuous and if we allow a policy to return no action, then we
allow idleness and we define a hybrid controller which escapes both the discrete event and
the continuous control modeling frameworks since it requires features from both of them.
Such a hybrid controller continuously observes the state of the system while waiting and does
nothing until it reaches a new state where its policy prescribes an action, thus switching from
continuous to discrete control.
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Therefore, defining idleness corresponds to defining the absence of action. This
takes the SMDP+ problem out of the discrete event control framework and into
a hybrid control framework. While defining waiting actions — associated with
appropriate parameters — corresponds to defining specific actions (which might
themselves rely on continuous parameters) to control the discrete events SMDP+.
We want to remain in the discrete event control formalism and therefore will describe
wait actions in our policies. We can keep in mind the possibility of only specifying actions
inside some intervals: the next paragraphs will show that in the “deterministic idleness”
case, idleness and waiting are equivalent.

4.4

Defining policies

An SMDP+ policy is defined as a mapping:

π :

Σ → A+
s, t 7→ a

(4.6)

Applying policy π corresponds to applying action π(s, t) in s at t. We build on the intuition that in a given state s, there exist a finite number of intervals included in the [0; T ]
interval — where T is the pseudo-horizon — over which the policy is constant. For standard
actions, this result comes from the fact that the action space A is finite. For wait actions, it
results from the fact that consecutive wait actions all tend to waiting for the same date.
A policy is finally evaluated using the criterion defined in equations 4.1 and 4.2.
Finally, we recall and complete the SMDP+ definition. SMDP+ can be defined by:
• Σ: the augmented state space containing all σ = (s, t) elements. This state space can
be decomposed into:
– a discrete state space s ∈ S,
– a continuous time axis t ∈ R.
• A+: the discrete action space containing standard SMDP actions and a family of
explicit wait actions defined by their parameters.
• Q(σ 0 |σ, a): the cumulative transition model.
• R(σ 0 , a, σ): the reward model.

4.5

Link between TMDP and SMDP+

We have extended the SMDP model to include s0 /τ interdependency and explicit t dependency. This yielded the SMDP+ model which highlighted the specific properties of an idle
action. We can now turn back to the TMDP model in order to determine whether the models
are equivalent — and if not, where the difference lies.
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4.5.1

TMDPs are a special case of SMDP+

We recall the TMDP definition here for convenience as it was introduced in section 2.2.
TMDPs can be described as:
• S, a discrete state space
• A, a discrete action space
• M , a discrete set of outcomes µ = (s0µ , Tµ , Pµ ) where:
– s0µ is the transition’s resulting state.
– Tµ is a boolean indicating whether the probability density function Pµ concerns
absolute dates or durations.
– Pµ (θ) is a probability density function describing the probability that the transition ends at time t = θ (if Tµ = ABS) or after a duration τ = θ (if Tµ = REL).
• L(µ|s, t, a) is a transition function1 giving the probability of triggering outcome µ.
• R(µ, t, t0 ) is the reward model associated with the realization of outcome µ, starting at
t and ending at t0 .
• K(s, t) is the reward rate of the “wait” action in state s at time t.
It is then quite straightforward to remark that TMDP and SMDP+ dynamics are almost
equivalent. For all standard actions in A, we write:
SMDP+ ↔ TMDP
P (s0µ |s, a, t)
0

f (t |s, a, t, s0µ )
R(s, t, a, s0µ , t0 )

=
=
=

L(µ|s, a, t)
0

Pµ (t )

(4.7)
(4.8)

0

R(µ, t, t )

(4.9)

This parallelism between the two formalisms illustrates their equivalence for describing
standard actions’ dynamics when one can write transition durations as a function of the
transition outcome’s state. More specifically, it shows that the TMDP framework relies on
factoring transitions by actions’ outcomes: one transition is first composed of the action
choice, followed by the occurrence of an outcome, itself resulting in a single final state as
illustrated on figure 4.1. Therefore, TMDPs describe transitions by factoring them with
actions.
This last distinction illustrates the first difference between SMDP+ and TMDPs and a
strong restriction of TMDPs: the latter cannot represent cases where the transition’s outcome would depend on the transition duration. For example, one cannot model the discrete
stochastic fuel consumption of a movement action as conditioned by the movement duration
in the TMDP model. On the other hand, since SMDP+ build on the generic basis of SMDPs,
they allow such action descriptions.
The main other difference lies in the definition of the “wait” action. The original TMDP of
[Boyan and Littman, 2001] defines the possibility for agents’ dawdling, specifying a “dawdling
1

This L is not to be confused with the dynamic programming operator L introduced earlier. We keep this
notation in order to be consistent with the notations of [Boyan and Littman, 2001] and will explicitly make
the distinction between L and L when ambiguous.
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µ1 , 0.2
s1

µ2 , 0.8

a1

Tµ2 = ABS

Pµ2

s2

Pµ1

Tµ1 = REL

Figure 4.1: TMDP - basic elements

cost” K. However, the action space of the TMDP does not include any “wait” action, contrarily to the action space A+ of the similar SMDP+. Instead, Boyan and Littman introduce
an extra step in the optimality equations in order to allow for some waiting between each
undertaken action. As we will see through the equations of the next paragraph, on top of
being deterministic with respect to the time variable, the implicit “idle” action of TMDPs
has a very strong restriction, it allows no evolution of the process while waiting: waiting
never changes the process’ state.
Therefore, our conclusion here is that TMDPs are a special class of SMDP+ problems
with an implicit “wait” action that needs to leave the process’ state unchanged.
4.5.2

Dynamic programming resolution of TMDPs

We now compare the criteria defined over SMDP+ and TMDPs. We will show — as the
intuition suggests – that the optimality equations introduced without mathematical justification in [Boyan and Littman, 2001] correspond to a specific total reward criterion and that
the K function is indeed the reward rate of the implicit “wait” action.
In order to find policies for TMDPs using dynamic programming, [Boyan and Littman,
2001] introduce an optimality equation similar to Bellman’s equation. The idea is to use Value
Iteration in order to iteratively find the optimal value function. This optimality equation
should reflect a certain optimality criterion, but since the “idle” action is implicit and since
it participates in the optimality equation, it is not obvious to determine which criterion is
really optimized. The extended Bellman equation for TMDPs introduced in [Boyan and
Littman, 2001] is given by equations 4.10 to 4.13.
!
Z 0
V (s, t) = sup
t0 ≥t

t

t

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 )

V (s, t) = max Q(s, t, a)
a∈A
X
Q(s, t, a) =
L(µ|s, t, a) · U (µ, t)

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

µ∈M

 R∞
Pµ (t0 )[R(µ, t, t0 ) + V (s0µ , t0 )]dt0
if Tµ = ABS
R−∞
U (µ, t) =
∞
0
0
0
0
0
if Tµ = REL
−∞ Pµ (t − t)[R(µ, t, t ) + V (sµ , t )]dt

(4.13)

The first equation indicates that the optimal expected value in s at time t corresponds
to the maximum gain we can hope to get by waiting until t0 and then applying an action.
Indeed, according to the other three equations, V (s, t) represents the maximum gain we can
hope for when we act immediately at t. This dynamic programming scheme over TMDPs
alternates an optimization phase where one acts immediately and a calculation phase indicating how much one should wait between actions. This way, one obtains a policy defined as
π(s, t) = (t0 , a). This policy indicates that, in state s and at time t, the action to undertake
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is twofold: “wait until time t0 and then undertake action a”. We can note that t0 = t is possible, which preserves the generic nature of this kind of policy. Therefore, a TMDP policy
alternates between elements of A and “idle” phases (which can be of duration zero).
Since we now know that TMDPs are specific SMDP+ and that they simply impose
some implicit, static “wait” actions between each standard action, we can define a criterion
for SMDP+ and check if the optimality equations 4.10 to 4.13 match equation 4.3 for this
criterion. From a common sense point of view, equations 4.10 to 4.13 optimize the total
expected reward when alternating wait and action phases. We formally define a TMDP
policy as in equation 4.14 and a reward model as in equation 4.15.

Σ → R+ × A
π :
(4.14)
s, t 7→
t0 , a
rδπ

Z
=

t0π

tδ

K(sδ , θ)dθ + R(sδ , tδ , t0π )

(4.15)

Then equations 4.10 to 4.13 correspond to finding the optimal expected total reward
value function for the TMDPa .
a
The proof is not provided here since it is very similar to proving that “wait” is a parametric
action in the XMDP framework which will be introduced in chapter 8. The latter proof is detailed
in section 8.4.

This way, we have shown that — once the “wait” action has been made explicit —
TMDP’s optimization through equations 4.10 to 4.13 is equivalent to the corresponding
SMDP+’s optimization with separate actions in A+.
One first important consequence of this result on TMDP optimization is that — as
in the standard MDP case — one needs to set supplementary hypotheses on the model
to guarantee the convergence of Bellman backups, because of this undiscounted criterion.
Namely, one should suppose that some states are either absorbing states with null reward or
terminal states, and that they are reachable from any point in the state space. With these
assumptions, we can safely use this total reward criterion. In practice, these requirements
are often met because we are usually in one of the two following cases (or a mix of the two):
• Bounded horizon problem: all reward functions are known until the pseudo horizon
and null afterwards, which guarantees convergence of the total reward criterion and
makes all actions equivalent after the pseudo-horizon. One can note that in this case,
the time variable is bounded and knowledge of the non-stationarity is only necessary
inside the bounds on time.
• Stochastic Shortest Path: the reward model is bounded, terminal goal states are reachable from anywhere in the state space and no action is allowed in them, yielding a zero
probability of an infinite execution path and a finite total reward criterion. In this
case, no hypothesis is made on the pseudo-horizon and the reward models.
Lastly, in order to model more realistic situations, one would need to describe the process’
evolution during waiting phases. The general case of SMDP+ presented in equations 4.4 and
4.5 cannot be captured by the TMDP framework since TMDPs impose that the process
is static during idle phases. However, it is possible to adapt [Boyan and Littman, 2001]’s
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equation 4.10 slightly to match the case of deterministic evolution during idleness. For
this purpose we note s0 = w(s, t, t0 ) the resulting state of a “wait” action according to the
deterministic probability density function W (s0 |s, t, t0 ). This way — if we suppose that the
system’s evolution is deterministic during dawdling phases — equation 4.10 can be replaced
by equation 4.16.
!
Z 0
V (s, t) = sup
t0 ≥t

4.5.3

t

t

K(w(s, t, θ), θ)dθ + V (w(s, t, t0 ), t0 )

(4.16)

Policy equivalence

We have now shown that TMDPs were a specific class of SMDP+ problems for which:
• The “wait” action is not explicitly listed in the action space.
• The “wait” action is static, ie. waiting never changes the process’ state.
• The optimality equations correspond to a total reward criterion.
The last thing to compare between TMDPs and SMDP+ deals with optimal policies.
We need to verify that the execution of an SMDP+ optimal policy and the corresponding
TMDP policy yield the same execution path.
An SMDP+ policy is given as: “at any time step t, there exists an optimal action to
undertake, this action might be waiting, which lets the process change on its own until the
next decision epoch’s date”. A TMDP policy, however, defines pairs of actions “wait until
t0 then do a”. The problem of showing the equivalence of these two behaviours deals with
proving that for all instants t00 between t and t0 , the SMDP+ policy’s action remains idleness.
We can turn the problem differently and show that for any date t00 between t and t0 , the
TMDP policy’s behaviour is constant and equal to “wait until t0 then act”. We focus on
proving this second point.
In order to clarify things we can take the example presented on figure 4.2. Suppose
that we are in state s, at time t1 . The SMDP+ policy specifies the explicit “wait” action
as the action to perform. An outside observer anticipating on the policy can remark the
next action will be a and will be started at time T (in-between, the optimal action remains
“idle”). On the other hand, the TMDP policy prescribes to undertake action “wait until T1
then execute a”. By writing down the model’s equivalence (equations 4.7 to 4.9) and the
optimality equation (equation 4.3) we find that T = T1 . The main remaining question is to
determine if — by picking t2 between t and T1 — the TMDP policy in (s, t2 ) is consistent
with the SMDP+ policy, ie. if T2 = T1 and a0 = a.
If we prove that T2 = T1 , then the a = a0 result is immediate. Indeed, equation 4.11
shows that the action to undertake at T1 is uniquely defined by the function V (s, T1 ). Therefore, all we need to prove is that T2 = T1 .
We introduce the function T (s, t) which gives the waiting end date:


 S×R → R
(Z 0
)
t
T (s, t) :
K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 )

 (s, t) 7→ argsup
0
t ≥t

t

Then we want to prove the following proposition:
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(4.17)

4.5. Link between TMDP and SMDP+

a

explicit wait

SMDP+ :
t1

t

T
implicit wait

TMDP :
t1

T1

t2

a
T2 a ′

implicit wait

t

T1 = T2 ?

Figure 4.2: Equivalence of SMDP+ and TMDP optimal policies

Proposition. Let s ∈ S be a state and t1 ∈ R a time such that T (s, t1 ) > t1 . Let t2 ∈ R be
another time such that t2 ∈ [t1 , T (s, t1 )]. Then we have T (s, t2 ) = T (s, t1 ).

a

wait(T )

SMDP+ policy:
t1

t2

(T (s, t1 ), a)

TMDP policy:

T (s, t1 )

T (s, t2 ) = T (s, t1 ) ?

(T (s, t2 ), a)

Figure 4.3: The policy equivalence problem
This proposition is illustrated on figure 4.3 and corresponds to the problem we presented
on figure 4.2.
Z
Proof. We have

t0

t1

Z

0

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t ) =

Z

t2

K(s, θ)dθ +

t1

t0

t2

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 ).

And T (s,
so:
(Zt1 )0 > t2 (the first sup is)reached after
(Zt2 ),
)
t
t0
argsup
K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 ) .
K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 ) = argsup
t0 ≥t1

Thus:

t0 ≥t2

t1

(Z

T (s, t1 ) = argsup
t0 ≥t2

= argsup
t0 ≥t2

t0

(Zt1
t2
t1

t1

)
0

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t )
Z
K(s, θ)dθ +

t0

t2

)
0

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t )
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Z

t2

K(s, θ)dθ is constant with respect to t0 , it does not affect the argsup. Therefore:
)
(Z 0
t
0
K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t ) .
T (s, t1 ) = argsup
But

t1

t0 ≥t2

t2

And finally: T (s, t1 ) = T (s, t2 ).
Finally we have proven that the two optimal policies defined as SMDP+ policies or
TMDP policies are equivalent.
4.5.4

Generic nature of TMDP policies

Lastly, it is relevant to note that TMDP policies can capture any sequence of decisions within
a TMDP model. Namely, alternating phases of idleness and phases of action does not restrict
the set of policies we can consider. This comes from the following reason. If in state s, the
optimal policy is to perform a1 between t0 and t1 and a2 between t1 and t2 , then the TMDP
policy can be written as:

(t, a1 ) if t ∈ [t0 , t1 [
π(s, t) =
(t, a2 ) if t ∈ [t1 , t2 [

In other words, chaining actions (a3 , a2 , a7 ) during a given execution path would be
strictly equivalent to the sequence (wait(τ = 0), a3 , wait(τ = 0), a2 , wait(τ = 0), a7 ) because
of the three implicit properties of the TMDP wait2 :
• wait is static in terms of state evolution (waiting leaves the process’ state unchanged).
• wait is deterministic with respect to the time variable.
• wait(τ = 0) provides a zero reward.
These three properties allow TMDP policies to be as generic as SMDP+ ones. One could
actually find weaker properties for which such a genericity would be preserved. Namely, if:
• wait(τ = 0) is static,
• wait(τ = 0) provides a zero rewards,
then wait(τ = 0) is a no-op action and can be inserted infinitely often between other actions.
TMDP policies break this infinite number of possible insertions by imposing a single waiting
action between each other action.

4.6

Conclusion

This concludes this paragraph on the comparison between SMDP+ and TMDP. Its main
purpose was to establish the link between the ad hoc definitions of the TMDP model and
the theory of stochastic decision processes. This comparison highlighted the limits of the
TMDP model and its properties. In conclusion:
2

wait(τ = 0) is the null duration waiting in TMDPs, it is actually a shortcut for the implicit wait(t0 = t)
in the TMDP action π(s, t) = (t, a).
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4.6. Conclusion
A TMDP is a total reward criterion SMDP+ where the “wait” action is implicit.
This is made possible because this same “idleness” action is static in terms of the
state’s evolution (waiting leaves the process’ state unchanged) and deterministic
with respect to time. Since the wait action is implicit, TMDP policies are a constant
alternate of standard actions and idleness phases. Such a policy’s genericity is only
preserved due to the fact that “wait” does not affect s and that its reward model
yields reward 0 for zero-duration waiting. One could notice that such a genericity
would still be preserved under the weaker condition that wait(τ = 0) leaves the
process’ state unchangeda and induces no cost or reward.
a
this remains true as long as wait is the only parametric action. The general case of parametric
actions will be developed in chapter 8.

This analysis raises some questions concerning the nature of this “wait” action. Namely:
• What if there are other continuous parametric actions like “wait”?
• How do we model the exogenous evolution of the world in TMDPs, how do we use the
W function of SMDP+?
• Is there a more general framework — derived from MDPs — for planning with continuous time and parametric actions?
• More specifically, couldn’t we write a framework with sequences of extended actions
(avoiding the permanent switching of wait/action which is — somehow — a tweak in
the TMDP resolution) which would be similar to the standard MDP case?
We will bring an answer to these questions in the more general framework of XMDPs,
in chapter 8. In conclusion, we have shown the expressivity and the limits of the TMDP
framework. In particular, its implicit wait action is not generic: it corresponds more to an
action that would deterministically “freeze” the process state and move to an other date in
time. This important feature was highlighted by the more general wait operator of SMDP+.
For now, we will use the TMDP framework and notations and will focus on studying and
improving the resolution of TMDPs.
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5
Solving TMDPs via Dynamic Programming

The previous chapter connected the TMDP framework to the general case of MDPs
and SMDPs. It illustrated the fact that the optimality equation on TMDPs corresponded indeed to a total reward criterion over the execution. In this chapter, we
focus on this optimality equation. Our goal is to analyze why an exact resolution
was possible in the case of [Boyan and Littman, 2001], how we can extend it and
what computational tools we need to perform Bellman backups on TMDPs.

5.1

Optimality equations and value function properties

The optimality equations established on the total reward criterion for TMDPs in the last
chapter are the basis of the dynamic programming approach to solving TMDPs. Equations
4.10 to 4.13 provide a straightforward value iteration scheme in order to find the optimal
value function as presented in equations 5.1 to 5.4.
!
Z 0
Vn+1 (s, t) = sup
t0 ≥t

t

t

K(s, θ)dθ + V n (s, t0 )

V n (s, t) = max Qn (s, t, a)
a∈A
X
Qn (s, t, a) =
L(µ|s, t, a) · Un (µ, t)

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

µ∈M

 R∞
Pµ (t0 )[R(µ, t, t0 ) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0
if Tµ = ABS
R−∞
Un (µ, t) =
∞
0
0
0
0
0
if Tµ = REL
−∞ Pµ (t − t)[R(µ, t, t ) + Vn (sµ , t )]dt

(5.4)

In their 2001 paper, Boyan and Littman show that under some conditions, TMDPs can
be solved exactly using Value Iteration. These conditions are:
• L and K are piecewise constant functions with respect to t.
• R can be decoupled into a sum of piecewise linear reward functions:
R(µ, t, t0 ) = rt (µ, t) + rt0 (µ, t0 ) + rτ (µ, t0 − t)

(5.5)

• Pµ is a discrete probability density function.
Even though the first two conditions are acceptable in order to model and approximate any
kind of transition model and reward function, one might wish for more expressive function
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shapes. On top of that, looking at discrete probability density functions for Pµ turns out
to be a good approximation of the distributions but also takes the process back to the case
of discretized transition durations. In this chapter, we will analyse the optimality equations
presented above (equations 5.1 to 5.4) and will extend them to more general classes of functions. More specifically, we will show where the limit for exact resolution can be pushed with
our approach and how we adapt the exact resolution to the approximate case by generalizing
piecewise constant and linear functions to general piecewise polynomial functions.
The core question of this chapter can be stated as follows: we are looking for a value
function V (s, t) obeying the previous Bellman’s equation. While in the discrete case, tabular
representation is the simplest common basis to all representations of the value function, in
the continuous case we deal with function spaces. These function spaces are generally hard
to approximate and represent because of their infinite dimension. Hence, we are looking for
a shape of V which is an efficient approximation and representation framework as well as an
adapted formulation for the operations of equations 5.1 to 5.4. The dynamic programming
approach relies on the fact that the Bellman’s operator is a contraction mapping over value
function space and admits a fixed point. In order to build an exact resolution scheme, it
is useful to find a family of functions which would be stable by application of L. In other
words, we are looking for a class of functions C for which:
∀V ∈ C, LV ∈ C

(5.6)

However, this search for an “L-stable” class of functions C should be done while keeping
in mind the practical fact that operations on V should be easily computable. Also, we will
need to compute operations between V and L1 , Pµ , K and R, which suggests that they
might need to belong to the same class C.

5.2

Piecewise polynomial functions

The choice we made in order to restrict the set of functions in which we search the elements
of C is to look at piecewise polynomial functions. There are several reasons for that.
First of all, the initial representation of [Boyan and Littman, 2001] dealt with piecewise
constant and linear functions; the transition to piecewise polynomials seems natural. The
hard point will be to go from discrete probability density functions to piecewise polynomial
ones and to extend the exact resolution method to this generalization.
Secondly, it is easy — in terms of computation — to approximate any distribution or
function by a polynomial or a set of polynomials. The theory of splines ([Ahlberg et al.,
1967]) is mainly based on this idea.
Moreover, while some phenomena might be better understood and represented with standard distributions such as Bêta, Gaussian, exponential, etc., we need to consider the question
of how we will deal with the elements of C in our algorithms. Equation 5.4 is our main concern here, since a closer look shows that we will have to compute convolutions of Pµ and
R for example. Since we are trying to extend the exact resolution of [Boyan and Littman,
2001], we need to be able to analytically compute these convolutions and other calculations.
Polynomials convolution yields a new polynomial. Even though it is not a straightforward
calculation by hand, it remains an easy analytical machine-calculated result in most cases.
1

Here, the TMDP’s transition model.
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Convolution of piecewise polynomials follows the same rule and is a feasible solution to the
problem of computing the approximate analytical result of two function’s convolution while
such calculations might be a lot more complicated to perform on distributions such as Gaussian, Bêta or Dirichlet which have implicitly defined cumulative distribution functions.
Third, as in [Boyan and Littman, 2001] we might want to model non-continuous functions
in order to take into account drastic discontinuities in the transition, duration and reward
models. This discontinuity applies to specific points in time and the evolution is continuous
in-between. Using a piecewise continuous representation for the duration distributions too
(instead of discrete probability density functions) might help preserve this property instead
of defining more and more different intervals as the number of value iterations grows.
Finally, when we look at the problems presented in section 1.3.1, we can see that the
exact shape of the distributions is not always essential to the resolution and that an approximation of their probability density functions is often an acceptable model. Additionally,
these probability density functions can present local regularities and specific discontinuities
which are easily modeled as splines or — more generally — piecewise polynomial functions.
A simple example of this point is given on figure 5.1 where we have represented the probability of triggering the outcome “at destination” when we decide to take the train from INRA
to ONERA (the other outcomes might be to end up lost in the wrong station for example)2 .

L(µ|s, t, a)

9h10

9h20

9h30

t

Figure 5.1: Example of L(µ|s, t, a) function

Our point here is not to indicate that piecewise polynomial representations are better
than other ones — which is obviously not the case. However, the arguments above are the
practical reasons which led us to choose such representations in order to extend the exact
resolution of TMDPs and to build an approximate resolution scheme. From now on, we will
try to find a closed-form solution to equations 5.1 to 5.4 by considering families of functions
which are as general as possible. When needed, we will base our reasoning and our search
for such a closed-form solution on the piecewise polynomial representation of continuous
functions and probability distributions.

5.3

Finding a closed-form solution to Bellman’s equation

We will now take equations 5.1 to 5.4 and try to see how V changes when we apply these
equations.
2

Note that this function is not a probability density function on the time variable, it is a probability on µ
which depends on time. Thus it needs not sum to one when integrated over its definition interval (contrary
to the Pµ distributions, for instance).
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Let us consider equation 5.1:
Z
Vn+1 (s, t) = sup
t0 ≥t

t0

t

!
K(s, θ)dθ + V n (s, t0 )

According to Boyan and Littman’s hypotheses, K(s, θ) is a piecewise constant function
Z t0
K(s, θ)dθ is a piecewise linear function of t and t0 . Let us take a simple example and
so
t

observe which operations are performed to obtain Vn+1 (s, t) if we suppose V n (s,
t0 ) known

and if we write K(s, θ) = −k. We have Vn+1 (s, t) = kt + sup −kt0 + V n (s, t0 ) . The time
t0 ≥t

0
T (s, t) defined by equation 4.17 corresponds to sup −kt + V n (s, t0 ) . Figure 5.2 illustrates
t0 ≥t

how we go from any V n (s, t) to Vn+1 (s, t). First we calculate f (t0 ), then g(t) and finally
Vn+1 (s, t).

V (s, t′ )

f (t′ ) = V (s, t′ ) − kt′

2

2

1

1

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

t′

0

1

2

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

t′

g(t) = sup f (t′ )

V (s, t) = kt + g(t)

0

3

0

t

t′ ≥t

0

1

2

3

4

5

t

Figure 5.2: Illustrating equation 4.10

We can look at the variations of Vn+1 (s, t) with respect to t. Let t1 and t2 be two instants
with t1 < t2 . We want to compare Vn+1 (s, t1 ) and Vn+1 (s, t2 ). We need to distinguish two
cases:

1. First case: T (s, t1 ) ≥ t2 . We saw in section 4.5.1 that in this case we have T (s, t1 ) =
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T (s, t2 ). Therefore:
Vn+1 (s, t1 ) =
=
=

sup −k(t0 − t1 ) + V n (s, t0 )



t0 ≥t1


sup −k(t0 − t2 ) + V n (s, t0 ) − k(t2 − t1 )

t0 ≥t1


sup −k(t0 − t2 ) + V n (s, t0 ) − k(t2 − t1 )

t0 ≥t2

= Vn+1 (s, t2 ) − k(t2 − t1 )
and so:

Vn+1 (s, t2 ) − Vn+1 (s, t1 )
=k
t2 − t1

(5.7)

Consequently, Vn+1 (s, t) is growing with slope k between t1 and t2 . This can be physically interpreted the following way: if we consider the process is in a state s where the
optimal action is to wait in order to get a better reward later, then the expected gain
found in t1 will be lower than the one in t2 because while the expected reward is the
same in the future state, the waiting duration is greater for t1 (and so is the waiting
cost). This situation is illustrated by the linear segments in the representation of Vn+1
in figure 5.2.
2. Second case: T (s, t1 ) < t2 . Now there is an action to undertake in T (s, t1 ) and the
problem considered in t2 is totally different since we cannot plan to undertake actions
in the past. Therefore we know that:

Vn+1 (s, t1 ) = sup −k(t0 − t1 ) + V n (s, t0 )
t0 ≥t1

=
Vn+1 (s, t1 ) ≥
≥

sup

t0 ∈[t1 ,t2 ]


−k(t0 − t1 ) + V n (s, t0 ) , so:

sup −k(t0 − t1 ) + V n (s, t0 )



t0 ≥t2


sup −k(t0 − t2 ) + V n (s, t0 ) − k(t2 − t1 )

t0 ≥t2

≥ Vn+1 (s, t2 ) − k(t2 − t1 )
and so:

Vn+1 (s, t2 ) − Vn+1 (s, t1 )
≤k
t2 − t1

(5.8)

This result insures there is no waiting duration allowing for a better expected gain. If
we consider an infinitely small distance between t1 and t2 , then this result illustrates
the fact that V n doesn’t grow fast enough with t0 to compensate the loss due to the
waiting cost rate k. Then it is better to act instantly than to wait. These are the cases
where t0 = t illustrated on figure 5.2 by the regions where Vn+1 (s, t) = V n (s, t).
Finally the slope of the expected gain Vn+1 as a function of time is bounded by the
opposite of the cost rate. This is not a pessimistic conclusion, on the contrary it provides an
upper bound on the value function’s improvements: when one is in s at t and knows V (s, t),
then he knows that waiting until t0 will provide future rewards of at most −k(t0 − t).
On top of providing a rough sketch of the algorithm we develop a little further, this
analysis of Vn+1 (s, t)’s variations brings up the following conclusion: on some intervals, Vn+1
is piecewise linear (due to k being piecewise constant, this hypothesis might be relaxed to
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piecewise polynomial functions later) and on the others it belongs to the same function class
as V n . We write this last function class D. If we write Pm the set of piecewise polynomial
functions of degree m defined on R, then in order to characterize the class C we can write:
∀V ∈ C, ∃(p1 , V ) ∈ P1 × D / V = p1 + V

(5.9)

We can now keep on sweeping through the optimality equation and look at equation 5.4:
 Z ∞


Pµ (t0 )[R(µ, t, t0 ) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0
if Tµ = ABS

Z−∞
Un (µ, t) =
∞


Pµ (t0 − t)[R(µ, t, t0 ) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0 if Tµ = REL

−∞

By using equation 5.5’s decomposition, we have:
 Z ∞


Pµ (t0 )[rt (µ, t) + rt0 (µ, t0 ) + rτ (µ, t0 − t) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0
if Tµ = ABS

−∞
Z ∞
Un (µ, t) =


Pµ (t0 − t)[rt (µ, t) + rt0 (µ, t0 ) + rτ (µ, t0 − t) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0 if Tµ = REL

−∞

We write Sµ (t0 ) = Pµ (−t0 ) and develop the previous expressions3 :



Z ∞

Z ∞




0
0

Pµ (t )dt rt (µ, t) +
Pµ (t0 )rt0 (µ, t0 )dt0 + (Sµ ∗ rτ (µ, ·))(−t)+



−∞
−∞


Z ∞




Pµ (t0 )Vn (s0µ , t0 )dt0 if Tµ = ABS



−∞


Un (µ, t) =








 Z ∞


0
0

Pµ (t − t)d(t − t) rt (µ, t) + (Sµ ∗ rt0 (µ, ·))(t)+



−∞


Z ∞




Pµ (t0 − t)rτ (µ, t0 − t)d(t0 − t) + (Sµ ∗ Vn (sµ , ·))(t) if Tµ = REL

−∞

1. For the first case (Tµ = ABS) and with the piecewise polynomial reward model hypothesis, the U function has the shape of “Pm + constant + E(t) + constant”.
The function class E depends on Sµ . If Pµ is piecewise polynomial then E = Pm . This
is the case we will be using in the rest of this section. We will discuss the value of m
a little further. For now we only write that U ∈ Pm . In order to explain this choice a
little better, the next paragraph briefly presents what would happen if we used other
distributions than piecewise polynomial. The main result here is that the analytical
calculation through value iteration method is not adapted to implicitly defined cumulative distribution function (as for Gaussian or Bêta distributions) and piecewise
continuous r and V .
3

As indicated on page xi, ∗ is the convolution operator.
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5.4. Bounding the polynomials’ degree
In the case of Tµ = ABS, and for a polynomial representation of r, calculating the two
first terms of Un implies calculating the moments of the Pµ distribution. Now if r is
defined by pieces, we need to compute separately the “moments” of the Pµ distribution
over the different definition intervals of r as illustrated in appendix A. From a practical
point of view using Gaussian or Bêta distributions (for which there is no exact result
for this calculation) prevents from performing the exact resolution of TMDPs. On the
other hand, it is possible to use distributions from Pm or discrete distributions for this
calculation. The case of discrete distributions will be considered later.
2. For the second case (Tµ = REL) and with the piecewise polynomial reward model
hypothesis, the U function has the shape of “Pm + constant + E(t) + Sµ ∗ V ”.
The first terms in Un ’s expression allow us to draw the same conclusions as above: the
computation is feasible if Pµ ∈ Pm . However, the last term’s calculation raises some
questions. We know V is a piecewise C function but we do not have any result concerning its stability by convolution with an element of Pm . For this reason, we decide
to further restrict the function space in which we search for elements of C in order to
find an L-stable family of functions.
From here on, we will look for V in the space of piecewise polynomial functions too.
This allows us to keep the property of stability by convolution. Therefore we write
V ∈ Pm .

5.4

Bounding the polynomials’ degree

We can now take a look at the degree of the elements of Pm and at how we perform the
Bellman update. For this purpose, we need to refine the notations. Let DP m be the set of
piecewise polynomial probability density functions of degree lower or equal to m. We will
write:
• Pµ ∈ DP A
• ri ∈ PB
• L ∈ PC
We extend the DP m set for m = −1 to the set of discrete distributions. This extension
is justified by the fact that the convolution of two polynomials of degree p and q yields a
polynomial of degree p+q +1, while the convolution of a polynomial of degree p by a discrete
distribution yields a polynomial of degree p as if the degree of the discrete distribution was
−1. The degree of Vn is noted Dn and our goal now is to go through one Bellman backup
to determine the degree Dn+1 of Vn+1 .
Let d◦ () be the “degree” operator over polynomials. Equation 5.4 yields:
• if Tµ = ABS : d◦ (Un ) = A + B + 1
• if Tµ = REL : d◦ (Un ) = max{A + B + 1, A + Dn + 1}
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If we start the algorithm with a degree zero value function, then we can write — at least
for the first iterations: ∀µ ∈ M, Un (µ, ·) ∈ PA+B+1 4 .
Consider now equation 5.3:
Qn (s, t, a) =

X

L(µ|s, t, a) · Un (µ, t)

µ∈M

The result is immediate: ∀(s, a) ∈ S × A, Qn (s, ·, a) ∈ PA+B+C+1 .
Equation 5.2 does not change the polynomial’s degree since it builds a new polynomial
by aggregating pieces of Qn . Therefore: d◦ (V ) = A + B + C + 1.
Finally, equation 5.1 closes the loop and provides the result on Dn+1 :
Dn+1 = A + B + C + 1

(5.10)

Dn+1 = max{A + B + C + 1, A + Dn + C + 1}

(5.11)

Or with the max operator:

Finally, we can draw some conclusions: if d◦ (V ) is initially equal to zero, then
after the first Bellman backup D1 = A + B + C + 1. After the second backup,
D2 = 2A+B+2C +2, etc. Therefore, d◦ (V ) necessarily increases with the iterations
unless A + C = −1. The only possible case corresponding to A + C = −1 is found
for A = −1 and C = 0. This case corresponds to the situation where:
• Pµ is a discrete probability distribution function.
• L is a piecewise constant function.
• The ri functions are any piecewise polynomial function of degree B.
Only in this case can we conclude that V always has degree B.

5.5

Is it possible to extend the exact resolution?

The previous paragraphs established a more general result on the stability of V through the
TMDP Bellman backups and provided some insight regarding the reason why [Boyan and
Littman, 2001] could perform such a resolution. The next question is to try to find all cases
where such an exact resolution is feasible — under the modeling hypotheses given at the
beginning of section 5.1, namely piecewise polynomial functions and piecewise polynomial or
discrete distributions. In the case of an ever-increasing degree of V there is no convergence
of Value Iteration since the polynomials’ degree keep growing. Actually, convergence is possible but the optimal value function might have an infinite degree. Thus an exact resolution
necessarily implies A + C = −1. Then we need to check if all values of B allow for an exact
calculation of V ’s coefficients.
For all values of B, equation 5.4 can be easily solved since we know how to calculate
the coefficients of Un without approximation5 . The same remark also holds for equation 5.3.
However, equation 5.2 implies to find — for a fixed s — the intersections of the |A| curves
of (Q(s, t, a))a∈A . This corresponds to finding the roots of several polynomials of degree B.
This operation is known to be feasible without approximation only in the following cases:
4
5

The calculations can easily be done with the max operator, the reasoning is the same.
for details please see appendix A
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• B = 0, trivial case
• B = 1, linear case
• B = 2, Newton’s formula
• B = 3, Cardan’s or Sotta’s Formula
• B = 4, Ferrari’s or Descartes’s formula
For B ≥ 5 Galois proved that there was no general method to find the exact roots of a
polynomial in a finite number of calculations. An interesting approximation technique used
to find the smallest real root is Sturm’s method6 ([Sturm, 1835]).
Finally, equation 5.1 imposes to find the maxima of piecewise polynomial functions of
degree B. This corresponds to finding the roots of polynomials of degree B − 1; if B < 6 this
is an exact calculation. Thus, the limiting constraint here comes from equation 5.2. Lastly:
Exact resolution of TMDPs with piecewise polynomial modeling is feasible if:
Pµ ∈ DP −1
ri ∈ P4
L ∈ P0

(5.12)

These results highlight the reason why there is little room for extension of [Boyan and
Littman, 2001]’s exact resolution scheme. However, this analysis opens the door to the understanding of an approximate resolution in Pm .
The next chapter will present how the exact resolution is calculated, followed by the
approximate resolution scheme. This chapter’s conclusion generalizes the results presented in
[Boyan and Littman, 2001] by showing the limits of the piecewise polynomial representation
framework for exact resolution and by allowing to focus on the difficulties associated with
approximate resolution of piecewise polynomial TMDPs.

6

for details please see appendix A.
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Chapter 5. Solving TMDPs via Dynamic Programming
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Bellman backups over TMDPs with piecewise polynomial transition, reward and
duration functions can be performed analytically, yielding piecewise polynomial
value functions. The previous chapter defined the cases when the value function’s
degree was stable throughout the iterations and when the calculations could be
made without approximation. On this basis, we introduce the TMDPpoly algorithm
which combines analytical computation of Bellman backups on value functions (with
either exact or approximate calculations), L∞ -bounded value function approximation and prioritized dynamic programming for solving the general case of piecewise
polynomial TMDPs.
In the case where the TMDP definition obeys equation 5.12 it is possible to perform
analytical calculations for the successive Bellman backups of Value Iteration. The next
paragraph summarizes the properties obtained from the previous chapters which are used
in order to solve TMDPs. It also introduces the basis of the TMDPpoly algorithm which is
detailed in the rest of the chapter.

6.1

Extending exact TMDP resolution: some conclusions and properties

1. Closed-form Bellman backups: If the reward, transition and duration functions of a
TMDP model obey equation 5.12, then value iteration yields a sequence of piecewise
polynomial value functions which have a stable (non-increasing) degree.
2. Interleaving idleness and action: TMDP resolution can interleave “wait” and “action”
phases because wait(τ = 0) is an action which has no effect on the process’ state and
no effect on rewards.
3. Decoupling the equations: Interleaving these phases corresponds to alternating wait
and other actions. The consequence on the optimality equations is a decoupling of the
calculation. One can calculate first the Q-values of standard actions’ (equation 5.3),
find the optimal action and the associated value function V (equation 5.2) and then
calculate wait(t0 )’s Q-value as in equation 6.1 and choose the best t0 (equation 5.1).
0

0

Q(s, wait(t )) = Qwait (s, t ) =
67

Z
t

t0

K(s, θ)dθ + V (s, t0 )

(6.1)
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4. Ordering dynamic programming passes: As presented in section 2.3.3, making time
observable in a planning problem avoids transitions that loop exactly on the same augmented state. However, loops are possible if one only takes the discrete, non-temporal
part of the state space into account. The resolution scheme presented above updates
the value function, in each discrete state, for all t. Therefore, taking the structure
of time and causality into account in TMDP solving via dynamic programming corresponds to updating the states in a pertinent ordering. Intuitively, a good strategy
would be to update first the states that are close to the “reward providing states”. The
idea of updating the states that have important value function change is generalized
in the prioritized sweeping algorithm first introduced by [Moore and Atkeson, 1993].
Based on these remarks, we try to design an algorithm which implements a simple version
of prioritized sweeping on the TMDP framework, first with the exact resolution hypotheses,
then with an approximation scheme which allows faster convergence and easier calculations.

6.2

Exact calculation of Bellman backups

We take a model which verifies equations 5.12, namely:
• Pµ is a discrete distribution (as in figure 6.1),
• L is a piecewise constant function of t,
• The (ri )i∈{t,t0 ,τ } functions are piecewise polynomial functions of degree B ≤ 4.
More specifically, we can write:
• In the Tµ = ABS case, Pµ (t0 ) =

M
P
i=1

Pai · δai (t0 ) where δai is Dirac’s probability distri-

bution shifted to ai . Hence: Sµ (t0 ) =

P
P
i=1

• In the Tµ = REL case, Pµ (t0 − t) =
M
P
i=1

Pdi · δ−di

• rτ (µ, τ ) =

(t0

B
P
j=0

Pai · δ−ai (t0 ).

M
P
i=1

Pdi · δdi (t0 − t). Therefore: Sµ (t0 − t) =

− t).

bj τ j

Let us take the optimality equations one by one. For equation 5.4, case ABS, one has:
Z

∞



Pµ (t0 ) rt (µ, t) + rt0 (µ, t0 ) + rτ (µ, t0 − t) + Vn (s0µ , t0 ) dt0
−∞
Z ∞
 Z ∞
Z ∞
0
0
0
0
0
= rt (µ, t)
Pµ (t )dt +
Pµ (t )rt0 (µ, t )dt +
Pµ (t0 )rτ (µ, t0 − t)dt0 +
−∞
−∞
−∞
Z ∞
Pµ (t0 )Vn (s0µ , t0 )dt0

Un (µ, t) =

−∞

= rt (µ, t) + (rt0 ∗ Sµ ) (0) + (rτ ∗ Sµ )(−t) + (Vn ∗ Sµ )(0)
= rt (µ, t) +

M
X


Pai rt0 (µ, ai ) + rτ (µ, ai − t) + Vn (s0µ , ai )

i=1
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Pai
M
P
i=1

Pai = 1

a1

a2

a3

a4

t′

Figure 6.1: Discrete distribution example

We study separately this equation’s four right-and side terms. The first term is a degree
B polynomial. The second and fourth terms are constant with respect to t. The third term
is calculated as follows:

rτ (µ, ai − t) =

B
X

bj (ai − t)j

j=0

=

B
X
j=0

= t

B

bj



j
X

Cjk ai j−k (−t)k

k=0

B
bB CB
(−1)B

+

i
B−1
B−1
ai + bB−1 CB−1
tB−1 (−1)B−1 bB CB
i
h
B−2
B−2 2
B−2
ai + bB−1 CB−1
ai + bB−1 CB−2
tB−2 (−1)B−2 bB CB
..
.
tl (−1)l

..
.

h

"

B
X

#
bk Ckl ai k−l

k=l

And so:
M
X

Pai rτ (µ, ai − t) =

i=1

=

M
X
i=1
B
X

Pai
l

t

B
X

l=0
"M
X
i=1

l=0

"
t

l

l

(−1)

l

Pai (−1)

B
X
k=l
B
X

#
bk Ckl ai k−l
#
bk Ckl ai k−l

k=l

So we find a polynomial of degree B and its coefficients are calculated with the previous
equations (the case of piecewise polynomial calculation follows the same process). For equation 5.4, case REL, one has:
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Z

∞



Pµ (t0 − t) rt (µ, t) + rt0 (µ, t0 ) + rτ (µ, t0 − t) + Vn (s0µ , t0 ) dt0
−∞
 Z ∞
Z ∞
0
0
Pµ (t0 − t)rt0 (µ, t0 )dt0 +
= rt (µ, t)
Pµ (t − t)dt +
−∞
−∞
Z ∞
Z ∞
0
0
0
Pµ (t0 − t)Vn (, s0µ , t0 )dt0
Pµ (t − t)rτ (µ, t − t)dt +

Un (µ, t) =

−∞

−∞

= rt (µ, t) + (rt0 ∗ Sµ ) (t) + (rτ ∗ Sµ )(0) + (Vn ∗ Sµ )(t)
= rt (µ, t) +

M
X


Pdi rt0 (µ, t + di ) + rτ (µ, di ) + Vn (s0µ , t + di )

i=1

The first term is a known polynomial of degree B and the third term is constant. The
second and fourth terms can be found by replacing the (bi )0≤i≤B by the coefficients of rτ or
Vn (the calculation is the same as in the previous case):
"M
#
M
B
B
X
X
X
X
Pdi rt0 (µ, t + di ) =
tl
Pdi
bk Ckl di k−l
i=1

l=0

i=1

k=l

Hence, one can easily calculate Un (µ, t)’s B + 1 coefficients. The above calculation has
been done for a single interval definition of the ri functions; in the general case of piecewise
defined functions, adapting this calculation is just a matter of shifting the definition intervals
of ri ’s pieces by ai or di in order to find the new intervals of Un and the process is the same.
Let us move on to equation 5.3. A first step is necessary to find all definition intervals
for the Qn functions. Let us write αi and βi the respective bounds of L and Un ’s definition
intervals. We order the αi and βi by increasing order. On each of these new intervals, since
L is constant, Qn is simply obtained by multiplying the coefficients of Un by L’s value. This
provides us with the B coefficients of Qn (s, t, a).

Qn
Qn (s, t, a1 )

Qn (s, t, a3 )
Qn (s, t, a2 )

t

Figure 6.2: Illustrating the construction of V
Let us recall equation 5.2:
V n (s, t) = max Qn (s, t, a)
a∈A

Solving this equation consists in searching for the intersections of polynomials. Let us
consider a given s and write am = argmax Qn (s, 0, a). We will iteratively find the max
a
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function for all t as illustrated on figure 6.2 and on algorithm 6.1. We find first the first
intersection of Qn (s, t, am ) with the Qn function of another action a. This intersection is located at the smallest root of the Qn (s, t, am )−Qn (s, t, a) polynomial which is of degree B ≤ 4.
Thus this root’s calculation is an exact operation on the polynomials’ coefficients. We
need to make sure that the considered point is a real intersection and not a tangent point by
verifying the sign change around the intersection. Now we redefine am , store the found Qn in
V n and move on to the next intersection. This yields a new degree B piecewise polynomial
function for V n (s, t).

Algorithm 6.1: Assembling V from the Q functions
asup ← argmax Qn (s, 0, a)
a

V n (s, t) ← Qn (s, t, asup )
t0 ← 0
tinter ← 0
while tinter 6= ∞ do
tinter ← ∞
for a ∈ A \ {asup } do
tnew ← first root of Qn (s, t, asup ) − Qn (s, t, a) inside the interval [t0 , tinter ]
(if there are no roots in ]t0 , tinter ], then tnew ← ∞)
if tnew < tinter and Qn (s, t, asup ) − Qn (s, t, a) changes sign in tnew then
an ← a
tinter ← tnew
V n (s, t)|[t0 ,tinter ] ← Qn (s, t, asup )
asup ← an
t0 ← tinter

Algorithm 6.1 makes the assumption that the Q functions are polynomial. In the
general case of piecewise polynomial functions, we use algorithm 6.2 which takes
the possible discontinuities into account.
On top of presenting the complete method for constructing V and the corresponding π
policy, algorithm 6.2 is a good illustration of where the algorithmic difficulties of dealing
with piecewise polynomial functions are.
In algorithm 6.2, we extend the notion of dominating action. An action is said to be
dominating in s at t if its Q-value is the highest among the available actions in s. In case
of equality, the dominating action is the one which has the highest first non zero derivative.
If the equality persists, the actions are considered equivalent and one needs to introduce a
static ordering to break the ties.
Algorithm 6.2 computes several intersections of polynomials, incrementally finding the
dominating action and searching for the next intersection where another action becomes
dominant. Finding intersections of piecewise polynomial functions is equivalent to finding
the roots of the difference function. This difference function is called test(t) in algorithm
6.2.
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Algorithm 6.2: Assembling V and π from piecewise polynomial Q functions
t0 = 0
/* Initialization */
tinter = 0
asup is the dominating∗ action in t0
asup new = asup
π[t0 ] = asup ∗∗
while tinter 6= ∞ do
/* While intersections are found */
tinter ← ∞
/* Earliest intersection found so far after t0 */
for a ∈ A \ {asup } do
tcand = +∞
/* Candidate for earlier intersection */
test(t) = Q(s, t, a) − Q(s, t, asup )
t0 shif ted = t0
I = definition interval of test to which t0 belongs
if test(t) is equal to zero on I then /* Case: equivalent actions in t0
*/
if I is the last definition interval of test(t) then
t0 shif ted = +∞
else if the next interval of test starts before tinter then
Inext = the next interval
t0 shif ted = Inext .lower bound()
if a dominates asup in t0 shif ted then
tcand = t0 shif ted
t0 shif ted = +∞
else
t0 shif ted = +∞
if t0 shif ted ≤ tinter
then
/* Case: Q functions intersection */
tcand = first point of sign change of test(t) in [t0 shif ted , tinter ] (+∞ if none)
tnew = +∞
if tcand < tinter then
/* Successful candidate found */
tinter = tcand
asup new = a
else if tcand = tinter then
/* Triple Intersection */
This is the case of three Q functions intersecting at tcand : a, asup and
asup new .
asup new dominates a so we only need to check if a dominates asup new .
if a dominates asup new in tcand then
tinter = tcand
asup new = a
if tinter 6= +∞ then
π[tinter ] = asup new
asup = asup new
t0 = tinter
∗

dominating: highest value or, in the case of value equality, highest first non zero
derivative.
∗∗ π is defined on the interval starting in t as a
0
sup , this interval’s upper bound will be
provided by the next interval’s lower bound.
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Finally, in equation 5.1, one searches for the solution of the parametric equation:
0

Z

ft (t ) =
Z
K is piecewise constant so
Kn (αp−1 − t). Hence:

t0

t

t

t0

K(s, θ)dθ + V n (s, t0 )

K(s, θ)dθ has the form K1 (t0 − α1 ) + K2 (α1 − α2 ) + . . . +

dft (t0 )
V n (s, t0 )
0
=
K(s,
t
)
+
dt0
dt0
t (t )
= 0 is equivalent to finding the roots of polynomials having
Therefore solving dfdt
0
degree B − 1. We search for these roots on every interval defined by the intersection of
the definition domains of K and V n . Since the function can present discontinuities, one
has to add the boundaries of K and V n ’s definition intervals. Among the points found, we
search for the one that maximizes ft (t0 ). This finally yields a function having the shape of
Ki (αi − t) + V n (s, t) or V n (s, t) providing the B coefficients of Vn (s, t).
0

At last, we have a complete method for exact analytical Bellman backups in the case
of TMDPs which verify equation 5.12. This method uses the properties of polynomials of
degree lower than 4 and of discrete distributions.
One can remark that the exact method can apply to the case of generalized degree B for
the reward model, as long as “A + C = −1”. Indeed, Sturm’s method or a standard NewtonRaphson method allows us to approximate the intersections of polynomials in equation 5.2.
As long as A + C = −1, the overall degree of Vn remains stable throughout the iterations.
This is the first approximation made by the approximate TMDPpoly algorithm.

6.3

Prioritized sweeping

Even though the previous calculation provides the basis for an exact resolution, it might still
perform a lot of unwanted calculation for the optimization of TMDP policies. The standard
Value Iteration algorithm is a synchronous method which always builds a new value function
with respect to the previous one. [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] discuss the possibility of
performing the individual Bellman backups per state asynchronously, ie. to use the latest
state evaluations found so far, during the current iteration, to update the state at hand.
This idea is called Asynchronous Value Iteration, it was first introduced to allow parallel
computation in Value Iteration and was later exploited to improve convergence speed.
But even Asynchronous Value Iteration can take time to converge if the states are updated
in an inappropriate order. However, if one can find a good ordering of Bellman backups
per state, then the value function might converge quite quickly. This intuition draws on
the general result of Asynchronous Value Iteration, stating that ([Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
1996]):
As long as every state is chosen for Bellman backups infinitely often, the overall
value function converges to V ∗ .
This means we can update the states in the order we want: as long as we visit them
infinitely often when the number of iterations tends to +∞, we are guaranteed to converge
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to V ∗ . The simplest version of asynchronous value iteration is the Gauss-Seidel method
which uses the most up-to-date value function for Bellman backups but does not have a
state selection strategy.
Prioritized sweeping was introduced in [Moore and Atkeson, 1993] and in [Peng and
Williams, 1993] based on the following idea. During the first iteration of Value Iteration, if
only one state in the state space provides a reward to the agent, then all Bellman backups in
states that are not direct parents of this “goal” state will leave the value function unchanged
and are unnecessary calculations. On the other hand, if the states in which we perform
Bellman backups are taken in an order which moves away from the goal state, convergence
of the value function will be much faster. Intuitively, this ordering operation corresponds to
sweeping through states in a prioritized manner.
Unfortunately, most problems do not have unique goal states. The reward model provides
a richer description than goal states alone by stating that some states with some actions provide positive or negative rewards. The strength of MDPs is to compute the best compromise
in terms of expected reward. Therefore, one needs to generalize this idea of “giving the
priority to certain states for Bellman backups” to the general case where no specific goals
can be defined. This is the basic idea of prioritized sweeping.
We summarize the prioritized sweeping algorithm as presented by [Moore and Atkeson,
1993] in algorithm 6.3. This algorithm maintains a list of states sorted by priority score. The
score of a state is directly determined by the previous iterations. Suppose state s0 is updated
and its value function varies by a quantity ∆V (s0 ) = |Vnew (s0 ) − Vold (s0 )|. Then all Q-values
of transitions reaching s0 with probability P (s0 |s, a) will be affected by this change and the
order of magnitude of their own change will be in P rio(s, a) = P (s0 |s, a)∆V (s0 ). Whenever a
Q-value Q(s, a) receives a P rio(s, a) of more than a certain , the algorithm checks whether
s’s priority in the queue of states to update is higher than P rio(s). If not, the priority of
s is promoted to P rio(s, a) and the algorithm picks the next state in the queue in order to
update its value. This process is repeated as long as computation is allowed.
Algorithm 6.3: Prioritized Sweeping
Promote sinit to the top of the priority queue
while priority queue not empty do
Remove the top statefrom the priority queue. Call it s0
. Set P rio(s0 ) = 0.
P
Update V (s0 ) = max r(s0 , a0 ) + γ
P (s00 |s0 , a0 )V (s00 )
a∈A

s00 ∈S

Calculate Bellman error ∆V (s0 ) = |V (s0 ) − Vold (s0 )|
foreach (s, a) ∈ predecessors(s0 ) do
P rio(s, a) = P (s0 |s, a)∆V (s0 )
if P rio(s, a) >  and P rio(s, a) > P rio(s) then
Insert s in the priority queue with P rio(s) = P rio(s, a)

[Andre et al., 1998] and [Dearden, 2001] generalize this method to compact model representations as Dynamic Bayesian Networks ([Dean and Kanazawa, 1990]).
Concerning algorithm 6.3, [Moore and Atkeson, 1993] specify that prioritized sweeping is
a heuristic algorithm and provide experimental arguments proving convergence and efficiency
of the algorithm. Graphically, one can check that prioritized sweeping will focus on states
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that need updates in order to let them converge first, before moving on to their predecessors.
Prioritized Sweeping can eventually reach a given state s provided that the sinit used for the
algorithm is reachable from s. One can note that, on top of the heuristic sweeping method,
Prioritized Sweeping can make use of a carefully chosen heuristic for the initial V (s). [Moore
and Atkeson, 1993] use an optimistic heuristic adapted from [Kaelbling, 1990].
The version of prioritized sweeping we implemented is directly inspired from algorithm
6.3. We introduced the following modifications and improvements in order to adapt to the
framework of TMDPs:
• Bellman backups. Since we basically want to perform Bellman backups in the discrete states (for all possible times in [0, T ]) by applying equations 5.1 to 5.4, we need to
avoid unnecessary calculations in the backup phase itself. In algorithm 6.3, the backup
in state s0 was only a matter of sums and multiplications of real numbers. With
TMDPs, as illustrated at the beginning of this chapter, it implies polynomial convolution, root finding, multiplication, etc., hence we wish to do as little of these operations
as possible. For this purpose, we slightly modify the backup phase by noting that, in
algorithm 6.3, when we calculate P rio(s, a), we actually calculate Q(s, a) − Qold (s, a).
So the next Bellman backup using (s, a) actually performs this same calculation of
Q(s, a) a second time. Based on this remark, we decide to automatically update all
Q-values for the predecessors of s0 whenever V (s0 ) is updated. Then we determine
the new priority of all predecessors s and move on. This way, performing a Bellman
backup in s is only a matter of solving equations 5.1 and 5.2 without recalculating
the Q(s, t, a) — these Q functions were automatically updated after previous Bellman
backups because they were needed to calculate the priorities anyway.
• Priorities calculation. Since we calculate V (s, t) value functions instead of V (s),
we need to adapt the way P rio(s, a) is calculated. Instead of using ∆V (s0 , t) =
V (s0 , t) − Vold (s0 , t), we directly compute ∆Q(s, t, a) = Q(s, t, a) − Qold (s, t, a) and
set P rio(s, a) = k∆Q(s, t, a)kt∈[0,T ],∞ . This way, we avoid calculating an extra convolution (between Pµ and ∆V ). This pushes our prioritized sweeping implementation
to focus on discrete states for which the temporal part of the value function has not
fully converged yet. Using an L2 norm for instance would yield a different behaviour.
An interesting option would also be to use a t-weighted or biased norm1 such as the
quantity kw(t) · ∆Q(s, t, a)k — w(t) being an increasing positive function of time —,
therefore encouraging convergence in the states that have both the largest amplitude
of variation between updates and the latest variation with respect to t. This might
take advantage of causality properties to accelerate convergence.
• Priority queue initialization. As always, “there is nothing like a good initialization”. In the case of prioritized sweeping, initializing the priority queue corresponds to
inserting prior knowledge on the states that will yield the largest Bellman error during
the first sweep. In order to initialize the algorithm, we can distinguish two classes of
problems:
– Unstationary Stochastic Shortest Path (USSP) problems. This problem
class presents the important feature of having absorbing discrete states which
correspond to the goals. Solving a USSP corresponds to finding the cost minimizing strategy from any state to a goal. For these problems, a good initialization
of the priority queue is provided by performing a Bellman backup in all parent
transitions of the goal states.
1

Actually, this quantity might not be a norm anymore.
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– General TMDPs. This is the general class of problems without any defined
goal state. In this case a simple value iteration through the whole state space
might provide a good set of priorities for the states. One can also perform this
iteration approximately by using kV (s, t)k∞,t∈[0,T ] instead of V (s, t). It is however
important to note that if rewards are distributed all over the discrete state space,
then convergence will be hard to accelerate anyway since all priorities will be
almost equivalent. This is the worse case for prioritized sweeping, independently
from the TMDP formalism. In other words, prioritized sweeping propagates the
“reward information” through the state space by focusing the propagation on
crucial states. If the rewards are distributed in the discrete state space, then the
information needs to be propagated from all reward-providing states and to all
other states with similar probabilities and the speed-up due to prioritized sweeping
is lost due to the problem’s distributed structure.
• Value function initialization. Since TMDPs are defined with a total reward criterion, the heuristic of [Moore and Atkeson, 1993] is not usable “as is” because it
requires γ < 1. One option is to adapt it by using an optimistic heuristic equal to the
maximum sum of rewards available in the problem at hand (or an upper bound) for
any transition which has never been tried. This sum must be finite, else it means the
total reward criterion does not exist. It is generally finite because all states (s, t = T )
are either absorbing states or yield a null long-term reward (see the definition of the
pseudo-horizon in section 2.3 and the discussion about convergence of the total reward
criterion in section 4.5.2). As identified by [Sutton and Barto, 1998], defining such a
heuristic corresponds to a “planning to explore” behaviour caused by the optimism of
the heuristic.
• Avoiding premature stopping. Suppose that during the very first update of V (s, t)
in state s the initial guess Vold (s, t) due to the heuristic is rather close to the updated
V (s, t). This can lead to ∆V (s) <  and the consequence is that all s’s parent states
might never enter the queue while the initial guess might be completely erroneous for
them. This “good estimation bottleneck” is due to the fact that the initial heuristic is
not a value function, ie. is not the solution of a V = Lπ V equation. An easy way of
avoiding such problems is to perform a Bellman backup in every state of the problem
whenever the priority queue becomes empty. This unprioritized sweeping through the
state space yields a new full set of priorities, thus guaranteeing that all states are visited
at least once and restarting the algorithm in the case of “good estimation bottlenecks”.
Another option is to use an easily computable initial value function really corresponding
to a default policy, however, this option looses the advantage of defining a heuristic.
One can note that prioritized sweeping is an approximate value iteration scheme with
the approximation error on the value function being bounded by . We can let the algorithm
tend to the exact value iteration behaviour by decreasing the  parameter as the number of
iterations increase. This is however not always necessary since the optimal policy can be
found with an inexact value function. The prioritized sweeping algorithm applied to TMDPs
is presented on algorithm 6.4.
Algorithm 6.4 uses the BellmanUpdate() and BellmanBackup() routines which respectively
compute the results of equations 5.4-5.3 and 5.2-5.1. The UnprioritizedVI() routine performs a
standard unprioritized value iteration pass and updates both the V and Q functions and the
priority queue. One can also note that we do not mention outcomes anymore and integrate
them into the transitions for presentation clarity. Hence, updating a transition means updating first all its outcomes’ U -functions before updating Q(s, t, a) and calculating P rio(s, a).
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Algorithm 6.4: Prioritized Sweeping for TMDPs
Init: V ← h, priority queue ← UnprioritizedVI(), continue = true.
while continue = true do
while priority queue 6= ∅ do
Remove the top state from priority queue. Call it s0
V (s0 , t).BellmanBackup()
/* equations 5.2 and 5.1 */
foreach (s, a) ∈ predecessors(s0 ) do
Q(s, t, a).BellmanUpdate()
/* equations 5.4 and 5.3 */
P rio(s, a) = kQ(s, t, a) − Qold (s, t, a)kt∈[0,T ],∞
if P rio(s, a) >  and P rio(s, a) > P rio(s) then
Insert s in priority queue with P rio(s) = P rio(s, a)
priority queue ← UnprioritizedVI()
if max priority(priority queue) <  then
Either take a smaller  or set continue = f alse.

Finally, the last pass of value iteration used to avoid premature stopping is also used to compute the final policy. If continue is set to f alse, then the output policy is the one calculated
during this last unprioritized value iteration pass.
Similarly to the calculation reduction strategy in the Bellman backups, which avoided
calculating the Q-values twice, we can choose to push this idea further if we are ready to
accept a little bit of approximation. During the BellmanBackup() routine, two main steps are
performed. The first one deals with comparing all the Q-values in order to find the overall V
function. The second step deals with finding the optimal dawdling time. For the first step,
we solve:
V n (s, t) = max Qn (s, t, a)
a∈A

(6.2)

And thus we have:
∀(s, a) ∈ S × A, V n (s, t) ≥ Qn (s, t, a)
If we remember the P rio(s, a) calculated during the last update of Q(s, a), then we can
decide to consider that the Q-values with priority less than  have not changed significantly
and thus write:
∀(s, a) ∈ S × A such that P rio(s, a) < , V n (s, t) ≥ Qn+1 (s, t, a)
Consequently, when solving equation 6.2, instead of comparing |As | Q-values alltogether,
we only compare a set of p + 1 functions where p is the number of transitions, starting in
s, that received a priority higher than . Namely, this set of functions contains the latest
V (s, t) and the Q-values which have a priority greater than . This implies accepting to have
an approximation of  on the Q values, hence on the value function, and finally, to obtain
an -optimal policy.

6.4

Approximate TMDP optimization

The last section presented the general Prioritized Sweeping algorithm we introduced in order
to solve TMDPs when the exact resolution of the optimality equations is possible. However,
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the general case of piecewise polynomial representations does not allow for such a resolution
because equation 5.12 is usually not verified. Moreover, in practice, even the exact resolution
scheme suffers from a very quick multiplication of V (s, t)’s number of separate definition
intervals. We introduce an intermediate approximation step in order to project the result
of a Bellman backup back into a space of polynomials which have a bounded degree and a
limited number of definition intervals. The challenge is to design an approximation operator
which guarantees an L∞ -bounded approximation error so that we can use the results of
Approximate Value Iteration. In this section, we first recall some results of Approximate
Value Iteration (AVI) which help study the convergence and -optimality of our algorithm,
then we present the alternatives we tested for the approximation operator.
6.4.1

Approximate Value Iteration

Let L be the standard dynamic programming operator and F(S, R) be the set of functions
from S to R. Let Ap be an approximation operator projecting a function from F(S, R) into
a subspace of F(S, R). Approximate Value Iteration (AVI) is the algorithm which results
from the successive application of the L̃ = Ap ◦ L operator to an initial value function. Some
general results are available for AVI, we summarize them below and prove some of them.
Let us write Un the sequence of value functions obtained with AVI and Vn the sequence
of value functions one would obtain with standard Value Iteration. We also write V ∗ the
MDP’s optimal value function; V ∗ is the limit of the (Vn )n∈N sequence. Finally, we also have
V0 = U0 . One has:
Un = L̃n (U0 ) = (Ap ◦ L)n (U0 )
(6.3)
We suppose that one can bound the approximation error in supremum norm as in equation
6.4. Calculating the supremum norm of a piecewise polynomial function over an given interval
is a rather easy calculation so guaranteeing this bound won’t be a problem for our algorithms.
∃ ∈ R+ / ∀f ∈ F(S, R), kAp(f ) − f k∞ ≤ 

(6.4)

The first important result about AVI is that:
In general, Approximate Value Iteration does not converge.
However, we can prove that the value function tends to reach the neighbourhood of V ∗ .
[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] prove that as the number of iterations tend to +∞,
the Un functions belong to the neighbourhood of V ∗ :
V∗−



≤ lim inf Un ≤ lim sup Un ≤ V ∗ +
n→∞
1−γ
1−γ
n→∞

Proof. Because of equation 6.4, one has:
LU0 −  ≤ U1 ≤ LU0 + 
So we can write that:
L(LU0 − ) ≤ LU1 ≤ L(LU0 + )
L2 U0 − γ ≤ LU1 ≤ L2 U0 + γ
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And, with equation 6.4 again:
LU1 −  ≤ U2 ≤ LU1 + 
So we have:

L2 U0 − (1 + γ) ≤ U2 ≤ L2 U0 + (1 + γ)

By induction, we obtain:
Ln U0 − (1 + γ + . . . + γ n−1 ) ≤ Un ≤ Ln U0 + (1 + γ + . . . + γ n−1 )
Since there is no convergence guarantee on the (Un )n∈N sequence one cannot write its limits,
but we can still take its lim inf and lim sup, thus:
V∗−

to:



≤ lim inf Un ≤ lim sup Un ≤ V ∗ +
n→∞
1−γ
1−γ
n→∞

If our approximation is such that kAp(f )k∞ ≤ kf k∞ , then the previous equation turns
V∗−


≤ lim inf Un ≤ lim sup Un ≤ V ∗
n→∞
1−γ
n→∞

(6.6)

Then, the interesting part is to evaluate the performance of a policy obtained with AVI.
If πn is the greedy policy with respect to the value function Un , then its value
function V πn obeys equation 6.7.
2γ
kV ∗ − Un k∞
1−γ

kV ∗ − V πn k∞ ≤
And so:

lim sup kV ∗ − V πn k∞ ≤
n→∞

2γ
(1 − γ)2

(6.7)

(6.8)

Proof. We have LV ∗ = V ∗ (by definition of L and V ∗ ), Lπn V πn = V πn (by definition of Lπn
and V πn ) and Lπn Un = LUn (because πn is greedy with respect to Un ). Equation 6.7 is a
simple consequence of the inequality:
kV ∗ − V πn k∞ = kLV ∗ − Lπn Un + Lπn Un − Lπn V ∗ + Lπn V ∗ − Lπn V πn k∞
≤ kLV ∗ − Lπn Un k∞ + kLπn Un − Lπn V ∗ k∞ + kLπn V ∗ − Lπn V πn k∞
≤ γkV ∗ − Un k∞ + γkV ∗ − Un k∞ + γkV ∗ − V πn k∞
And so:

kV ∗ − V πn k∞ ≤

2γ
kV ∗ − Un k∞
1−γ

The second inequality comes from equation 6.4.
It is also possible to derive incremental bounds on the Bellman residual by using results
from [Williams and Baird, 1993]:
If πn is the greedy policy with respect to the value function Un , then its value
function V πn obeys equation 6.9.
kV ∗ − V πn k∞ ≤

2
kLUn − Un k∞
1−γ
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For the case of piecewise polynomial approximation, we can easily calculate the L∞
bounds by performing analytical calculations. However, in most approximation schemes, the
approximate value function is usually obtained by minimizing an Lp -norm criterion and the
previous results do not hold anymore. [Munos, 2007] extends the previous results to the case
of weighted Lp -norms.
Unfortunately, TMDPs are defined with a total reward criterion so the theoretical bounds
provided above cannot be used. Nevertheless, [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] argue that
for stochastic shortest path problems and good approximation architectures, the final policy
obtained by AVI is close to the optimal strategy because of the approximation’s good quality.
They show it is relatively easy to adapt the proof of equation 6.5 to the case of a finite number
of steps, hence illustrating this intuition of convergence and -optimality.
6.4.2

Polynomial degree reduction and interval number minimization

The approximation scheme we design aims at keeping the value function in the same function
space. Since equation 5.4 implies calculating convolutions of Sµ with r and with Vn , it makes
sense to try to keep the degree of Vn equal to the one of r. In other words, it makes sense to
use PB as the projection space for our Ap operator.
On the other hand, since we have the — approximate — tools to compute roots and
convolutions for polynomials of degree higher than 5, our main goal in using the Ap approximator is to keep the polynomials’ degree low enough in order to avoid dealing with very
high order polynomials. This means we actually don’t need to perform this projection at
every Bellman backup. As long as we consider it acceptable to let the polynomials’ degree
increase, we can perform convolutions and root searching for polynomials of degree higher
than B. When the degree of our polynomials reach a certain threshold, then we can decide
to use our approximation operator in order to project these polynomials back into a lower
degree PM space.
The intuitive idea behind the lazy approach presented in the last paragraph relies on
the fact that high order polynomials can describe functions with lots of inflexions and variations while lesser degree polynomials do not have such an expressive power. Hence, when
we reduce the degree of our piecewise polynomial functions, we can expect the number of
definition intervals to increase. This trade-off between polynomial degree and number of
definition intervals seems unavoidable and the previous method for lazy projection aims at
providing a flexible approach to the approximate resolution.
Finally, the approximation problem can be stated as follows. For all function f ∈ PK ,
we search for a function Ap(f ) = f˜, f˜ ∈ PM such that kf − f˜k∞ ≤ . This constraint defines
a set of candidate functions. Among these functions, we can define a criterion to optimize.
Optimizing the kf − f˜k2 quantity seems to be a bad idea since an obvious solution to the
problem stated in equations 6.10 is found with a piecewise polynomial function having an
infinite number of definition intervals.
min kf − Ap(f )k2

f ∈PM

with kf − Ap(f )k∞ ≤ 

(6.10)

We can chose to minimise the number of intervals, considering that  is small enough
to insure that our approximation fits the original function. This defines the optimization
problem 6.11.
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min {intervals number in f }

f ∈PM

with kf − Ap(f )k∞ ≤ 

(6.11)

The solution to problem 6.11 need not be unique so we might want to use a hybrid
criterion in the end. We write PM,q the subset of PM containing elements having exactly q
definition intervals. This yields problem 6.12.
min kf − Ap(f )k2

f ∈PM,q

with q = arg min {PM,p / PM,p ∩ S =
6 ∅}
p∈N

(6.12)

and S = {f ∈ PM / kf − Ap(f )k∞ ≤ }
While this last formulation seems to be an acceptable expression of our approximator’s
requirements, computing its optimal solution can require a lot of calculation. The only
crucial rule to respect is the constraint kf − Ap(f )k∞ ≤ . We introduce the suboptimal
approximation method of algorithm 6.5 which returns a piecewise polynomial function belonging to PM,q0 , with q 0 ≥ q.
Algorithm 6.5: Polynomial approximation
Main loop:
input: pin
/* the pwp to approximate
input: M
/* the approximation’s degree
input: 
/* the tolerance on the L∞ error bound
pout = pin
I = pout .intervals()
/* The set of intervals of p
for I ∈ I do
/* Approximating the function
replace f = pout .polynomial(I) by f 0 =approx(f, M, I)
return pout

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

approx(f, M, I):

B = {I .lower(), I .upper()}
e=+1
while e >  do
f 0 =piecewise interpolation(B, M, f )
e = kf 0 − f kI,∞
if e >  then
xworse = argsup |f 0 (x) − f (x)|

/* The new set of bounds inside I */
/* the error term */

/* Check the constraint */

x∈I

B .insert(xworse )
return f ’
Notations:
pwp: piecewise polynomial function
kgkI,∞ = sup |g(x)|
x∈I

piecewise interpolation(B, M, f ) computes the pwp interpolation of f , in PM , on the

intervals defined by B

This algorithm computes a piecewise polynomial approximation pout of pin , which has
degree M and verifies kpin − pout k∞ ≤ . The computation is performed by incremental
cutting of each definition interval in order to simplify the portion to approximate. This way,
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all local approximations eventually become bounded by . The number of intervals in pout
is not minimal but this algorithm remains a good compromise in terms of calculation time.
The approx method of algorithm 6.5 is illustrated on figure 6.3.
pin
max error > ǫ

first attempt
second attempt

I
I1

I2

Figure 6.3: Illustrating algorithm 6.5
Three improvements to the approx method are immediately possible.
1. It is possible to incrementally check that the constraint is not violated and to refine
the discretization in several points without having to go through several iterations of
the “while” loop.
2. Depending on the value of the degree M , some good heuristics can be used for finding
the xworse points. For example, if we use polynomials of degree 3 (cubic splines for
instance) then we know that these polynomials will provide good interpolation capabilities on intervals where pin only has one inflexion. Finding the inflexions of pin already
yields a good partitioning of I for degree 3 interpolations.
3. If interpolation itself, given the set of bounds, is costless (for cubic or linear interpolation for instance), then we can further minimize the number of definition intervals by
popping bounds out of the B set whenever we find a new cutting point which is before
the bounds in B.
4. Finally, it is possible to include a last parsing of the final interval cutting in order to
merge any two posterior definition intervals over which the polynomials are close. This
merging should still respect the kpin − pout k∞ ≤  constraint.
This last point appears crucial from a practical point of view. Indeed, experiments have
shown that as the number of iterations grows, the number of definition intervals increases
dramatically. While this might be necessary to describe the subtle variations of the value
functions, it sometimes also results in very small successive intervals where the function
is quasi-constant with very close successive values. On top of being unnecessarily detailed
knowledge, this aspect handicaps the optimization efficiency, so it seems important for our
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Algorithm 6.6: TMDPpoly polynomial approximation
input: pin
/* the pwp to approximate
input: M
/* the approximation’s degree
input: 
/* the tolerance on the L∞ error bound
input: [l, u]
/* the approximation interval
pout = pin
t0 = l
continue = true
f , f 0 , g, gtemp are polynomials
while continue = true do
I = interval to which t0 belongs
f = pout .polynomial(I)
Refinement phase:
/* refining the bounds to fit the function
if f .degree() > M then
Erase the interval I in pout .
ref ine = true
tup = I .upper()
while ref ine = true do
f 0 =interpolation(f, M, t0 , tup )
if kf − f 0 k[t0 ,tup ] >  then
tworse = argsup |f 0 (t) − f (t)|

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

t∈I

tup = tworse

else if kf − f 0 k[t0 ,tup ] ≤  and tup 6= I .upper() then
Set pout to f 0 on [t0 , tup [.
t0 = tup
tup = I .upper()
else
ref ine = f alse
Simplification phase:
/* swallowing successive intervals into one */
I = interval to which t0 belongs
Inext = I .next interval()
ttemp = Inext .upper()
g = pout .polynomial(I)
gtemp (t) =interpolation(pout , M, t0 , ttemp )
while kpout − gtemp k[t0 ,tup ],∞ ≤  do
g = gtemp
tup = ttemp
Inext = Inext .next interval()
tup = Inext .upper()
gtemp (t) =interpolation(pout , M, t0 , tup )
Replace all polynomials of pout over [t0 , tup [ by g.
Stopping condition:
t0 = tup
if t0 ≥ u then continue = f alse
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approximation method to be able to detect and merge all these small intervals together while
still respecting the kpin − pout k∞ ≤  constraint. Once again, polynomial interpolation is
particularly suited and efficient for this kind of approximation.
The final approximation method we used is presented in detail in algorithm 6.6. One can
easily verify that this method provides an L∞ bounded approximation error. In practice, this
method proved to be efficient in terms of calculation time and interval number reduction.

6.5

The TMDPpoly algorithm
Finally, we have introduced all the bricks to build the approximate TMDPpoly algorithm. Let us summarize them here.
• Exact calculation of Qn+1 . Using the exact convolution method presented
in appendix A we perform analytical computation of Un+1 and Qn+1 from Vn ,
using equations 5.3 and 5.4.
• Polynomial degree reduction. When the polynomial’s degree become
larger than a certain threshold we apply algorithm 6.6 to return in PB space
with as little definition intervals as possible. This degree reduction guarantees
that the approximation lies within an  bound of the original function. This
bound is calculated with respect to the supremum norm, thus guaranteeing
the AVI properties presented in section 6.4.
• Approximate calculation of Vn+1 . Using equations 5.1 and 5.2 we compute
Vn+1 from Qn+1 . This calculation is approximate because of the root finding
phase when searching for the maximum over all Qn+1 .
• Prioritized sweeping. We reuse the same prioritized sweeping method as
was presented in algorithm 6.4 but now the BellmanBackup and BellmanUpdate
routines make use of the three previous points.

The algorithm presentation itself does not differ from algorithm 6.4 so we refer the reader
to previous paragraphs for details.
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7

Implementation and experimental evaluation of the TMDPpoly
algorithm

This chapter presents two instances of problems solved using the TMDPpoly planner
implemented from the TMDPpoly algorithm. The first problem is an adaptation
from the standard Mars rover benchmark, with action result uncertainty and a
continuous time resource, as presented in [Bresina et al., 2002]. We derive several
variants on the same problem. The second illustrates a different interpretation of
TMDPs: it is a surveillance mission planning problem where the wait action is no
longer a passive action, on the contrary, it is the only action providing rewards.
This second example generalizes TMDPs to the case of other continuous actions
than wait and presents a different point of view on the possible applications of
TMDPs.

7.1

Implementation choices

The TMDPpoly planner has been implemented in C++ as a general library of functions
permitting the definition, modification and optimization of TMDP problems. Details on the
TMDPpoly library’s current implementation are available at http://emmanuel.rachelson.
free.fr/en/software/.
Three layers of functionalities have been developed independently to build the TMDPpoly
planner:
• First, the POLYTOOLS library has been developed. Its goal is to allow the definition
of polynomial and piecewise polynomial functions and to provide built-in methods for
all operations on these polynomials. These operations range from simple addition or
multiplication to complex operations such as:
– Root finding (exact and approximate methods)
– Variations analysis
– Convolution of piecewise polynomial functions
– The approximation scheme presented at the end of the previous chapter
The POLYTOOLS library provides a simple and rich interface which manages the lowlevel memory allocation and the complete operations for piecewise polynomial functions
calculus. The algorithmic part of POLYTOOLS is presented in appendix A and the
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latest implementation itself is available at http://emmanuel.rachelson.free.fr/en/
software.
• Then, using the POLYTOOLS layer, the TMDPpoly library itself defines an interface
to declare generalized TMDP problems and provides optimization functions that implement both Value Iteration and the TMDPpoly algorithm to solve them. In order
to allow the use of discrete distributions as well as piecewise polynomial ones, the
TMDPpoly library also defines a “discrete pdf” class with compatibility operators for
operations with polynomials (for convolution for instance).
• Finally, for the case of the gridworld UAV patrol problem example, the provided graphical interface encapsulates some functions of the TMDPpoly library to build a visualization interface for the optimization operations and result.
Compared to the algorithms presented in the previous chapter, the TMDPpoly library
provides an exact implementation with the following choices:
• Approximation frequency. Since the approximation algorithm includes the interval
reduction method, it is applied to V (s) every time a state is updated.
• Approximation degree. In order to use the simplicity of linear regression, the approximation method always projects the value function onto the space of piecewise linear
functions. It is a deliberate choice made for simplicity; using cubic splines (or even
other splines) might provide better interpolation capacities with even less definition
intervals but it has not been tested yet.
The following sections present the results obtained on different examples. All experiments
were ran on the same computer. This computer’s configuration is briefly given in the next
table:
Processor
Memory
OS
C/C++ compiler

7.2
7.2.1

AMD Athlon 3200+ (single core, 1.8 GHz)
1019 MB
GNU/Linux Ubuntu version 8.04
gcc 4.2.4

Simple examples and results with the TMDPpoly planner
Two simple test examples: the three states problem

The goal of these two problems is only to illustrate how the basic functions of TMDPpoly
work and to introduce the metrics we define for evaluating the TMDPpoly results.
Problem 1 is a loopless three states problem illustrated on figure 7.1. State s3 is an
absorbing state and each action has a single outcome, so actions and outcomes can be
directly identified (ai ↔ µi ) and actions considered deterministic with respect to the discrete
part of the state. This is expressed by:
∀i such that ai is applicable in s, L(µi |s, t, ai ) = 1
All outcomes have parameter Tµ = REL, and the duration distributions are defined as:
• Pµ1 (τ ) = δ1 (τ )
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s1

a1

µ1

a2

s2

a3

µ3

s3

µ2

Figure 7.1: 3 states problem - 1st version

• Pµ2 (τ ) = δ3 (τ )
• Pµ3 (τ ) = δ1 (τ )
So all outcomes have deterministic durations. Finally, the reward models are given by:
rt (µ2 , t) = 2 · 1[45,75] (t)
rt0 (µ3 , t0 ) = 1
All other rewards are equal to zero.
Finally this is a very simple deterministic problem with time-dependent rewards. We can
set the pseudo-horizon to 100 for example but it is not a crucial variable since we have an
absorbing terminal state (thus making the total reward criterion converge anyway).
Problem 2 is similar to problem 1 but the loopless structure is broken by a fourth action
that allows returning to s1 from s3 as illustrated on figure 7.2.
µ4
s1

a1

a2

µ1

s2

a3

a4

µ3

s3

µ2

Figure 7.2: 3 states problem - 2nd version
The duration of µ4 is given by: Pµ4 (τ ) = δ30 (τ ). So µ4 is a rather long transition compared to the other outcomes.
The reward models are given by:
rt (µ2 , t) = 4 · 1[50,75] (t)
rt0 (µ3 , t0 ) = 1[0,100] (t0 )
rt (µ4 , t) = −2 · 1[0,100] (t)
So there is a penalty in undertaking action a4 (corresponding to outcome µ4 ) which can
only be compensated by the rewards of the other outcomes if they are available.
7.2.2

Optimisation results

For the first version of the three states problem, when the priority list is initialized with s3 ,
the algorithm converges in 4 iterations, updating the states in the order: s3 , s1 , s2 , s1 . More
specifically, the update priorities were:
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s3
s1
s2
s1

:
:
:
:

∞
2
1
1

According to algorithm 6.4, after the first update, the value function of s3 is set to the
constant zero and the parent U and Q-functions are updated. These U functions correspond
to µ2 and µ3 thus letting the priorities 2 and 1 be assigned to s1 and s2 respectively. Then
the second update, occurring in s1 , only updates s1 ’s value function since there are no parent
transitions. The highest (and only) priority of the priority queue at this step is then s2 . Its
value function update propagates the priority 1 to s1 which is updated finally. During this
final update, it appears that during [0, 45] it is better to wait for the reward of µ2 than to
try µ1 . The final value functions are presented on figure 7.3.
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s1

2
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1
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Figure 7.3: Final value functions for the three states problem, first version
The associated policy found is:
s1 :
s2 :
s3 :

[0; 45] → wait
[45; 75] → down
[75; 100] → right
[0; 100] → right
[0; 100] → wait

The overall calculation time was smaller than 10−2 seconds.
Similarly, the second version of the three states problem converges in 5 iterations when
initialized with a null value function and an initial sweeping through the transitions to get
the initial priorities. The initial priorities are given by:
s1 : 4
s3 : 2
s2 : 1
And the a posteriori state ordering followed for optimization was:
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s1
s3
s2
s1
s3

:
:
:
:
:

4
4
2
3
1

This ordering is given in figure 7.4 as an example of what we shall use as a performance
profile in the next sections.
4.5
4

max priority

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

1

2
3
iteration number

4

5

Figure 7.4: Evolution of the maximum priorities for the three states problem, second version

This ordering illustrates the fact that priorities are not necessarily always decreasing.
One could expect them to follow a global decreasing trend: since they are related to Bellman’s error, they should converge to zero, but this convergence is not monotonous.
If we try to follow the update mechanism to understand how priorities can sometimes
increase, we can notice the following sequence of events. For simplicity of notation, we write
Qi the Q function associated with the action triggering outcome µi . This is possible since
there is only one outcome per action in this toy example. During the first sweep meant to
retrieve the initial priorities, s2 receives priority 1 because Q3 becomes equal to 1[0;99] (t). But
as s3 is updated (second update), Q3 becomes equal to 3 · 1[0;44] (t) + 1[44,99] (t). The k∆Q3 k∞
is equal to 2, thus assigning a new priority of 2 to s2 . However, the cumulative variation
since the last value function update in s2 , in L∞ norm, is equal to 3: the algorithm is blind
to such a change because Q3 has increased in two steps. Hence, when we update s2 , its value
function becomes equal to Q3 , and Q1 jumps from zero to 3 · 1[0;43] (t) + 143;98 (t), yielding a
k∆Q1 k∞ of 3 and finally assigning priority 3 to s3 , which corresponds in an increase in the
maximum priority of the queue.
Our update mechanism just keeps track of the largest variation of Q in a single update,
not of the cumulative variation, thus yielding priorities sometimes smaller than the actual
value function change they induce. When the value function is updated, this creates a priority
higher than the previous ones. This is the first reason for non-monotonicity of the priorities:
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The priority mechanism keeps track of the largest k∆Qk∞ in one iteration and
not the cumulative k∆Qk∞ since the last update. Therefore, priorities sometimes
overestimate or underestimate the impact of value functions updates. This induces
the non-monotonous behavior of the priorities. It could be compensated by keeping
track of the Q functions just after a value function update.
Since priority propagation is a local mechanism, states are often updated soon after
receiving their high priorities. Thus, this breaking of monotonicity does not appear often
because there are few transition that receive their k∆Q1 k∞ in more than one time. More importantly, this also illustrates why the priorities quickly drop again after these value functions
updates. This will be particularly visible in the rover and UAV examples.
The final value functions are presented on figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Final value functions for the three states problem, second version
The associated policy found is:
s1 :
s2 :
s3 :

[0; 50] → wait
[50; 75] → down
[75; 100] → right
[0; 100] → right
[0; 45] → up
[45, 100] wait

The overall calculation time was also smaller than 10−2 seconds.
If one changes slightly the problem in order to make the reward of µ1 accessible twice by
taking the loop through s3 , then the policy changes accordingly. For example if we write:
rt (µ2 , t) = 4 · 1[30,75] (t)
Then the optimization finishes in 7 iterations, still in a computing time smaller than 10−2
seconds. The prioritized sweeping through the state space was:
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s1
s3
s2
s1
s3
s2
s1

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

4
4
2
3
2
2
2

The final value function is given on figure 7.6
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Figure 7.6: Final value functions for the three states problem, second version modified
The associated policy is:
s1 :
s2 :
s3 :

[0; 30] → wait
[30; 75] → down
[75; 100] → right
[0; 100] → right
[0; 45] → up
[45, 100] wait

These examples’ purpose was only to illustrate the general behaviour of the TMDPpoly
planner. The next sections analyze its performance on larger problems.

7.2.3

Metrics

The two following sections present the Mars rover and the UAV patrol domain. We use these
examples to illustrate the behavior of the TMDPpoly planner. More specifically, we evaluate:
• The performance graph: since priorities are related to Bellman error, we use them as
an approximate measure of performance of the global policy through the iterations.
This measure is only reliable if we are certain of the priority queue’s initialization.
This is the case since we use the automatic initialization procedure of section 6.3 for
the rover case and the list of rewards for the UAV.
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• The expected reward: the problems at hand are not supposed to have a starting state in
particular. Since plotting all the state value functions might be a little cumbersome and
not relevant, we try to underline the final value function obtained for states that seem
relevant. In the UAV case, the graphical interface illustrates well the associated policy,
even though nothing replaces direct user evaluation by “playing” with the interface.
• Complexity: we plot the evolution of individual state updates duration in order to see
how the calculation time evolves as the functions become more complex. However, this
metric is implementation and machine dependent. So we also relate it to the number
of state updates before the priority queue becomes empty.

7.3
7.3.1

The Mars rover problem
Problem definition

Overview

The rover problem is inspired by and adapted from the International Planning Competition
“rover” domain and by the original Mars rover problem statement of [Bresina et al., 2002].
This domain describes the problem of mission planning for a rover over a full day on
Mars. The rover’s mission is to collect two rock samples from different sites and to take a
photo of a distant object. Available actions deal with recharging the batteries, taking the
photo, collecting the samples and moving from site to site. One can make the problem more
complex by adding possible transmissions with a remote station, on-board analysis actions,
memory management, etc. We will keep this first simple description of the problem for our
experiments since it seems rich enough to describe an interesting problem.
Previous work on the problem of planning the operations of the Mars rover tackled different aspects of the problem stated in [Bresina et al., 2002]. The complete rover domain, as
presented by [Bresina et al., 2002], involves dealing with contingencies, probabilities, continuous variables, continuous time, concurrent actions, etc. [Bresina et al., 2002] lists a number
of algorithms, planners and approaches for this domain, highlighting their strengths and
weaknesses. Later work by [Mausam and Weld, 2007] addresses the question of dealing with
concurrent actions, synchronized on a discretized time, with duration uncertainties. [Feng
et al., 2004; Li and Littman, 2005] attacked the problem from the fully continuous point of
view, representing value functions as kd-trees. HAO* [Benazera et al., 2005] also attacked
the rover problem by addressing the question of hybrid state spaces and heuristic search and
pruning. While our algorithm is not designed to compete with the previous approaches as
a matter of performance, it provides a different alternative which could be combined, for
example, with the heuristic approach of HAO*, or with the action elimination scheme of
[Mausam and Weld, 2007] for dealing with larger action spaces.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the mission planning problem. The rover can navigate between
nodes labeled 1 to 6 which correspond to values of p, the position variable. Each movement
action has a certain success or failure probability: these actions can end up in the destination
of in the initial position. Similarly, movement durations and energy consumption are uncertain. The labels attached to the edges of the navigation graph correspond to the average
travel duration for a successful move along the edge. The filled nodes correspond to sample
sites: sample 1 is available at position 5 and sample 2 at position 2. The dark gray areas are
obstacles to both navigation and vision while the light gray area is an obstacle to navigation
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only. Consequently, the photo can be taken from any of the nodes numbered 3 to 6. However,
this picture has different probabilities of being successful depending on the shooting site. The
rover has the on-board ability to roughly analyse the image in order to determine whether it
is good or not. So whenever the picture is taken, it can result in either a good image or a bad
one but there is no notion of ranking among images. Consequently, whenever a good image
has been shot, it is kept without further questioning. The preferred shooting site is position 6.
6
photo

5
5
5
5

4

5

3
3

12

5

2

4
1

Figure 7.7: Mars rover problem — mission presentation
We consider a day of length 70 time units and we suppose the goal is to finish the mission
before nightfall but this constraint is flexible and the mission does not really have to be completed in one day. After 70 time units, night falls and the rover switches to energy saving.
We consider e = 0 to be the lowest energy level corresponding to surviving during one night.
Hence, the mission can be restarted everyday from any state of the problem which implies
we are interested in the policy in every possible starting state.
Finally, depending on the time of day, lighting changes which affects the recharge ability
of the rover and the photography’s success probability.
The state variables we consider are summarized in table 7.1. They yield a hybrid state
space containing 1968 discrete states and one continuous variable. It can be interesting to
compare with a discrete problem generated using a unit discretization of time1 : this fully
discrete problem has 139728 states. Some current algorithms for MDPs can deal with such
state space sizes — especially heuristic search algorithms and algorithms making use of
factored representations — but simple algorithms as Value Iteration over standard tabular
representations of this size take a long time converging.
One could object to this argument that, with a unit discretization of time, the resolution
takes exactly 71 value iterations because the problem is a finite horizon MDP with uncertain
1

as presented in the next paragraphs, a unit discretization of time is the least necessary to roughly approximate the time-dependency introduced by the L and Pµ functions.
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durations. Indeed, the comparison with the 139728 states problem is more valid for the
case of general continuous variables. Anyway, 71 iterations times 1968 states corresponds
to 139728 state value updates while we will see a little further that our prioritized sweeping
method finishes in about 35000 state function updates which might be an interesting tradeoff between calculation complexity and having continuous dynamics representations.
Our implementation of the TMDPpoly algorithm is rather straightforward and leaves a
lot of space to heuristic search improvements and better representations of the state space’s
discrete part, so it makes sense comparing the performance of Value Iteration or standard
Prioritized Sweeping on these large discrete problems and the performance of TMDPpoly on
the hybrid one.
Variable
t
e
p
im1
sa1
sa2

Description
time
energy
position
image 1 taken
sample 1 collected
sample 2 collected

Domain
[0, 70]
{0, 1, . . . , 39, 40}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
{0, 1}
{0, 1}
{0, 1}

Table 7.1: Mars rover problem — state variables
The action space of the rover is described on table 7.2. The number of actions defined
in this table is 23 (if we don’t count the continuous wait action). However this number does
not really mean much since only few of these actions are available in each state. Therefore,
it is better to count the minimum and maximum number of actions available per state in
the problem to get an idea of the problem’s difficulty.
• Example of states that have the most available actions: p = 3; 6 ≤ e < 40; im1 = 0
↔ {move(3, 1), move(3, 2), move(3, 4), move(3, 5), take picture(3), recharge, wait}
• Example of states that have the least available actions: e = 0
↔ {recharge, wait}
move(p1 , p2 )
take picture(p)
sample rock(p)
recharge
wait(τ )

movement from p1 to p2
takes the photo from position p
collects a rock sample from position p
fully charges the rover’s battery
waits for a future date t0 = t + τ

Table 7.2: Mars rover problem — action space

Movement actions

Each movement action can result in six different outcomes:
• µ1 — movement success and short duration
• µ2 — movement failure and short duration
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• µ3 — movement success and average duration
• µ4 — movement failure and average duration
• µ5 — movement success and long duration
• µ6 — movement failure and long duration
One has, independently of the current state, time and destination state:
L(µ1 ) = 0.6
L(µ2 ) = 0.05
L(µ3 ) = 0.15
L(µ4 ) = 0.025
L(µ5 ) = 0.15
L(µ6 ) = 0.025
Destination state of outcome µ1 corresponds to the target position with an energy decrease corresponding to a short duration movement. The destination states of the other
outcomes can be described similarly.
The duration probability density functions have been implemented in five different versions, all bringing different complexity to the problem. These distribution are chosen so
as to match the average and standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution on movement
durations.
1. The first one uses piecewise polynomial probability density functions. More specifically, cubic splines, used to interpolate Gaussian distributions. An example of such
a distribution is plotted on figure 7.8. Some additional details on calculation of the
associated splines are given with the battery charge action description.
2. The second one only uses discrete distributions.
3. The third one uses quadratic splines yielding similar distributions to the ones of the
first version.
4. The fourth one uses piecewise linear functions corresponding to applying algorithm 6.6
to the first version’s distributions.
5. The fifth one uses only piecewise linear distributions, mainly “triangular” distributions.
We give an example of the two first versions on outcome µ3 of action move(1, 4) applied in
position p = 1. The piecewise polynomial version is plotted on figure 7.8.

Pµ3 (τ ) =1[11,12] (τ ) · −2τ 3 + 69τ 2 − 792τ + 3025 +

1[12,13] (τ ) · 2τ 3 − 75τ 2 + 936τ − 3887
Pµ3 (τ ) = 0.25 · δ11.5 (τ ) + 0.5 · δ12 (τ ) + 0.25 · δ12.5 (τ )
No reward is associated with movement actions.
There is an important caveat to mention here. POLYTOOLS is a rather complex set of
operations trying to combine knowledge about formal calculus, algorithmic efficiency and numerical calculus stability. For example, the sequence of polynomials built for Sturm’s method
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Figure 7.8: Duration probability of µ3

(see appendix A for details) implies performing an exact Euclidean division of polynomials
which is feasible in theory and easy to implement but which can imply a lot of numerical instability for ill-conditioned polynomials2 . There are many examples of such technical
difficulties which are completely unrelated to the planning problem but constitute a major
obstacle to testing the TMDPpoly planner for higher order polynomials. Because of these
technical problems, only versions 2, 4 and 5 of the rover problem were actually solved using
our implementation. The other versions are readily available but POLYTOOLS still needs
some improvements and some fixing before they can be solved. This has another drawback:
it was not possible to evaluate the trade-off between polynomial degree and number of pieces
in the piecewise polynomial description because POLYTOOLS still has trouble with higher
degree polynomials. However, the simple comparison between discrete density functions and
piecewise linear ones already allows to draw some conclusions regarding the complexity on
the operations involved and the advantages/drawbacks of such modeling features.

Taking the picture

This action is only available in positions 3 to 6, when the energy resource is sufficient and
if a successful photo has not already been stored in memory. It can result in two different
outcomes, either the picture is good or it has to be re-shot. The probabilities of a successful
picture depend on the shooting location and on the time of day. They are illustrated on
figure 7.9.
In all cases, the energy decrease is 1. Similarly, the transition duration is deterministic
and has duration 1.
Finally, the reward for taking a good photo depends on the outcome’s end date and on
2

polynomials having a very small coefficient of high degree and a very large constant coefficient
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Figure 7.9: Probability of successful photo — L(µsuccess |s, t, take picture)
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Collecting the samples

Similarly to the picture action, this action is only available in positions 2 and 5, if the energy
level is high enough and if the sample corresponding to the current position has not been
collected yet. This action can result in a success or failure outcome; failure corresponding to
a failure in grabbing the right sample and storing it. The probability of successfully collecting the sample is 0.7, regardless of the sampling site, the current state or the time of day.
Sampling duration can vary according to several possibilities in the grabbing scenario. It
results in the following duration distributions:
Pµsuccess (τ ) = 0.2 · δ3 (τ ) + 0.6 · δ4 (τ ) + 0.2 · δ5 (τ )
Pµf ailure (τ ) = 0.5 · δ2 (τ ) + 0.5 · δ3 (τ )
The reward for collecting sample 1 is 5, and the reward for sample 2 is 3.
Charging the batteries

Charging the batteries is an all-or-nothing action which performs a full battery charge, regardless of the initial energy level. However, the recharge duration depends on this initial
level and on the lighting (directly linked with the time of day). There are two recharging
speeds corresponding to two different outcomes: µ1 corresponds to slow charging and µ2 to
fast charging. If the recharge action is undertaken between time 30 and 65, the µ2 outcome
is triggered, else µ1 determines the recharge duration.
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The final discrete state of a recharge action corresponds to setting e to its maximum
value. The average durations of outcomes µ1 and µ2 are given by the following equations:

1
if (emax − e)/2.9 < 1
dur(µ1 ) =
(emax − e)/2.9
else

1
if (emax − e)/4.7 < 1
dur(µ2 ) =
(emax − e)/4.7
else
And we use a “deviation” parameter w:
w(µ1 ) = 1

1 if dur(µ2 ≤ 8)
w(µ2 ) =
2
else
Similarly to the case of movement actions, we implemented two versions of the recharge
action, the first one uses piecewise polynomial distributions, the second one uses discrete distributions. In the first case, the duration distribution function is — similarly to figure 7.8 —
the cubic spline interpolation going through the points (dur(µ) − w(µ), 0), (dur(µ), 1/w(µ)),
(dur(µ) + w(µ), 0) with slope zero at each interval’s end3 .
In the discrete distributions case, the distribution was given as:
Pµ (τ ) = 0.25 · δdur(µ)−w(µ) (τ ) + 0.5 · δdur(µ) (τ ) + 0.25 · δdur(µ)+w(µ) (τ )
There is no reward associated with the recharge action.
7.3.2

Optimization results

We present first the optimization results on the problem with only discrete probability density functions (version 2 of the movement and recharge actions). For this problem, we used a
threshold on the priorities of 0.1, a precision on the t bounds of 10−3 and an approximation
tolerance of 0.05. The rover problem took 38017 iterations to converge, corresponding to an
average running time of 1690 seconds.
The algorithm was initialized with a null value function in all states. The initial priorities
were obtained by performing a first pass of Value Iteration in the whole state space. The
initial priority queue size was 868.
The evolution of the maximum priorities is shown on figure 7.104 . As expected, this
evolution is not monotonous, but since it is closely linked with the Bellman error, it is globally decreasing. After 38017 iterations no update priority is above 0.1 and the priority list
becomes empty.
Even though the decrease of priorities is not monotonous, one can easily see that, after
the 10000th iteration, the few points which have high priorities are quickly solved and the
moving average of priorities closely follows the lower bound on priorities of figure 7.10. This
3
An interesting property of these distributions is that we don’t need any scaling other than the division
by w(µ) to guarantee they sum to one between −∞ and +∞.
4
It is important to note that figure 7.10 represents only the evolution of the maximum priority along the
iterations. So each point corresponds to a different abscissa (there is no range of priorities plotted here, only
the largest one). This graph looks very dense because the 38017 points are plotted.
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Figure 7.10: Evolution of the maximum priorities for the Mars rover problem

justifies in practice the use of this moving average curve as a performance profile.
Although the decrease of Bellman error is much faster than in the case of Value Iteration,
the curve is not as steep as one could expect. Reaching a close-to-optimal value function in
10000 state visits is acceptable for a 1968 discrete states problem with an additional continuous variable, but the decrease in Bellman error seems a little slow. One can explain
this “pathology” by the discretization of the energy variable. By discretizing, we create
a highly connected problem with many states having an almost equivalent value function.
Even though these value functions are very similar, the algorithm needs to update each of the
corresponding states individually, thus linearly increasing the number of state visits needed
to reduce the maximum priority’s value.
In the case at hand (discrete distributions), the piecewise polynomial degree is stable
so the approximation phase is a priori not necessary. However, successive convolutions
with discrete density functions and addition, intersection, etc. yield a piecewise polynomial
function with a lot of definition intervals over which the function itself is almost constant.
Therefore, it makes sense to apply the approximation algorithm in order to reduce this number of intervals while conserving an L∞ -error bounded approximate function. This actually
dramatically increases the algorithm’s performance and avoids many numerical instabilities
such as intervals having null width or the number of intervals exploding.
Figure 7.11 shows the evolution of each iteration’s duration. These times were measured
by steps of 10−2 seconds in order not to slow down too much the execution of the algorithm.
Times returned as equal to zero are actually between zero and 0.01 seconds, but too small
to be measured.
The next figures show the optimal policy and value function obtained in some specific
states:
• p = 1, e = 40, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0: figure 7.12.
• p = 3, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0: figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.11: Evolution of individual iteration durations for the Mars rover problem

• p = 2, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0: figure 7.14.
• p = 5, e = 30, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0: figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.12: State p = 1, e = 40, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 — Value function
The recharge action is very problematic to our algorithm: it almost acts as a wait action
but often provides better results since charging durations are not prohibitively long and they
usually lead to higher gain states. Therefore, several successive optimizations often introduce intermediate charge actions inside other actions. This is not visible on the policy of the
e = 40 states, but becomes obvious with, for example, the e = 20 state whose value function
is represented on figure 7.13.
The policy in state p = 1, e = 40, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 is:
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Figure 7.13: State p = 3, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 — Value function

[0; 44.6159] :
[44.6159; 70] :

move to 2
move to 3

While the policy in state p = 3, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 is:
[0; 30.7689] :
[30.7689; 39.809] :
[39.809; 49.6915] :
[49.6915; 49.7044] :
[49.7044; 49.8936] :
[49.8936; 50.0645] :
[50.0645; 53.0532] :
[53.0532; 55.2447] :
[55.2447; 55.266] :
[55.266; 55.2925] :
[55.2925; 55.3298] :
[55.3298; 55.3772] :
[55.3772; 55.4149] :
[55.4149; 55.7447] :
[55.7447; 56.1915] :
[56.1915; 56.2447] :
[56.2447; 58.617] :
[58.617; 58.6592] :
[58.6592; 58.6809] :
[58.6809; 58.7447] :
[58.7447; 59.117] :
[59.117; 59.2447] :
[59.2447; 65] :
[65; 70] :

move to 2
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
recharge
move to 4
take picture

Once again, such a policy doesn’t mean “start recharging at time 30.7689 and stop at
time 39.809”, instead it means “if the policy is asked for an action to perform at any time
between 30.7689 and 39.809, trigger the battery recharge action” this action might take us
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to a completely different state at a time independent of the values 30.7689 and 39.809.
It is interesting to note that the rover found it more interesting to go to p = 2 early in the
“morning”, when the lighting is still bad and not appropriate for a picture. This behavior is
consistent with the problem specification of [Bresina et al., 2002] and the expected optimal
plan. We can follow this action and go check in p = 2 what the policy is. For this, we choose
the energy level e = 20. The value function of state p = 2, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0
is plotted on figure 7.14.
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Figure 7.14: State p = 2, e = 20, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 — Value function

The associated policy is:
[0; 31.1855] :
[31.1855; 33.0164] :
[33.0164; 36.1848] :
[36.1848; 38.6721] :
[38.6721; 42.8409] :
[42.8409; 54.2447] :
[54.2447; 54.3191] :
[54.3191; 54.7447] :
[54.7447; 54.8936] :
[54.8936; 55.2447] :
[55.2447; 55.5] :
[55.5; 55.7447] :
[55.7447; 56.0426] :
[56.0426; 56.2447] :
[56.2447; 56.6277] :
[56.6277; 56.7447] :
[56.7447; 60.766] :
[60.766; 66] :
[66; 66.4311] :
[66.4311; 70] :
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While the recharge/act interleaving is still present, we can see that the strategy is consistent: in the morning the rover finds it more interesting to immediately perform the sampling
operation while in the afternoon, it is better to move to the shooting sites in order to get
the best picture possible. This is illustrated again in our last sample state: p = 5, e = 30,
im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 whose value function is plotted on figure 7.15
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Figure 7.15: State p = 5, e = 30, im1 = 0, sa1 = 0, sa2 = 0 — Value function
In this state, the choice is crucial, the rover can either sample the rock, take the picture,
or move to p = 6 to get a better shooting position. The policy found is:
[0; 38.1281] :
[38.1281; 40.4101]
[40.4101; 47.3729]
[47.3729; 49.2064]
[49.2064; 53.2271]
[53.2271; 65.5] :
[65.5; 70] :

:
:
:
:

sample
recharge
sample
recharge
sample
move to 6
take picture

The recharge/act interleaving appears sometimes between other actions than recharge
as for the latest part of the policy in p = 2, e = 20, etc. Even though there is no final
explanation to this behavior, it can be due to two main different reasons:
• First, TMDPpoly introduces a static ordering over actions5 . Therefore, whenever there
is a tie between actions, the same one is always chosen first. Since recharge might take
the process to states with equivalent rewards, this can introduce equivalent actions.
• Secondly, when the actions’ Q functions are very close (but not equal), the approximation scheme can sometimes slightly alter the monotonicity of a Q function and locally
break the dominance of an action over another. This only occurs when the two Q
functions are already very close in the first place and might result in this interleaving.
Therefore, one can expect such an interleaving to have little impact on the global behavior: the value function still tends to the optimal value function.
5

This ordering is due to the way we store the transitions: they are sorted by action name for efficient
lookup. Therefore, the static ordering only depends on the alphabetical order.
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It is interesting to notice that as one sweeps through the different energy levels for the
same value of p, the policy bounds change but the structure itself remains. This feature
is illustrated on figures 7.16(a) and 7.16(b). This illustrates the strong similarity between
energy and time in this case and between wait and recharge. It also points out the limits of
the discretization approach which arbitrarily separates continuous domains into discrete levels and makes the problem more complex in discretized form than in continuous formulation.
Solving the problem with two continuous actions wait and recharge would be an interesting
challenge which is beyond the scope of this chapter and will be discussed in chapter 8.
Similarly, figure 7.16(b) illustrates the interests and limits of a kd-tree representation for
the policy or value function. As the number of variables grows, the structure of the policy
becomes harder to capture using sets of hypercubes. Thus, in higher dimensional state spaces
the approaches of [Feng et al., 2004], [Li and Littman, 2005] or [Benazera et al., 2005] might
capture less easily the variations of the policy and value function.
Finally, one can remark that wait rarely appears in the policy. Actually, it does appear
before some movement actions. This can be explained by the fact that it is more risky to
start recharging at the time in question than to wait before moving, taking a picture (for
example) and recharging afterwards. Since recharging times are not too long, in most cases,
it is preferable to recharge first and then to act. wait can also be found just before a recharge
action because of the recharging mode switching.
For version 5 of the rover problem, the final policy and value function is comparable
to the ones presented above. The computation time and number of iterations needed to
reach an empty priority queue are given in table 7.3 for each version. As for the discrete
distributions case, we used a threshold on priorities of 0.1, a precision on t of 10−3 and an
approximation tolerance of 0.05.
Problem version
version 2
version 5

Iterations before convergence
38017
53976

Average running time
1690 seconds
9155 seconds

Table 7.3: Rover problem — optimization time
Table 7.3 illustrates the calculation overhead introduced by the piecewise polynomial
function calculations, compared to the case of discrete distributions. For an increase in the
number of iterations of a factor 1.4, the calculation time has been multiplied by 5.4. This
underlines the fact that while the complexity of the resolution does not change in terms or
state updates, the calculation times on piecewise polynomial representations still need a lot
of attention and improvement.
Version 4 suffered from another technical difficulty due to the L∞ norm. For continuous
functions of t, it makes sense to use a L∞ norm in order to derive bounds for optimality.
It implies having a precision on V of . It implies exactly the same thing for piecewise
continuous functions but the discontinuity points become very hard to solve since the L∞
measure has repercussions on the precision on t for these discontinuity points. This feature
makes the problem of real number rounding even more problematic and quickly introduces
instability in the prioritized sweeping ordering. Thus, the optimization of version 4 of the
rover problem did not converge with our current implementation. It was stopped after 20
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Figure 7.16: Structured policy in p = 3 for the rover problem
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hours of computing and about 110000 state updates, while presenting a pseudo-oscillating
behavior on the priorities which we empirically attribute to the approximation phase and
more specifically to the difficulties of calculating the L∞ bounds at discontinuity points.
There might be other reasons which we would not have identified for such a non-convergent
behaviour, such as implementation mistakes in the first place, or approximation tolerance
propagation which induces repetitive Bellman errors of more than  in some states.
Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the evolution of the priorities and individual iteration times
when solving version 5 or the Mars rover problem.
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Figure 7.17: Evolution of the maximum priorities for the Mars rover problem, version 5
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7.4
7.4.1

The UAV patrol problem
Problem definition

The second main example we will present here highlights an interesting use of TMDPs. In
all the previous examples, the wait action was mainly used to “freeze” the agent’s discrete
state while letting the time variable grow in order to catch any good future reward available
in the current state. The UAV patrol problem is different in the sense that it does not define
a wait action, but a patrol action which is strictly equivalent to wait in terms of TMDP
description. patrol(τ ) is both a continuous action and — contrarily to other wait actions
which usually provide costs — the only action providing rewards. This example illustrates
the fact that we can replace wait by another continuous action and optimize a strategy on
a hybrid action space.
Let us now imagine an unmanned air vehicle (UAV) having a mission defined in terms
of patrolling over certain areas of a map. More specifically, let us imagine a map with four
areas of interest where the UAV has to observe a certain phenomenon. The human agent
specifying the mission indicates during which time intervals the UAV should watch each zone
and assigns different importances to zones in case of scheduling conflicts. For example, one
could say:
“Set importance 2 on position p1 between t = 0 and t = 25,
then set importance 2 on the same position p1 between t = 60 and t = 70,
also set importance 5 on position p2 between t = 45 and t = 50,
assign importance 2 on position p3 between t = 20 and t = 50
and finally set importance 3 on position p4 between t = 45 and t = 70.”
Now let us suppose that the UAV’s navigation map is described as a grid of positions
p = (x, y) as in figure 7.19. This grid represents the navigation environment of the UAV and
the reward rates associated to each of the patrol zones. The UAV is given a meteorological
model indicating how the wind is supposed to blow during the mission and has some probabilistic knowledge about the results of its atomic movement actions depending on the wind.
The planning problem corresponds to finding the optimal policy of movement between
positions and local patrolling as a function of the current position and the current time.
Thus, the action space can be written as in table 7.4 and the state space contains the variables presented in table 7.5.
patrol(τ )
N, S, E, W

continuous action indicating to patrol the current position
for τ time units
discrete movement actions taking the UAV to a nearby
position
Table 7.4: Patrol problem — action space

We use this paragraph to shortly present the simple wind model we used. Between t = 8
and t = 30, the wind blows from East to West, and between t = 60 and t = 80, from North
to South. At all other times, there is no wind. When the wind blows, this changes the
probabilities of making a successful move and the transition durations. Without entering
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Figure 7.19: UAV patrol problem — Reward rates

t
x
y

the current time, continuous variable taking its values in [0, 100]
discrete latitude of the UAV, taking its values in {1, . . . , 10}
discrete longitude of the UAV, taking its values in {1, . . . , 10}
Table 7.5: Patrol problem — state space
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the modeling details, the wind has the influence of “pushing” the UAV in a specific direction which shortens or lengthens the movement durations and can result in off-course final
transition states.
Therefore, the UAV patrol problem is a grid world navigation problem with stochastic
movement actions, stochastic continuous transition durations, hybrid state and action spaces
with the TMDP hypothesis on the continuous action.
7.4.2

Optimization results

Because the discrete state space represents only the geographical position of the UAV, this
problem is easy to represent graphically. As in the rover case, we designed several versions
of the patrol problem. The first version uses only discrete probability density functions, the
second one uses piecewise linear density functions.
Table 7.6 summarizes the optimization results for the two versions of the patrol problem.
In both cases, the threshold on priorities was set to 0.1, the approximation L∞ bound was
equal to 0.05 and the precision on t for the approximate polynomial calculations was 10−3 .
Problem
version 1
version 2

Iterations before convergence
531
824

Average running time
13.90 seconds
740.17 seconds

Table 7.6: Patrol problem — optimization time
As in the Mars rover case, the figures of table 7.6 illustrate the fact that piecewise polynomial operations (such as convolution, etc.) still need a lot of optimizing. For an increase
of a factor 1.55 in the number of iterations, the calculation time has been multiplied by 53.25.
One can also compare this number of 531 state visits with the number of state updates
performed in the Value Iteration-like algorithm of [Boyan and Littman, 2001]. With the
latter algorithm, the value function converges to an -optimal value function after 330 passes
through the state space, corresponding to 33000 state updates. Therefore, performing asynchronous dynamic programming with priorities reduced the number of state visits by a factor
62.
Figures 7.20 to 7.23 present the evolution of priorities and calculation times for the two
versions of the patrol problem.
The increase of priorities around iteration 120 is due to the same phenomenon as illustrated on the three states problem, in section 7.2.
In order to illustrate the evolution of V on a single state, we have selected state (7, 7)
on the first version of the patrol problem. This state is only updated five times during
the whole process. Since there are 531 updates and 100 states, this number of updates is
representative of what happens in average over the whole state space. Figures 7.24 to 7.28
show the evolution of the value function and of the policy. One can tell the “update story”
of this state:
• State (7, 7) is updated for the first time during the 40th iteration because it previously
had a high priority of 74.98, directly inherited from the propagation of the reward for
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the patrol zone situated in (9, 10) (figure 7.24).
• At iteration 43, one of its neighbors is updated and it receives priority 14.99.
• At iteration 57, again one of its neighbors is updated and it receives a higher priority
of 74.96, thus pushing it almost at the top of the priority list.
• It is then updated for a second time at iteration 66 (figure 7.25).
• Almost immediately after its update, at iteration 68, it receives priority 14.96. These
quick priority changes come from the fact that TMDPpoly focuses on the states which
have the largest variations to let them converge first. Since (7, 7) is one of the central
states in the map, we can expect the policy to be a delicate compromise between directions and TMDPpoly will focus on it in order to let it converge early in the optimization
process.
• The priorities propagate the change information to the rest of the state space and
nothing happens before iteration 225 when a neighbor is updated again, hence providing
(7, 7) with priority 16.26.
• It is updated for the third time during update 237 (figure 7.26) and keeps its priority
of zero until update number 275 where it receives priority 6.01.
• This priority lets it be updated for the fourth time at update 304 (figure 7.27).
• Its priority is finally set to 0.56 at update 333.
• The final update occurs at iteration 408 (figure 7.28).
• After this iteration no priority of more than 0.1 is assigned to state (7, 7) and the value
function and policy do not change anymore.
TMDPpoly uses the alphabetical static ordering on actions to break any ties. Since actions
“West” and “North” appear to be equivalent several times during the updates, the chosen
action is always “North”, leaving some patches of “West” in the policy when the latter is
strictly dominant (at iteration 304 for instance).
Based on the TMDPpoly planner, we built a graphical demonstration interface for the
patrol problem. As illustrated on figure 7.29, this interface allows to change the optimization parameters, perform step-by-step prioritized sweeping, run and pause the optimization
process and save the result to text files or images.
In the “grid” window of the interface, the red square indicates the first state in the current priority queue. For instance, on figure 7.29, one can see in window “TMDPpoly” that
124 states have been updated so far and that the current highest priority is 75.93. This
priority is the one of state (4, 6) where the red cursor is positioned. The blue square in the
“grid” window is positioned by the user. It is used to select a certain discrete state and to
display its current V , V and Q functions as well as its current policy in the windows in the
middle.
The numbers displayed on the grid represent the current priority queue. This priority
queue is initialized with the four patrol zones and quickly spreads by local propagation of
the priorities.
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(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 7.24: UAV patrol problem — state (7, 7), iterations 40 and 41

(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 7.25: UAV patrol problem — state (7, 7), iterations 66 and 67
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(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 7.26: UAV patrol problem — state (7, 7), iterations 237 and 238

(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 7.27: UAV patrol problem — state (7, 7), iterations 304 and 305
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(a) Before

(b) After

Figure 7.28: UAV patrol problem — state (7, 7), iterations 408 and 409

Figure 7.29: UAV patrol problem — graphical interface
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Often, when clicking in the grid on a certain discrete state, one can notice that some
Q-functions are actually higher than the current V or V functions. This is normal since, as
explained in algorithm 6.4 and in section 6.3, Q functions are updated after updating the
V functions, in order to propagate the priorities to parent states. Therefore, some states
can have Q functions higher than their V functions just because their neighbors have been
updated. In these cases, the states in question necessarily have a non-zero priority6 .
In the end, the UAV patrol problem illustrate an interesting alternative use of TMDPs by
making the wait (patrol) action the only reward-providing action. It opens the door to the
general specification of hybrid state and action problems as long as they verify the TMDP
hypotheses.

7.5

Conclusion

Finally, this chapter illustrates how the TMDPpoly algorithm works and where are its algorithmic advantages and drawbacks. It results in a formal method for computing the timedependent optimal policy for temporal Markov decision problems, formulated as TMDPs.
By pointing out the TMDP limitations, we were able to extend them, both in terms of
representation capability (continuous distributions) and in terms of resolution method (the
TMDPpoly algorithm in itself). A next step in extending the TMDP resolution framework
would be to integrate the use of the W function, specifying the system’s dynamics during
waiting phases. Using this function might however bring the problem back to a more general
setup: if the undisturbed system’s evolution is stochastic, then wait will have to be redefined
and the difference with other possible continuous actions will be reduced. Another step would
be to introduce the biases on priorities which we presented in section 6.3 in order to exploit
even more the causality property associated with the time variable. This indeed corresponds
to extending the priorities definition to states (s, t) (instead of states s currently). Such an
improvement is expected to improve even more TMDPpoly ’s efficiency since it will directly
exploit the loop-free structure of temporal Markov decision problems.
This chapter also brings multiple perspectives. First, it introduces a fully implemented
method for performing what we could name “formal Bellman backups” on a hybrid state
space. This method is directly applied to the TMDP case and depends a lot on the TMDP
hypotheses. It provides a practical, polynomial-based, formal calculus alternative to MonteCarlo sampling methods which are the current common way of tackling hybrid state and
action problems.
Chapter 8 will generalize the current TMDP framework to a more general class of hybrid
problems, thus underlining how this current implementation can be reused for more general
cases. Chapter 10 will try to highlight how this method of formal Bellman backups can be
extended to these more general cases and will discuss where the difficulties lie.
Secondly, we used the TMDPpoly algorithm as defined in the previous chapters to solve
hybrid state and action problems such as the Mars rover and the UAV patrol problems. While
this implementation is not able to scale to very large state spaces yet, it already provides a
reasonable basis for solving this class of continuous time problems and extends immediately
to the case of a single continuous state variable and a single continuous action as in the patrol
problem case. Improving this method with heuristic guidance, structured representations of
6

Even though, at the end of the algorithm, these priorities can be considered null because they are below
the priority threshold. In this case, the slight variation of Q (amplitude < 0.01 is not visible on the graph).
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the discrete part of the state space and better low-level function manipulation operators are
some of the keys needed to scale up to larger domains. While these issues will be discussed
in chapter 10, they are independent of the basis of the TMDPpoly method which already
provides results on time-dependent problems as the Mars rover problem.
Then, one of the main practical conclusions from our experiments is that improving the
efficiency of the POLYTOOLS implementation yields a dramatic improvement of the overall
planner’s efficiency. This is quite natural since the whole architecture is built above the
POLYTOOLS implementation. Therefore, it would be very interesting to:
• improve POLYTOOLS ’s implementation and efficiency in the first place, but also to
• test the TMDPpoly planner with different degrees for interpolation, in particular cubic
splines which are not functional today because of technical implementation reasons;
this will allow us to
• evaluate the degree/pieces compromise7 .
Therefore, improvement of the POLYTOOLS / TMDPpoly framework is still necessary to
help understanding the advantages and drawbacks of our method and extend them to more
general cases.
One important conclusion which does not appear visibly in the previous results is the
huge impact of algorithm 6.6 on the optimization process. Without this algorithm, both
the degree of polynomials and the number of definition intervals explode and the optimization gets stuck in very long, sometimes unpredictable, calculations for nothing. Even in
the discrete distributions case, algorithm 6.6 decreases dramatically the computational time
while conserving the global efficiency of the method and the L∞ bounds on the value function.
From the algorithmic point of view, the causality feature of temporal Markov problems
has not been used to its full possibilities. Even though this is encouraging with respect to
the adaptability of our method to another continuous variable which would not have such
properties8 , it is a point on which improvement of the TMDPpoly algorithm is possible. For
example, focusing on the latest time intervals of the problem first might accelerate convergence since we work with backward propagation. Letting the latest times converge first can
actually insure that full parts of the time-dependent value functions have converged and
need not be further revised. Thus it would exploit more the oriented nature of the time
variable. As mentioned in section 6.3 this could be done by biasing the way we calculate the
priorities. It could also take advantage of partial calculation of the V (s, t) functions: during
the first state updates, only the “latest” part of the function is important, then, when it has
converged, one can focus on “earlier” parts.
Finally, we can conclude that the main obstacle to the TMDPpoly implementation and
experiments was spawned by the very nature of piecewise polynomial functions formal calculus. While this obstacle has been at least partially overcome, there still remains a lot
of possible improvements for this work. These improvements can especially reduce the gap
between the computational times associated to piecewise linear versions of our problems and
the discrete distribution versions. Since the number of iterations needed before convergence
7

Compromise between polynomial’s degree and number of definition intervals in the piecewise polynomial
functions.
8
Namely, causality implies no current event will have repercussions in the past and thus no change in the
policy at t will have impact on the value function of the current policy at posterior times.
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is comparable in both cases, using piecewise continuous distributions will become competitive
with discrete ones when the related operations will have been improved regarding calculation
time. Still, by only looking at the number of iterations before convergence, we can deduce
that there was very little additional complexity associated with using these piecewise continuous distributions at the planner’s level. Moreover, low-level numerical problems such
as the ones mentioned earlier — related to the precision of L∞ bounds and the failures of
root finding methods — illustrate the main obstacles associated to dealing with piecewise
continuous functions in general and piecewise polynomial ones in our particular case. Some
problems intrinsically have such piecewise continuous distributions and it might be rather
cumbersome to approximate them with discrete ones. The TMDPpoly planner with improved
piecewise polynomial functions handling might open the door to directly dealing with such
problems.
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8
Generalizing MDPs to continuous observable time: the XMDP
framework

Including time as a continuous observable variable in the MDP state space naturally
leads to considering the continuous wait(τ ) action on top of all other previous
discrete actions. More generally, including continuous variables in the state space
often calls for continuous or hybrid (continuous and discrete) actions. We have
seen in chapter 2 that the time variable played a particular role with respect to the
discounted criterion. In this chapter, we build on the standard MDP framework
in order to extend it to continuous time and resources and to the corresponding
parametric actions. We aim at providing a framework and a sound set of hypothesis
under which a classical Bellman equation holds in the discounted case.

8.1

Hindsight on the TMDP model: what is the “wait” action?

The wait action defined in the previous chapter and in [Boyan and Littman, 2001] in order to
allow for inactivity is defined as an overlay over the standard Bellman equations. Chapters
4 and 5 showed that it was actually equivalent to letting the system be idle for a while if the
expected gain was better at a latter time. These sections actually highlighted the fact that
in TMDPs, wait indeed was an action, but with some specificities, namely:
• no effect on the discrete part of the state space,
• deterministic with respect to its effects on the time variable,
• no reward when used with zero duration.
It actually seems that there is not one wait action but a whole continuum of these actions
since equation 4.10 optimizes the waiting time. In other words, the action space is hybrid:
it can be described by a set A ∪ R+ . All actions chosen inside this action space are either a
waiting duration or a discrete action to undertake.
With this representation of the action space, wait does not differ anymore from any
other continuous action. However, representing the action space as a A ∪ R+ set becomes
more complicated as the number of possible continuous actions grows. This is because the ∪
operator does not capture the action space’s structure: there are several different high-level
actions which differ strongly by nature - eg. gof orward, pickup, wait - and each of these
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actions corresponds to a continuous action subspace - eg. gof orward(l), pickup(), wait(τ ).
MDPs are often defined with a finite action space, summarizing all the high-level actions an agent can undertake. But sometimes, even high-level actions need to be continuous:
“invest an amount X of money”, “go forward L meters”, “inject A centiliters of drug 1”,
etc. are examples of such actions. In standard models, discretizing the action space implies
associating a unique, fixed value to the parameters of each action and hence, restricting
the agent’s possibilities. Figure 8.1 illustrates the problem of discretizing the action space:
an optimal policy in a discretized action space might miss a very reward obtained with an
intermediate action parameter.

probability density of the “position” variable
after the action “one step forward”

x
probability density of the “position” variable
after the action “two steps forward”

x
what if a better movement was one step and a half?

Figure 8.1: The problem of action discretization
This reasoning brings up the notion of parametric action which captures both the structural part of the action space (different high-level actions with different properties and meaning) and the parametric part (continuous or discrete parameters for each action).
Therefore, one needs to model the wait action of TMDPs as a parametric action — as
the intuition indicated. Moreover, it seems that — even though wait plays a specific role
with respect to the discounted criterion — MDPs could be extended to deal with parametric
action spaces. This representation would allow for easy decoupling (when possible) of the
discrete and the continuous part of the optimization process for the choice of the best action.
Continuous and hybrid state spaces have been addressed in the MDP literature from different points of view. Partially Observable MDP (POMDP, [Kaelbling et al., 1998]) describe
a continuous bounded belief space over possible states. On the other hand, efficient partitioning of a continuous state space using kd-trees and dynamic programming was developed
in [Feng et al., 2004] or [Li and Littman, 2005]. Approximating the continuous transition
functions by phase-type distributions allowing for model simplification, was presented in
[Marecki et al., 2006]. Recent contributions of [Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2006] and [Guestrin
et al., 2004] use Approximate Linear Programming to solve MDPs defined on hybrid state
spaces. However, all these approaches keep a discrete action space. Simple continuous action spaces were presented in the examples of [Puterman, 1994] and [Bertsekas, 1995]. They
revisited problems introduced through the formalism of Controlled Markov Chains [Altman
and Shwartz, 1993; Altman, 1999]. Recent advances in reinforcement learning and approximate dynamic programming such as [Hasselt and Wiering, 2007] also tackle the problem of
solving decision problems with continuous or hybrid action variables.
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Figure 8.2: Illustrative example

The goal of the next paragraph is to generalize the Bellman equation for MDPs to the
case of hybrid state and action spaces with observable time. As the proofs of section 8.3
will show, introducing an observable time is the main difficulty on the way to proving that
the adapted Bellman equation for this broader class of problems is still valid. The results
presented in sections 8.2 and 8.3 were first introduced in [Rachelson et al., 2008a].

8.2
8.2.1

A model with hybrid state and action spaces and with observable
continuous time
Model definition

In order to illustrate the following definitions on a simple example, we propose the game
presented in figure 8.2. In this game, the goal is to bring the ball from the start box to
the finish box. Unfortunately, the problem depends on a continuous time variable because
the boxes’ floors retract at known dates and because actions durations are uncertain and
real-valued. At each decision epoch, the player has five possible actions: he can either push
the ball in one of the four directions or he can wait for a certain duration in order to reach a
better configuration. Finally the “push” actions are uncertain and the ball can end up in the
wrong box. This problem has a hybrid state space composed of discrete variables - the ball’s
position - and continuous ones - the current date1 . It also has four non-parametric actions the “push” actions - and one parametric action - the “wait” action. We are therefore trying to
find a policy on a stochastic process with continuous and discrete variables and parametric
actions (with real valued parameters). Keeping this example in mind, we introduce the
notion of parametric MDP:
Definition (XMDP). A parametric action MDP, or XMDP, is a tuple hS, A(X), p, ri where:
S is a Borel state space which can describe continuous or discrete state variables including
the process’ time.
A is an action space describing a finite set of actions ai (x) where x is a vector of parameters taking its values in X. Therefore, the action space of our problem is a hybrid
action space, factored by the different actions an agent can undertake. In practice, each
action only depends on a subset of variables from X.
1

This illustrative example can actually be written as a TMDP. We draw from the TMDP experience to
generalize to the broader framework of hybrid, parametric actions and hybrid states.
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p is a probability density transition function p(s0 |s, a(x)).
r is a reward function r(s, a(x)).
8.2.2

Emphasizing the place of time

As in the MDP case, we consider the set T of timed decision epochs. In order to deal with the
more general case, we will consider a real-valued time variable t and — as previously — will
write the state (s, t) in order to emphasize the specificity of this variable in the discounted
case.
So it is important to note that — since we consider t as a state variable — we can split
the random variable describing the current state into a vector with at least two components.
To clarify this, let us reuse a previous SMDP+ notation and call σ any state in the state
space. The first component of the σ vector is the time corresponding to the current state tσ .
The second component is the classical state value sσ , aggregating any other state variable
values which might be defined for the problem at hand.
This leads us to correct our notations: we call S the set of values taken by the vector of
state variables but time. Hence, our state space will be written as the Borel algebra on the
S × R topological space and we will use pairs (s, t) to describe one state. To simplify the
notations, we will refer to this state space as S × R.
Note that for discrete variables, the p() function of the XMDP is a discrete probability
distribution function and that writing integrals over p() is equivalent to writing a sum over
the discrete variables.
Concerning the time variable, if it is discrete and bounded, optimizing a policy for the
XMDP corresponds to optimizing a finite horizon criterion. In the case of continuous observable time, section 8.4 will show that the TMDP and SMDP+ are subproblems of the
XMDP framework. In order to summarize:
XMDPs are a generalization of MDPs where hybrid action spaces are represented
through the abstraction of parametric actions. Moreover, XMDPs include the process’ time as a state variable, thus suppressing the distinction between stationary
and non-stationary policies for MDPs.
Lastly, as previously, we will write δ the number of the current decision epoch, and,
consequently, tδ the time at which decision epoch δ occurs.
8.2.3

Reward model

One can comment that writing the reward model as r((s, t), a(x)) might not span the full
genericity of the models we wish to represent. For instance, we could wish to write some
r((s, t), a(x), (s0 , t0 )) reward model in order to specify the reward of each transition.
In the following developments, we will nevertheless restrict ourselves to the r((s, t), a(x))
expected reward model for simplicity. Even though we did not write the proofs for the general case of r((s, t), a(x), (s0 , t0 )), making a parallel with the standard MDP case — where
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one can similarly establish equations for r(s, a) or r(s, a, s0 ) — seems possible.
One interesting option for decomposing the reward model is the one inspired by SMDPs.
A transition reward r(s, a) in an SMDP is given as a lump sum reward k(s, a) and a set of
reward rates c(j, s, a) where the j states correspond to all the intermediate states encountered during the transition and before the next decision epoch (for details on SMDPs reward
models and underlying stochastic processes, one can refer to [Puterman, 1994], page 533).
The reward model r(s, a) then corresponds to the lump sum reward plus the discounted
integral over possible durations of the reward rates in each state j visited by the underlying
process.
The interesting point in such a reward model is that it separates the lump sum reward
from the reward rates. For an XMDP, such a model would imply an important property for
instantaneous transitions: for such transitions, the reward acquired is only the lump sum
reward.
The TMDP type of reward model is then the extension to (s, a, s0 ) transitions of such
an SMDP reward model with lump sum reward in t, duration reward through a reward rate
and lump sum reward in t0 .
Even though these modelling options might be appealing because of their practical implications, they remain a special case of an r((s, t), a(x)) (or r((s, t), a(x), (s0 , t0 ))) reward
model and we won’t adopt them for further reasoning.

8.2.4

Policies and criterion

We define a deterministic Markovian decision rule at decision epoch δ as the mapping from
states to actions:

S × R → A(X)
(8.1)
dδ :
s, t
7→ a(x)
dδ (s, t) specifies the parametric action to undertake in state (s, t) at decision epoch δ. A
policy is defined as a set of decision rules (one for each δ) and we consider, as in [Puterman,
1994], the set D of stationary (with respect to δ) markovian deterministic policies.
Definition (Stationary, deterministic, Markovian policy). Such a control policy π is given
by a single decision rule, applicable at each decision epoch. Hence we identify this decision
rule and the policy:

S × R → A(X)
π:
(8.2)
s, t
7→ a(x)
For simplicity and without justification as to the relevance of this approach, we choose
to search for policies in D. Analysis of stochastic or non-Markovian policies for instance is
beyond the scope of this chapter’s results.
In order to evaluate policies in D for our problem, we need to define a criterion. Given
the strong similarity of XMDPs and SMDPs, the discounted criterion we define follows the
example of [Howard, 1963] and integrates the expected reward over all possible transition
durations. We introduce the discounted criterion for XMDPs as the expected sum of the
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successive discounted rewards, with respect to the application of policy π starting in state
(s, t):
(∞
)
X
π
π
tδ −t0
Vγ (s, t) = E(s0 =s,t0 =t)
γ
rπ (sδ , tδ )
(8.3)
δ=0

In order to make sure this series has a finite limit, our model introduces three more hypothesis:
• |r ((s, t), a(x)) | is bounded by M ,
• ∀δ ∈ T,

tδ+1 − tδ ≥ α > 0, where α is the smallest possible duration of an action ,

• γ < 1.
The discount factor γ t insures the convergence of the series. Physically, it can be seen as a
probability of still being functional after time t. With these hypothesis, one can write:
Lemma 1. ∀(s, t) ∈ S × R:
|Vγπ (s, t)| <

M
1 − γα

(8.4)

Proof. Since the transition durations are lower-bounded by α, one can write, for all π ∈ D:
tδ ≤ t0 + δα
γ tδ ≤ γ t0 +δα
γ tδ −t0 ≤ γ δα
And since |r| is bounded by M we have:
∀π ∈ D, −γ δα M ≤ γ tδ −t0 rπ (sδ , tδ ) ≤ γ δα M
And finally:
∀π ∈ D, −

∞
X
δ=0

δα

γ M≤

∞
X

γ

tδ −t

δ=0

rπ (sδ , tδ ) ≤

∞
X

γ δα M

δ=0

Which finally provides the result of the lemma.
We will further restrict the first assumption by saying that we only consider positive
reward models, thus we write: 0 ≤ r ((s, t), a(x)) ≤ M . In the following discussion, we will
highlight why and where this assumption is necessary.
The rather strong assumption of a lower bound on the duration of transitions will be
important for the proof in section 8.3.2. We will see in section 8.3.3 how we can try to lift
this hypothesis (and why it is not trivial).
However, it seems important to avoid a — somehow intuitive — misconception: this
assumption is a constraint on the transition model and not on the policy search space. The
mentioned misconception would be to believe that the constraint t0 − t ≥ α corresponds to
forbidding any wait(τ ) with τ < α action. While this seems intuitively the case, it is not
what is implied by this assumption: any wait(τ ) action is possible (with respect to this lower
bound only — we will see a little further that we might have to restrict the A(X) space as
well for other reasons) but their result will always yield a transition with t0 − t ≥ α.
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8.2. A model with hybrid state and action spaces and with observable continuous time
We will admit that the set V of value functions (functions from S × R to R) is a complete
metrizable space for the supremum norm kV k∞ = sup V (s, t).
(s,t)∈S×R

The optimal value function for Markovian, deterministic policies, given the discounted
criterion is defined as V ∗ = sup Vγπ .
π∈D

An optimal policy in D, if it exists, is then defined as a policy π ∗ which verifies Vγπ =
sup Vγπ . Guaranteeing the existence of such a policy whose value actually reaches the sup
∗

π∈D

requires three hypothesis which will be developed in section 8.3.4:
• The r and p models are upper semi-continuous with respect to the parameters x.
• The reward model is positive.
• A(X) is a compact action subset of a topological space describing a finite set of actions
ai (x) where x is a vector of parameters taking its values in X. Since we consider a
finite set of ai high-level actions, this hypothesis can be rephrased for Ai (X): Ai (X)
is homeomorphic to a compact subset of a topological space describing the set of
parameters admissible for the finite set of abstract actions ai .
These three hypothesis guarantee that the value function will be upper semi-continuous and
that there exists a vector x of finite parameters that reaches the sup of the value function. Such a proof was immediate in the classical MDP model because the action space was
countable, the upper semi-continuity and compacity arguments allow the extension to the
parametric action case.
We avoided including these additional hypothesis directly in the previous model definition because one can prove the existence of an optimal value function without it. However,
this hypothesis is a sufficient condition to guarantee the existence of a policy whose value
is equal to the optimal value function. So, we will specifically mention when we make these
assumptions in the following proofs.
From here on we will omit the γ index on V .
8.2.5

Summarizing the XMDP’s hypothesis

Based on the previous short discussion, we can summarize the assumptions upon which the
XMDP framework is built. An XMDP problem is given by the S × R and A(X) sets, the p
and r functions, the γ value and the set D of policies, following the assumptions:
Assumption 1 (State space structure). The state space is the Borel algebra defined on a
topological space S × R. In order to simplify the notations, we will write (s, t) ∈ S × R the
elements of the state space.
Assumption 2 (Action space structure). A(x) is the union of a finite collection of sets
Ai (X), where each Ai (X) is homeomorphic to a compact subset of a topological space X.
Each element of A(X) is noted ai (x) where ai refers to the set Ai (X) to which the element
originally belongs and x is the corresponding element in Ai (X). It represents the action set.
Note that since the compacity assumption is not always necessary for all of the following
proofs, we will specifically mention when we use or discard it.
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Assumption 3 (Transition model vs. actions). p is a Markovian probability density function p((s0 , t0 )|(s, t), a(x)) which is upper semi-continuous with respect to x. It describes the
transition model, from (s, t) to (s0 , t0 ), given action a(x).
Assumption 4 (Reward model vs. actions). r is a real-valued function r((s, t), a(x)) which
is upper semi-continuous with respect to x. It is the reward model of undertaking action a(x)
in state (s, t).
Assumption 5 (Bounded rewards). The reward model is bounded and positive:
∃M ∈ R+ /∀(s, t, a(x)) ∈ S × R × A(X), 0 ≤ r((s, t), a(x)) ≤ M
Assumption 6 (Time advance). ∀ (an (xn ))n∈N ∈ A(X)N , ∀δ ∈ N,

tδ+1 − tδ ≥ α > 0

On this basis, we look for a way of characterizing the optimal policy and value function.
Namely, we wish to characterize the value of policies (section 8.3.1), to prove the existence
of an optimality equation for V ∗ (section 8.3.2) and to relate this optimal value function to
an optimal policy (section 8.3.4).

8.3

Extended Bellman equation

We introduce the policy evaluation operator Lπ . Then we redefine the Bellman operator L
for XMDPs and we prove that V ∗ is the unique solution to V = LV . Dealing with random
decision times and parametric actions invalidates the proof of [Puterman, 1994], we adapt it
and emphasize the differences in section 8.3.2.
8.3.1

Policy evaluation

The policy evaluation operator Lπ provides the expected value function associated to applying π for the first step of execution and then receiving a reward corresponding to V .
Definition (Lπ operator). The policy evaluation operator Lπ maps any element V of V to
the value function:
π

Z

L V (s, t) = r(s, t, π(s, t)) +

γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, π(s, t))V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
0

(8.5)

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

We note that for non-parametric actions and discrete state spaces, p() is a discrete probability density function, the integrals turn to sums and the Lπ operator above turns to the
classical Lπ operator for standard MDPs. This operator represents the one-step gain if we
apply π and then get V . We now prove that this operator can be used to evaluate policies.
Proposition (Policy evaluation). Let π be a policy in D. Then V = V π is the only solution
of Lπ V = V .
π
Proof. In the following proofs Ea,b,c
denotes the expectation with respect to π, knowing the
π (f (a, b, c, d, e)) is the expectation
values of the random variables a, b and c. Namely, Ea,b,c
calculated with respect to d and e, and is therefore a function of a, b and c.
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Our starting point is (s0 , t0 ) = (s, t):
(∞
)
X
π
π
tδ −t
V (s, t) = Es0 ,t0
γ
rπ (sδ , tδ )
δ=0

= rπ (s, t) + Esπ0 ,t0

(∞
X
(

= rπ (s, t) +

Esπ0 ,t0

)
γ tδ −t rπ (sδ , tδ )

δ=1

Esπ0 ,t0
s1 ,t1

∞
X

!)
γ

tδ −t

rπ (sδ , tδ )

δ=1

The inner mathematical expectation deals with random variables (si , ti )i=2...∞ , the outer
one deals with the remaining variables (s1 , t1 ). We expand the outer expected value with
(s1 , t1 ) = (s0 , t0 ):
!
Z
∞
X
Esπ0 ,t0
V π (s, t) = rπ (s, t) +
γ tδ −t rπ (sδ , tδ ) · pπ (s0 , t0 |s, t)ds0 dt0

π

Z

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

V (s, t) = rπ (s, t) +

γ

s1 ,t1

t0 −t

δ=1

0

0

pπ (s , t |s, t) ·

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S
Esπ0 ,t0 ,s1 ,t1 ()

Esπ0 ,t0
s1 ,t1

∞
X

!
γ

tδ −t0

rπ (sδ , tδ ) ds0 dt0

δ=1

The expression inside the
deals with random variables (si , ti ) for i ≥ 2. Because
of the Markov property on the p() probabilities, this expectation only depends on the (s1 , t1 )
variables and thus:

∞
P t −t
π
δ
Es0 ,t0
γ
rπ (sδ , tδ ) = V π (s0 , t0 )
s1 ,t1

And we have:

δ=1

V π (s, t) = Lπ V π (s, t)

(8.6)

Lπ

The solution exists and is unique because
is a contraction mapping on V and we can use
the Banach fixed point theorem (the proof of Lπ being a contraction mapping is similar to
the one we give for the L operator in the next section).
The value function V π corresponding to the expected value of applying policy π
given an XMDP and the discounted criterion of equation 8.3 is the only solution
of:
Z
0
π
V (s, t) = r(s, t, π(s, t)) +
γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, π(s, t))V π (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
(8.7)
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

In order to ease the notations, we introduce an operator which provides the expected
reward of performing a(x) in a given state (s, t) and then receiving value V :
Definition (La(x) operator). The action evaluation operator La(x) maps any element V of
V to the value function:
Z
0
a(x)
L V (s, t) = r(s, t, a(x)) +
γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, a(x))V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
(8.8)
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

One can note that this operator is consistent with the previous notation since Lπ V (s, t) =
La(x)=π(s,t) V (s, t)
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8.3.2

Bellman operator

Introducing the Lπ operator is the first step towards defining the dynamic programming operator L. This operator provides the value function corresponding to maximizing the reward of
the first action in all states (hence finding a one-step optimizing policy) and then receiving V .
Definition (L operator). The Bellman dynamic programming operator L maps any element
V of V to the value function LV .
In function notation:
LV = sup {Lπ V }

(8.9)

π∈D

And at the state level:
LV (s, t) =
(
LV (s, t) =

sup

a(x)∈A(X)

sup

a(x)∈A(X)

Z

γ

r(s, t, a(x)) +

t0 −t

La(x) V (s, t)
)
0

0

0

0

0

0

p(s , t |s, t, a(x))V (s , t )ds dt

(8.10)

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

This operator represents the one-step look-ahead action optimization, in every state of
the process, with respect to a value function V . We now prove that L defines the optimality
equation allowing to characterize optimal policies for the discounted criterion (equation 8.3).
Proposition (Bellman equation). For an XMDP with a discounted criterion, the optimal
value function is the unique solution of the Bellman equation V = LV .
Proof. The proofs adapts [Puterman, 1994] to the XMDP hypotheses stated above. However,
for this specific proof, we will not make use of some of the previous assumptions. The
assumptions we lift for this proof are: the positive reward model assumption, the compact
action space and the semi-continuous reward and transition models. These assumptions
will prove necessary in section 8.3.4 to prove the existence of an optimal policy but are not
necessary to prove the existence of an optimal value function. Our reasoning takes three
steps:
1. We first prove that if V ≥ LV then V ≥ V ∗ ,
2. Then, we similarly prove that if V ≤ LV then V ≤ V ∗ ,
3. Lastly, we prove that there exists a unique solution to V = LV .
Suppose
n that
owe have a V such that V ≥ LV . Therefore, with π a policy in D, we have:
0
π
V ≥ sup L V ≥ Lπ V . Since Lπ is positive2 , we have, recursively:
π 0 ∈D

V ≥ Lπ V ≥ Lπ Lπ V . . . ≥ Lπ(n+1) V
We want to find a N ∈ N such that ∀n ≥ N,
2

Lπ(n+1) V − V ≥ 0.

Reminder: The concept of spectrum of an operator is the generalization of eigenvalues for matrices to
infinite dimensional spaces. A positive operator has all its spectrum values positive.
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Lπ(n+1) V corresponds to the reward we get for applying policy π for n + 1 steps and then
getting reward V .

Lπ(n+1) V = rπ (s0 , t0 ) + Esπ0 ,t0 γ t1 −t0 rπ (s1 , t1 ) + Esπ1 ,t1 γ t2 −t0 rπ (s2 , t2 ) + Esπ2 ,t2

...+

!!
Esπn−1 ,tn−1

γ

tn −t0

rπ (sn , tn ) +

Esπn ,tn

γ

tn+1 −t0

V (sn+1 , tn+1 )

V π = rπ (s0 , t0 ) + Esπ0 ,t0 γ t1 −t0 rπ (s1 , t1 ) + Esπ1 ,t1 γ t2 −t0 rπ (s2 , t2 ) + Esπ2 ,t2
Esπn−1,t
n−1

γ

tn −t0

rπ (sn , tn ) +

∞
X

Esπn ,tn

!!!
...

...+
!!

γ

tδ −t0

rπ (sδ , tδ )

!!!
...

δ=n+1

When writing Lπ(n+1) V −V π one can merge the two expressions above in one big expectation
over all random variables (si , ti )i=0...∞ . Then all the first terms cancel each other and we
can write:
!
∞
X
π(n+1)
π
π
tn+1 −t0
tδ −t0
L
V − V = E (si ,ti ) γ
V (sn+1 , tn+1 ) −
γ
rπ (sδ , tδ )
i=0...n

δ=n+1

and thus:
π(n+1)

L

!
V −V

π

=

E π(si ,ti )
i=0...n

γ

tn+1 −t0

V (sn+1 , tn+1 )

−

E π(si ,ti )
i=0...n

∞
X

!
γ

tδ −t0

rπ (sδ , tδ )

δ=n+1

We write: Lπ(n+1) V − V π = qn − rn .
Since tn+1 −tn ≥ α > 0, (tn )n∈N is a divergent sequence. So this last assumption (without
the lower bound α) would be enough to insure that γ tn+1 tends to zero.
Lemma 1 indicates that V is bounded by kV k, γ −t0 is a constant and γ tn+1
sequence converging to zero so we have:


n∈N

is a

γ tn+1 −t0 V (sn+1 , tn+1 ) ≤ γ tn+1 γ −t0 kV k
And we can write lim qn = 0.
n→∞

On the other hand, rn is the remainder of a convergent series (the criterion). Thus we
have: lim rn = 0.
n→∞

So lim Lπ(n+1) V − V π = 0.
n→∞

We had V ≥ Lπ(n+1) V , so V −V π ≥ Lπ(n+1) V −V π . The left hand side expression doesn’t
depend on n and since the right hand side expression’s limit is zero, we can write: V −V π ≥ 0.
Since this is true for any π ∈ D, it remains true for the superior bound of the value
functions over all π ∈ D:
V ≥ LV ⇒ V ≥ V ∗
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We can follow a similar reasoning for V ≤ LV . If V ≤ LV , then there exists π ∈ D such
that V ≤ Lπ V ≤ LV . Therefore V ≤ Lπ(n+1) V and V − V π ≤ Lπ(n+1) V − V π . With the
same argument as previously, we obtain V − V π ≤ 0. Since V π ≤ V ∗ , we have:
V ≤ LV ⇒ V ≤ V ∗
The two previous assertions show that if a solution to V = LV exists, then this solution
is equal to V ∗ .
In order to finish proving the proposition, we need to prove that there always is a solution
to V = LV .
According to [Bertsekas and Shreve, 1996] V is a metrizable space, complete for the
supremum norm kV k∞ = sup V (s, t). If we show that L is a contraction mapping in V,
(s,t)∈S×R

then we will be able to apply Banach fixed point theorem.
Let us fix (s, t) ∈ S × R and let U and V be two elements of V with LV (s, t) ≥ LU (s, t)
(we suppose LV (s, t) ≥ LU (s, t) only to simplify the writing and will perform the same proof
with LV (s, t) ≤ LU (s, t) later).
We have:
|LV (s, t) − LU (s, t)| = LV (s, t) − LU (s, t)
Since we have withdrawn the assumption that A(X) is compact and that the reward
model is positive, we cannot guarantee the existence of an a(x) which reaches this sup for
V . However, there exists a sequence (an (xn ))n∈N of elements of A(X) such that:
lim L(an (xn )) V (s, t) = LV (s, t)

n→∞


Let us consider the sequence L(an (xn )) U (s, t) n∈N . This real-valued sequence is bounded
since value functions are bounded. Consequently, we can make use
 of Bolzano-Weierstrass’
theorem and extract a convergent sequence from L(an (xn )) U (s, t) n∈N .
Let us call j the subscripts of this extracted sequence and (aj (xj ))j∈N be the sequence
of actions obtained by extracting elements of (an (xn ))n∈N correspondingly.
We can now insure the limits exist and write:
lim L(aj (xj )) V (s, t) = LV (s, t)

j→∞

lim L(aj (xj )) U (s, t) ≤ LU (s, t)

j→∞

So:
LV (s, t) − LU (s, t) ≤ lim L(aj (xj )) V (s, t) − lim L(aj (xj )) U (s, t)
j→∞
j→∞
h
i
≤ lim L(aj (xj )) V (s, t) − L(aj (xj )) U (s, t)
j→∞
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And:

Z

0

LV (s, t) − LU (s, t) ≤ lim r(s, t, aj (xj )) +
γ t −t paj (xj ) (s0 , t0 |s, t)V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0 −
j→∞ 
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S


Z

r(s, t, aj (xj )) −
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S


0

γ t −t paj (xj ) (s0 , t0 |s, t)U (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0 


Which yields:
Z
LV (s, t) − LU (s, t) ≤ lim

j→∞
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S


0
γ t −t paj (xj ) (s0 , t0 |s, t) · V (s0 , t0 ) − U (s0 , t0 ) ds0 dt0


V (s0 , t0 ) − U (s0 , t0 ) ≤ kV − U k



 t0 − t ≥ α > 0
R
0 0
But concerning the term inside the limits, we have:
,
t0 ∈R p(s , t |s, t, aj (xj )) ≤ 1


0
 s ∈S

γ<1
so we can write:
Z

0
γ t −t paj (xj ) (s0 , t0 |s, t) · V (s0 , t0 ) − U (s0 , t0 ) ds0 dt0 ≤ kV − U k · γ α
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S





Z


0


Each of the terms in the 
γ t −t paj (xj ) (s0 , t0 |s, t) · V (s0 , t0 ) − U (s0 , t0 ) ds0 dt0 


t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

sej∈N

quence is lower or equal to kV − U k · γ α , so this remains valid for their limit and we can
finally write:
LV (s, t) − LU (s, t) ≤ kV − U k · γ α

The same argument for all (s, t) ∈ S × R such that LV (s, t) ≤ LU (s, t) yields:
kLV − LU k ≤ kV − U k · γ α
Since γ α < 1, this proves L is a contraction mapping on V. Banach fixed point theorem then tells us that there exists a fixed point V 0 ∈ V to the L operator such that V 0 = LV 0 .
The previous results allow us to conclude that under the general hypothesis mentioned
above, the equation LV = V has a unique solution and this solution is equal to V ∗ , the
optimal value function with respect to the discounted criterion.
LV = V ⇒ V = V ∗
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Given an XMDP and the discounted criterion of equation 8.3, the optimal policy’s
value function V ∗ is the only solution, for all (s, t) ∈ S × R, of:
(
)
Z
V ∗ (s, t) =

8.3.3

sup

a(x)∈A(X)

γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, a(x))V ∗ (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
0

r(s, t, a(x)) +
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

(8.12)

Lifting some of the previous assumptions

We wrote earlier that some of the assumptions listed in section 8.2.5 were quite strong and
that it might be desirable to try to remove them. These assumptions are the positivity of
the reward model, the compacity of the action space and especially the lower bound α on
the transition durations.
Let us start with this last assumption. From the execution point of view, we wish to
avoid any sequence of decisions which might have non-zero duration but a finite cumulative
duration. In other words, in practice, we want our system’s time to move forward for all
control policies and to avoid being “trapped” before a certain horizon. For example, we want
n−1
to avoid any sequence of decision epoch’s dates of the type tn = tmax +t
. This could be
2
tmax −t
obtained by a policy like π(t) = wait( 2 ) in a simple XMDP with deterministic wait for
instance. Therefore we wish to guarantee we will not be facing such situations which lead to
some kind of temporal “Zeno’s paradox”.
For this purpose, an assumption of the form lim tδ = ∞ seems sufficient and not as
δ→∞

restrictive as imposing a strictly positive lower bound. However, if this softer hypothesis
guarantees that the execution moves forward in time, it does not allow to maintain the
previous proof. Before explaining where the problem is in the proof, let us formalize this
assumption a little more to illustrate why it does not really provide more genericity than the
“α” lower bound.
A first way of writing this assumption formally is to consider that it affects the XMDP
model itself. This way, the assumption would be written:
Assumption 7. We suppose that the transition model p of the XMDP is such that:
∀ (an (xn )) ∈ A(X)N , lim tδ = ∞
δ→∞

This puts hard constraints on the transition model since, for instance, to satisfy this assumption, the behavior of a sequence of actions generated by the previous example’s policy
−t
π(t) = wait( tmax
), would conflict with the intuitive transition model of wait.
2
Another possibility to formulate this assumption is to restrict the search space even more
and say that:
Assumption 8. Given the XMDP’s transition and reward models, we look for the optimal
policy among the set of policies:


π ∈ D| lim tδ = ∞
δ→∞
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Here again, this assumption puts many constraints on the search space and conflicts with
the intuition that the model itself should exhibit a “natural” behavior, independently of the
policy search space.
An interesting way of lifting this assumption builds on the idea that some actions might
not be available in every state of the process. The subsets of actions available in state (s, t)
can be written As,t . This adds an extra structuring element in the XMDP model and would
allow to introduce a more natural assumption such as:
Assumption 9. Given the XMDP’s transition and reward models, we suppose that the
available action sets As,t insure that:
∀ (an (xn )) ∈ A(X)N , lim tδ = ∞
δ→∞

In more practical words, this last assumption expresses the fact that whenever the process enters a sequence of actions whose cumulative duration would lead to a “contracting
time”, it will eventually reach one of the states having an As,t such that the process leaps
forward in time and exits such a “dead-end” sequence.
These first attempts at removing this lower bound on the transition durations are all
destined to insure that our model describes a divergent sequence of decision epochs (one
could try to consider an example where a contracting time has physical meaning but such
an application requiring a convergent time might not be very common). However there is
another way of looking at this problem, which is to consider that we imposed this lower
bound to guarantee that our criterion exists and to make the previous proofs.
Here again, having a simply divergent set of decision epoch’s dates is not sufficient.
One could build the counter-example of a situation where the sequence of actions applied is
an (xn ) = wait(ln(1 + n1 )) in an XMDP with a deterministic wait action a discount criterion
γ of 0.9 and a reward model of +1 at each step. The sequence of decision epochs induced
is tn = ln(n + 1) which tends to ∞ while the expected reward of such a sequence of actions
tends to ∞ as well.
Moreover, during the previous proof, we took care of mentioning where the lim tn = ∞
δ→∞

hypothesis was sufficient in place of the tδ+1 − tδ ≥ α assumption. However, at the end of
0
the proof, in order to show that L is a contraction mapping, we needed to bound γ t −t by
a factor strictly smaller than 1. This required bounding the difference t0 − t. One could
try to lift the “α” hypothesis by writing that a finite number — at most K — of several
consecutive transitions will have a cumulative duration of more than alpha, thus allowing a
finite number (less than K) of transition durations to be less than alpha and rewriting the
proof to show that LK (instead of L) is a contraction mapping.
This previous idea needs also to be related to the question of convergence of a Bellman
equation in the MDP case with a total reward criterion since our discount factor tends to
one when the transition duration tends to zero. In this case, the contraction property of L
is more complicated to establish: while a single application of L might not be a contraction
mapping, a repeated application (as LK for instance) might recover this property.
This parallel actually provides two new ways of lifting the lower bound on transition
durations. The first one is the K idea mentioned above: it states that for any policy π and
any value α, there exists K ∈ N such that ∀δ ∈ N, tδ+K − tδ > α:
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Assumption 10. We suppose that the transition model and the As,t set (if they exist) insure
that:
∀π ∈ D, ∀α ∈ R+ , ∃K ∈ N / ∀δ ∈ N, tδ+K − tδ > α
This assumption lifts the α bound for individual transitions but keeps it for a sequence
of K transitions.
Note that while the previous assumptions were designed for any sequence of actions
(an (xn )) ∈ A(X)N , this last one stands only for the sequences of actions induced by the
application of π. While this seems to be a lighter assumption, it remains very difficult to
verify in practice.
The last possibility we consider is a completely different approach which is based on a
restriction of the reward model. If the reward obtained as the transition duration tends
to zero, also tends to zero with the same convergence rate, we might be able to guarantee
again the convergence of the criterion. This is relatively easy to guarantee if one looks at
an SMDP-like reward model since it corresponds to having a zero lump sum reward and
only a reward rate. However, this hypothesis restricts us to only a fraction of the models
which could be described otherwise by XMDPs. We call this assumption the “no lump sum
reward” assumption:
Assumption 11. The reward model has only reward rates and no lump sum rewards. Moreover, the reward r((s, t), a(x)) associated with a transition is a discounted reward as in the
SMDP case:

Z ∞ X Z u
t
r(s, a) = 0 +
γ c(j, s, a)p(j|t, s, a)dt F (du|s, a)
(8.13)
0

j∈S

0

This equation is to be related with equation 2.26 with no lump sum reward.
Hence, our conclusion for this “lower bound on durations assumption” is that there exist
ways of lifting it in some specific cases which can occur quite often in practice. However,
establishing the proof for a general setting of XMDPs without the lower bound assumption
of transition duration (or without adding another hypothesis on the reward model) seems
more difficult.
The next section discusses the origin of the “reward model positivity”, “upper semicontinuity of the reward and transition models” and “compacity of the action space” assumptions.

8.3.4

Existence of an optimal policy

In order to illustrate why the upper semi-continuity and positivity hypotheses are necessary,
we can try to prove the following lemma which makes use of these assumptions.
Lemma 2. ∀π ∈ D, a(x) ∈ A(X), La(x) V π is upper semi-continuous in x.
Proof. Because the reward model is positive, V π (s0 , t0 ) is necessarily positive.
0
Since γ t −t is also positive, one can write:
For all (s, t, s0 , t0 ) ∈ S × R × S × R, the function
g(s,t,s0 ,t0 ) (a(x)) = γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, a(x))V π (s0 , t0 )
0
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is upper semi-continuous in x and so is its sum with respect to s0 and t0 . Since r(s, t, a(x))
is also upper semi-continuous in x, the La(x) V π (s, t) function of x is upper semi-continuous
with respect to x.
Then, if one wishes to find the

sup

a(x)∈A(X)

La(x) V π (s, t) and if this sup corresponds to a

discontinuity point of La(x) V π (s, t) with respect to a(x), inside A(X), then the upper semicontinuity property of lemma 2 insures that there is an a(x) which reaches this sup.
However, this sup value can correspond to an upper bound on the reachable values at the
border of the A(X) action space. The assumption of compacity for A(X) (which is, indeed,
an assumption of compacity of each Ai (X)) is then a sufficient condition to guarantee that
there is always an a(x) which reaches this sup.
Consequently, the three assumptions of “reward model positivity”, “upper semi-continuity
of the reward and transition models” and “compacity of the action space” constitute a sufficient set of assumptions to guarantee that this sup is a max.
Since V ∗ = sup V π , V ∗ is also positive. This last result insures that for any state (s, t),
π∈D

there exists an optimal action a∗ (x∗ ) defined by:
(
∗

∗

a (x ) = argsup

a(x)∈A(R)

)

Z

r(s, t, a(x)) +

γ

t0 −t

0

0

∗

0

0

0

pa(x) (s , t |s, t)V (s , t )ds dt

0

(8.14)

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

Finally, we were able to prove the existence of an optimal value function without these
assumptions but still require them to guarantee the existence of an optimal policy.
8.3.5

Parametric formulation of Dynamic Programming

One can rewrite the previous Bellman equation in the following way, making it more
suitable for dynamic programming algorithms such as value or policy iteration:
(
)
Z
LV (s, t) = max sup

a∈A x∈X

γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, a(x))V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
0

r(s, t, a(x)) +
t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

(8.15)

Using this formulation, we alternate:
1. an optimization on x of each action’s value, providing the optimal parameter’s value
per action,
2. a choice among the (discrete) set of possible actions (with their optimal parameters).
For a brief example giving the flavor of the next section, we can imagine a problem with
a single continuous time variable factoring a discrete state space and a single continuous
duration parameter τ affecting only the “wait” action. This is a generalized TMDP setup
(TMDP without the hypothesis on wait). Then equation 8.15 can be straightforwardly implemented as a two-step value iteration algorithm. The first step calculates the optimal value
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of τ for any action that depends on it. The second step is a maximization step over all actions with their optimal parameter. This naive example shows the difficulties we can expect
form designing algorithms to solve XMDPs. These difficulties deal with representing the
continuous functions of the model’s dynamics, solving the integrals in the Bellman equation
and representing the continuous part of the policy. These problems have been encountered
more generally when dealing with continuous variables in MDPs and various solutions for
representing / approximating value functions have been proposed in [Boyan and Littman,
2001; Liu and Koenig, 2006; Li and Littman, 2005; Marecki et al., 2006; Hauskrecht and
Kveton, 2006].
One can notice that if the state space is discrete, all probability density functions are
discrete and integrals turn to sums. If the parameter space is discrete as well, by re-indexing
the actions in the action space, the sup operator turns to a max and the above Bellman
equation (equation 8.11) is the standard dynamic programming equation characterizing the
solutions of classical MDPs. Therefore we can conclude that the XMDP model and its
optimality equation includes and generalizes previous results for standard MDPs.

8.4

Back to the TMDP framework

We have introduced the XMDP framework on the intuition that hybrid actions could be
efficiently represented via parametric objects. This raised the problem of a continuous time
variable in the optimality equation and thus called for an extension of Bellman’s equation.
This framework was inspired by the TMDP’s wait action. We now need to check that the
TMDP problem can be written in the framework of parametric actions. Let us start by
identifying the elements of both formalisms:
• The state is composed of the (s, t) ∈ S × R variables as defined in the TMDP definition
of sections 2.2 or 4.5.1. Let us redefine the notations and write sd the discrete part of
the TMDP state space (Sd being the set of discrete states) and st the time variable (St
being its definition set), thus we write s = (sd , st ) and S the complete state space.
• The action space includes all discrete actions which are independent of the parameter’s
vector. For each discrete action ai , we actually have ai (x) = ai . We add a single
parametric action to this action set: the wait(τ ) action, with τ the duration parameter.
The parameter space is therefore composed of a single variable x = τ and X = R+ .
• For discrete actions, we have:
p(s0 |s, a(τ )) =

X
µs0

L(µs0d |sd , a, st ) · Pµs0 (s0t − st )
d

d

µs0d being the set of outcomes µ reachable from state s and reaching s0d . Here, the ABS
and REL cases only have a modeling importance: in both cases it is the transition
duration that is defined for a given outcome. If needed, one could replace Pµs0 (s0t − st )
d

by Pµs0 (s0t ) in order to get back to the ABS case. Since the wait action is considered
d
deterministic and stationary, one can write:

1 if s0d = sd and s0t = st .
0
P (s |s, wait(τ )) =
0 else
In other words:

p(s0 |s, wait(τ )) = δ(sd ,st +τ ) (s0 )
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• Finally, the reward model is defined as previously for discrete actions:
Z
h
i
p(s0 |s, a(τ )) rt0 (µs0d , s0t ) + rτ (µs0d , s0t − st ) ds0
r(s, a(τ )) = rt (µs0d , st ) +
s0 ∈S

Z

And for the parametric wait action, one has: rτ (µ , y) =
s0d

0 and rt0 (µs0d , s0t ) = 0, and thus:

Z

r(s, wait(τ )) =

st +τ

st +y

st

(8.16)

K(sd , θ)dθ, rt (µs0d , st ) =

K(sd , θ)dθ

st

One could note that a natural partition in three parts of the state space arises: first the
set of discrete variables Sd which yields discrete probability distributions in the transition
model, then the set of continuous variables Sc which is empty for TMDP problems and finally the temporal variable which takes its values from the set St and which feeds the special
τ (s0t − st ). This natural decomposition results from the abstraction of the three different
aspects of XMDP problems: discrete, continuous and temporal.
It is also important to note that, if one tries to relate the TMDP hypotheses to the discussion in section 8.3.3, TMDPs fall under the “infinitesimal lump sum reward for infinitesimal
duration transitions” case for which we admit that the Bellman equation still holds.
Similarly, one can notice that the parameter space X is not upper bounded which can
be a problem in order to find an optimal policy. In practice, this has little impact because
the resolution scheme of TMDPs is a value iteration algorithm, looking for the optimal value
function before inferring the optimal policy. For this optimal policy, one can consider that we
are looking at the extended real number line for the parameter set: X = R, hence allowing
a waiting time until t = ∞3 .
The TMDP model can thus be mapped into the framework of parametric actions. The
main problem to address is to identify the optimality equations of the TMDP and XMDP
models. We wish to solve equation 8.15 with the TMDP hypotheses:











Z



s0t −st ∗ 0
0
0
V (s )p(s |s, a(τ ))ds
γ


sup r(s, a(τ )) +
τ ∈R+
s0 ∈S





Z


X

s0t −st ∗ 0
0
0
0
= max sup r(s, a(τ )) +
γ
V (s )
L(µsd |sd , a, st ) · Pµs0 (st − st )ds 

a∈A 
d

τ ∈R+
µs0
0
s ∈S
d












ZZ


X


0
0
0
s0t −st ∗ 0
0
r(s,
a(τ
))
+
(s
−
s
)ds
ds
= max sup 
γ
V
(s
)
L(µ
|s
,
a,
s
)
·
P
t
t
µ s0
sd d
t
d t

a∈A 
d
τ ∈R+ 



µs0


0


s
∈S
d
d
d



V ∗ (s) = max
a∈A

= max
a∈A

s0t ∈St

X

sup r(s, a(τ )) +
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )


τ ∈R+

s0d ∈Sd

Z

s0t ∈St

3




s0t −st ∗ 0
0
0
γ
V (s ) · Pµs0 (st − st )dst 

d


This actually provides a formal explanation to the fact that TMDP policies are equal to wait after the
pseudo-horizon.
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In the TMDP framework, we had γ = 1; we also admit the extension of the previous
optimality equation to the γ = 1 case. So4 :

V ∗ (s) = max
a∈A






X


sup r(s, a(τ )) +
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )

+
τ ∈R
0
s ∈Sd

Z

s0t ∈St

d




0
∗ 0
0
Pµs0 (st − st )V (s )dst 

d


One can separate the wait action from the discrete actions. Let us write A− = A \ {wait}:




∗
0
∗ 0
0
V (s) = max max sup r(s, a(τ )) +
Pµs0 (st − st )V (s )dst  ,
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )


d

a∈A− 
τ ∈R+
s0d ∈Sd
s0t ∈St



Z

X

0
∗ 0
0
0
sup r(s, wait(τ )) +
Pµs0 (st − st )V (s )dst 
L(µsd |sd , wait(τ ), st )

d
τ ∈R+

s0 ∈Sd
0










Z

X

st ∈St

d

So:











X


V ∗ (s) = max max sup r(s, a(τ )) +
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )
Pµs0 (s0t − st )V ∗ (s0 )ds0t  ,


d
a∈A− 
τ ∈R+

s0d ∈Sd
s0t ∈St
)


∗
sup r(s, wait(τ )) + V (sd , st + τ )


Z

τ ∈R+

The static nature of wait (no change of the discrete part of the state during waiting)
implies that one cannot have two successive wait actions resulting from the optimality equation. We prove this by contradiction by considering the quantity sup (. . .). We show that in
τ ∈R+

a given state (s, t), if the policy specifies two successive actions wait(τ1 ) and wait(τ2 ) with
τ1 and τ2 non null, then there exists an action wait(τ1 + τ2 ) with an expected reward higher
than wait(τ1 ) in (s, t). Therefore wait(τ1 ) does not correspond to argsup(. . .).
τ ∈R+

On top of that, the reward associated with a zero duration waiting is null (r(s, wait(0)) =
0). Hence, we can consider the execution of the policy as a sequence of actions alternating
wait and discrete actions. This specificity of TMDPs allows to write:


X
r(s, a(τ )) +
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )·
V ∗ (s) = sup r(s, wait(τ )) + max
a∈A\{wait} 
τ ∈R+
0


sd ∈Sd

Z
s0t ∈St




0
∗ 0
0 
Pµs0 (st − st )V (s )dst  (8.17)

d


But the reward model of equation 8.16 can be decomposed into:
4
As mentioned earlier, we consider implicit the difference between REL and ABS cases. One could, if
needed, replace Pµs0 (s0t − st ) by Pµs0 (s0t ).
d

d
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Z

h
i
p(s0 |s, a(τ )) rt0 (µs0d , s0t ) + rτ (µs0d , s0t − st ) ds0
r(s, a(τ )) = rt (µs0d , st ) +
s0 ∈S
Z
h
i
p(s0 |s, a(τ )) rt (µs0d , st ) + rt0 (µs0d , s0t ) + rτ (µs0d , s0t − st ) ds0
=
s0 ∈S
Z
h
i
X
Pµs0 (s0t − st ) rt (µs0d , st ) + rt0 (µs0d , s0t ) + rτ (µs0d , s0t − st ) ds0t
=
L(µs0d |sd , a, st )
d

s0d ∈Sd

s0t ∈St

Hence, equation 8.17 can be written:

V ∗ (s) = sup r(s, wait(τ )) +
τ ∈R+

Z

max


X

a∈A\{wait}  0
sd ∈Sd

L(µs0d |sd , a, st )·




0
0
0
∗ 0
0 
Pµs0 (st − st ) rt (µs0d , st ) + rt0 (µs0d , st ) + rτ (µs0d , st − st ) + V (s ) dst  (8.18)

d

h

s0t ∈St

i

Equation 8.18 corresponds exactly to equations 4.10 to 4.13. Consequently, the policy
expressed with the parametric actions formalism is the same as the one calculated within
the TMDP framework. This provides an answer to the initial question:
The TMDP problem is an undiscounted non-stationary parametric action problem
and its dynamic programming resolution is equivalent to solving equation 8.15.
In the method presented by [Boyan and Littman, 2001] and improved in chapter 6 the
parametric aspect is hidden by the inclusion in TMDP policies of pairs of wait and discrete
actions. This is made possible because wait(0) has no effect on the state and provides no
reward. Separating these pairs of actions brings the resolution back to the general framework of parametric actions and continuous time which we captured in the XMDP framework.
It is now rather easy to provide a discounted Bellman equation for TMDP problems. If
γ < 1, then equation 8.18 can be written:

V ∗ (s) = sup r(s, wait, τ ) + γ τ
τ ∈R+

Z
s0t ∈St

max


X

a∈A\{wait}  0
sd ∈Sd

L(µs0d |sd , a, st )·




s0t −st
0
0
0
∗ 0
0 
γ
Pµs0 (st − st ) rt (µs0d , st ) + rt0 (µs0d , st ) + rτ (µs0d , st − st ) + V (s ) dst  (8.19)

d

h

i

This equation is the discounted dynamic programming equation for TMDPs.

8.5

Conclusion on the XMDP framework

Our goal when introducing the XMDP framework was not to design a new method for solving
time-dependent or hybrid state and/or action spaces MDPs. On the contrary, we wanted
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to provide a sound framework with clear hypotheses, easily captured by intuition, which
generalized MDPs to these hybrid spaces and which explicitly included the time variable.
What we have in the end is a model, similar in some ways to the Borel model for MDPs
as presented in [Puterman, 1994] and rarely used as such, which includes observable time
and makes the link with the successive decision epochs of the process to control. We can
summarize these results:
An XMDP is a 4-tuple hS, A(X), p, ri describing a temporal decision process,
defined over hybrid state and action variables and over a continuous observable time.
When the assumptions of section 8.2.5 are verified, one can guarantee the validity
of a policy evaluation equation V π = Lπ V π and an optimality equation V ∗ = LV ∗
for a discounted criterion.
These equations and assumptions provide the existence and characterization of an
optimal policy π ∗ .
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The main practical drawback from the analytical calculation of V ∗ in the TMDPpoly
case — aside from technical computational difficulties — comes from the very large
number of separate definition intervals in the value function. When comparing
this number to the number of definition intervals needed to describe the policy,
one could try to imagine another approach which would not necessitate such a fine
representation of the value function. The method we develop in this chapter rests
on the very simple idea that the crucial problem is to identify the bounds of the
policy’s temporal definition intervals. However, finding these bounds and finding
the optimal action to perform in-between belong to the same optimization process.
We try to iteratively find the values of all decision variables (bounds and actions)
by solving a sequence of discrete problems generated by incremental evolution of
the local temporal bounds.
This chapter is a “perspectives” chapter since it describes unfinished work and makes
the link between different ideas. The ideas presented here are related both to the same
problematic as the previous chapters on solving time-dependent MDPs, but also introduce
the first ideas of approximate policy iteration for complex temporal problems which will be
developed in the second part of the thesis. Quite ironically, the idea of evolutive temporal
bounds for SMDP+ came chronologically very early in the thesis and spawned a lot of the
research developments. Even though this idea did not result in a proper implementation, it
provides a nice abstraction and overview of the problem of finding the bounds of decision
intervals. It also introduces the idea of direct policy search which is at the core of the thesis’
second part.

9.1

Definitions and general idea

We work with the general case of discounted SMDP+ as presented in chapter 4. We shortly
recall the SMDP+ definition and the optimality equation derived from the proofs of chapter
8. An SMDP+ is given by the 4-tuple hΣ, A+, Q, Ri where:
• Σ is the augmented state space containing all σ = (s, t) elements. This state space can
be decomposed into:
– a discrete state space s ∈ S,
– a continuous time axis R.
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• A+ is the action space which can be decomposed into
– A, the discrete action space,
– wait the parametric action representing idleness.
• Q(σ 0 |σ, a) is the cumulative transition model. It can be written Q(σ 0 |σ, a) = P (s0 |s, t, a)·
F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ). As previously and for convenience, we will write the probability density
functions indifferently as f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) or f (τ |s, t, a, s0 ), with:

0
if t0 < t
f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) =
0
0
f (τ = t − t|s, t, a, s ) if t0 ≥ t
• R(σ 0 , a, σ) is the reward model. It can be reformulated as:
Z ∞
X
0
r(σ, a) =
P (s |s, t, a)
f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )R(σ 0 , a, σ)dt0
−∞

s0 ∈S

(9.1)

The value of policy π is the cumulative sum of all successive rewards, each being discounted by a γ t factor corresponding to the reward’s date. Policy π’s value function obeys
equation 9.2.
XZ

∞

V π (σ) =


R(s0 , t + τ, π(σ), σ) + γ τ V π (σ 0 ) ·f (τ |σ, π(σ), s0 )P (s0 |σ, π(σ))dτ = Ltπ (V π )(σ)

s0 ∈S 0

(9.2)

∗

The optimal policy’s value function V obeys equation 9.3.


 P Z∞


V ∗ (σ) = max
R(s0 , t + τ, a, σ) + γ τ V ∗ (σ 0 ) · f (τ |σ, a, s0 )P (s0 |σ, a)dτ
(9.3)

a∈A+ s0 ∈S
0

V ∗ (σ) = LV ∗ (σ)

A policy defined for SMDP+ models is a mapping from Σ to A+ specifying which action
to undertake in discrete state s at time t. If the action is wait then it corresponds to let
the system evolve by itself until we reach a new pair (s, t) where another action is necessary.
Section 4.5.1 proved that — because wait is supposed deterministic with regard to time and
does not change the state — this policy was indeed equivalent to a continuous TMDP policy.
However, as soon as the effects of “wait” become stochastic with respect to the state, this
equivalence does not hold anymore.
Hence, in a given discrete state s, one can describe the policy π(s, t) as “for all dates
between t0 and t1 , the best action to undertake is a4 , however if t is between t1 and t2 it
is better to remain idle, and between t2 and t3 the best action is a1 ”. Starting with this
simple description, we try to find the values of t0 , t1 , etc. as well as the optimal actions on
these intervals at the same time. This approach was first suggested in [Rachelson et al., 2006].
We can rephrase this goal by saying that we look for the most efficient partitioning of the
time resource per state. For this purpose, we define the notion of decision interval. A decision interval in a given discrete state is a temporal interval over which the policy is constant.
One can relate the notion of decision interval to the Borel model of MDPs as presented
in [Puterman, 1994] and, more practically, to the continuous variables partitioning of [Feng
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et al., 2004], [Li and Littman, 2005] or [Benazera et al., 2005]. Similarly to these approaches,
decision intervals can be easily factored and represented as kd-tries for example. However,
we are not directly looking for an incremental refinement of our discretization as in [Munos
and Moore, 2002], but for an incremental evolution of the decision intervals set of bounds (in
number of bounds and in value). The central idea of the method we introduce in the next
section is to populate, correct and reduce the set of bounds per state as needed to define and
improve the policy.

9.2

9.2.1

Evolution of decision intervals and actions by solving a sequence
of discrete problems
Algorithm overview

Let us introduce the set Ts of decision intervals in s, relative to the last policy defined. With
this discrete set of intervals, we can consider the discrete abstract state space:
Σ̃ = {(s, T ) /s ∈ S, T ∈ Ts }
Suppose we start with an initial guess of the time partitions per state, ie. we have an
initial T = {Ts , s ∈ S}. Then our algorithm proceeds in four steps:
• Discretization. First of all, it computes the transition and reward models of the M̃
discrete MDP, having state space Σ̃ and approximating the behaviour of the hybrid
SMDP+ problem M .
• Action optimization. Then we compute the optimal policy with respect to the M̃
problem. Let π̃ be this policy. We merge any two consecutive intervals of Ts over which
the optimal action remains the same.
• Policy evaluation. Third we evaluate π̃’s value with respect to the continuous model
by defining the corresponding SMDP+ policy π.
• Decision interval’s evolution. Finally we use this value function to perform a single
Bellman backup providing the date where we could bring the best improvement to the
policy’s value. We use this date to populate the sets Ts .

9.2.2

The method in detail

We can now consider these four phases in detail.
First step and initialization: generating M̃ . We build the discrete MDP problem
M̃ with:
• the state space Σ̃,
• the action space A+,
• the transition function Q̃(σ̃ 0 |σ̃, a),
• the reward model r̃(σ̃, a).
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The transition model Q̃(σ̃ 0 |σ̃, a) describes the probability that action a, undertaken in
sσ , during Tσ , takes the process to state sσ0 at a date belonging to Tσ0 . Similarly r̃ represents
the average reward obtained when applying a and going from (sσ , Tσ ) to (sσ0 , Tσ0 ).
More precisely, if tlow and tup represent respectively the lower and upper bounds of
interval Tσ , we can choose to calculate Q̃ as the average over the Tσ interval of the probability
of reaching the Tσ0 interval:
Z tup
1
0
Q̃(σ , a, σ) =
P r(t0 ∈ Tσ0 , s0 = sσ0 |a, sσ , tσ )dt
tup − tlow tlow
!
Z t0up
Z tup
1
P (s0 |s, t, a)
f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )dt0 dt
=
tup − tlow tlow
t0low
And if we write the cumulative distribution function F :
Z v
F (v|s, t, a, s0 ) = P r(t0 ≤ v|s, t, a, s0 ) =
f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )dt0
−∞

Then we have:
1
Q̃(σ , a, σ) =
tup − tlow
0

Z

tup

tlow



P (s0 |s, t, a) F (t0up |s, t, a, s0 ) − F (t0low |s, t, a, s0 ) dt

(9.4)

Similarly, we chose to write r̃ as the average over the Tσ interval of the rewards obtained
during the transitions (σ, a, σ 0 ).
Z tup
1
r̃((sσ , Tσ ), a) =
r((sσ , t), a)dt
(9.5)
tup − tlow tlow
The choice of taking the average over the Tσ interval is arbitrary and questionable. One
could choose, for example, to use the best reward obtained over the interval in order to build
an optimistic reward model instead.
The transition model of wait takes the process to a new state described by the system’s
dynamics P (s0 |s, t, wait) = W (s0 |s, t) and to the first date of the next decision interval in s0 .
Evaluating the discrete Q̃ and r̃ functions can be done easily through analytical calculation as previously if possible. Else, it can be approximated via Monte-Carlo sampling or
continuous functions discretization.
It is important to note that M̃ is an approximation and an abstraction of M . It is an
approximation is the sense that it approximates the transition and reward models over the
decision intervals by taking the average values. It also is an abstraction because it does not
respect the causality principle anymore. In M̃ , it is possible to reach a temporal interval
beginning before the current date, and from this interval, to reach another prior interval
which would entirely lie before the initial current date. Therefore, M̃ can be seen as an
approximate optimistic problem where causality can be violated and where reachability is
considered from a very optimistic point of view.
We provide no theoretical justification of the soundness of such an approximation and
abstraction. Instead, we rely on the idea that one does not need to evaluate exactly the
transition dynamics and the rewards to build a rough plan of action. This M̃ problem can
thus be seen as a — rather drastic — variation of the “optimism in the face of uncertainty”
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philosophy developed in [Kaelbling, 1990].
Second step: searching for the optimal action. The second step consists in solving
the Bellman optimality equation corresponding to problem M̃ . We suppose there is a “black
box” discrete MDP solver available and we can feed the M̃ problem to this solver. This
optimization provides us with a π̃ policy defined on Σ̃.
It can happen that the policy defined on two consecutive decision intervals of the same
state ends up in pointing to the same action after the optimization process. In this case, we
merge the two decision intervals into one in order to keep the number of bounds low and
the representation as compact as possible. No new introduction of bounds is possible at this
step since we are only optimizing the discrete problem M̃ .
Third step: Evaluating π̃ on the real system. One can see π̃ as an approximation
of an optimal policy for M . It is not exactly a policy obtained through approximate dynamic
programming since it results from the “black box” solver used in step 2 — which might be
either an exact or an approximate solver, but its generation relies on an approximation of
the model which yields an exact or approximate value function on this approximate model,
which in turn provides us with π̃. Consequently, the π̃ policy leaves room for improvement
with respect to the continuous initial problem because the problem solved was a discrete
approximation of this initial problem. The goal of step 3 is to let the T discretization evolve
in order to let the next step’s π̃ be better than the current one, with respect to the continuous
temporal problem.
This leaves us with two separate problems:
• Suppose we have found the optimal policy π ∗ for M then we have a partitioning set T ∗
used for this policy’s description and we can build the associated M̃ ∗ problem. Then,
to guarantee the soundness of our algorithm, we need to insure that the optimal policy
π̃ found after after optimization on the M̃ ∗ problem is identical to π ∗ .
• Secondly, the evaluation method of π̃ with respect to the continuous problem must
be good enough so as to eventually find the points in time where the policy can be
improved.
The first problem corresponds to proving that the overall approximation and optimization scheme has a fixed point in π ∗ . Ideally, one should also prove it is a contraction mapping
in order to insure convergence. As for many approximate dynamic programming algorithms,
proving such a property is often very hard or impossible. For an example illustrating this
difficulty, see the discussion on approximate value iteration of section 6.4. However, proving
the stability (or bounding the variations) of π ∗ through the model approximation and optimization steps provides a good criterion to evaluate the consistency of the approximation
method for generating M̃ .
Similarly, the evaluation of V π̃ can be done via several different methods. If exact computation with the continuous functions of M is feasible, one could try a TMDPpoly -like
evaluation. Approaches such as Approximate Linear Programming (least-square minimization of a vector of weights on feature functions) as in [Guestrin et al., 2004] or Monte-Carlo
approaches are also possible. Depending on the nature of the continuous problem at hand,
one could choose an option or another, the goal remains to obtain an evaluation of π̃’s quality
on the real continuous problem, ie. to solve equation 9.2 for π̃.
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Fourth step: populating the decision intervals sets. Once we have the evaluation
V we need to answer the question “where should I introduce a new bound in order to
improve my policy’s quality?”. Answering this question actually means inferring that by
performing another action than the one specified by π̃, one improves the expected gain of
an execution. This idea is very close to the improvement step of Policy Iteration. Here,
one could consider that the decision variables are the decision intervals’ bounds and that we
search for new values of these bounds which will improve the efficiency of our policy. Hence,
we need to find where we can potentially improve the policy’s quality.
π̃ ,

Evaluating such an improvement can be done by trying to find the best action to undertake in the current state before applying π̃ for the rest of the execution. It corresponds to
calculating the one-step lookahead best action by performing one Bellman backup. Therefore, we are looking, per state, for the greatest value of the Bellman error as a function of t.
We recall the definition of the Bellman error as presented in [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
1996]. Let π be a policy defined on the state space of a discrete MDP. Let V π be π’s value
function. The Bellman error in state s is the value of the best improvement possible with a
one-step dynamic programming optimization of the policy:
!
X
π
0
π 0
BE(V (s)) = max r(s, a) + γ
P (s, a, s )V (s ) − V π (s)
(9.6)
a∈A

s0 ∈S

We define the Bellman t-error, in discrete state s, as the function of time representing
the gain obtained by optimizing the first action of an execution path, before applying the
current policy (or before receiving the value specified by the value function of the policy).
In a given discrete state s, the Bellman t-error with respect to value function V is given by:
!
XZ ∞ 0
BEs (t) = max r(s, a, t) +
γ t −t V (s0 , t0 )P (s0 |s, a, t)f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )dt0 − V (s, t)
a∈A

s0 ∈S

−∞

(9.7)
Finding and maximizing BEs (t) can either make use of analytical calculation if it is possible (in the TMDPpoly case, finding the supremum of a piecewise polynomial function is
an easy calculation). One can also make use of other optimization techniques such as local
convex optimization (gradient descent, Newton methods, evolutionary algorithms) depending on how much information we can extract from V π̃ (values, gradients, Hessian matrices,
etc.).
Let us consider the question of finding the largest Bellman error more precisely. For
notation convenience, we introduce the La operator for standard MDPs:
X
La (V )(s) = r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)V (s)
(9.8)
s0 ∈S

One can then write: ∀s ∈ S, LV (s) = max La V (s).
a∈A

Similarly, for SMDP+, we write:
XZ
t
La (V )(s, t) = r(s, a, t) +
s0 ∈S

∞

−∞

γ (t −t) V (s0 , t0 )P (s0 |s, t, a)f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 )dt0
0

(9.9)

Consequently, we can write:

n
o
BE s (t) = max Lta (V π ) (s, t) − V π (s, t)
a∈A
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We are looking for sup BEs (t) but:
t∈R

n
o
sup BE s (t) = sup max Lta (V π )(s, t) − V π (s, t)
t∈R
t∈R a∈A
n
o
= max sup Lta (V π )(s, t) − V π (s, t)
a∈A t∈R

So we are left with |S| · |A| maximization problems where we want to solve:
n
o
sup Lta (V π )(s, t) − V π (s, t)
t∈R

(9.11)

t ∈ [0, T ]
Then, depending on the shape of M ’s functions and of V π , we can try to apply different
optimization techniques. Gradient descent might generally be sufficient to find the possible
sup values.
9.2.3

Related work and conclusion

As mentioned earlier, this method differs from the algorithms presented in [Feng et al., 2004],
[Li and Littman, 2005] and [Benazera et al., 2005] (HAO*) because it does not search for
a local refining of a continuous variable’s partitioning, but for the smallest set of bounds
needed to define the policy on this variable.
Earlier work on this problem and on the problem of incremental discretization of continuous variables was proposed in [Munos and Moore, 2002] and [Munos and Moore, 2000].
The method proposed in the previous paragraph builds on the same idea to concentrate
accuracy where it is needed. However, the main difference lies in the fact that our method
sacrifices two aspects to obtain as little bounds as possible: optimality and causality. Optimality is lost because we pop some bounds out of the bounds’ list when two consecutive
actions are equal, thus implying a worse approximation in the discretized model than if we
had not removed these bounds. Causality in the discretized problem is lost because of the
approximation method, as explained at step 1 of the previous algorithm.
Lastly, one can push the comparison with policy iteration a little further. If one considers
the (t̃, π(s, T̃ )) decision variables, the previous algorithm can be seen as a policy iteration
algorithm where the evaluation phase is an approximate evaluation of the policy using an
optimistic model obtained by discretization of the continuous problem and where the optimization phase results from the discrete optimization for the actions and from the continuous
approximate optimization for the bounds’ evolution.
Finally:
The method presented in this chapter separates the decision intervals’ bounds optimization and the action selection procedure. It relies on an incremental method,
similar to the philosophy of policy iteration, to improve the bounds’ number and
values and on a discrete MDP resolution scheme to preserve the coupling between
these bounds and the optimized actions. This method could be implemented using
different tools for MDP optimization, model discretization and convex optimizations, providing a family of variants based on the same principle of incrementally
finding the right intervals for policy definition.
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10
Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the results obtained in the previous chapters. We also
discuss the possibility of adapting the TMDPpoly method and tools to the more
general case of XMDPs with hybrid state and action spaces, highlighting where the
advantages and difficulties are. Finally we conclude on this first part of the thesis
and explain how it leads to the second part.

10.1

“Take-away” messages

This first part of the thesis focused on the problem of introducing a continuous time variable
in the MDP framework. This raised questions concerning the link with the discounted
criterion, the resolution algorithm and the formal representation framework of temporal
Markov decision problems. Here is a short summary of the conclusions drawn from the
previous chapters:
• Considering a continuous observable time variable implies looking at a hybrid state
space MDP. Furthermore, having an observable time directly affects the definition of
the discounted criterion.
• Introducing continuous variables such as time often calls for the introduction of continuous actions such as wait. This yields a hybrid action space MDP with hybrid state
space and observable time in the discounted criterion.
• The XMDP framework captures these characteristics and establishes an optimality
equations for the policies one could define on such problems. This XMDP framework
includes standard MDPs, SMDP+ and TMDPs.
• In practice, when time is the only continuous variable and wait the only continuous
action, some extra hypotheses can be made. Namely, wait is often deterministic with
respect to the states variables and the reward for a zero duration waiting is zero. This
falls into the framework of SMDP+. Sometimes wait might even have no impact on
the discrete part of the state space. This is the standard TMDP framework which we
slightly extended to deterministic effect on the state variables through the use of a W
function describing the deterministic evolution of the system while waiting.
• The optimality equations presented in [Boyan and Littman, 2001] for the TMDP framework correspond to a total reward criterion for the equivalent XMDP.
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• Trying to extend the exact resolution scheme of TMDPs to the case of piecewise polynomial functions is quickly refrained by the properties of formal calculations on such
representations. Namely, this exact resolution scheme could not be extended further
than discrete probability density functions, piecewise constant transition probabilities
and piecewise polynomial reward functions of degree lower than 5.
• The analysis of the TMDP optimality equations provided a more global approximate
resolution method for the case of piecewise polynomial functions, based on:
– Exact and approximate formal calculations on piecewise polynomial functions.
– Prioritized sweeping adapted to TMDPs.
– Approximate value iteration.
These features spawned the TMDPpoly algorithm and planner.
• The main drawback of value iteration methods for temporal Markov decision problems
comes from the difficulty to define precisely the value functions. In the case of piecewise
polynomial functions it is expressed through the number of definition intervals needed
to accurately describe the value functions. We provided a first attempt at simplifying
this representation by taking a short look into evolutive partitioning of time. This
resulted in a “policy iteration”-like method which contains the first ideas about the
model-free reinforcement learning methods of the thesis’ next part.

10.2

Perspectives

On top of the perspectives concerning the evolutive discretization of time presented in chapter
9, it is interesting to take a look at how the developments made for the TMDPpoly algorithm
and planner can apply to a more general class of MDP problems with hybrid action and state
spaces. More specifically, the question one could ask is: how could we adapt the TMDPpoly
algorithm to XMDPs?
Even though most of the bricks seem available, building the house is not straightforward.
There are several reasons for that. First of all, few methods have been developed in the literature to perform formal Bellman backups as we have done for piecewise polynomial TMDPs.
Generally, the option taken is either to solve a linear program trying to fit Vn+1 onto a
good set of feature functions, as in ALP or LSPI. The initial Neuro-Dynamic Programming
approach uses neural networks as a common representation of value functions, other recent
approaches deal with different kinds of estimators or regression operators, but — to our
knowledge — in most cases, the problem turns out to be similar to a supervised learning (or
fitting) problem. The search for an L-stable family of functions over which one could perform formal Bellman backups is a rather hard problem and has provided few results until now.
When one deals with several continuous variables on top of the discrete ones, finding a
good representation framework seems even harder. The case of piecewise constant or linear
function representations has been used in [Feng et al., 2004], [Li and Littman, 2005] and [Benazera et al., 2005]. We can also mention an interesting alternative method using phase-type
distributions presented in [Marecki et al., 2006]. An XMDPpoly implementation could probably make good use of piecewise linear or constant functions, associated to discrete states,
as in [Benazera et al., 2005].
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However, the main difficulty comes with the definition of continuous and hybrid actions.
With TMDPs, the optimization benefited a lot of the deterministic behaviour of wait and of
the fact that it was the only continuous action. This allowed the decoupling of equations as
illustrated by the proof (from XMDPs back to TMDPs) of section 8.4. In the general case,
one should solve the parametric formulation of dynamic programming presented in equation
8.15. In other words, one should separately find the optimal action parameters before comparing the actions together.
Here again, a good representation of the value functions might facilitate the search for
these optimal parameters. Action elimination procedures, as presented in [Puterman, 1994]
or used in [Mausam and Weld, 2006], can also reduce the amount of computation needed to
consider these hybrid actions.
Even though these approaches are not directly related to model-based MDP optimization,
one should also mention the recent work in Reinforcement Learning of [Hasselt and Wiering,
2007] or [Antos et al., 2007] on the topic of optimizing MDPs with continuous action spaces.
Finally, what makes most current MDP planners efficient are their search strategies.
Even though prioritized sweeping is an efficient way of ordering Bellman backups for complete resolution of MDP problems, heuristic search provides an important efficiency gain for
the partial resolution of focused problems. Thus, depending on the kind of XMDP problems
one wishes to solve, an XMDP planner might not make use of dynamic programming steps
in the same fashion as the TMDPpoly planner.
To summarize these ideas, XMDPs and TMDPpoly open the door to a more general class
of methods for MDPs with hybrid state and action spaces, but:
• Finding a good representation for the value function will remain a hard problem for
which the piecewise polynomial representation clearly has limitations.
• Formal Bellman backups might be useful to solve the parametric formulation of dynamic programming (equation 8.15).
• These problems will still suffer from a somehow extended curse of dimensionality. This
implies action selection, heuristic and focused search and approximate methods will be
a critical issue.

10.3

Opening

By considering how this work could apply or be adapted to the generalized case of XMDPs
we already took a step back from the academic problem of TMDP optimization. Let us take
a second step away and consider the way our problem was stated in the first place.
Since the beginning of this first part, we considered that a model was explicitly available
to us and that we could approximate it, using some specific tools as, for example, discrete or
piecewise polynomial distributions or piecewise polynomial functions. However, in practice,
the difficulties encountered when dealing with the problems we tried to solve do not only
concern the design of efficient algorithms to solve them; they also leave a lot of work on the
task of writing them down in the first place.
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As for most classical MDP problems, writing the transition matrices or the transition
probability density functions is a task which requires a lot of engineering. Many of the systems we want to control are not easily described through an explicit probability distribution
simply because finding the exact shape or values of such a distribution is a hard task in
the first place. Let us take the subway example of chapter 2 for instance, where the state
variables would be the number of passengers at each station and in the trains, the current
position of each train and the time variable. Given a current state, the probability distribution on the next state requires a lot of engineering to be explicitly computed, while writing
a simulator for such a problem is a much simpler task.
This simple example illustrates the reason why we need to focus on representing and
formalizing complex stochastic temporal processes, in order to efficiently capture their behaviour and to design sound simulation systems.
Optimizing control policies without using an explicit model of the process, by exploiting
reward signals provided by the environment, is the field of study of Reinforcement Learning.
The second part of the thesis focuses on representing the complexity of temporal Markov
decision problems in order to build a generative model of the process. This generative model
is then used in conjunction with a simulation-based, approximate policy iteration method,
designed to exploit the observable time variable.
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Controlling Time-dependent
Stochastic Systems with
Concurrent Exogenous Events
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Overview
There is a number of ways to introduce this third part’s contents. The point of view we
develop here follows the global orientation of the thesis on temporal problems. At the end
of this overview, we will propose an alternative way of introducing and reading the following
chapters.
While the previous part focused on the inference of the optimal value function, given a
formal model of the process, and based on an analysis of the adapted Bellman operator for
time-dependent problems, this second part starts with the following admission of weakness:
such a formal model is often not available.
Physically, if one can suppose there exist underlying probability distributions describing
the behaviour of our systems, these distributions are often hard to obtain exactly. In a
sense, part II used this argument to justify our polynomial approximations. However, approximating a model implies having an explicit prior knowledge about its behavior. Real
world problems are often too complex to have an explicit — even approximate — implicitevent, predictive model of the system.
This leads us to consider the question of planning without such an explicit predictive
model. For many real world problems, it is remarkably easier to build simulators than to
describe the system through synthetic, explicit equations. In other words, while predictive
models are hard to build, generative models are often available. The question of searching
for a policy through the interaction with a simulator is the field of Reinforcement Learning.
Temporal problems of decision under uncertainty fall into this category of complex planning domains for which a synthetic representation of the problem is often not available as a
single, explicit, stochastic decision process. We resolve to — at least in a first time — sacrifice the idea of finding an optimal policy; instead, we rather search for improvements of an
initial behavior by locally improving the agent’s policy in the most likely current situations.
Based on these ideas, the following chapters introduce a number of contributions related to
very different domains:
• Chapter 11 explores the question of analyzing the temporal problems’ complexity. It
illustrates the crucial contribution of concurrency to this complexity. It also establishes
a link between concurrent stochastic processes modeling and the discrete event systems
specification theory (DEVS, [Zeigler et al., 2000]). It finally extends this analysis to
decision processes. This provides a complete study of the temporal decision processes’
structure as well as an elegant method for compactly specifying temporal Markov
decision problems, based on the GSMDP model of [Younes and Simmons, 2004].
• Chapter 12 then focuses on the question of locally improving the agent’s behavior. This
question is strongly related to Policy Iteration approaches. We provide a complete
review of Policy Iteration, approximate Policy Iteration and asynchronous dynamic
programming in order to naturally introduce the idea of Real Time Policy Iteration
(RTPI) and relate it as much as possible to its parent ideas.
• In chapter 13 and 14 we introduce the Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration (ATPI)
algorithm. This algorithm is a specialization of RTPI to the case of temporal problems
with continuous action spaces. It brings together the simulation basis introduced in
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chapter 11, the algorithmic method of chapter 12 and tools borrowed from the field
of Statistical Learning which are needed to adapt to the features of continuous state
spaces. In particular, the improved ATPI algorithm of chapter 14 introduces a notion
of confidence in the policy and value function, related to the problem of approaching
the sufficient statistics for the V π (s) and π(s) variables. This notion of confidence is
related to the exploration/exploitation compromise of Reinforcement Learning. It can
also be exploited as a new attempt to bring together heuristic search and exploration
in continuous state spaces.
Now that this first introduction has situated this second part’s contribution inside the
topic of temporal Markov decision problems, there is a second point of view which is important to consider. This point of view is directly related to the problem of searching for a
policy in a continuous, unstructured, high-dimensional state space.
Contrarily to the case of finite discrete state spaces, this family of problems regains one
fundamental property of real world continuous problems: there is a zero probability of visiting the same state twice. Therefore, all methods based on rollout sampling for evaluation,
need — at least to some extent — to rely on a supplementary notion of local generalization.
This property of generalization — which applies both to the policy and the value function —
is an important feature of learning systems in general, which is somehow hidden in standard,
discrete state Reinforcement Learning and which is central in Statistical Learning theory.
Moreover, even though the state space might be unstructured, the problem itself often
exhibits a specific organization: some states can be grouped together, some regions can be
seen as similar from the point of view of the optimal policy, the value function, or the transition function. Discovering the structure of the problem, of the optimal value function, or
of the policy is a an important key to efficient reasoning in large, unstructured problems.
While Reinforcement Learning specializes in the online, dynamic improvement of an agent’s
behavior, Statistical Learning focuses on static structure analysis and abstraction. Hence,
establishing the link between Reinforcement Learning and Statistical Learning appears crucial to build intelligent learning agents.
While the question of bridging the gap between the dynamic structure of Reinforcement
Learning and the static problems of Statistical Learning is beyond the scope of this thesis, the
problem appears fundamental for an autonomous agent operating in a continuous or hybrid
environment. In that matter, this thesis third part and the ATPI algorithm constitute an
attempt to build such a bridge in the case of temporal Markov decision problems.
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Concurrency: an origin for complexity

Many temporal problems present a complex structure. Writing models or simulators
for such problems quickly becomes a huge engineering task, sometimes as difficult
as solving the decision problem itself. This chapter focuses on what appears to
be one of the main reasons for complexity of temporal problems: concurrency of
local phenomena. Efficient and compact representation of stochastic processes’
concurrency seems to be a key to tackling large, complex temporal problems. The
framework of Generalized Semi-Markov Processes (GMSPs) elegantly captures the
complexity of the global temporal process. After exploring the properties of GMSPs,
we investigate more precisely the question of modeling such stochastic processes in
the unified DEVS framework. Then we introduce action choice in GSMPs in order
to model the full problem of decision making under uncertainty with concurrent
exogenous events and observable continuous time.

11.1

The complexity of writing the model for stochastic temporal problems

Let us turn back to three of the examples presented in chapter 2, namely, the subway, the
airport and the coordination problems. All these three problems present some features in
common:
• They take place in a strongly time-dependent, stochastic environment.
• The decision problem has a limited number of initial states.
• Part of environment’s evolution is controllable through the agent’s actions but part of
it is not.
Modeling and analyzing the environment’s non-controllable behaviour already raises questions: does this process retain Markov’s property? Do we have to go through intensive analysis of each of the process’s variables to get an idea of the global process’ evolution? How
can we simply and compactly capture this behaviour?
One first remark concerning the time dependency of these problems is that time plays
a central role because it is one of the crucial, non-replenishable resources upon which the
processes depend. It could indeed be replaced by another equivalent variable. However we
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will keep using time as our “red line variable” for clarity.
The direct dependency of the process on time has been studied in the thesis’ first part
and it is not this explicit time dependency that is hard to model here. Indeed, when the
process depends only on time, then the overall problem turns to solving a hybrid variable
MDP problem as in the previous part. So the complexity of the examples’ behaviour does
not uniquely come from the time-dependency of the processes at hand.
What makes it hard to predict the next state of the process for the above examples is the
fact that these processes result from the local interaction of heterogeneous phenomena. If
we take the airport example: the probability that the process’ next state corresponds to the
arrival of plane p at terminal t is given by the probability of a movement’s success, provided
that there are no airports alarms triggering before this arrival, that the weather does not
change before this arrival, that another plane does not reach another terminal before this
arrival, etc. This simple example illustrates the fact that the complexity of writing the
transition model of such a discrete event process comes from one simple statement:
The overall process’ complexity results from the concurrent interaction of local
processes. These local processes are often simple time-dependent processes but
they are strongly coupled together via the values of the common state variables.
So what makes our problems hard to model is not really their time dependency; it is the
fact that they are the resulting process of multiple small processes, all coupled through the
state space. This coupling is strong in the sense that each individual process affects most
variables of the state space and, conversely, all processes outcomes depend on the current
global state. Hence, we need to make a distinction here with the weakly-coupled MDP framework of [Dean and Lin, 1995; Meuleau et al., 1998; Bernstein and Zilberstein, 2001] which
has laid the basis of decomposition algorithms for MDPs. Such a decomposition is not possible here because of the strong coupling between concurrent processes through the state space.
Consequently, if we can find a modeling framework that captures both the local processes
and their coupling via the state space, then we will be able to compactly represent the
behaviour of the global system.

11.2

Generalized Semi-Markov Processes

In the stochastic processes literature, the resulting process of several concurrent temporal
processes is called a generalized process. The main example of such a process is the framework of Generalized Semi-Markov Processes introduced by [Glynn, 1989]. These processes
were briefly introduced in chapter 2 and we provide more details here.
A GSMP represents the concurrent execution of several semi-Markov processes (SMPs).
All these processes have stochastic transition destinations and stochastic sojourn times.
Moreover, there is a strong coupling between the processes because they all affect the same
random variables. Consequently, the overall process is a discrete event process resulting from
the successive triggering of transitions in the different individual SMPs.
Formally, a GSMP is described by a set S of states and a set E of events. Each event can
be described as an independent semi-Markov process over the random variables of the state
space. At any time, the process is in a state s and there exists a subset Es of events that
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are called active or enabled. These events represent the different concurrent processes that
compete for the next transition. To each active event e, we associate a clock ce representing
the duration before this event triggers a transition as presented on figure 11.1. This duration
would be the sojourn time in state s if event e was the only active event and thus corresponds
to the associated SMP’s sojourn time in state s. The event e∗ with the smallest clock ce∗
(the first to trigger) is the one that takes the process to a new state. The transition is
then described by the transition model of the triggering event: the next state s0 is picked
according to the probability distribution Pe∗ (s0 |s). In the new state s0 , events that are not
in Es0 are disabled (which actually implies setting their clocks to +∞). For the events of
Es0 , clocks are updated the following way:
• If e ∈ Es \ {e∗ }, then ce ← ce − ce∗
• If e 6∈ Es or if e = e∗ , pick ce according to Fe (τ |s0 )
The first active event to trigger then takes the process to a new state where the above operations are repeated.
Definition (Generalized Semi-Markov Process, [Glynn, 1989]). A GSMP is given by the
4-tuple hS, E, F, P i, where:
• S is the set of possible values for the process’ state.
• E is the set of events describing the process. This set can be reduced to a subset Es of
active events in each state s.
• F is the cumulative distribution function giving the duration before an event triggers.
The duration τ before e triggers is drawn according to F (τ |s, e) = Fe (τ |s).
• P is the transition function of the process. When event e triggers, the new state s0 of
the process is drawn according to P (s0 |s, e) = Pe (s0 |s).
The framework of GSMPs could be compared with the (deterministic) framework of
Timed Automata introduced in [Alur and Dill, 1994] which uses a similar description of the
temporal behaviour of a system involving concurrency.

Pe4 (s′ |s1 )

Pe7 (s′ |s2 )

s1

s2

Es1 : e2
e4
e5
e7

Es2 : e2
e3
e7

Figure 11.1: Illustration of a GSMP

A GSMP is an event-driven stochastic process, summarizing the concurrent effects
of several semi-Markov processes on a common state space.
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One can notice that — as in the SMP case — one can let the transition model depend
on the clock ce∗ , thus yielding a Pe∗ (s0 |s, ce∗ ) transition function.
Since GMSPs represent the overall process by factoring it through its separate concurrent events, it provides a much simpler description than a monolithic model of the global
process. In fact, each of the individual SMPs constituting the GMSP might have rather
simple transition and duration probability functions and thus can be easy to model. Writing
the corresponding GSMP avoids the heavy task of explicitly integrating all these concurrent
processes into one large, explicit stochastic process. The drawback of this situation is that
we do not have an explicit formalization of the overall process anymore but rather a compact
description of its dynamics.
Consequently — as exposed by Glynn in his introductory paper in 1989 — GMSPs provide both a “precise language for describing discrete event systems, and a mathematical
setting within which to analyze discrete event processes”; the core idea being to capture
the essential dynamical structure of a (stochastic) discrete event system. The analysis of
GMSPs clarifies the connections between continuous variable dynamic systems and discrete
event dynamic systems by considering GSMPs as event-driven stochastic processes.
The specialization of GSMPs to time-homogeneous sojourn times yields the time-homogeneous
GSMP setting which can be reduced and analyzed as a continuous time Markov chain and
thus as a standard Markov process through the operation of uniformization. This raises a
similar question for the general case of GSMPs: does the stochastic process corresponding
to the evolution of the SMPs’ common state space random variables s still retain Markov’s
property?
As for SMPs, the answer is no. It is rather straightforward to provide a physical explanation to this: when considering the above process, defined on the common state space
random variables s — which we will call the natural process — from an external point of
view, an observer does not have enough information to predict which event will trigger next,
and hence, which is the probability distribution on the next state of the process. This also
implies the GSMP does not even retain the semi-Markov behaviour of the underlying SMPs.
In his 1998 paper, Nilsen presents an implementation of a GSMP modeling and simulation tool (GMSim). In order to build the simulator’s underlying process, Nilsen uses the
supplementary variable technique (presented, for instance, in [Cox and Miller, 1965]) in order
to insure the semi-Markov behaviour of the global process, namely, to be able to predict the
future state by only looking at the current state. However, as expected from a collection
of SMPs, the sojourn times remain time inhomogeneous. The supplementary variable technique is used to construct an augmented state containing both the state of the natural process
(natural state) and the active events’ clocks. With this information, it is possible to write
the probability distribution on the next augmented state of the process without information
about its past history. We leave the notation details to [Nielsen, 1998] and simply conclude
that:
The stochastic process described by the natural state variables of a GSMP does
not retain the semi-Markov behaviour of the individual underlying semi-Markov
processes. By including the events’ clocks in an augmented state, we are able to
build a process over the random variables (s, c) which regains this semi-Markov
behaviour.
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This last conclusion raises an important question concerning the systems we wish to control: is the augmented state observable to an external decision-maker? In other words: will
it be possible to re-use the results known for Markov or semi-Markov decision processes in
order to control GSMPs with action choice? Will we have a guarantee of an optimal Markov
policy? We leave this question for the next chapter but already underline the fact that in
most practical cases, only the natural state of the process is observable and the clocks are
generally unknown. A simple example to illustrate this fact is the “roads crossing” example:
suppose the agent is a car driver arriving at a multiple crossing with traffic lights, he can
observe the current natural state of the process (the lights) but cannot predict which one
will turn green first because he cannot observe the individual processes’ clocks.

Hard to predict which will turn green first.
Figure 11.2: (Picture credit: http://www.greenwichup.org.uk)
Finally, GMSPs seem to be an elegant, compact and efficient way of describing the
complexity of temporal stochastic processes, especially if we include time as an observable
continuous state variable. We will focus on this last point in the next chapter also, as we
will introduce time and action choice alltogether in the problem. For now, we remain in
the discrete event dynamic systems modeling problematic and try to make a link between
GSMPs and the general DEVS modeling framework.

11.3

DEVS modeling

11.3.1

Five levels of Discrete Events Systems Specification

In [Zeigler, 1976], B. P. Zeigler proposes to describe the notion of system through a formal
specification. This formal specification depends on the level of refinement in the system’s
description. He describes five levels of description going from uninterpreted input-output
system specification to a complete specification of the system dynamics through the notions
of internal state, internal transition function, external transition function and model coupling. These levels of specification rely heavily on the notion of discrete event system. He
applies the fifth (and most detailed) level of specification to isolate the core components of a
discrete event system and design the Discrete EVent system Specification (DEVS) framework
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which is built to capture the modeling of any discrete event system.
Discrete event systems find an expression through different formalisms such as finite automata, Petri nets, state charts, cellular automata or stochastic processes for instance. Many
of these formalisms have been studied and mapped to the DEVS framework. This makes
DEVS more than a high-level description of the behaviour of discrete event systems: it captures the notion of consistent multi-modeling and of models integration. Consequently, it
provides a sound theoretical basis for the study of discrete event systems modeling, coupling
and simulation.
We use this section to introduce the basic notions of DEVS modeling in order to write
GSMPs as DEVS models in the next section. This presentation is a pragmatic view of DEVS
modeling, for a more formal presentation and a more detailed description, please see [Zeigler,
1976] and [Zeigler et al., 2000].

11.3.2

Atomic models

DEVS models are composed of atomic models describing independent processes, eventually
coupled together through a hierarchical notion of coupled models. The idea of DEVS modeling is to capture the basic elements of a discrete event system’s behaviour through the
minimal concepts of evolution functions and variables. The atomic DEVS model builds on
the idea of the black box having input and output ports.
Definition (Atomic DEVS model, [Zeigler, 1976]). An atomic DEVS model is described by
the 8-tuple hX, Y, S, δext , δint , δcon , λ, tai:
• X, a set of input ports and their associated value domains,
• Y , a set of output ports and values,
• S, a set of internal states,
• δext : S × X → S, an external transition function, describing the evolution of the
model’s internal state when an external event occurs on one of the input ports,
• δint : S → S, an internal transition function, describing the natural evolution of the
model’s internal state,
• δcon : S × X → S, a transition conflict function, specifying the behaviour in case of a
conflict between an internal and an external event (usually chooses to use δint or δext ),
• λ : S → Y , an output function, updating the values on the output ports,
• ta : S → R+ , a “time advance” function, used to schedule the time of the next transition to a new internal state.
A port-based DEVS model can be represented as on figure 11.3.
It is important to lift the terminology ambiguity between DEVS external and internal
events and GSMP events. DEVS internal events correspond to changes inside an atomic
model. DEVS external events can be seen as messages, travelling between DEVS models.
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Figure 11.3: DEVS atomic model with ports

They are events that are emitted towards the other models, thus allowing model coupling.
Hence, these events correspond to changes on the input ports of connected models. GSMP
events are somehow a miscalling: they point to distinct processes triggering the discrete
events that condition the evolution of the global system.
The temporal execution of a DEVS model can be described as follows. Initially, model
M is in an internal state s ∈ SM . The ta function is called to determine how long the system
should remain in this state. If no external event arrives on an input port, at time ta(s), the
δint function is called and the system evolves to state s0 = δint (s). Then the output function
λ is called and the output ports Y are set to the value of λ(s). ta is called again to find
the next undisturbed transition date ta(s0 ). If an exogenous event with a vector v of values
occurs in XM before time ta(s0 ), then the model’s state changes according to δext . The next
state is s00 = δext (s0 , v). The output function is not called since there was no internal transition and the ta function is immediately called to get the new undisturbed transition time for
the model ta(s00 ). If no other exogenous event has occurred at ta(s00 ), then, as previously, δint
determines the next step of the process, λ sets the output ports’ values and ta is called again.
Since DEVS models are event-driven models, they do not rely on a notion of synchronization on a common time. Therefore, there is no notion of time step and the models evolutions
are asynchronous (they are simply coupled through the emission and reception of events).
However, in order to define a sound behaviour, one has to plan the possibility of an external
event arriving exactly at the transition time specified by ta. In this case, the δcon function
resolves the conflict: δcon (s, v) determines the new state (usually by choosing to call either
δint or δext )1 . Similarly to δext , when δcon is called, the output function is not called (this
behaviour can be regained by introducing intermediate volatile states).
This describes the individual behaviour of an atomic DEVS model. But the DEVS
framework is also meant to authorize the parallel execution and interaction of several different models. This is where the multimodeling problematic arises: sometimes one needs
to represent the discrete event process resulting from different processes where each can be
specified in a different formalism (for instance, one could be described as a Petri net, another as a discrete time differential equation and a third as a cellular automata). Interfacing
all these models in the DEVS framework corresponds to introducing the notion of coupling
between models.
1

It is important to note that defining the δcon function as a function of the internal state s and the input
port values v allows to consider several external events and one internal event occurring at the same time,
thus guaranteeing the behaviour’s consistency even with multiple concurrent DEVS events. The same remark
holds for δext .
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11.3.3

Coupled models

A coupled DEVS model defines how individual models are coupled together in order to form
a high-level macro-model. This macro-model can itself be part of a coupled model, etc.
In a coupled model (also called “network of models”), there is no additional notion of
state than the abstract aggregate state of all individual models and these states remain private to each model. We provide a general definition of a coupled DEVS model. For a more
formal definition, see [Zeigler et al., 2000].

Definition (Coupled DEVS model, [Zeigler et al., 2000]). A coupled DEVS model is given
by:
• a set of models,
• a set of input ports collecting incoming external events,
• a set of output ports emitting events,
• a set of connections between the coupled model’s input and output ports and the individual model’s input and output ports.

Graphically, one can represent a coupled model as on figure 11.4.
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Figure 11.4: Coupled DEVS model

A lot of extensions to DEVS modeling have been developed during the last thirty years
as, for instance, Cell-DEVS, which establishes a direct mapping from cellular automata to
DEVS models, or DS-DEVS, allowing dynamic structure change in coupled DEVS models.
One can make a strong parallel between DEVS modeling and discrete-time asynchronous
multi-agent modeling since an atomic DEVS model can be seen as an autonomous entity,
owning a private state and sharing information with other models through events in a network
of local connections between models. This actually highlights the main feature that will be
problematic in the next section: a model’s state is internal to the model and cannot be
shared without emitting events, even for coupled models.
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11.3.4

Abstract graphical representation

We adopt a graphical convention to represent the internal dynamics of a DEVS model. In
this convention, a model is a box with its name in the upper left corner. The internal state
— or only the abstract, relevant part of this state — is represented as circular nodes. The
ta function in a given abstract state is shown in the lower half of the node, while the upper
half displays the node’s name. Internal transitions are shown as solid arcs between nodes.
External transitions are represented using dashed arcs. Finally, the output function associated to an internal transition is shown using a solid arrow starting on the transition’s arc.
All the atomic DEVS models represented in the rest of the thesis follow this convention, as,
for example, on figure 11.5(b).

11.4

GSMPs and DEVS models

The DEVS methodology has become a rather important modeling and simulation formalism partly because of its generality and simplicity. The last decades saw its expansion in a
number of different directions. However, there are few results, both on the formalism side
and on the implementation side, for the extension to stochastic processes. Some work has
been done by [Melamed, 1976] and [Ahn and Kim, 1993] about mapping Markov chains to
the DEVS framework, and [Joslyn, 1996] provides a nice analysis of the different aspects of
qualitative DEVS models (deterministic, stochastic, possibilistic, fuzzy, . . . ) and their link
with finite automata.
In this last section, we focus on trying to extract the discrete event system characteristics
of GSMPs in order to map them to DEVS models.
The first intuition on the link between GSMPs and DEVS models is to map each concurrent entity in the GSMP framework to its DEVS counterpart. Namely, the idea would be
to map each of the individual semi-Markov processes to a separate DEVS model. Since each
of these SMPs captures the dynamics of one event, the global DEVS model turns out to be
a DEVS representation with one atomic model per event. However, one crucial difference
kicks in at this point. While all the SMPs of a GSMP depend on the same shared random
variables, independent DEVS models have independent state spaces. Therefore, writing a
GSMP as a collection of DEVS models, each representing an event, implies performing a
synchronization operation between models on all the variables representing the state space.
The first architecture one can consider in order to represent GSMPs as DEVS models
necessitates to define an observer which synchronizes the state among events. The idea of
such an observer is to act as the “real world”, being affected by the happening of events and
back-propagating its state to the events’ models.
In this architecture, each event holds a copy of the process’s state variables s, or — in a
more memory-efficient version — only the variables on which it depends and the variables it
affects. Then, each event can be represented graphically as a model with a single abstract
internal state. To avoid confusion, we will write s the natural state of the GSMP and se the
internal state of model Me , corresponding to event e. The state variables se of model Me
correspond to the ones of s (or only the fraction of variables related to e) plus the current
clock of event e. The ta function of such a model corresponds to picking a sojourn time
according to Fe (s) and ce . If ce is equal to zero, the time is picked according to Fe (s). If
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ce is not equal to zero it means another event has been triggered and the observer has sent
an update message concerning s, the new ce is updated accordingly. The internal transition
function corresponds to picking the next values of the state variables according to Pe (s0 |s, ce ).
The external transition function updates the internal state according to any incoming event
from the observer. Finally, the output function generates a DEVS event containing the information about the new state2 . The event model is represented on figure 11.5(a).
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event in DEVS
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Figure 11.5: DEVS atomic models for GSMPs
Similarly, one needs to define the observer model. This model holds an internal state
describing the real state s of the global process. Graphically, one can represent this model
with an abstract two states model as represented on figure 11.5(b). The first abstract state
called “state” is an idle position, in this state ta = ∞ and the model waits for an incoming
exogenous DEVS event. The other “update” state is a volatile state (its ta is always equal
to zero) which serves to send the DEVS event corresponding to the update of s to all Me
models. Consequently, the Mobs model only changes the s state upon reception of DEVS
events sent by the Me models: its external transition function consists in copying the values
of the state variables received into the internal state. When in abstract state “update”, the
Mobs model instantaneously returns to “state” and uses λ to emit the current process’ state
s. The global architecture is summarized on figure 11.6.
Even though this representation is a sound mapping from GSMPs to DEVS models, it
provides a rather bad simulator. The reason for that is the amount of communication needed
between models for state synchronization; directly inherited from the complexity of strongly
coupled processes. Highly communicating DEVS models yield rather inefficient simulators
because they loose the distributed nature of DEVS models.
It is somehow possible to simplify the representation presented on figure 11.6. The first
simplification we can introduce to reduce the communication load between models is — as
mentioned in the above paragraphs — to only send to a model the set of variables it depends
on and to only receive the set of variables it affects. This idea is rather close to the description
of transition functions as dynamic Bayesian network introduced by [Dean and Kanazawa,
2

s0e .

This actually implies introducing an extra intermediate volatile state since λ is a function of se and not
But we do not mention it for clarity purposes.
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Figure 11.6: Coupled DEVS model for GSMPs

1990] for compact representation of transition models. But this simple optimization does
not significantly reduce the communication load.
A second simplification consists in getting rid of the observer and directly connecting the
output ports of the Me models to the input ports of other Me models. In this case, the state
is not centralized is an observer anymore but it is still consistent as long as the connection
graph remains equivalent to the version with the observer. The global state of the process
then needs to be collected from the different models. However, this last simplification implies
building a complex connection graph by analyzing processes’ effects and dependencies.
Finally, it appears that:
Because GSMPs represent processes that are coupled through a common state
space, writing a distributed, coupled DEVS model equivalent to a GSMP necessarily implies redundancy in the storage of state variables and yields a coarse
communication network (connection graph) between models.
This analysis of GSMPs underline why their global behaviour appears complex, while
their atomic elements remain simple. This lays the foundations for sound design of GSMP
simulation engines and their coupling with other discrete event formalisms.
Consequently, if one wishes to implement a GSMP extension to a DEVS simulation
engine, he has the choice of either building the safe coupled model presented above, or
designing an atomic model which fully implements the GSMP behaviour. The Virtual Laboratory Environment platform (VLE, [Quesnel et al., 2007]) is a software and an Application
Programming Interface (API) which supports multimodeling and simulation by implementing the DEVS abstract simulator. VLE is oriented toward the integration of heterogeneous
formalisms as those presented earlier. Furthermore, VLE is able to integrate specific models
developed in most popular programming languages into one single multimodel. We designed
and implemented the GSMP extension to the VLE multimodeling and simulation platform
using the option of designing an atomic model interface for GSMPs. This extension has also
a stochastic decision process version, implementing the concepts of GSMDPs which will be
presented in the next section, thus making a first attempt at coupling results from the field
of discrete event simulation and the theory of simulation-based decision optimization.
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11.5

MDPs, continuous time and concurrency

The first part of this chapter focused on modeling and simulating concurrent stochastic
processes. This analysis needs to be considered under the light of decision theoretic planning:
our goal is to design sound simulations of such processes in order to evaluate the choices of
different actions in the systems they represent. In this section, we introduce the possibility
of partially controlling the global process through action choice in GSMPs, building the
Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes (GSMDP) framework. We highlight the main
difficulty when dealing with GSMDPs: since the natural process does not retain Markov’s
property, there is no guarantee of optimality on Markovian policies. We discuss how to
deal with this last point. We finally make time observable to the decision maker for timedependent problems and, as in the previous part of the thesis, consider the impact such a
choice on the problem definition.
11.5.1

Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes

Introducing action choice in GSMPs was first proposed by [Younes and Simmons, 2004] in
the Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Process (GSMDP) framework. Moving from GSMPs
to GSMDPs consists in separating the events into two categories: controllable and noncontrollable. We identify a subset A of controllable events or actions. The remaining events
are called non-controllable or exogenous events. Actions are events that can be activated or
deactivated at will and the subset As = A ∩ Es of activable actions in state s is never empty
since it always contains at least the a∞ idle action.
Definition (GSMDP, [Younes and Simmons, 2004]). A GSMDP is a GSMP where some
events are defined as controllable. At each decision epoch, a controller agent can activate or
deactivate these events at will. Similarly to a a GSMP, a GSMDP is given by:
• its state space S,
• its event space E among which one distinguishes between uncontrollable and controllable
events. The controllable events are called actions and their subset is noted A,
• its duration F and transition P functions,
• and finally a reward model given per event, specifying a lump sum reward ke and a
reward rate ce , similarly to the SMDP case.
This new definition of idleness is both consistent with the analysis developed in chapter 4
and with the intuitive physical meaning of performing no action. The a∞ action always has
its clock set to +∞ and thus is never the first event to trigger change in the global process.
Therefore, it really corresponds to letting the non-controllable, exogenous events naturally
take the process to a new state. Because its clock is always set to +∞, there is no need to
define the transition model of action a∞ . By convention, we will write that this transition
model is deterministic and does not change the state.
A GSMDP’s execution follows the same rules as a GSMP. At any step of the process, all
active events plus the current chosen action a have an associated clock value. The smallest
clock determines the triggering event, which takes the process to state s0 . In s0 , the decisionmaker has the following choices:
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• If a ∈ As0 he can choose to leave a active. In this case, the action continues concurrently
with all exogenous events. It is treated as any other active event, its clock being
decremented by the previous ce∗ .
• He can also choose to change the current action to a0 . He has to do so if a 6∈ As0 , but
he can also choose to change actions. In this case, a is deactivated and a new clock is
drawn for a0 .
To summarize, at each state change, the decision-maker is asked to choose an action in As .
Once this action is chosen, it is dealt with just as any other active event.

GSMDPs are GSMPs where one distinguishes between controllable events (actions)
and non-controllable (exogenous) events, leaving the choice of activating the actions
to the decision-maker.
One can notice that only one action can be active at a time. Two important comments
need to be made on this point. First, this does not prevent parallel action triggering. Of
course, one could relax the previous hypothesis of only one active action at a time and allow
for n active actions at a time (n might be unbounded). But without relaxing this hypothesis,
concurrent actions are still possible. For example, we could allow for activation of only one
action at a time but this activation would have a clock reading of zero which would authorize
the decision-maker to chain other action activations right after as long as he wishes. When
he does not want to activate anymore actions, then he activates a∞ and the process’ time
increases again. The main problem in this case lies in the number of combinations of activated actions / states. For a complete study of discrete-time steps, concurrent actions in the
MDP case, we refer the reader to [Mausam and Weld, 2005; Mausam, 2007; Mausam and
Weld, 2007].
The second comment underlines the fact that authorizing only one action activation at
a time actually corresponds to saying that the agent focuses only on one thing at a time.
But this does not prevent parallel execution: actions can trigger non-controllable events
representing the action’s effects or the action’s execution which are considered exogenous
because the agent is not monitoring them anymore (because it is focusing on the new action
activation) and cannot stop them unless we introduce specific stopping actions (which takes
us back to the first comment).
Consequently, the “one active action at a time” hypothesis is not a strong restriction
on the model. It could nevertheless be relaxed but would yield a more complex problem
because of the combinatorial growth of the action space. We will keep the above hypothesis
and declare that only one action is active at a time3 .
Finally, as we briefly made the parallel between GSMPs and finite timed automata, we
can make a similar link between their decision counterparts: GSMDPs and Timed Game
Automata [Bouyer et al., 2004].
3

Future work on dealing with concurrent events and actions in GSMDPs is an interesting line of research
since the problem happens quite often in real life. Merging the results of [Mausam, 2007] on action pruning
and heuristic search with the GSMDP formulation and optimization algorithms is — in my opinion — a
promising approach.
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11.5.2

Controlling GSMDPs

As in the MDP case, searching for control strategies on GSMDP implies defining rewards
r(s, e) or r(s, e, s0 ) associated to transitions and introducing policies and criteria.
The same characteristics arise with GSMDP than in the GMSP case: the transition
function for the global semi-Markov process does not retain Markov’s property without augmenting the state space. In other words, only the augmented process is Markovian, the
natural process is not. In the classical MDP framework, one can make use of the transition
function’s Markov’s property to prove that there exists a Markovian policy (depending only
on the current state) which is at least as good as any history-dependent policy (Cf. [Puterman, 1994]). In the GSMDP case however, this is no longer possible because the natural
process is not Markovian.
In order to define criteria and to find optimal policies, we need — in the general case
— to allow the policy to depend on the whole execution path of the process. [Younes and
Simmons, 2004] define execution paths for a GSMDPs. An execution path of length n from
natural state s0 to state sn is a sequence ρ = (s0 , t0 , e0 , s1 , . . . , sn−1 , tn−1 , en−1 , sn ) where ti
is the sojourn time in state si before event ei triggers. As in [Younes and Simmons, 2004],
we define the discounted value of ρ by:
Vγπ (ρ) =

n−1
X


Z
γ Ti γ ti k(si , ei , si+1 ) +

0

i=0

ti

γ t c(si , ei )dt


(11.1)

wherePk and c are traditional SMDP lump sum reward and reward rate functions4 , and
Ti = i−1
j=0 tj .
One can then define the expected value of policy π in state s as the expectation
over all execution paths starting in s:


Vγπ (s) = Esπ Vγπ (ρ)
(11.2)
This provides a criterion for evaluating policies. The goal is now to find policies that
maximize this criterion. The main problem here is that it is hard to search the space of
history-dependent policies. So the simplest solution would be to make our process Markovian again by using the supplementary variable technique and then to search for an optimal
policy in the space of Markovian policies defined over the augmented state space.
Using the supplementary variable technique consists in augmenting the natural state
space with just enough variables so that the distribution over future augmented states only
depends on the current values of these variables. As in [Nielsen, 1998], we can augment the
natural state s of the process with all the clock readings and show that this operation brings
Markov behavior back to the GSMDP process. We will note this augmented state space
(s, c) for convenience.
Unfortunately, as foreseen at the end of the previous section, it is unrealistic to define
policies over this augmented state space since clock readings contain information about the
future of the system. From here, several options are possible:
4

see equation 2.26 for details on k and c.
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• One could decide to sacrifice optimality and to search for “good” policies among a
restricted set of policies, for example the policies defined on the current natural state
only.

• One could also search for representation hypothesis that simplify the GSMDP model
and that make natural state Markovian again.

• One could compute optimal policies on the augmented state space (s, c) and then derive
a policy on observable variables only.

• Finally, one could look for a set of observable variables which retain Markov’s property
for the process, for example the set composed of the natural state of the process s, the
duration for which each active event ei has been active τi and its activation state si .
We will note this augmented state (s, τ, sa ).

This series of options leads to consider the question of observability in the stochastic
process. Namely, it is important to know which variables are observable and what prior
knowledge we have concerning the relationship between observations and the real state of
the process. The field of Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs, [Kaelbling et al., 1998])
studies this question in detail. We won’t enter the question of partial observability in MDPs
here and will consider the natural state to be fully observable.
The optimization approach taken by [Younes and Simmons, 2004] is based on the second
option listed above. Namely, the authors approximate any distribution on time by a chain of
exponential distributions called a phase-type distribution. These distributions, as presented
in [Neuts, 1981], allow to fit any number of known moments of a prior distribution using only
chains of exponential distributions. Once this approximation is made, they introduce extra
states for the intermediate steps (the phases) corresponding to the inner states of the chains.
Using the memoryless property of exponential distributions, this brings the GSMDP back to
a time-homogeneous continuous time MDP (CTMDP). Then, they perform uniformization,
as in [Puterman, 1994], in order to transform the CTMDP into a standard MDP which can
be solved using standard discrete MDP methods.
This approach necessitates to be able to approximate the duration functions with phasetype distributions. On top of that, it is limited to discrete natural states. We wish to avoid
— as much as possible — making hypothesis on the model itself and on the underlying
distributions. Moreover, many of the variables we will consider are continuous variables
or a mix of continuous and discrete variables. We also need, for the problems at hand, to
consider methods for policy search which can handle state spaces with large dimensions. Consequently, in the list above, we will look for a solution corresponding either to option 1, 3 or 4.
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Because of the non-Markov behaviour of GSMDPs’ natural process, there is no
guarantee that there exists an optimal policy verifying Markov’s property. On the
other hand, searching for a policy in the space of history-dependent policies is not
an acceptable solution. Hence, one needs to make a choice between:
• Sacrificing optimality by restricting the policy search space.
• Finding the correct minimal number of observable variables to add to the
natural process in order to regain Markov behaviour.
• Constructing policies on non-observable variables and then use a priori knowledge to derive policies on observable variables.

11.5.3

Introducing continuous observable time in GSMDPs

Finally we need one more brick to build the modeling part of concurrent, time-dependent
stochastic decision processes. We need to reintroduce continuous observable time into the
process.
This operation is quite straightforward. Suppose that our GSMDP has a state space
including the continuous observable time variable. Then the GSMDP events affect this time
variable as any other variable and time increments correspond to the clock readings of the
triggering events.
The only problem lies in the definition of the criterion. As with TMDPs, we should check
that Bellman’s equation is still valid. But we know that the augmented state’s stochastic
process retains Markov property (as for GSMPs). So when we include continuous observable
time, the global process turns to an XMDP and the results of chapter 8 apply. Consequently,
optimizing a policy on the augmented state process of a GSMDP turns to optimizing a policy
on an XMDP. Finally, we can safely use the standard Bellman equation since GSMDPs with
observable time are simply equivalent to XMDPs with a hidden part of the state.
In general, as for a GSMP, the augmented state space is not observable and we know that
natural process does not retain Markov’s property. Therefore, we are left with the options
listed in the previous paragraph.

11.6

Conclusion

All this chapter has been devoted to capturing the complexity of temporal stochastic decision processes. We put a special emphasis on concurrency because it appears to be a major
modeling obstacle for temporal systems. Recent articles in the planning community, such
as [Cushing et al., 2007] for instance, point out similar conclusions as to the importance of
concurrency and the notion of decision time for discrete event systems.
Finally, we conclude that GSMDPs with continuous observable time are an elegant and
efficient framework for capturing compactly the dynamics of problems such as the coordination, the subway or the airport management problems. These problems present other
characteristics which make the idea of building a full, explicit model, unpractical: they have
many variables, inducing a high-dimensional state space, some of these variables are discrete,
others are continuous, these problems have a finite (eventually sliding) horizon. Furthermore,
the overall behaviour of the stochastic processes described by GSMPs or GSMDPs does not
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retain Markov’s property.
Concerning this last point, we make the hypothesis that knowing the exact values of the
clocks is not crucial to building good policy. This hypothesis comes from the fact that if the
general values of clocks are small compared to the horizon, then the absolute time-dependency
will have more influence on the optimal policy than the values of clocks. Therefore, if our
hypothesis is relevant, we can try to find policies defined over the natural state space even
if the associated process is not Markovian anymore.
The difficulty of writing a synthetic model for such processes leads to another conclusion.
Standard inference of a policy from the explicit model becomes very hard in the cases at
hand because of the difficulty to obtain this explicit model and then the difficulty to extract
information from it. Therefore, instead of relying on standard MDP techniques, we turn
to Reinforcement Learning techniques and choose to use our GSMDP representation as a
generative model to simulate and evaluate policies in order to learn a good controller.
This approach is one of the core ideas of the next chapters.
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12
Real-Time Policy Iteration

The idea of performing direct policy search, using the sound simulation basis introduced in the previous chapter for Monte-Carlo policy evaluation, is closely related
to the algorithm of Policy Iteration. We leave the GSMDP framework for a while
as we introduce an algorithm which holds the essential properties of the method
presented in the next chapters. As seen through the previous example of Prioritized
Sweeping, Dynamic Programming becomes really efficient when cleverly guided in
its exploration of the search space. Real-Time Dynamic Programming (RTDP,
[Barto et al., 1995]) is one of the most efficient family of algorithms designed to
solve MDPs. It relies on heuristic guidance and on asynchronous updates of the
value function. After reviewing the basis of Asynchronous Dynamic Programming,
we introduce a Policy Iteration version of RTDP which we call Real-Time Policy Iteration (RTPI). While RTDP and its variants are all based on Asynchronous Value
Iteration, RTPI searches for a solution directly in policy space.
It can seem odd to abruptly introduce such a chapter. There is indeed no continuity between the previous chapter’s ideas and this one. Actually, from a chronological point of view,
this chapter should come last in the thesis since it is the abstraction and the generalization
of the Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration (ATPI) algorithm which will be introduced
later in the document. However, ATPI is designed for Temporal Markov Decision Problems
and will result from putting together a whole set of ideas, methodologies and algorithms.
Among these ideas, one will find the one of incrementally building local policies, with an
optimization procedure guided by greedy simulations and updates. This idea is independent
of the planning domain at hand (temporal problems) and the global presentation of the thesis becomes easier when separate ideas are presented separately. Furthermore, the idea of
Real-Time Policy Iteration goes beyond the scope of the thesis and deserves an independent
chapter alone. Therefore, this chapter will introduce the general idea of the Real-Time Policy
Iteration algorithm in the general MDP case. This algorithm is inspired by a single intuition:
In an incremental, direct policy search algorithm, given an initial state or a set
of possible initial states, to obtain efficient and quick policy improvements, the
relevant states for policy update are the ones we are likely to encounter during
execution of the current policy, ie. the ones visited by policy simulation.
This idea is very close to the idea behind the Asynchronous Value Iteration RTDP algorithm,
thus providing the name of RTPI.
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The progression of ideas in this chapter is as follows. We start by reviewing the idea of
asynchronous Bellman backups in section 12.1 and focus more specifically on Policy Iteration.
This leads us to discuss the question of approximation in Policy Iteration in section 12.2.
Then we get back to our main point: we review the greedy exploration algorithm of RTDP
in section 12.3 and show how we can build such a simulation-based algorithm with the RTPI
method of section 12.4.

12.1

Asynchronous Dynamic Programming

For brevity, we do not recall in detail the Value Iteration and Policy Iteration algorithms
which were presented in chapter 2. The goal of this first section is to introduce the notion
of Asynchronous Dynamic Programming, to provide a first illustration before focusing on
Asynchronous Policy Iteration and finally to show which questions it raises.

12.1.1

Origins of Asynchronous Dynamic Programming

The bottomline idea of Asynchronous Dynamic Programming is the fact that ([Bertsekas
and Tsitsiklis, 1996]):
As long as every state is chosen for Bellman backups infinitely often, the overall
value function converges to V ∗ .
These Bellman backups can be performed in value function space (Asynchronous Value
Iteration) or in policy space (Asynchronous Policy Iteration). The initial idea for asynchronous dynamic programming underlined the possibility to use parallel computation to
reduce calculation time. Illustrating the local aspect of Bellman backups and the independence of convergence properties on state ordering was crucial for this purpose. Later, the
idea of using specific ordering for state updates spawned a whole family of algorithms.
Section 6.3 already introduced asynchronous value iteration as a specific asynchronous
dynamic programming algorithm. This fundamental result underlines the fact that the ordering of Bellman backups has little importance as long as they cover the whole state space
infinitely often (as the number of iterations tends to +∞). In other words, since we know
that standard value or policy iteration converges within an  bound of the optimum in a certain number of state updates with a given ordering of these updates, asynchronous dynamic
programming expresses the fact that this number of updates can be reduced by finding the
right ordering on states.
Prioritized Sweeping is a backward asynchronous dynamic programming method. It propagates the change information from children states to their parents, defining priorities based
on the amplitude of this change. Therefore, it focuses the optimization on back-propagation
of rewards to the whole state space. Reversely, one could take the problem differently, by
working from an initial state and trying to focus on states that are likely to lead to the goal.
This other approach is related to forward dynamic programming search 1 and we will focus
1

One could build an adapted version of Prioritized Sweeping which heuristically updates states according
to their distance to the start states. This implies biasing the priorities, using a balance between real priorities
and a notion of distance to the initial state. To the best of our knowledge, this option has not been explored
in the framework of Prioritized Sweeping. Similar approaches of backward-forward heuristic search for MDPs
were investigated in [Teichteil-Königsbuch and Infantes, 2008] for example and these algorithms benefit largely
of their heuristic guidance. Their analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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on this feature in section 12.3.

12.1.2

Asynchronous Policy Iteration

Reinforcement Learning borrowed many of its initial intuitions to the learning behavior of
living species, trying to mimic the learning process induced by sequences of trial and errors.
In particular, we, as humans, usually keep track of our behavior (policy) instead of its expected reward (value function), even though we have a rough idea of what our behavior is
worth. Therefore, we perform some sort of direct policy reinforcement, changing our behavior when it seems that a new action can improve our “expected gain”. This idea underlies
the approach of Policy Iteration which we review throughout this chapter.
We first recall the basics of the Policy Iteration algorithm and highlight its main drawback: the evaluation phase. We postpone the discussion considering the set of approximate
evaluation methods for the policy, defining variants of Approximate Policy Iteration to section 12.2. Instead, we first focus on the specification of an Asynchronous Policy Iteration
algorithm.
Let us start with a reminder on Policy Iteration.

Reminder on Policy Iteration

Policy Iteration (Cf. [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996; Puterman, 1994]) is a dynamic programming method which operates directly in policy space. It can be summarized by saying
that if one has a current policy πn and is able to exactly evaluate the expected gain V πn
of this policy in every state of the process, then performing a Bellman backup in state s
with respect to V πn corresponds to finding a better or equivalent action a in s than the one
specified by πn (s). Therefore, replacing πn (s) by a yields a new policy πn+1 which has a
better or equivalent expected reward. Consequently, Policy Iteration jumps from policy to
policy in the policy space and from value functions to better value functions in the value
function space.
We recall below the Policy Iteration algorithm as presented in algorithm 2.2. It alternates
two phases: the policy evaluation phase and the improvement phase. The evaluation phase
consists in evaluating exactly the policy’s value function V πn (without any optimization).
The improvement phase sweeps through the state space, updating the action in every single
state by performing a Bellman backup based on V πn , and builds the new policy πn+1 .
Evaluating the policy can be done in a number of ways. For example, one can use the
Value Iteration algorithm without the maximization step (namely, using the Lπ operator
instead of L) in order to build a sequence of functions converging to V π . Organizing the
Bellman backups and focusing on relevant states was actually the first idea behind the prioritized sweeping method of [Moore and Atkeson, 1993] since it was first introduced for
Markov prediction problems and later extended to Markov decision tasks. Another option
consists in performing explicit matrix inversion in order to solve the linear system of equations V π = Lπ V π . This kind of resolution can exploit the fact that transition matrices are
generally rather sparse, thus allowing significant improvements in matrix inversion.
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Algorithm 12.1: Policy Iteration
π0 ∈ D
n←0
repeat
Solve the system of |S| equations:
P
∀s ∈ S Vn (s) = r(s, πn (s)) + γ s0 ∈S p(s0 |s, πn (s))Vn (s0 )
for s ∈ S do


P
0
0
p(s |s, a)Vn (s )
πn+1 (s) ← argmax r(s, a) + γ
a∈A

n←n+1
until πn = πn−1
return Vn ,πn

s0 ∈S

However, the evaluation phase usually remains the bottleneck for most Policy Iteration methods.
Therefore, one often uses Approximate Policy Iteration which allows for faster approximate
evaluation and despite the lack of theoretical guarantees. We discuss this question in section
12.2.
Asynchronous Policy Iteration

Dynamic Programming is not limited to Value Iteration. Building an Asynchronous Policy
Iteration algorithm seems a little more complicated in the first place because of the two
distinct phases of the standard Policy Iteration Algorithm. We use this section to review the
idea of asynchronism in Policy Iteration.
In the following paragraphs, we will make the — rather drastic — assumption that there
exists a black box which quickly evaluates the policy’s value function. This assumption is
made for clarity of presentation and we will discuss it along with the Approximate Policy
Iteration methods in the next sections.
The algorithm of Modified Policy Iteration provides a smooth transition from Policy Iteration to Asynchronous Policy Iteration. It builds on the idea that one can use other value
functions than the evaluation of πn to find πn+1 as long as the value function used respects
some properties. Namely, the evaluation phase of Modified Policy Iteration at iteration n
consists in performing mn times the Vk+1 = Lπn+1 Vk operation in order to approach V πn+1 .
[Puterman, 1994] shows that Modified Policy Iteration converges for any non-zero value of
mn .
Because of the alternance of evaluation / improvement phases, Policy Iteration seems
to be a Synchronous Dynamic Programming method by nature. Introducing asynchronism
in Policy Iteration implies allowing these two phases to mix, therefore performing partial
evaluation and partial improvements of the policy. The case of Modified Policy Iteration is
a good illustration of the fact that Asynchronous Policy Iteration necessarily relies on some
sort of approximation in the policy’s value function. In the case of Modified Policy Iteration,
this approximation has no impact on optimality while with less conservative approximation
methods it might necessitate the error bounds of Approximate Policy Iteration.
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As for Value Iteration, Policy Iteration can be made more efficient when the local Bellman
backups are performed asynchronously and in a relevant order.
[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] lay the basis of Asynchronous Policy Iteration. At
iteration n, we select a subset Sn of S and perform a policy Bellman backup on all
s ∈ Sn . This yields policy πn+1 with:
P
(
argmax r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)V πn (s0 ) if s ∈ Sn
a∈A
s∈S
(12.1)
πn+1 (s) =
πn (s)
if s 6∈ Sn
One can also similarly perform a certain number of Vk+1 = Lπn Vk operations to
update the value function on the states of Sn .
Hence, if one alternates one policy update and one value function update then the latter
is equivalent to a Value Iteration update over the Sn states. Similarly, if the number of value
function updates is unbounded, we obtain the standard Policy Iteration method. Finally,
if we alternate one policy update and mn value function updates, we obtain the Modified
Policy Iteration algorithm.
[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] prove that if the initial policy and value function verify
V0 ≤ Lπ0 V0 and if value function and policy updates are performed infinitely often in all
states as n tends to +∞, then Vn converges to V ∗ and the policy converges to an optimal
policy.
Finally, one can see Asynchronous Policy Iteration as an elegant way of formulating both
Value and Policy Iteration algorithms. It also naturally introduces the use of approximate
value functions for V π and helps distinguishing between “conservative” methods (Modified Policy Iteration, matrix inversion) and “less conservative” methods (approximate policy
evaluation) to analyze convergence and optimality. Asynchronous Policy Iteration can be
similarly presented from the point of view of actor-critic architectures.

12.2

Approximation for Policy Iteration

We have mentioned several times the possibility — and sometimes the need — for approximate policy evaluation methods. This section discusses the drastic assumption we made
earlier about the existence of an evaluation black box and presents the different architectures of Approximate Policy Iteration.
12.2.1

Why Policy Iteration?

Let us start with a common sense question: why would one prefer a Policy Iteration method
to a Value Iteration one? There is no particular reason for the choice of Policy Iteration
against Value Iteration in general. Experience shows that exact Policy Iteration might converge in less iterations but more time (because of the evaluation phases) than Value Iteration,
but this rule of thumb does not always apply and the time taken by the evaluation phase
quickly becomes prohibitive.
Value Iteration methods have also received more attention in the Planning community
because of their efficient representation of reward-to-go functions and the ease of manipulation of value functions. These value functions often have good properties, such as convexity,
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monotonous evolution across the iterations, etc. On top of that, using value functions as a
unified way of storing information facilitates the construction of asynchronous methods for
value function optimization and allows to use results from heuristic search.
However, in order to make problems tractable, one often turns towards approximation
schemes. Part II is a good illustration of how value functions can be more complex objects
than policies. [Anderson, 2000] analyses why approximating a policy can be easier than
approximating a value function. By comparing Q-learning (Cf. [Watkins, 1989]) and the
direct gradient algorithm of [Baxter and Bartlett, 1999], both based on neural networks
approximators, Anderson presents an example where Q-learning oscillates between the optimal policy and a suboptimal policy, while the direct policy search method converges to
the optimal policy. As mentioned in the conclusion of the above paper, such an illustration
does not support any general conclusion about the relative merits of policy-only versus value
functions methods.

However, it suggests that it might be relevant to examine the complexity of approximating value functions or policies for the problem at hand in order to choose the
way we represent the agent’s strategy.
Since value functions often hold more information than policies, they might be harder to
approximate with good enough granularity. Dedicating the resources of a function approximator to representing relevant and irrelevant value function variations can be useless with
respect to the final policy and can lead to non-convergence of algorithms or degradation of
good policies.
Policy Iteration is basically an algorithm which explicitly stores the policy. However, it
is often used in conjunction with value function storage, in order to facilitate policy evaluation. This feature of being both a policy and value function based algorithm yields Policy
Iteration’s robustness (the ability to actually find a good policy) but also its long execution time because of the alternance of updates on the policy and value function. While
the optimization is performed directly on the policy, it needs to be propagated to the value
function during the evaluation phase, yielding the drawbacks of Policy Iteration methods.
Section 12.1.2’s analysis of Asynchronous Policy Iteration underlined even more the coupling
between value function and policy.
For the arguments presented above and similarly to the first ideas of chapter 9, our
approach has turned towards approximate Policy Iteration methods and towards direct improvement of the decision variables.

12.2.2

Convergence of Approximate Policy Iteration

As mentioned earlier, exact Policy Iteration converges in practice in less iterations than Value
Iteration but usually takes more time because of the evaluation phase’s computational cost.
Thus, as for Value Iteration, it is common to use approximation schemes for this evaluation
phase. This approximation’s goal is to reduce the complexity of a policy’s evaluation while
still trying to fit its value function as closely as possible.
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Similarly to the Value Iteration case, one has a few results for Approximate Policy Iteration. The first of these results being that, for the same reason as presented in section
6.4:
Approximate Policy Iteration usually does not converge.
Depending on the approximation’s quality, the first iterations yield a close-to-optimal
policy which then oscillates around the optimal policy. The previous section’s argument
was that this policy might oscillate “less” than the approximate value function itself and
therefore is more robust to approximation.
In the case of discounted problems, [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] show that if we write
the approximation error (the critic’s error) as:
∃ ∈ R+ / ∀f ∈ F(S, R), kAp(f ) − f k∞ ≤ 

(12.2)

then we can write equation 12.3.
For discounted problems, one can bound the optimality loss due to approximation
by:
2γ
lim sup kV ∗ − V πk k ≤
(12.3)
(1 − γ)2
k→∞
We can even be a little more precise and write that:
lim sup kV ∗ − V πk k∞
k→∞

2γ
≤
(1 − γ)2

!

sup kAp(V πj ) − V πj k∞
j≤k

(12.4)

In the case of undiscounted Stochastic Shortest Path problems, a similar bound exists,
provided that  is small enough. To establish this bound, one needs to introduce the ρπ
quantity defined in equation 12.5. This ρπ is the maximum probability that the process is
in a non-goal state s after |S| steps of applying π, starting in a non-goal state.
ρπ =

max

s6∈GoalStates

P r(s|S| 6∈ GoalStates|s0 = s, π)

(12.5)

If we consider the sequence of policies generated by the Approximate Policy Iteration
algorithm, we can introduce ρk :
ρk = sup ρπj
(12.6)
j≤k

And similarly, for all proper policies, ie. for all policies such that ρπ < 1 (policies that
eventually lead to the goal with probability one), one can define ρ:
ρ=

sup

π∈P roperP olicies

ρπ

(12.7)

Since, for  small enough, all policies are proper (Cf. [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996]),
one can write:
2|S| (1 − ρ + |S|) 
lim sup kV ∗ − V πk k∞ ≤
(12.8)
(1 − ρ)2
k→∞
The results from [Munos, 2003] generalize these results to the case of weighted quadratic
norms. This is of crucial interest since many approximation techniques for value functions
solve a regression problem defined in terms of L2 norms2 .
2

A good counter-example is provided in [Guestrin et al., 2001], where an L∞ norm is used.
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12.2.3

Approximation methods

Linear approximation architectures

A first set of Approximate Policy Iteration methods can be grouped under the name of
“feature-based approximations” or, most commonly “linear approximation architectures”.
Even though all regression methods are more or less related to feature-based representations, this specific category uses a predefined finite set of feature functions. The idea is to
represent the value function as a linear combination of features and thus to project the value
functions (or the Q-functions) onto the subspace spanned by the features as illustrated by
equation 12.9.

V π (s) =

k
X

wiπ φi (s)

(12.9)

i=1

The fixed degree polynomial approximations of part II fall into this category but not the
piecewise polynomial approximation since one cannot exhibit a finite basis for the space of
bounded degree piecewise polynomial functions. The linear approximation architecture has
been used for instance in the Least-Squares Temporal Difference Learning (LSTD, [Bradtke
and Barto, 1996]) algorithm for prediction tasks. This same method inspired the evaluation
phase of the Least-Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI, [Lagoudakis and Parr, 2003]) algorithm.
An other example of a direct linear approximation architecture is the approach of Approximate Linear Programming (ALP, see [Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2004] for example) which
can be used for policy optimization or simply policy evaluation. These approaches provide
a robust evaluation phase and help build efficient Policy Iteration algorithms, both from the
model-based (planning) and the model-free (learning) point of view. Their main drawback
lies in feature selection as pointed out by [Kveton and Hauskrecht, 2006]. The two next
families of algorithms try to overcome this difficulty.

Simulation-based methods

We distinguish a second family of methods which we could call “Monte-Carlo methods” or
“simulation-based methods” in the sense that they do not rely on a value function approximation architecture but on direct simulation and sampling to obtain an evaluation of the
considered random variables. It is important to note that the families of algorithms we
distinguish are closely related to each other: our point is not to categorize and separate
algorithms but to provide a structured review of existing approximation methods. For instance, the LSTDQ evaluation in LSPI relies on the reusability of samples generated from
the exploration versus exploitation trade-off. Monte-Carlo methods make extensive use of
generative models, ie. suppose that generating samples and experience can be done at a very
low cost.
Simulation-based approaches are quite close to the online approaches of RTDP or LAO*.
The algorithm of [Kearns et al., 2002] for instance explores the reachable states from a
current state s by simulating N times each action and repeating until a certain depth H.
This recursively defines value functions for horizon 1 to horizon H. Then, the best action
found in s is returned. This method is however quickly handicapped by the complexity of
breadth-first search and it is hard to reach sufficiently large values of H and N to guarantee
optimality and convergence. A more focused alternative is what [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
1996] presents as simulation-based policy evaluation. It consists in calculating all Qπ -values
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of actions starting in s by simulating a followed by the current policy until a certain horizon
and then returning the action corresponding to the best Q-value. This was exploited in the
Rollout method of [Tesauro and Galerpin, 1997]. These results were also analyzed in [Péret
and Garcia, 2003; Péret and Garcia, 2004; Péret, 2004] and can be reused for any evaluation
phase or for simulation-based Value Iteration.
The question of simulation and sampling for multistage adaptive algorithms was introduced also in [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996]. The idea is — similarly to [Kearns et al., 2002]
— to solve an m-stage look-ahead problem and to use the result in the online setting, ie.
to only apply the action found for the current state s. Recent work of [Chang et al., 2007]
shades a different light on this topic and makes the link with population-based evolutionary
approaches.

Structured representation methods

The last category of methods we distinguish is related to the idea of compactly representing
the value function through an efficient approximation architecture. Again this approach is
related to the previous families of algorithms since it builds on the same idea as the linear
approximation architecture but tries to build structured representations which do not depend on features (or automatically learn the features) and that adapt to samples.
Among such structured representations, one can mention methods based on trees and
especially randomized trees as in [Ernst et al., 2005]. [Whiteson and Stone, 2006] explores
the use of evolutionary functions for Reinforcement Learning. Finally, [Ormoneit and Sen,
2002] adapts the Bellman equation to approximate kernel-based representations and shows
how regression methods applied to Reinforcement Learning are subject to estimation biases.
All these methods provide a panel of approximation and regression techniques to
evaluate policy’s values. The choice among these techniques (and eventually others) depends on the application at hand and is closely related to the question of
dynamically learning the structure of the problem, the value function and the policy.
Such techniques can be used independently or in conjunction with Approximate Policy
Iteration. All use the bounds defined in [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] and [Munos, 2003],
proving that Approximate Policy Iteration is a sound direct-policy search method.

12.3

Heuristic forward search for Asynchronous Value Iteration

In section 12.1.1, we mentioned the possibility to build an Asynchronous Value Iteration
algorithm by focusing the value functions updates on the states which are likely to lead to
the goal. This forward search approach starts from the initial state and tries to work its way
towards the goal, relying on an initial heuristic guidance.

12.3.1

Real-Time Dynamic Programming

Real-Time Dynamic Programming (RTDP) was introduced by [Barto et al., 1995], based on
this last idea of forward search in the state space. It is comparable to [Korf, 1990]’s LRTA*
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algorithm.
RTDP is a Value Iteration algorithm which tries to optimize a policy for an MDP
given an initial state and a heuristic value function.
RTDP starts with an initial state and a heuristic function which is used to initialize the
value function. The repeated operation of RTDP can be summarized as:
• In state s, perform one Bellman backup with respect to the current value function of
children states.
• Update V (s) and apply the best action found to reach s0 .
• Repeat in s0 .
More specifically: the class of problems RTDP was first designed for are the undiscounted
stochastic shortest path problems. The algorithm itself is defined in terms of trials. An RTDP
run is composed of a sequence of trials, each starting in the initial state s0 and ending in a
goal state. An RTDP trial is the result of the above operations as presented on algorithm
12.2. Namely:
In each state s, one performs a Bellman backup, updating the Q-values, choosing
the best action a to perform and updating the value function in s. Then, the next
state to update is picked according to the distribution P (s0 |s, a). Whenever a goal
state is encountered, a new trial is started.

Algorithm 12.2: Real Time Dynamic Programming
RTDP(state s, value function h)
V (s) ← h(s)
repeat RTDPtrial(s) until convergence of the value function
RTDPtrial(state s)
while s 6∈ GoalStates do P
a ← argmax r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a) · s0 .value
a∈A

s0 ∈S

s.value ← s.Qvalue(a)
s ← pickNextState(s, a)

[Barto et al., 1995] call relevant states the states reachable from s0 by an optimal policy.
[Bonet and Geffner, 2003b] restrict this definition to the states reachable from s0 with the
unique optimal policy; this policy being defined by adding a static ordering on actions in
order to bring out a single policy out of the set of optimal policies. If the goal is reachable
from every state of the process and if the heuristic used is admissible (ie. is an upper bound
of the optimal value function), then one has the following results:
• Vn (s) is a monotonous, decreasing sequence.
• RTDP trials terminate in a finite number of steps (Cf. [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996]).
• Vn (s) eventually converges to V ∗ (s) in all relevant states.
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The first and third above properties illustrate the Value Iteration oriented nature of
RTDP.
This notion of relevant state is crucial to improving the effectiveness of dynamic programming methods in practice. Many problems described as MDPs present very large state
spaces, suffering from Bellman’s curse of dimensionality, while in the end, the execution of an
optimal policy, given an initial state, only visits a small subset of the state space. Therefore:
For problems where the initial state is known, finding these relevant states and
organizing dynamic programming passes so that these states are updated often is
a crucial step towards convergence speed-up.
In other words, finding the relevant states in forward search dynamic programming is
similar to finding to highest priority state in backward search algorithms such as prioritized
sweeping. It corresponds in the end to letting the optimization adapt to the structure of the
problem and to prior heuristic knowledge about the domain if such knowledge is available.
This is basically what RTDP does by letting the best action found so far in state s guide the
choice of the next state s0 to update.
RTDP suffers from the problem of asymptotic convergence. The number of trials needed
to reach V ∗ is not bounded. For example, unprobable states are rarely visited because RTDP
focuses on states that are likely to be encountered. Therefore, termination of RTDP is usually given in terms of finding an -optimal policy over the relevant states or in the initial
state. This termination usually uses the criterion of having a Bellman residual smaller than .

12.3.2

Labeled RTDP: asynchronous backward-forward Dynamic Programming

As [Bonet and Geffner, 2003b] and [Bonet and Geffner, 2003a] point out, RTDP has a very
good anytime behaviour, it quickly finds good policies, provided that it was initialized with
a good heuristic. However, the smooth improvement of this policy and the final convergence
are slow. This is a consequence of RTDP’s exploration strategy: greedy simulation. Greedy
simulation focuses on states which are likely to be encountered, therefore quickly yielding a
good policy. But the finer improvement of this policy implies considering states that are less
likely to be visited. Hence, RTDP is handicapped by the same feature that gave it its good
anytime behaviour.
In order to improve the exploration strategy, several options are possible. Q-learning or
TD-learning for example (Cf. [Watkins, 1989; Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Sutton, 1995; Sutton and Barto, 1998]) introduce noise in action choice. Labeled RTDP (lRTDP), introduced
by [Bonet and Geffner, 2003b], take a different approach: they keep track of the states having
converged by labeling them and letting RTDP focus on the rest of the state space. A state is
said to have converged, or to be solved, whenever the associated Bellman residual is smaller
than a given . Since the most likely states will be found and updated often very early in an
RTDP run, it leaves all the further computing resources available for the convergence of the
other, less probable states.
Labeled RTDP works on the same idea as RTDP. An lRTDP run includes repeating
lRTDP trials until the initial state is labeled as having converged as shown on algorithm
12.3. An lRTDP trial is — similarly to the RTDP case — a trajectory in the state space
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where successive states are updated and where the transition from a state to another is
conditioned by the updated greedy action.
lRTDP trials are not only stopped when a goal state is reached: they can also be
stopped earlier if a state labeled as having converged is encountered. This allows
to avoid spending time updating states for which an -optimal value function has
already been found.
In a sense, it is very similar to putting priorities on the states as in Prioritized Sweeping.
At the end of each trial, the stack of visited states is unpiled and the CheckSolved procedure is called for each of them. The idea of this procedure is to construct the greedy envelope
for a given state, up to a certain depth corresponding to the first states having a Bellman
residual larger than . This greedy envelope in state s is the set of all reachable states from
s with the current greedy policy. These states are the nodes of what [Bonet and Geffner,
2003b] call the greedy graph. CheckSolved does not really build the full greedy envelope:
instead it performs a Depth First Search in the greedy graph in order to find all the fringe
states having a residual greater than . Whenever such a state is found, its siblings are not
checked (the node is not expanded) and itself is put in the “closed” stack, thus avoiding the
complete exploration of the greedy graph. These states are the fringe states which are not
solved yet in the reachable graph from s. If all states in the greedy envelope have a Bellman
residual of less than , they are labeled accordingly as solved and CheckSolved returns true.
Else, the procedure updates the value function in each of the states in the “closed” stack
and CheckSolved returns false.
Since CheckSolved is called in reverse order of visit (it is called on the last visited state
first) it means it tries to label these last states as solved first. If it does not succeed, at least it
performs an additional update in the unsolved fringe states of “closed” before returning false.
Therefore, CheckSolved acts as a backward propagation method trying to let the
states that are closer to the goals converge first. Thus, with the trials acting as a
forward search propagation and the CheckSolved procedure focusing on backward
dynamic programming updates, lRTDP is a complete forward-backward algorithm.
On top of that, the labeling procedure avoids spending extra time on solved states,
thus allowing the algorithm to focus on less probable states and to converge in a
bounded number of trials.
As soon as a state returns false when CheckSolved is called on it, the sequence of
CheckSolved calls is stopped and a new trial is entered.

12.3.3

Related approaches and extensions

lRTDP is by many ways comparable to the LAO* algorithm of [Hansen and Zilberstein,
2001]. Recent variants of RTDP include the HDP algorithm of [Bonet and Geffner, 2003a],
Focused Dynamic Programming of [Ferguson and Stentz, 2004], Bounded RTDP of [McMahan et al., 2005] and Focused RTDP of [Smith and Simmons, 2006]. It is interesting to
note that planners built on the heuristic search ideas of RTDP and on reachability analysis
with structured (forward-backward) update propagation provide most of the state-of-the-art
MDP planners, as for example [Teichteil-Königsbuch and Infantes, 2008] (winner of the 2008
International Planning Competition, probabilistic track).
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Algorithm 12.3: Labeled Real Time Dynamic Programming
lRTDP(state s, value function h, float )
V (s) ← h(s)
repeat lRTDPtrial(s, ) until s.solved
lRTDPtrial(state s, float )
visited = ∅
while ¬s.solved do
visited.push(s)
if s ∈ GoalStates then
Pbreak0
a ← argmax r(s, a) +
P (s |s, a) · s0 .value
a∈A

/* Play a trajectory */

s0 ∈S

s.value ← s.Qvalue(a)
s ← pickNextState(s, a)

while ¬visited.empty() do
s = visited.pop()
if ¬CheckSolved(s, ) then break

/* Unpile the visited stack */

CheckSolved(state s, float )
solved = true
open = ∅
closed = ∅
if ¬s.solved then open.push(s)
while open 6= ∅ do
/* Build the closed stack */
s = open.pop()
closed.push(s)
if s.residual >  then solved = f alse;
/* Found an unsolved state */
else
P
a ← argmax r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a) · s0 .value
/* Expand state */
a∈A
foreach s0

if

s0 ∈S

such that P (s0 |s, a) > 0 do
∧ s0 6∈ {open ∪ closed} then open.push(s0 )

¬s0 .solved

if solved = true then
/* All the greedy graph is solved */
foreach s0 ∈ closed do s0 .solved= true
else
while closed 6= ∅ do
/* Update unsolved states */
s = closed.pop()
P
a ← argmax r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a) · s0 .value
a∈A

s0 ∈S

s.value ← s.Qvalue(a)
return solved
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12.4

Real Time Policy Iteration

Having swept through the Policy Iteration family of methods in sections 12.1 and 12.2, we
can now try to adapt the greedy simulation guidance of RTDP to a Policy Iteration framework which would retain the base properties of Asynchronous Policy Iteration and make use
of the Approximate Policy Iteration results.

12.4.1

Using greedy simulation to select Sn

The crucial steps of Asynchronous Policy Iteration are the choice of the Sn subset and the
decision to switch from policy improvement to policy evaluation. If we completely rely on a
policy evaluation black box, then the choice of Sn alone becomes predominant. Seen from
this point of view, one can see RTDP as an Asynchronous Value or Policy3 Iteration method
where Sn is chosen by simulating the greedy policy obtained so far.
Applying the greedy policy simulation idea to the selection of the Sn subset for
undiscounted stochastic shortest path problems provides the first idea of the RealTime Policy Iteration algorithm presented in algorithm 12.4.
Algorithm 12.4: Real-Time Policy Iteration
RTPI(state s, policy π)
repeat RTPItrial(s) until convergence of the policy
RTPItrial(state s)
while s 6∈ GoalStates do
s.updateQvalues()
π(s) ← argmax s.Qvalue(a)
a∈A

s ← pickNextState(s, π(s))
This RTPI algorithm relies on greedy simulation to select the Sn subset but neglects the
problem of policy evaluation. Actually, it presents the problem slightly differently: instead
of requiring the expected current value of policy π, RTPI looks for the expected Q-value
of action a, in state s, with policy π. This leaves us with a number of possibilities for this
evaluation black box. This decoupling between policy improvement and policy evaluation is
to be related to the actor-critic architecture [Sutton and Barto, 1998]: the actor of RTPI
uses greedy simulation to select the states to update, while the critic can be implemented in
an independent way.
The straightforward calculation of Qπ (s, a) can be done through direct calculation of V π
at each step, using matrix inversion or prioritized sweeping for example4 . In this case, the
updateQvalues() function first updates V π and then calculates the Q-values:
X
Qπ (s, a) = r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a)V π (s0 )
(12.10)
s0 ∈S
3
Asynchronous Value Iteration is a special case of Asynchronous Policy Iteration which alternates single
passes of policy update and value function update on Sn as explained in section 12.1.2.
4
The latter should probably be preferred since — for discounted criteria — local changes in the policy have
a local impact on the value function which locally propagates to other states. The extent of this propagation
depends partly on the value of γ.
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This way of computing Qπ is consistent with the initial idea of [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis,
1996]: one could have two independent real-time threads in the optimization program, one
for the actor, one for the critic. The actor performs greedy exploration with respect to the
latest V π available and asks regularly for specific values of V π to calculate the Qπ values.
In the meanwhile, the critic permanently updates its evaluation of V π , based on the latest
policy available. This way, there is no fixed number of iterations of each procedure but
simply an interleaving of the actor and the critic execution which uses the most up-to-date
information for the Asynchronous Policy Iteration scheme of RTPI.
One can also choose to only update the value function once at the beginning of each
trial instead of updating it at each state update. In this case, RTPI uses an approximate
value function in the same way as Modified Policy Iteration. This is particularly pertinent
for time-dependent problems as the next section will illustrate.
Then, different approximation schemes for policy evaluation can be used. Projecting the
value function on a subspace of features and performing linear regression among these features borrows to the evaluation phase of Approximate Linear Programming (ALP, [Guestrin
et al., 2004; Kveton and Hauskrecht, 2006; Hauskrecht and Kveton, 2006]). The idea of Least
Squares Policy Iteration (LSPI, [Lagoudakis and Parr, 2003]) is similar and uses LSTDQ as
the approximation phase. Similarly, by using a generative model one can perform MonteCarlo evaluation to directly obtain the Qπ (s, a) values, as in Simulation-based Policy Iteration of [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996].
Finally, heuristic guidance for RTPI can be provided by either a value function (in this
case the considered policy is greedy with respect to this value function) or by an initial
policy. Different features for value function approximation and heuristic evaluation and
guidance can be combined to build an efficient evaluation phase. For example one could
combine Monte-Carlo sampling with UCB-based bounds (Cf. [Auer et al., 2002; Kocsis and
Szepesvari, 2006; Coquelin and Munos, 2007]) to perform both efficient greedy simulation
guidance and admissible policy evaluation.

12.4.2

Evaluating π , the specific case of time-dependent problems

The specific case of time-dependent problems can take advantage of its structure for RTPI
runs. Having an explicit continuous time included in the state space implies respecting
causality in the transition functions. Therefore, the only transition allowed are transitions
to states which have the same current time or a posterior time. Loops in the state space are
possible but since, in practice, an infinite number of instantaneous transitions has probability
zero, the possibility of an infinite loop is excluded for time-dependent problems.
This has important consequences on the resolution. The previous case of TMDPs illustrated that since we have a limited knowledge of time-dependency and since time is explicitly
included in the state space, it makes sense (under some hypotheses) to consider total reward
criteria.
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Consequently, since we cannot loop to the past — we only make transitions to the
future and the present, since we have total reward criterion and since we are performing forward search exploration of the state space, we can deduce that updating
the policy in state s during a trial will not change the policy’s value function in the
next state s0 . The only exception to this rule is for instantaneous transitions.
Thus, we can consider the value function calculated at the beginning of each trial as valid
all along the run, even when the policy is updated.

12.5

Conclusion

Presenting the idea of RTPI in a separate chapter was important because its application
reaches beyond the scope of temporal Markov decision problems. We tried to present RTPI
as an extension of RTDP, Asynchronous DP and existing algorithms, shading a different
light on the question of “how can we perform efficient asynchronous Policy Iteration?”.
No experiments where directly performed on this idea, however, the ATPI algorithm
presented in the next chapter is an instance of an RTPI algorithm. Therefore, this chapter
serves both as a general introduction to RTPI and as first element in constructing the ATPI
algorithm.
We now turn back to the framework of temporal Markov decision problems. Studying and
improving RTPI (through labelling schemes, action elimination, heuristic function discovery,
adaptation to hybrid spaces, generalization schemes, etc.) is beyond the scope of this thesis
but is a very strong topic of interest in future research.
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13
Simulation-based local incremental policy search for observable
time GSMDPs: the ATPI algorithm

Solving high-dimensional temporal Markov decision problems presents many difficulties. The first difficulty dealt with writing the problem down in the first place.
Chapter 11 provided some hindsight on the inherent structure underlying the complexity of such temporal processes. This highlighted the fact that these processes
where not necessarily Markovian, often had a large number of variables and were
easy to model if one broke them into atomic elements; but the coupling between
concurrent events remained the core reason of the global process’ complexity. Consequently, these complex processes are simple to simulate and to capture into a
generative model but hard to integrate into a single global implicit-event predictive
model.
Based on the GSMDP formulation with observable continuous time and on the
idea of Real-Time Policy Iteration, we design an algorithm based on Approximate
Policy Iteration to construct policies for such problems. This algorithm relies on
simulation-based exploration and evaluation and on statistical learning regression
techniques to construct the value functions. We present initial results on this ATPI
algorithm and illustrate its main weakness, thus motivating the improved version
of the following chapter.

13.1

General idea

Temporal Markov decision problems modeled as GSMDPs represent a class of problems
which is both hard to model and to solve. First, they are hard to model because of the
non-Markov behaviour of the global natural process. Then, even if the process itself retained
Markov property, these problems would be hard to represent as an explicit “p(s0 |s)” process
because of the complexity resulting from the concurrent interaction of their local coupled
temporal processes. Lastly, they are hard to model, because they often involve hybrid state
spaces, mixing continuous variables such as time or energy with discrete ones as subway
station number or passenger count and boolean ones as mission definition flags.
This modeling complexity is found again when one tries to solve problems defined as
GSMDPs with continuous observable time. This chapter introduces our contribution to the
problem of solving high-dimensional, hybrid, stochastic temporal problems. We design an
algorithm based on Policy Iteration which uses greedy simulation for exploration of the state
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space. This algorithm also builds on the ideas of statistical learning to extract as much
information as possible from simulations. Finally it exploits the presence of an observable
continuous time in the flavor presented at the end of the previous chapter.
The problems we wish to represent as GSMDPs and for which we want to find good policies involve a large number of variables. If one artificially includes the GSMDP clocks into
the state space to make the process Markovian, this number of variables increases even more.
On top of these features, integrating the GSMDP process into a single, explicitly defined,
stochastic process is a complicated task while simulating a pair “GSMDP + policy” seems
more tractable. Therefore, we turn to simulation-based evaluation, exploration and learning
in order to locally and incrementally improve policies for the temporal Markov problems at
hand.
The general idea of the Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration (ATPI) algorithm we
introduce in this chapter can be summarized as:
For observable time GSMDPs for which the initial state is known, we perform local
improvements of the policy in the states visited by the greedy simulation of the
best policy found so far. Since our problem uses a total reward criterion, every run
through the state space and until the horizon provides a realization of the “rewardto-go” random variable in each of the visited states. We use statistical learning
tools to generalize this information in order to build an approximate value function
for the current policy. Then this generalized value function is used to perform local
Bellman backups at the next trial.
In other words, we will:
• perform partial exploration of the state space, guided by greedy policy simulation,
• collect rewards, as samples in the state space of the random variables Rπ (s) (rewardto-go),
• use these samples to construct a regression of the last run’s policy’s value function,
• use this value function to improve the policy during the next trial.
Additionally, in order to gather enough samples to build a relevant regression for the
value function, we run the exploration trials several times with respect to the same value
function, thus obtaining multiple evaluations of the greedy policy and directly building the
new policy’s value function.

13.2

Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration

13.2.1

Algorithm overview

The initial version of the Online Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration (online-ATPI) algorithm was introduced in [Rachelson et al., 2008b]. Algorithm 13.1 summarizes the essential
steps of online-ATPI which we develop below.
The main loop of online-ATPI performs trials in order to build a training set. These
trials are sample paths, through the state space, guided by the execution of the greedy policy with respect to Ṽ . In other words, if one starts with a policy πn and its associated
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Algorithm 13.1: Online-ATPI
main:
input: π0 or Ṽ0 , s0
repeat
T rainingSet ← ∅
for i = 1 to Nsim do
{(s, v)} ← simulate(Ṽ , s0 )
T rainingSet ← T rainingSet ∪ {(s, v)}
Ṽ ← TrainApproximator(T rainingSet)
until termination
simulate(Ṽ , s0 ):
ExecutionP ath ← ∅
s ← s0
while horizon not reached do
a ← ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ )
(s0 , r) ← GSMDPstep(s, a)
ExecutionP ath ← ExecutionP ath ∪ (s0 , r)
convert execution path to value function {(s, v)}
return {(s, v)}
ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ ):
for a ∈ A do
Q̃(s, a) = 0 for j = 1 to Nsamples do
(s0 , r) ← GSMDPstep(s, a)
0
Q̃(s, a) ← Q̃(s, a) + r + γ t −t Ṽ (s0 )
Q̃(s, a) ←

1
Nsamples Q̃(s, a)

return argmax Q̃(s, a)
a∈A
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approximate
evaluation Ṽn , then the action
applied in each state s is the action πn+1 (s) =


P
P (s0 |s, a)Ṽn (s0 ) . This way, the values put in the T rainingSet are
argmax r(s, a) + γ
a∈A

samples of Rπn+1 .

s0 ∈S

Once a set of trials has been completed, the training set is passed to a statistical regression
method in order to build an interpolating function which has the properties of:
• compactness: it stores the information in a memory-saving fashion,
• accessibility: it can easily answer value requests,
• generalization: it presents local smoothness, generalizing the values to their neighborhood in the state space.

The choice of this regression method is important for the performance of the algorithm
and will be discussed with the results.

13.2.2

Greedy simulation for exploration

The function used to build the T rainingSet is the simulate(Ṽ , s0 ) function. This method
starts from state s0 and simulates the optimal greedy action at each step by calling the
ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ ) and GSMDPstep(s, a) procedures. After collecting all the samples (s0 , r)
from the execution path, the simulate(Ṽ , s0 ) procedure performs a cumulative sum, starting
from the horizon and moving backwards in time, in order to build the {(s, v)} set. This set
contains realizations of the random variable Rπn+1 (s) which is the reward-to-go variable.
This cumulative sum’s calculation is straightforward in the case of undiscounted criterion.
For a discounted criterion, this sum uses equation 11.1. One has:
V πn+1 (s) = E(Rπn+1 (s))
So, as the value of Nsim tends to +∞ the average value of state s in the T rainingSet tends
to V πn+1 (s).

ATPI performs sampling in the state space along paths defined by the greedy policy’s simulation. These trajectories provide a set of samples corresponding to the
reward-to-go random variable in each state for the greedy policy.

Similarly to the RTDP case, one major advantage of performing policy-driven simulation
is that the policy guides the exploration of the state space to the states most likely to be
visited. Thus we refine the training set over the relevant states, having the largest probability of being reached by the policy. This provides us with a second advantage: this rollout
technique is adapted to sampling in large dimension state spaces without suffering from the
curse of dimensionality.
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13.2.3

Simulation-based policy evaluation

The GSMDPstep(s, a) procedure follows the discrete events systems paradigm applied to
GSMDPs. It activates (or maintains) the a event as a concurrent event to all the current
GSMDP’s exogenous active events and triggers the first transition (not necessarily caused
by a), taking the process to a new state. Therefore, this GSMDPstep(s, a) function really corresponds to performing one simulation step of the GSMDP controlled by the current policy.
This consists in:
• activating a (plus deactivating any other previous action, or maintaining a if it was
previously active),
• triggering the event with the smallest clock.
The choice of the optimal greedy action in the simulate(Ṽ , s0 ) procedure is made by
calling the ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ ) function. We push the logic of Monte-Carlo sampling in the
same way that [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] did and consider that since we do not have
a predictive model of our system, even the one-step greedy action needs to be simulated in
order to obtain its Q-value. Consequently, we simulate each of the available actions Nsamples
times in order to obtain its Q-value and use these approximate Q-values to select the best
action as shown in the last part of algorithm 13.1.

Generating the samples for Ṽ and for Q̃-values are two separate processes. Q-values
are obtained through the use of Ṽ and of one-step simulation. Whereas the samples
for the next Ṽ are generated by collecting successive rewards in the global greedy
simulation process.
It is important to separate the set of samples generated for the T rainingSet and the Qvalues computed for action selection. The {(s, v)} values come from the cumulative rewards
really obtained during the last run. Whereas the Q̃(s, a) are obtained by simulating a single
step in the GSMDP and using function Ṽn . These Q̃(s, a) thus correspond to approximate
values for Qπn (s, a) while the {(s, v)} values correspond to sampled values for V πn+1 (s).
Having separated these two sampling processes, the important point here is to note that the
value of Ṽn helps choosing the greedy action but never affects the value of samples used for
Ṽn+1 .

The data fed to the regression method in order to compute Ṽn+1 is independent
of previous approximation errors for Ṽn since it results from real experience of
interaction between the greedy policy and the simulator.
Since we are using sampling and regression, our approach falls into the category of “less
conservative” approximate Policy Iteration methods presented in chapter 12 and thus, there
is no theoretical guarantee of termination in terms of optimality. However, in practice, we
will see that we can track the expected value of the initial state and stop the algorithm when
we are satisfied with the value obtained. Hence, we do not provide a termination condition
for the algorithm.
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13.2.4

Value function regression

Once simulation has provided the set of samples in the space of valued trajectories, we want
to use it as a training set for a regression method that will generalize it to the entire continuous state space. Several approaches to regression-based reinforcement learning have been
proposed in the machine learning community: methods based on neural networks (starting with [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996]), trees [Ernst et al., 2005], evolutionary functions
[Whiteson and Stone, 2006], kernel methods [Ormoneit and Sen, 2002], etc. We chose to
focus — in a first time — on support vector machines (SVM) because of their ability to
handle the large dimension spaces over which our samples are defined.
SVM belong to the family of kernel methods and can be used for both regression (SVR)
and classification (SVC). Training a standard SVR over a given set of samples corresponds
to looking for a hyperplane interpolating the samples in a higher dimensional space called
feature space. Practically, SVMs take advantage of the kernel trick which avoids expressing
the feature space explicitly. Namely, a kernel is the result of a dot product in the feature
space. For a detailed presentation on support vector regression, we refer the reader to [Vapnik et al., 1996] or [Smola and Schölkopf, 1998]. We also provide a short overview of SVR
in appendix B.
The important feature of using regressors for the value function estimation, compared
to the simulation-based Policy Iteration methods of [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996], [Kearns
et al., 2002] or [Tesauro and Galerpin, 1997] lies in two facts. Firstly, we deal with continuous
state spaces, thus, for continuous probability distributions, there is a null probability to visit
the same state twice when simulating our policy. Consequently, we are only interested in
the information carried by our samples if we are able to generalize this information, at least
locally. But state space continuity is a constraint of a specific version of the exploration
problem. Similar problems occur with high-dimensional discrete state spaces. In fact, we
suppose there is an underlying structure in the value function which needs to be inferred
from our sampling. More specifically, finding this structure corresponds to finding which
states have similar values than the samples and how the value function can be represented
compactly. This notion of generalization is independent of the state space continuity, this
last argument only reinforces the need for regressors. Consequently:
We use Support Vector Regression in order to interpolate the value function between
our valued trajectory samples. By doing so, our goal is to build a statistically
sound value function, defined over the large dimension state spaces of GSMDPs
and expressing in a compact form the local properties of the value function.

13.2.5

Online policy instantiation: Policy Iteration without policy storage

For the large state spaces of our continuous-time GSMDPs, even with a reasonably good
policy evaluation, it might be very long or impracticable to compute the one-step improvement of the policy. Indeed, most of the time, computing a complete policy is irrelevant since
most of this policy will never be used for the simulation-based evaluation step. Instead, it
might be easier to compute online the best greedy action in the current state, with respect
to the value function. This feature characterizes ATPI as an RTPI algorithm.
In a standard Policy Iteration method, the optimization step consists in solving equation
13.1 in every state of the process. In the case of Asynchronous Policy Iteration, it corre196
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sponds to solving this equation in every state of the Sn subset, which, for ATPI, is defined
incrementally by greedy simulation.
πn+1 (s) ← arg max Q̃n+1 (s, a)
a∈A
X
with: Q̃n+1 (s, a) = r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a)Ṽn (s, a)

(13.1)

s0 ∈S

Since the states of Sn are generated “on the fly” by the simulation process, they are not
known in advance and one cannot optimize the policy over these states as a “batch” improvement. Instead, at the end of the evaluation phase, the value function Ṽn is stored and no
policy is computed from it. A new improvement phase is immediately entered and whenever
the policy πn+1 is asked for the action to perform in the current state s, it performs online
the estimation of all Q-values for state s and then chooses the best action to undertake. We
call this online instantiation of the policy “online approximate policy iteration”, thus the
“online” prefix in the algorithm name.
An important property of online policy instantiation is that, in the end, the policy
is never explicitly stored. It is defined on the fly in each visited state and evaluated
after a set of trials when enough samples have been collected to infer the Ṽn+1 value
function.
For continuous state spaces, computing exactly πn+1 implies being able to compute integrals over P and Ṽn . Since we wish not make hypothesis on our model, we reuse the
simulation engine with the GSMDPstep(s, a) function in order to sample the value of Q(s, a)
from the process by performing one-step simulations as presented in section 13.2.3.
13.2.6

What about Markov’s property?

We have seen in chapter 11 that the stochastic process of the natural state of a GSMDP
controlled by a given policy did not retain Markov’s property. In the previous paragraphs
however, the policy and value functions we defined only use state variables belonging to this
natural state (since the events’ clocks are often not observable during execution). This can
seem paradoxical since we only know that there exists a deterministic Markovian optimal
policy for Markovian process.
As discussed in section 11.5.2, we can take several options concerning the optimality of
a policy defined only on the natural state of the process.
In this first version, we chose to make the assumption that the optimal policy does
not depend on the clock values, or at least that the clocks’ influence on the optimal
policy are negligible.
This assumption is justified by the fact that we expect event clocks to have approximately
comparable values and that simulating several times the global process’ behavior between
time zero and the horizon performs some averaging on the local behavior induced by the
clocks.
Therefore, we abandon even more the idea of finding an optimal policy by only considering the natural state variables, but hope this same optimal policy does not depend too much
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on the clocks’ values.
There is however, an important distinction to be made between:
• The observable variables upon which we build the policy and the value function. These
variables are the variables one can really measure during execution and input to a
controller to decide which action to undertake.
• The Markovian variables which are purely internal to the simulator. Among these
variables, one can find the process’ clocks. Without these variables, one could not
simulate the process since they are necessary to predict the next simulation step. Note
that this set of variables is not necessarily unique and equivalent simulators can be
designed with more or less efficient sets of Markovian variables.
The Markovian variables are never accessible to the policy or the value function. However, they are stored inside the simulation engine and the complete state of the simulator
is always defined by these hidden Markovian variables. This has two important consequences.
The first consequence is that knowing the observable state sobs is never sufficient to
predict the next observable state of the process. Indeed, to predict this next state, one
would need the complete internal state of the simulator. This brings the conclusion that
our simulator needs to have one important property: one must be able to make a duplicate
of it, in order to run simulations initialized from the current state, without affecting the
central process itself. This duplicate should conserve the current state of the “real” process.
This is necessary for the two calls made to GSMDPstep(s,a) in algorithm 13.1. During the
first call (in simulate(Ṽ , s0 )), the step is taken inside the “real” process in order to let it
advance towards the horizon. In the second call (in ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ )), a duplicate of
the process is made first because the simulation ran from the current state does not concern
the evolution of the “real” process: it serves to calculate the Q-value of the current action
considered. In other words, in order to call the GSMDPstep(s,a) procedure, one actually:
• makes a copy of the current process in observable state s,
• activates event a,
• asks the simulator to go one step forward.
This is consistent with the online-ATPI algorithm presented in algorithm 13.1 since this
GSMDPstep(s,a) procedure is only called online, ie. in the current state of the simulator.
Thus, one does not need to explicitly observe the full state of the process, the only requirement is that the simulator be “copy-able”.
Because online-ATPI performs online estimation and improvement based on simulation, it is not necessary to observe the Markovian state to simulate the process.
However, a weaker condition must still be satisfied: one must be able to “clone”
the simulator in its current state in order to run simulations without affecting the
global process’ state.
The second consequence we develop here derives naturally from the observations made
above. We know there is an underlying Markov process which is only partially observable
and drives the global behaviour of the observable variables, hence, it makes sense to look for
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the hidden Markov model of these hidden variables and to derive a policy on these variables
instead of the observable variables. The field of studying Hidden Markov Models [Rabiner,
1989; Cappé et al., 2005] provides mathematical foundations and tools for such problems.
However, our focus goes to assembling the simulation-based method of ATPI with all its
components and we will keep the previous assumption of low impact of the clocks on the
policy in the current case. This remains an open area of research and interest which goes
beyond the scope of this thesis and should be addressed in future work.
13.2.7

Continuous or hybrid state variables?

Finally, it is interesting to remark that we apparently only deal with continuous variables in
the ATPI algorithm, while we stated that the problem at hand presented a hybrid state space.
Indeed, we assimilate every variable to a continuous (or a set of continuous) variable(s),
using the following conversion rule from discrete to continuous:
• If the variable’s discrete values are ordered, then we make a direct mapping to the
corresponding continuous variable. Typical examples are the remaining fuel level or
the number of passengers in a station. For the latter, we “artificially” introduce the
possibility of 3.74 passengers by considering the variable as continuous but we should
keep in mind that the interpolating value function will only be asked for the value at
integer points of this variable since these points come from simulation.
• Else, a variable with d unordered values is mapped to the higher dimensional space of
2p with p ≤ d, in order to preserve a notion of equivalent distance between values. For
example, mission advancement flags will be represented by as many boolean variables
as needed, all mapped to the [0, 1] interval.
The idea behind such a transformation from hybrid towards continuous is to preserve the
notion of distance. One can define a distance of 3 between “42 passengers” and “45 passengers”, similarly to a distance of 7.2 between time 16.5 and time 23.7. However, one
cannot define an ordering or a distance between “recharge mode 1”, “recharge mode 2” and
“recharge mode 3”. For such boolean variables, the only distance we define is a distance of 1
between “recharge mode 1” and “not recharge mode 1”, thus projecting this initial variable
having 3 unordered values into the [0, 1]3 space.
All the samples collected during simulation are samples defined for the exact values of
the discrete variables (no values appear in-between since these values are sample states from
the simulator). Similarly, the inferred value function is always asked for values in real states
since these states are sampled from the simulator as well. Consequently, we train the regressor with only the discrete values for previously discrete variables and we query the regressed
function only in these discrete values again.
This way, our option of only considering continuous variables corresponds to the idea
of introducing “virtual” values between discrete ones, which are used uniquely for
the purpose of building the regression. These virtual continuous variables maintain
a notion of distance between states which respects the initial distances between
hybrid states.
In other words, we transform the initial hybrid state space into a continuous metric space.
This increases even more the dimension of the process’ state space. We rely on simulationbased exploration to counter the curse of dimensionality and on SVR to handle the large
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vectors of sampled state variables.

Conclusion

Finally, ATPI is an approximate Policy Iteration method, alternating phases of partial, approximate evaluation of the current policy — through the use of simulationbased sampling and support vector regression — and phases of local policy improvement in a subset of states chosen by greedy simulation.
Because of the observable time variable’s presence which avoids loops, the policy
needs not be stored after each action improvement in order to build the V πn+1 value
function.
When applying ATPI to GSMDPs, we chose to focus on the natural state variables
even though the associated process does not retain Markov’s property.

13.3

First results with ATPI on the subway problem

We implemented and ran ATPI on an instance of the subway problem. This section illustrates the first results obtained. In a first part, we introduce the problem’s modeling, then
we present various optimization results and finish by explaining why ATPI is an incomplete
optimization method, justifying the improvement of chapter 14.

13.3.1

The subway problem

Consider the problem of organizing a subway network from the daily point of view of the
network manager. This manager only has a few actions available: he can only decide to add
trains on the subway lines if there are still available trains in the garage or he can decide
to remove trains from the lines when they reach the station just before the terminus. His
goal is to balance the cost of running the network by the benefit from ticket sales. In order
to make his decision, he has a simulator of the network. This simulator is a discrete-event
system described as a GSMDP. The natural state of this GSMDP concerns the number of
passengers present in each station and in each train, the current position of each train in
the network and the time of day. This GSMDP is driven by events of different nature which
can be divided into three categories: passengers arrival in the stations, train movements,
manager’s actions.
In the simple version of the problem we will consider here, the network has a single subway line, six stations and four trains. This already yields a rather complex problem with
strongly coupled events. Adding more lines and trains is mainly a matter of adding more
variables and events. The subway problem’s state space is summarized in table 13.1.
Since there are 6 stations and 4 trains, these variables yield a state space of dimension 21.
The process defined over this state space is driven by the set of events described in table
13.2. Most of the events listed in table 13.2 have deterministic effects on all the variables
but t. The most complex event to describe is mtj . This event summarizes three sequential
phases in a single event. First the train moves to station pj + 1, then a certain number of
passengers leave the train and lastly, passengers from the station board the train. These
three phases occur without any possible interruption so we decided to model them into a
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variable name

value domain

variable description

nsi

{0, . . . , 50}

Number of passengers waiting for a train in station i (i ∈ {0, . . . , 5}). The maximum capacity
of a station is 50.

ntj

{0, . . . , 50}

Number of passengers onboard train j (j ∈
{1, . . . , 4}). The maximum capacity of a train
is 50.

pj

{0, . . . , 5}

Current position (station number) of train j.

fi

{0, 1}

t

[0, 1440]

These boolean variables indicate whether station i is “free” or not. Even though these variables are redundant with the pj variables, they
facilitate the process coordination.
Time of day, in minutes

Table 13.1: Subway problem — state space
single event but it would still be possible to break them in three different consecutive events
of the GSMDP. The movement phase is deterministic with respect to the post-action value
of pj . The number of passengers going down is simulated from a normal law based on the
percentage ρ(i, t) of passengers wishing to go to station i at time t. Drawing a percentage
value from this model provides the fraction of passengers leaving the train. Once the travellers have left the train, the ones waiting in the station can board, as long as the train is
not full. If the train becomes full, the remaining passengers stay in the station and wait for
the next train.
Event durations are provided with the f function of each event and — depending on
the event — can be deterministic of stochastic. To keep this description short and simple
we will only state that the specification of the GSMDP follows common-sense rules: movement actions are only possible if the next station is free, a train sent to the garage lets its
passengers leave before entering the garage, etc. The events listed in table 13.2 constitute
a set of 19 coupled events (27 if one splits the movement events into their three components).
For the reward model, we introduce three parameters allowing to define how “economically hard” the problem is. These parameters are summarized in table 13.3, they are the
train cost rate, the lump sum cost of starting a train and the ticket price.
The initial values presented in table 13.3 correspond to a rather hard economical problem
in the sense that if, for example, one sets the four trains to run all day long, then the
overall cost is 4 × 1440 × 2 = 11520 which implies that the subway needs to transport
11520/1.5 = 7680 passengers to be profitable with this strategy.
13.3.2

Optimization results

The version of ATPI we implemented makes use of the LIBSVM C++ library of [Chang
and Lin, 2001]. We used the standard -insensitive SVR where the only parameter to tune
is the SVR covariance matrix. LIBSVM uses as the defaut an isotropic covariance matrix
of σ 2 I for which we chose σ 2 = 20 after having scaled all our values between zero and one.
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event name

controllable?

event description

api

no

Arrival of passenger in station i. This increases
nsi by one, except if the station is already saturated.

no

Moves train j. Increases pj by one (modulo 6),
sets fpj to zero and fpj +1 to one. Also changes
the number of passengers inside the train and in
station pj + 1 by letting the passengers in and
out of the train.

adj

yes

Puts train j online from the garage. Train j
starts running at station 1. This action is only
available is train j indeed is in the garage and
station 1 is free.

rej

yes

Sends train j to the garage. This action is only
available if train j is in station 0.

a∞

yes

The no-op action, lets the first exogenous event
to trigger take the process to a new state.

mtj

Table 13.2: Subway problem — event list

variable name

value used

c

−2

Cost of running a single train, per time unit.

d

−2

Lump sum cost of moving a train out of the
garage.

1.5

Ticket cost, this is the reward obtained by the
manager every time a passenger leaves the subway network.

tc

variable description

Table 13.3: Subway problem — reward parameters
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Simulation of trials and outputs of rewards were performed by interfacing ATPI with the
VLE simulation engine of [Quesnel et al., 2007] for which we had developed the GSMP and
GSMDP simulation extensions. The experiments were ran on a 1.7GHz single core processor
with 884 MB of RAM.
The parameters used for ATPI were chosen so as to perform Nsamples = 15 one step
lookahead state samples per action and Nsim = 20 trials before recomputing the SVR value
function.
Figures 13.1 to 13.3 present the results of running ATPI when the value function is initialized with the SVR obtained by running a first exploratory set of trials without optimization,
thus providing an estimate of the initial policy.
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Figure 13.1: Subway optimization — Policy quality
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Figure 13.2: Subway optimization — SVR training time
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Figure 13.3: Subway optimization — Number of support vectors

13.3.3

Discussion

What happened during optimization?

Figure 13.3 presents the number of support vectors needed to build the regression of the
value function. As the policy becomes more complex, its value function also changes and has
more variations. Thus, the number of support vector increases and evaluating the SVR takes
more time. Even though this rule of thumb is a quick description of what really happens
during support vector regression, it seems to hold for some of the value functions used.
Having more complex SVR as value functions results in longer trial times: the more
support vectors, the longer the SVR evaluation in a given state, and thus the longer the
simulation time.
As the number of iteration grows, the value function presents more variations, which
implies that building the regression becomes more and more complex. This complexity is
balanced by the local regularity of the samples’ values. This is illustrated by the beginning
of the curve in figure 13.2. The sudden drop in calculation time as well as the number of
support vectors in the regression presented on the two corresponding figures will be explained
a little further.
Figure 13.1 is maybe the most important figure in the results. It presents the value of
the initial state (time zero, stations empty, trains in the garage) given the policy, as the
number of iterations grow. The solid curve is the simple average of the values obtained by
simulation, the dotted curve is the result given by the SVR regression when asked for the
value of the initial state.
First, it is interesting to note that — as expected from the previous rough analysis —
the initial policy of letting all four trains run all day long results in a somewhat economical
disaster: the subway manager looses approximately 3000 currency units per day.
However, the first iterations show an interesting increase in policy value. We need to
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remember that the values plotted on figure 13.1 are the average of the cumulative sum of
rewards really obtained during simulation. Therefore, this means that, for example, the
strategy used by ATPI during iteration 4 provided an expected average reward of −880. In
other words, simulating policy π4 , Nsim times, resulted in an average value of −880.
Consequently, on the previous example, when looking at the first iterations, one could
consider that the monotonous evolution of the policy’s value function during Policy Iteration
is preserved and thus that ATPI does not suffer too much from the approximation due to
the SVR in its approximate Policy Iteration scheme.
The small decrease in policy value at iteration 5 and the huge one at iteration 9 constitute
a problem though: we will analyze this feature a little further.
A good policy after iteration eight

At iteration 7, the subway management strategy reaches an economical balance and at iteration 8, it seems that the subway becomes profitable, even with the price constraints given
in table 13.3. It is encouraging concerning the ability of ATPI to find a good policy in a
relatively short number of iterations.
However, this also depends a lot on the initial policy and on the states explored by this
initial policy. The first simulations guided the exploration towards parts of the state space
which allowed policy search to find better execution paths. With another policy initialization, improvements can be much slower and ATPI might not find a good policy at all.
This pathology is actually a special case of what causes the sudden drop in value at iteration 9. We seemed to have found a good π8 and suddenly, π9 seems to perform terribly and
provides an average reward in the initial state of −1900. The bias and approximation error
of SVR cannot be held responsible for such a policy decrease: approximate Policy Iteration
does not converge but usually oscillates around policies which are not too far from optimality.
In the next paragraphs, we first discuss the choice of SVR for value function regression
and then focus specifically on the value function decrease of iteration 9.
Why using SVR maybe was not the best idea

Our initial reason for choosing SVR as our value function approximator was based on two
pragmatic statements:
• we need a regressor which can handle large dimension continuous sample spaces,
• support vector theory provides a well-understood framework and efficient implementations of classifiers and regressors.
The initial results of ATPI seem to comfort us in this conclusion. However, there are
arguments which go against the use of -insensitive SVR and SVR in general.
First of all, -insensitive SVR constitute a biased estimator. We want to obtain a regression computing the average of the Rπ (s) variables, given the noisy input of pairs of state
samples and values. -insensitive SVR tries to fit all samples inside the insensitivity tube,
thus biasing the estimator: the value output is closer to a median than to an average. This
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feature gives SVR its robustness but introduces a bias in the regressor’s output.
Parsimony, ie. the low number of support vectors in the final regression, actually comes
from the value of  and the loss function. One can see on figure 13.3 that this number of
support vectors sometimes becomes really important and that this parsimony is lost. Also,
reducing the value of  implies augmenting the number of outliers and thus the number of
support vectors. Hence, the SVR formulation seems not to be appropriate for our problem.
Several options are possible from here. If we wish to keep the ability of kernel methods
to handle large dimensions, we need to reformulate the regression problem. The kernel
ridge regression or the kernelized LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator)
formulation of [Tibshirani, 1996; Roth, 2004; Wang et al., 2007] makes use of the kernel trick
but writes the regression problem as1 :
min kwk1 + C

X

w,b

2
yi − wT φ(xi ) − b

i

While the SVR formulation was:
min kwk2 + C

X

w,b


l yi − wT φ(xi ) − b

i

In other words, the LASSO formulation uses a L1 regularization term with an L2 penalization term while the -insensitive SVR used an L2 regularization penalization with an
-insensitive L1 loss function l. We refer the reader to the above references for details on
the generalized LASSO method and the associated search for efficient kernels. The L2 loss
function avoids the previous bias which was cause by the l function. Additionally, generalized LASSO regression provide very sparse regressors. We simply conclude that the LASSO
formulation is a much better expression of our need for a regressor, as long as samples are
provided as a batch set of data.
Another option is to consider that each sample only affects the regressor locally. Thus,
one could give up the idea of global parsimony to focus on the approaches of Local Learning
(as in [Atkeson et al., 1997]). The recent Locally Weighted Projection Regression algorithm
of [Vijayakumar et al., 2005] represents the state-of-the-art of local learning for regression
and brings together the results of locally weighted learning, Gaussian models and Partial
Least Squares regression.
Lastly, we can consider the option of storing all the samples obtained without postprocessing and relying on the ideas of Parzen windowing in order to build value functions:
the value in a given state being the weighted average of all neighbors. The weights correspond to some kernel function.
Even though this last idea looks like brute-force processing and might be problematic for
very large databases, we will see that it nevertheless constitutes an interesting and efficient
basis for regression.
These two last approaches will be developed along with the improved ATPI algorithm in
the next chapter.
1

with the notation conventions of appendix B
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We chose SVR in the first place because of their ability to handle large dimension
state spaces. However, the bias in the SVR regressor makes it unappropriate for
value function regression. Moreover, if one wishes to remain in the kernel methods
family of regressors, the k-LASSO method seems more parsimonious and accurate.
Finally, and because of the local incremental impact of our samples in the value
function, we will explore the options of Locally Weighted Learning in the next
chapter and will also evaluate an efficient of raw storage of samples.

This formulation of ATPI is incomplete

Finally, we need to provide an explanation for the small decrease in value function at iteration 5 and, more importantly, for the drastic loss at iteration 9. This unwanted behavior
of ATPI comes from the problem of exploration for policy evaluation: in regions which have
not been explored by the last iteration’s trials, using the regressor is a very risky operation.
Indeed, in these regions, no samples have been given to the regressor and thus the estimation can be completely erroneous. We can graphically illustrate this behavior on figure
13.4.
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Figure 13.4: The exploration for evaluation pathology
In figure 13.4, we consider a 2-dimensional augmented state space with one variable in s
plus the observable time variable. This way, the state space can be enclosed in the rectangle
area. Trajectories resulting from the trials are sets of samples going from the “bottom” line
at t = 0 to the “top” line at t = T . Three trajectories have been plotted in order to represent
the trials at iteration n. One first important thing to notice is that these trials cross only a
very small part of the state space and thus only evaluate the policy in these states. Thus,
the implicit policy πn , which is only instantiated online in visited states as explained earlier,
is also only evaluated in the same visited states.
When one enters iteration n+1 and tries to compute the greedy policy in state (s0 , t0 ), he
has to do with respect to the V πn value function. This value function is the one computed
from the previous iteration’s regression. Suppose now we try some action a1 , in (s0 , t0 ),
which is different of πn (s0 , t0 ). This action might take us to a state rather far from the
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states explored in the last trial. This raises the question: is computing Q(a1 , s0 , t0 ) using
the regression from the last iteration still relevant?
Indeed it is not. As long as the policy explores a lot of states or as long as the rewards
obtained through exploration yield low cumulative rewards, the greedy policy is “tempted”
to explore because the bad cumulative rewards can be directly compensated by immediate
positive rewards. Thus, as long as the SVR underestimates the value of the last run’s policy
in the unexplored regions, the exploration might be drawn to them and eventually yield
interesting trajectories.
However, when good trajectories have been found, the average cumulative reward is high.
The next step’s exploration then uses a value function that might overestimate the policy’s
value in non-explored areas. For states far from the last iteration’s trials, the regressor approximately outputs the average of rewards. In this case, it can draw the exploration phase
out of the good regions found at the previous iteration and towards overestimated regions.
When these overestimated regions reveal themselves as not providing any large reward, one
obtains the behavior witnessed between iteration 8 and 9 in figure 13.4. The V π8 value function overestimates the expected gain in unexplored regions, attracts the exploration for π9
out of the trajectories visited for π8 , the new trajectories yield lower rewards than expected
and the value function drops drastically. More generally, the exploration is drawn out of the
reward-providing regions towards worse regions and the cumulative reward of trials decreases
from one iteration to the other.
Actually, this problem works both ways: it is particularly visible when the value of the
initial state decreases, but the problem is the same for underestimating the value function in
unexplored regions. When a regressor underestimates the true value of a policy, it can lead
the exploration to miss some good regions early in the iterations while a good policy might
have been found if the regressor did not underestimate the expected gain.
As stated in the last paragraphs, this problem seems to be a dead-end: we are looking for
a representative value function but we are not ready to perform sampling everywhere. We
propose to solve this dilemma by introducing a notion of confidence in the value function.
This is the basis idea of the improved ATPI algorithm presented in the next chapter.
To conclude on the incompleteness of this first ATPI version:
This first version of ATPI — which we call naive ATPI because it naively believes
that samples can yield information about far unexplored areas — suffers from the
problem of evaluating the confidence we have in the regressed value function.

13.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the ATPI algorithm. This algorithm relies on the following
distinct features:
1. It performs forward, simulation-based search, by using greedy policy simulation to
guide its exploration of the state space. Such an exploration behavior, related to
policy iteration, can be seen as an “improve the policy only in the situations we are
likely to encounter” optimization strategy. Hence, ATPI is an RTPI algorithm.
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2. ATPI considers the state space to be a metric space and generalizes discrete and boolean
variables to continuous ones. Consequently, it defines its policies and value functions
over this extended continuous state space. Used in conjunction with simulation-based
exploration and policy iteration, this features leads to evaluating the value function
and policy only in “natural” values of the variables even though they are considered
continuous. Similarly, it results in sampling trajectories only in these “natural” values.
3. Moreover, since time is included in the set of state variables, the specific oriented
structure of temporal problems allows the forward search optimization scheme to store
only execution paths without remembering the optimized policies. Namely, knowing
explicitly policy πn is not necessary to perform iteration n + 1.
4. In order to overcome the problem of the infinite continuous state space, we consider a
generalization scheme based on support vector regression in order to infer the global
value function from the trajectories obtained during the trials.
In the end, ATPI can be related to an LAO* algorithm (see [Hansen and Zilberstein,
2001]) applied to temporal, continuous state space problems. However, as shown in the
previous chapter, ATPI is more closely related to RTPI since it is a policy-centered method
which does not need a heuristic value function in the first place.
The first results on ATPI showed both encouraging results and important weaknesses in
the algorithm. ATPI, when initialized with a policy that leads to exploration, found a good
policy for the subway problem after only 8 iterations.
However, we face a drawback of partial exploration coupled with generalization. This
drawback deals with the definition of a notion of confidence — similar to the notion of statistical relevance — and the naive version of ATPI cannot overcome the problem of over or
underestimating the value function and knowing when to trust it or not.
The following chapter defines a more general framework by trying to extract the core
components of a discrete events, controllable, temporal system and introduces the improved
ATPI algorithm in order to build policies for such systems.
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14
The improved ATPI algorithm

This chapter presents the result of our work on controlling explicit-event temporal
problems. It draws from the results of all the previous chapters in part III and introduces an abstract description of the systems we want to control. This description
is based on the discrete events systems paradigm and captures the class of problems
which we call Discrete Events Controllable Temporal Systems (DECTS). Based on
this abstract formulation and on ATPI’s previous conclusions, we introduce the
improved ATPI algorithm, which corrects the confidence problem of ATPI. This
algorithm synthesizes all the previous contributions into a single framework. We
present several examples of improved ATPI implementations and discuss the first
results obtained on the subway problem.

14.1

Defining discrete events, controllable, temporal systems

14.1.1

Core properties of DECTS

The subway or airport problems cannot be modeled directly as Markov Decision Problems.
This is due to the presence of internal, non-observable dynamics. The natural process resulting from these hidden dynamics is not an MDP anymore and needs specific modeling
attention, for example as a GSMDP. Nevertheless, the previous chapter intended to design
the ATPI algorithm to control such non-Markovian decision problems, by underlining which
hypothesis needed to be made along the reasoning.
In this first section, we try to capture the essential properties of the systems we wish to
control using ATPI-like algorithms. We call such problems Discrete Events, Controllable,
Temporal Systems or DECTS in short.
Our introduction of a DECTS follows the idea of DEVS discrete events models in the
sense that a discrete event system is given as a black box, with internal and external dynamics (the equivalent of the DEVS δint and δext ), temporal behavior (ta), outputs (λ), etc. In
the Reinforcement Learning vocabulary, such a system would be associated with a generative model, ie. a black box which outputs a state value and a reward, given an action as input.
It is however important to make a distinction between what we could call Markovian
generative models and non-Markovian ones. Markovian generative models take a pair (s, a)
as input and return a pair (s0 , r) as output, they are simulators which do not depend at all
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on hidden internal variables. If there are any internal variables in such a model, they are
fully observable and thus participate in the s input mentioned above.
Markovian model’s transition function: T (s, a) = (s0 , r)
On the contrary, a non-Markovian generative model takes an action a as input and
outputs a pair (s0 , r) which does not only depend on a. Such models can have a hidden,
non-Markovian internal state which influences the output. Simulators in general belong
to this class of generative models. The engineer designing the model designs the internal
dynamics but these dynamics and internal variables are not necessarily observable to the
decision maker and the resulting behavior does not retain Markov’s property because the
observable variables do not uniquely define an internal state.
non-Markovian model’s transition function: T (a) ≡ Tinternal (a, sinternal ) = (s0 , r)
Hence, with this kind of models, applying action a in observable state s does not always
result in the same distribution over (s0 , r). The natural state process of GSMDPs is an example of a non-Markovian generative model. Controlling such models implies either making
hypothesis about the importance of hidden variables or having some knowledge about the
link between observations and internal state. In the latter case, these problems can be addressed — at the price of a higher complexity — as Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPS,
[Kaelbling et al., 1998]).
So the first feature of a DECTS is to be a discrete events system, with a controllable
aspect of inputting decisions and observing results and rewards, provided as a generative
model which does not necessarily retain Markov’s property.
Hence, a DECTS defines a transition function or step function providing the output observation and reward as a function of the input decision and the internal state. From the
GSMDP point of view, this step function triggers the next GSMDP event and moves on to
the next state. From a purely DEVS point of view, this step function is the δext function
when the input is received on an input port corresponding to actions.

DECTS
a tions
a

step(a) ≡
δext (a, sinternal )

observations
(s′ , r)

Figure 14.1: Schematic representation of a DECTS as a DEVS model
The internal dynamics remain a discrete event system, specified in any discrete event
formalism. The internally triggered transitions of the DECTS depend on the internal state,
itself being affected by the history of action inputs. This feature makes DECTS a controllable
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discrete events system.
This notion of Controllability is both to relate and to distinguish from the general notion
of Controllability in Control Systems Theory. A DECTS is said to be controllable in the
sense that an external decider can act upon the evolution of the DECTS’s process through
discrete actions and thus try to control the future state of the system. However, general
controllability for a control system starting in s0 and aiming at sf refers to the existence of
a sequence of inputs which leads from s0 to sf . Such a notion is not guaranteed in the case
of DECTS 1 .
Finally, a DECTS is a temporal system in two separate senses:
• Each internal, discrete event transition has a temporal extension, characterizing the
way the discrete event system evolves in time. Similarly to DEVS models, time is
the common synchronizing feature between independent models. Hence, DECTS are
event-driven temporal models.
• The internal transition function of a DECTS can depend on an explicit time. This
simple feature, which particularizes time among other variables, focuses the class of
physical problems we can address with DECTS to sequential decision tasks with temporal extensions. It is important to note that these tasks can present non-stationarity
features or not, as well as observable time or not (in which case we could talk about
time-dependent DECTS).
A DECTS is a discrete events model, evolving through discrete steps. It is also
a controllable model, defining possible action inputs which condition the internal
dynamics. It needs not be a Markovian model and can have a hidden internal state.
Finally, it is a temporal system, where transitions have temporal extensions and
where the internal dynamics can depend on an explicit time variable.
We define a particular class of DECTS which we call reproducible DECTS. A standard
DECTS, from an object representation point of view, needs only define its initialization and
step functions. From the DEVS point of view, such a model simply defines the δext , δint , δcon ,
ta, λ, etc. functions with a specific emphasis on the observable time variable if it is present
and on the action input ports. However, for reproducible DECTS, we introduce an additional
hypothesis. We suppose the DECTS defines a clone function. This clone function creates
a copy of the system, including its internal state, still without letting the decision-maker
access this internal state.
Reproducible DECTS are a specific compromise between Markovian and non-Markovian
generative models. They never allow the deciding agent to access the internal state of the
process, but define a weak notion of reproducibility, allowing the user to clone the current
process in order to make copies of it as a black box.
By putting a name on such models and making this explicit distinction, we broaden the
class of systems we will deal with and propose an alternative to the MDP / POMDP /
non-Markov processes usual categories. Reproducible DECTS are particularly interesting in
the case of simulation based-approaches since they allow to reproduce experiments with a
1
However, one could remark that such a notion becomes a lot weaker in the case of stochastic systems and
is related to the existence of proper policies.
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guarantee on the initial state, even though this state might not be observable.
In particular, the GSMDP description we gave in the previous chapter is a particular
case of reproducible DECTS.
Reproducible DECTS are a specific class of DECTS with non-observable internal
state which define a weaker notion than observability. Namely, these models make
the hypothesis that the user has the possibility to clone a model in its current
internal state (without necessarily observing this state).
From now on, our goal will be to construct efficient controllers for reproducible DECTS
decision models.

14.1.2

Controlling DECTS and modeling a learner

Now that we have extracted the essential properties of the systems we want to control, defined the class of DECTS which extends controllable Markovian problems and distinguished
the specific case of reproducible DECTS models, we wish to define the core properties of a
learning algorithm for DECTS. Our idea is to extend the context of actor / critic architectures to the case of simulation-based approaches.
In classical actor / critic approaches, the operator (the actor) interacts with a main experiment, which can be repeated if needed. The actor controls the experiment while the
critic evaluates the actor’s behavior. Depending on the problem’s hypothesis, the actor has
the ability to reset the process to a given state or not. The results of interacting with this
experiment provide the reinforcement signal for the learner. However, in simulation-based
approaches, the agent can generate side experiments dedicated to obtaining information
about the system (Q-values for instance), these experiments consist in temporary simulations which do not affect the global experiment. The idea of simulation-based approaches is
that both the global experiment and the side ones have the same nature but are independent:
they all are simulations which do not interact. Consequently, it must be possible to represent
them in the same modeling framework.
Hence the goal of this section is to represent the interaction of the learner’s black box
with the simulation DECTS model inside a common modeling framework.
We define a DECTS learner as a black box with inputs regarding experience from interaction with the DECTS and outputs which contain optimization instructions. More specifically,
the learner receives experimental results from any started experiment: either the main simulation of a trial or an evaluation simulation. As for outputs, the learner generates control
commands directed to a given simulation or instructions to start a new experiment.
From a DEVS point of view, this corresponds to creating recursive simulations through
the use of dynamic models. Dynamic models are coupled models where an executive model
creates and links other DEVS models on the fly: this model can create, delete and link new
models in the DEVS coupled graph. The DS-DEVS extension of [Barros, 1997] defines such
dynamic structure systems. However, the dynamically created DS-DEVS models share a
common simulation time, while our experiments are “virtual” with respect to the trial time
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and to the optimization time. Hence, we need to be able to define recursive simulations.
Recursive simulations, as presented in [Gilmer Jr. and Sullivan, 2005], consist in starting
these virtual simulations as virtual experiments embedded in a main course of action (see the
above reference for a precise definition of the term “course of action”). Even though recursive
simulations have received little attention in the DEVS community so far, they can be easily
modeled as dynamically created models where the internal state is the “child” simulation
itself. These models have a ta function always returning zero (they do not change the global
simulation time) and output the simulation results before being suppressed from the graph
of models.
Figure 14.2 illustrates the representation of a DECTS learner as a DEVS model using
dynamic recursive simulations creation.

DECTS
learner

re eive information from
linked models

exe utive
model

DECTS

dynami ally reate or lone
DECTS models on the y and
link them with the learner

re ursive
simulation
model

Figure 14.2: Modeling a DECTS learner inside the discrete events framework

Inside the learner’s model, different decision objects constitute the internal learner’s state.
These objects can be a value function, a policy, a set of decision rules or any internal variable
needed by the system. These decision objects form the internal state of the executive model
for the learner. Combined with the learner’s dynamics (expressed as the separate steps of the
learning algorithm), they provide the complete δint and δext functions for the learner’s model.
In the case of the previous naive ATPI algorithm, these objects were the value function
and the set of samples from the last iteration.
Since the learner implements the learning algorithm and since this algorithm is a sequence
of instructions, the learner itself can be written as a discrete events system2 . We provide the
example of the naive ATPI learner in figure 14.3.
2

Similarly to any instance of a Turing machine.
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destroy "trial"

end
trial

begin
0
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create and init
"trial" DECTS

send action to "trial"
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∞
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info

action

∞

0

send action
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Figure 14.3: The DECTS learner of naive ATPI

Figure 14.3 follows the intuitive representation of DEVS models. Circles represent abstract internal states with their name and the associated ta function’s value, solid arrows
represent internal transitions and dashed arrows represent external transitions. Since the λ
output function is only called for internal transitions, the forked solid arrows represent the
output value.
The learner begins in state “begin”, with an initial policy and the knowledge of the
DECTS’s initial state. Since the learner is an executive model, it has the ability to control
the graph of coupled models and can create new models and link them together. This is
what the first transition to “idle” does. It creates the “trial” DECTS which is the main
experiment with which the interaction will take place. This DECTS is a GSMDP. Whenever
this DECTS has been initialized, it sends a first request to the learner for an action since,
in GSMDPs, decisions are possible at every state transition.
The learner then enters the forward search loop. The request for an action triggers an
external transition taking the learner to state “decide”. For this purpose, the algorithm instantly creates all the “eval” simulations by cloning the “trial” DECTS in its current state.
Upon action requests, the learner sends the possible actions to the “eval” models and retrieves the resulting state and rewards in order to evaluate the Q-values of these actions.
When all “eval” models have returned their next state and reward, the external transition
to “choose” is triggered. In this state, the learner computes the optimal action by using its
internal SVR and the results from the “eval” models. Finally, it deletes all “eval” models
and sends the computed best action to “trial”.
This process goes on until the horizon is reached and “trial” sends an interrupt event.
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Then, the learner makes the transition from “idle” to “end trial”. In this state, it computes
the V πn+1 value function and returns to “begin” by deleting the “trial” model.
A DECTS learner is a discrete event model describing the optimization procedure.
This model is an executive model in a DS-DEVS representation. It drives the
global optimization process by dynamically creating DECTS as recursive simulation
models. The internal state of the DECTS learner is composed of initial knowledge
about the problem and of so-called controller objects which are the internal tools
used to compute decisions.

14.1.3

Why DECTS?

The purpose of providing a DECTS formulation and the associated learner description is
twofold. First of all, the idea is to present clearly the essential properties of the systems
we wish to control and of the learning methods we apply to them. This presentation points
out the specificities of DECTS by setting them in the general framework of discrete events
processes.
Hence, DECTS do not constitute a new formalism, but rather an extension to DEVS
models trying to lay a bridge between discrete events simulation specifications and sequential learning optimization processes.
In particular, one important characteristic of DECTS models — for both the controlled
process and the learner — is that such a representation formalizes the optimization process
in the same language as the controlled system itself. This provides a first attempt at representing an optimization process inside the framework of discrete event systems and opens
the door to interfacing heterogeneous optimization and simulation models in the framework
of discrete events modeling.

14.2

Revisiting the idea of ATPI

Having defined the family of systems we wish to control and pointed out their specification,
properties and limits, we now turn back to the ATPI algorithm and try to overcome the
flaws presented at the end of chapter 13. For this purpose, we investigate the question of
confidence which was raised in section 13.3.3. We perform this investigation in the framework
of reproducible DECTS by remarking that GSMDPs are indeed a specific class of reproducible
DECTS.
14.2.1

The initial ATPI intuition: simulating to explore and evaluate

Let us restart from the basics of ATPI and work our way to the improved ATPI algorithm
by highlighting where the mistakes were previously made and how we compensate for them.
First of all, applying ATPI to a temporal control problem implies having some initial
information. The available information about the optimization problem is that:
• We know the initial state3 .
3

Or a distribution over the possible initial states, but we won’t discuss this case.
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• Our problem has a very large state space.
• There exists a quantified notion of similarity between states, allowing to defined the
neighborhood of a state with respect to a given distance metric.
• We have a generative model which we represent as a DECTS.
Thus, we want to exploit our ability to simulate in order to explore and evaluate. More
specifically:
• Exploration: we take the option of letting the greedy policy simulation guide the
selection of the set of states upon which we will perform optimization.
• Evaluation: we rely on Monte-Carlo sampling to retrieve expected gain information
from the trajectory space.
Since our model is a reproducible DECTS with observable time, the presence of an explicit
time variable guarantees two important properties:
1. Simulations have a finite number of steps.
2. There is a zero probability of an infinite loop because such a loop would imply remaining at the same time indefinitely which — we suppose — is physically impossible.
Finally, the approach of Monte-Carlo sampling is not useful in continuous state spaces if
we are not able to generalize the obtained samples to their neighbor states. This is particularly important in continuous state spaces since in this case, there is a zero probability of
visiting the same state twice4 .

14.2.2

The need for generalization

Because of this last argument, we need a generalization method in order to identify states
which are similar to the ones previously visited and to infer these states’ relevant information
(value function for example) from the experience collected with their neighbors. Naive ATPI
used generalization for the value function only, since it took the option of never explicitly
storing the policy. But this is where this approach showed its main weakness: we need to
define where in the state space we can trust this generalization.

14.2.3

The problem of confidence

Trusting the generalization — the regressor in the naive ATPI case — in order to use it
implies building a notion of confidence. This confidence is a measure indicating whether the
output of the regressor is reliable or not. Graphically, as illustrated previously on figure 13.4,
this notion of confidence is linked with the density of samples collected to build the regressor
and to the consistency of the information these samples provide.
4
The same argument actually holds for discrete large state spaces too, since the main problem behind such
a generalization is the identification of similarities between encountered situations.
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More precisely, whenever we evaluate the regressor in s, we need to know if the previously collected experience is sufficient in order to make a prediction. In other words, we
need to determine (or arbitrarily decide) whether the samples we have collected constitute
a sufficient statistics of the statistical parameter V πn (s). Even more specifically, we need to
characterize a threshold on the minimal sufficient statistics for this variable.
In order to approximate a measure of the samples’ statistical sufficiency, we choose to
approach the density of these samples or — more formally — the probability density of the
underlying process which drove us to pick these specific samples during the last trials.
In the end, from a pragmatic and technical point of view, we need to estimate a probability density function for the process underlying the Monte-Carlo sampling operation. The
associated difficulty is that this probability distribution is defined over a high-dimensional
metric space (the state space). For this purpose, we can use several tools from the literature.
To list a few, we can mention One-Class SVM (OC-SVM, [Schölkopf et al., 2001]), Gaussian Processes (see [Chen et al., 2006] for example) or Parzen windowing (see [Parzen, 1962]).
Once this density estimation has been constructed, we can use it as a confidence function
in order to decide when to trust the value function regression or not.

14.2.4

Using the confidence function to improve ATPI

Now that we have defined a confidence function attached to the last iteration’s regression,
we need to adapt the algorithm to use it. When we try to evaluate Qπn (s, a) values, the
straightforward use of this confidence function is to do the following. As in the naive ATPI
case, we still sample the next state using a clone DECTS of the current “trial” DECTS. If
the sampled state corresponds to a state for which the confidence function returns true, then
we consider we can safely use the regressor.
However, if the confidence function returns false, it means we haven’t had enough information around the sampled state to make any prediction as to the value of policy πn in
this state. In this case, we need to acquire the needed information and hence, we need to
simulate πn from this state until we reach a state in which we trust the regressor or until we
reach the horizon.
But if we want to simulate, we need a control policy for the DECTS. This means we
have stored the policy from the previous iteration. Although naive ATPI avoided explicit
instantiation and storage of the policy, this seems now necessary to compensate for the confidence problem. In the end, it means our DECTS learner has at least three different internal
objects: a value function describing the last policy’s value, the associated confidence function
and the last up-to-date policy.

14.2.5

Storing policies for ATPI

Computing and storing full policies is a heavy handicap for MDP algorithms. Computing
full policies seems a very unfavorable compromise since most of these policies’ actions will
never be used before being replaced by improved actions. Moreover, storing the policy in a
memory-saving fashion might become quickly problematic. Consequently, we wish to keep
the online policy instantiation feature of ATPI while introducing a way to store previous
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improvements to the policy.
ATPI is initialized with a policy covering the whole state space. This policy does not
have to be an explicit, fully-instantiated representation of the s 7→ a function but it needs
to provide a way of computing the action anywhere in the state space. It can consist in
hand-made decision rules, heuristic functions, etc. The same way RTDP is initialized with a
heuristic value function, ATPI starts with an initial policy which can be described in a very
synthetic manner.
Along the iterations, this initial policy is “patched”. Namely, it is locally replaced by
the optimized actions in the states which have been visited by the trials. Consequently,
each iteration of ATPI adds a new patch upon the last policy. In other words, we define
incremental, partial policies which come correcting the last global policy.
Since we take this option of “patching” the policy, we are confronted with two problems.
The first problem deals with storing a pile of partial policies along the iterations. This problem is purely practical: it is a matter of compactly storing each partial policy and storing a
pile of these compact representations. It might become problematic if the number of patches
increases a lot, but we expect this number to remain low because it corresponds to the policy
iteration’s iteration number before convergence.
Along the iterations, patches are piled upon the initial policy. Whenever the policy is
asked for an action, the stack of patches is unpiled and the first applicable patch serves to
compute the action returned.
This brings the second problem which is the same as the value function confidence problem: since the optimized actions are computed online in the sample states visited by the
trials, we need to generalize these actions to the neighbor states and thus we need to classify
which states map to which action.
Hence, the problem of storing policies actually hides a problem of classifying actions over
states and generalizing local sampled information to local continuous values. But it also deals
with evaluating the “support states” of each patch, which corresponds in the end to defining a
confidence function for each patch, similarly to the confidence function for the value function.

14.2.6

A full statistical learning problem

In the end, the question of generalization in our approach leaves us with a full statistical
learning problem:
We need to infer a value function from a set of samples and to build a regressor as well
as a density estimator from these samples. Moreover, since we decided to simulate πn in the
states for which we are not confident, we will receive new samples for V πn during iteration
n + 1 and thus we need to incrementally integrate these samples into the generalized value
function.
Hence, estimating policy π’s value function is an online incremental regression problem.
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Similarly, the value function’s confidence function needs to be updated at the same time
as the value function is updated.
Estimating the confidence function for V πn is an online incremental density estimation problem.
Then, we need to generalize and compactly store the action experience from iteration
n in a “patch” for the global policy obtained so far. Since we will never need to simulate
the policy in a state where the value function’s confidence function returns true, the classification scheme for the policy needs not be online. At the end of each iteration, we need to
build a classifier indicating the latest improved actions, corresponding to the last set of trials.
Constructing the generalization for the policy is an offline (between iterations)
batch classification problem.
But to efficiently patch the global policy with the latest classifier, we need to define where
this classifier applies, and thus we have the same kind of confidence estimation function to
build for the policy than we did for the value function.
Our incremental partial policy construction via the “patching” method implies an
offline probability density estimation problem.
Finally, we are left with a complete statistical learning problem which comes directly from
the very nature of the process we want to control: large state spaces and continuous variables.

14.3

The improved ATPI algorithm

14.3.1

Algorithm overview

The improved online-ATPI (iATPI) algorithm relies on the construction of a regressor, a
classifier and the corresponding confidence functions. We will write Vn the regressor for the
samples obtained at iteration n, πn the corresponding classifier and CVn and Cπn the associated confidence functions. Accordingly, π0 designates the initial (eventually implicit) policy.
The improved ATPI algorithm is presented in algorithm 14.15 .
For clarity, in this algorithm, we separate the training sets for the value function and
for the policy into two distinct databases: actionDB holds pairs of states and actions while
valueDB contains pairs of states and samples of the value function. These two databases
are built using the successive execution paths issued from the different simulations and trials.
Execution paths are noted σ.
The trainRegressor and trainClassifier procedures actually also build the associated
confidence functions. The convertExecutionPathToValueFunction procedure performs the
5
This presentation differs slightly in the notations from our initial introduction of iATPI in [Rachelson
et al., 2008c].
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backward cumulative sum of rewards in a given execution path in order to build a set of value
function samples. The other procedures have effects corresponding to their names.
As explained in the previous sections, iATPI works the same way as ATPI, by performing forward search in the state space, guided by greedy policy simulation and using local
generalization. The confidence problem is addressed through the introduction of the CVn
and Cπn functions which indicate when it is absolutely necessary to gather more simulation
samples in order to choose between actions. In the end, this implies generating more simulations but it also limits the computational impact of these simulations by stopping them
as soon as a new confidence region is entered. This is the result of the “while” condition in
the simulateWithStop procedure: the simulations are stopped as soon as a state for which
CVn (s) = true is encountered.
It is interesting to note that the values of Nsim and Na can be set by hand but can also
be automatically tuned by using a statistical likelihood test on a set of samples for the value
function and the Q-values. We will present this option a little further.

14.3.2

Writing the algorithm in the framework of DECTS

Figure 14.4 shows the improved ATPI algorithm as a DECTS controller. This learner’s internal objects are the regressor, classifier and confidence function defined above. Graphically,
the model presented in figure 14.4 is the same as the one for naive ATPI. The main difference
lies in the bottom right transitions which actually define the soundness of Q(s, a)’s evaluation: these transitions are triggered differently with iATPI than with ATPI. With naive
ATPI, the transition from “info” to “action” and back was triggered only once per “eval”
model, regardless of the final state of the “eval” model. On the contrary, with iATPI, the
“eval” model continues its simulation — and thus its action requests — as long as it does
not reach a confidence state. Hence, this “info” – “action” loop can be triggered more than
once per “eval” model with iATPI.
More specifically, during an iATPI run, when in state “info”, the learner waits for action
queries from the “eval” models. Any such query takes the learner to state “action”, where
it computes the action to send to the “eval” model which requested it, based on the current
model’s observation. Then the learner instantly returns to state “info”, waiting for other
requests. The first action sent to an “eval” model is the a test action for Q(s, a). Then
actions are sent using the latest policy πn . This process continues as long as the state of the
“eval” models correspond to states of unconfidence. As soon as a state for which CVn (s) =
true is entered, the transition from “info” does not go to “action” but to “choose”. This
stops the evaluation simulations in states for which we are confident and thus corrects the
problem raised by naive ATPI.
Then the process goes on as for naive ATPI: the value function is updated and the Qvalues are used to select the action sent to the “trial” DECTS process.
The interaction between the ATPI algorithm implemented as a DECTS learner and the
controlled DECTS itself is illustrated in figure 14.5. This interaction follows the ideas of
DS-DEVS dynamic models creation and linking, the recursive simulation design scheme and
the discussion of section 14.1.2.
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Algorithm 14.1: Improved online-ATPI: iATPI
main:
input: π0 , s0
repeat
valueDB.reset()
actionDB.reset()
for i = 1 to Nsim do
σ.reset()
trialP rocess.init(s0 )
while horizon not reached do
a =bestAction(s)
trialP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← trialP rocess.step()
σ.add(s, a, r)
valueDB.convertExecutionPathToValueFunction(σ)
actionDB.add(σ)
Vn , CVn ← trainRegressor(valueDB)
πn , Cπn ← trainClassifier(actionDB)
until termination
bestAction(s):
for a ∈ As do
Q̃(s, a) = 0
for j = 1 to Na do
Q̃(s, a) = Q̃(s, a)+ simulateWithStop(s, a)
Q̃(s, a) =

/* new trial */

/* decision objects */

/* test the actions */

Q̃(s,a)
Na

return arg max Q̃(s, a)
a∈A

simulateWithStop(s):
σeval ← ∅
evalP rocess = trialP rocess.clone()
evalP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← evalP rocess.step()
Q←r
s ← s0
while horizon not reached and CVn (s) = false do /* explore until confident */
a = πn (s)
evalP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← evalP rocess.step()
Q←Q+r
s ← s0
σeval .add(s, r)
Q = Q + Vn (s)
valueDB.convertExecutionPathToValueFunction(σeval )
Vn , CVn ← reTrainRegressor(valueDB)
/* update value function */
return Q
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Figure 14.4: The DECTS learner of improved ATPI

14.4

First experience with iATPI in practice — difficulties and initial
results

14.4.1

Statistical Learning tools

The general algorithm presented in the previous section can be implemented using various
tools from Statistical Learning theory. The following paragraphs explain the different choices
we have explored for improved ATPI.
Regression

For the regression part, the previous chapter explained why SVR were not the best choice.
The qualities we expect from our regression method are the following:
1. It should be unbiased since we need to evaluate the average of the samples.
2. It should be able to perform incremental learning in order to allow the addition of new
samples on the fly (during the simulateWithStop procedure).
3. It should be implemented in a compact, memory-saving fashion, in order to allow for
easy evaluation in a given state and low memory storage cost.
Few regressors actually meet these three requirements. To our knowledge, the LWPR
method of [Vijayakumar et al., 2005] corresponds to these needs. LWPR is actually a very
interesting choice since it defines receptive fields which correspond to a good estimation of
the value function’s confidence function.
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Figure 14.5: Illustrating the virtual different time references of the iATPI learner
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However, our experience with LWPR showed that it needed to see a lot a points before
converging to a good value function. The alternative to LWPR we have used for comparison
consists in storing all samples in a relational database. This way, we used efficient look-up
strategies in this database in order to find the neighbors of a given state and to perform local
averaging via Parzen regression.

Density estimation

For the case of the full database storage, Parzen windowing provides a straightforward implementation to density estimation.
Similarly, for the LWPR case, we can use the maximum activation level of receptive field
as a confidence measure for the regressor.
In the general case, the technique of One-Class SVM (OC-SVM, presented in [Schölkopf
et al., 2001] for example) can provide good density estimation results but requires some fine
tuning of the kernel’s parameters.
We used these three techniques in order to compare the different versions of iATPI.

Classification

Support Vector Machines have proven themselves particularly efficient in classification problems where one needs non-linear separators between arbitrary regions in large dimension
spaces. For this reason, we turned towards the tools of Multi-Class SVM (MC-SVM) which
are a collection of standard two-class SVM classifiers performing a majority vote to discriminate between several different classes. A discussion on MC-SVM is provided in the LIBSVM
documentation in [Chang and Lin, 2001].
Similarly to the previous cases, in the case of raw database storage, the policy can be
determined by a majority vote among neighbor states. This actually provides the possibility
of defining stochastic policies6 .

Building versions of improved ATPI without a regressor

It is interesting to note that one can build versions of improved ATPI in the absence of some
of the previous tools. For example, if one wishes not to store the value function and its
associated confidence function, then by default the confidence function for V returns false
and the algorithm turns out to be very close to the flavor of simulation-based Policy Iteration presented in [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996]. This approach implicitly throws away
samples after seeing them and does not remember any information as to the value function.
We call this “memory-less” version of iATPI “Monte-Carlo iATPI” since it fully relies on
Monte-Carlo sampling in order to gather information about the value function, and completely forgets the samples after seeing them.
6

However we did not explore this feature.
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Similarly, one could use static regressors (unable to perform incremental online learning)
and thus use static value and confidence functions, compensating the unability to incrementally enrich the regressor by using simulation more often. If one wishes to adapt the work
done on the previous chapter’s ATPI implementation, this might be the simplest way to do
— even though it does not exploit the full potential of improved ATPI.

Summary of the different versions of improved ATPI

Table 14.1 summarizes some possible options for iATPI as the cross product of the options
presented in the previous paragraph. These are the ones we have implemented and tried,
many more are possible. In the fourth column, “RF” stands for the LWPR “receptive fields”
which are Gaussian kernels defining the activation of local linear models in LWPR (see [Vijayakumar et al., 2005] for details). In some cases, we gave names to the different versions
of iATPI, these names are indicated in table 14.1.
HH

HH
H

πn +
Cπ n

Vn +
HHCVn
H

HH
H

MC-SVM +
OC-SVM
local vote +
Parzen w.

None +
s 7→ false

SVR +
OC-SVM

LWPR + RF
activn level

Parzen regr.
+ window.

Monte-Carlo
iATPI

“non-naive”
iATPI

compact
iATPI

—

—

—

—

full storage
iATPI

Table 14.1: iATPI versions
It is interesting to note that only the 4 rightmost versions of iATPI are fully incremental
versions, taking advantage of the samples for V πn collected during iteration n + 1.
Looking at statistical learning tools for reinforcement learning under the light of what
[Anderson, 2000] illustrate — namely that policy-based methods might be more robust to
approximation than value function ones, because they generally build both the robust object
of a policy and the efficient estimation of a value function — provides an interesting hindsight for iATPI. Value estimation errors are not propagated through the iterations in the
iATPI approach since only the samples issued from trials experience are used to build the
value function estimation. Instead, approximation errors can lead to exploration difficulties
but this pathology is present for both value and policy based algorithms. Hence, the conjunction of statistical learning tools with policy-centered methods seems to be a promising
way of tackling problems which present large and/or continuous state spaces and for which
approximation is often necessary.

14.4.2

Subsampling for iATPI

When running the previous versions of iATPI on the subway problem, we were confronted
with a new difficulty. The numerous clocks lead our discrete event system to have very short
time intervals between transitions and hence, very long trajectories. For instance, over a
half-day, the subway problem has trajectories of about 4000 points. These 4000 points correspond to all intermediate states encountered by the process before reaching the temporal
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horizon. The problem associated with this large number of points per trajectory is that we
actually try to optimize the policy in each of these points. This might not be necessary
because of the following simple reason.
Imagine the process is in a given state where the learner finds an improved action, say
“remove train 3”. This action is activated and the next step takes the process to a new state.
Imagine now this last transition does not correspond to the removal of the train but to the
arrival of a passenger at station 5. This has no impact on the previous decision we took and
might need to recompute the same “remove train 3” action in this new state, even though
it was already activated (but not triggered). Similarly, it might be cumbersome to compute
better actions in all the sample states of a trajectory. The following paragraphs rephrase
this idea and extend it.
As an optional feature, one can further exploit the presence of the observable time variable in the model. On top of having a notion of distance in the state space — allowing us
to define similarity between states — we also know that transitions leap forward in time by
increments corresponding to the clocks’ differences.
Thus, if one knows that these clocks’ difference values will be small compared to the
problem’s temporal horizon, it might be useful to consider that two consecutive states with
similar times will have similar optimal actions. This is particularly enforced by the fact that
most of our system’s transitions are not due to the action events but to exogenous uncontrollable events.
Consequently, in order to improve optimization efficiency and speed, one could decide to
only optimize actions once in a while (every 10 transitions for instance or when some specific
states are encountered) instead of doing so at each state change.
We call this feature “optimization subsampling” since it subsamples the states to optimize among the sample states of an execution path.
Actually, incremental regression for the value function should leverage the need for subsampling. When in state sn , finding the optimal action implies using the regressor and / or
simulating new trajectories. The incremental regression process integrates the new samples
used to compute the best action in sn into the value function before moving to sn+1 . If
state sn+1 is indeed close to sn , then — because of these last samples — the confidence
function should return true and finding the best action in sn+1 is only a matter of sampling
the following states when testing actions. This illustrates why incremental regression should
improve the performance of policy optimization. However, the process cloning operation, the
next state sampling and the regressor’s interrogation are still non-trivial operations, slowing
the optimization process. Hence, we keep the subsampling optional feature anyway in order
to facilitate policy search.

14.4.3

An example of implementation using LWPR and MC-SVM

Implementation overview

Before presenting this implementation, we provide a short reminder on LWPR and MC-SVM.
The Locally Weighted Projection Regression algorithm of [Vijayakumar et al., 2005] is
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a local learning regression algorithm. The regression is computed as a combination of local
linear models. The weight associated with each linear model is the level of activation of a
Gaussian model. Each of the Gaussian models is called a receptive field. These receptive
fields define a notion of locality and incrementally adapt their shape to new samples, in the
flavor of Principal Component Analysis. The linear models are updated using Partial Least
Squares incremental regression. This allows to project samples onto a lower dimensional
space in order to compute the local linear regression. More specifically, when a new point is
added, if it activates some receptive fields, it triggers their update (the update of the Gaussian model’s parameters and of the linear model). Else, if it does not activate any receptive
field, a new one is created, centered on this sample. This procedure makes LWPR a local
regression method and a fully incremental method. We refer the reader to [Vijayakumar
et al., 2005] for a more detailed and more rigorous presentation of LWPR’s properties.
Multi-Class Support Vector Machines (MC-SVM) are an extension to standard Support
Vector Classifiers (SVC). Instead of separating two distinct classes of object using non-linear
classifiers, MC-SVM need to classify a certain number of different classes of objects (as actions, in our case). This is done by defining a number of SVC separating two classes at a
time, then performing a vote between these SVC in order to decide to which class a point
belongs. For a more detailed discussion on MC-SVM, see [Chang and Lin, 2001].
The “compact iATPI ” version of iATPI presented in table 14.1 uses the tools that best
fit our requirements for Vn , πn , CVn and Cπn representations:
• Vn is implemented using LWPR. This representation is the only one allowing for actual incremental regression, using the sample points and discarding them after. It is
important to note that some kernel regression methods actually perform incremental
regression. However, an essential difference with LWPR is that most of these methods
actually keep track of all the sample points seen so far and incrementally extract a
subset of relevant points. For example, most Support Vector algorithms performing
incremental regression move points in and out of the support vectors set as new points
are added to the training set. On the contrary, once LWPR has seen a point, it can be
discarded without further storage. This yields a weakness and a strength of LWPR:
first it needs a lot a points to converge to a relevant value function and secondly, it is
a truly online incremental regression method.
• Another interest of using a local learning method as LWPR is that it automatically
provides a measure of confidence and locality. We used the maximum activation level
of LWPR’s receptive fields as a measure of confidence for CVn . This measure describes
how “close” one is to the nearest receptive field. The notion of distance being defined
by the covariance matrix of each receptive field.
• πn is implemented using MC-SVM. This representation actually proved itself to be
quite reliable.
• Finally Cπn was implemented using One-Class SVM (OC-SVM, [Schölkopf et al., 2001])
in order to estimate the probability density function of the distribution underlying the
set of points used to train the classifier.
Filtering with the confidence function can be efficient

The “compact iATPI ” version suffered from several drawbacks. The first drawback is illustrated on the two graphs of figure 14.6. These graphs were obtained by running 50 trajectories
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with the initial policy π0 , incrementally inferring the value function with LWPR, and then
running an additional trajectory. On this trajectory, instead of using the points to train
LWPR, we simply observe the value prediction made by our regressed value function. The
solid lines correspond to the 50 training trajectories and the dashed curve is the prediction
curve along the trajectory.
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Figure 14.6: The interest of using confidence for regression
It is important to note that these trajectory were ran across the 21-dimensional state
space of the subway problem. We plot their values against time in order to make them readable but nothing guarantees that these trajectories will actually be close in the state space.
Figure 14.6(a) presents the regression’s estimated values in all encountered states during
the fifty first run. The large noise which seems to regularly send the value function to zero
illustrates the absence of receptive fields in the states encountered by this last simulation.
This confirms the fact that — even though the value evolution with respect to time was
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similar for the 50 previous simulations — the trajectories can be quite far from each other.
Hence, this is another illustration of what caused the weakness of naive ATPI.
On the other hand, figure 14.6(b) shows only the points returned by the regressor with
a confidence value above the confidence threshold. This operation filters the points which
are too far from any receptive field and thus justify both the use of the value function in
confidence points and the necessity of new simulations in non-confidence ones.
Nevertheless, an important caveat remains here. Even the filtered value function provides a noisy evaluation which is not fully satisfying. This is probably due to the fact that
we did not provide enough points to LWPR for training. With this problem we reach one
of the limits of such an implementation: even if simulating a GSMDP remains easier than
explicitly calculating its transition and reward model as an MDP, this operation remains
rather complex and takes time. Hence, we cannot fully consider that simulation is “free”
and there is a compromise to make between the number of simulations and the accuracy
of our regressors. In order to illustrate this compromise, it is interesting to note that fifty
simulation correspond to providing approximately 200000 points to LWPR for training. But
in dimension 21, this might still not be sufficient.

The compromise between simulation and regression

This is further illustrated by the behavior shown on figure 14.7.
Similarly to the previous figures, figure 14.7(a) represents the fifty trajectories obtained
by simulating the policy obtained after four iterations of the algorithm. Behind the fifty solid
lines corresponding to these trajectories we plotted the fifty-first evaluation trial as a dashed
line. This evaluation trajectory is reproduced on figure 14.7(b). Finally, figure 14.7(c) shows
the value function filtered by the confidence function.
This time, the Rπ (s0 ) random variable has a much larger standard deviation and fifty
samples might mot be enough to obtain a reliable estimate. Moreover, training LWPR with
noisy samples requires providing even more samples and the regression process might still
be unreliable here.
It is reassuring to note that only few points come through the filtering process, as shown
on figure 14.7(c). It means our confidence measure might be reliable. In particular, it is
important to see that no confidence point was found after time 450 — probably because
the trajectories diverge too much after this time. However, even though the value function
estimation’s of figure 14.7(c) strongly reduced the estimation variance, there remains some
questions concerning the accuracy of such an evaluation, especially because of the lack of
samples given to LWPR.

Even non-parametric methods require some tuning

Finally, it appeared that as the problem became more and more complex, the training and
evaluation of the LWPR regression took more and more time and eventually handicapped
the algorithm optimization time itself.
Our guess to explain this behavior was that the number of receptive fields and the associated linear models increased to a point where updating the models took a lot of time. We
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Figure 14.7: High variance estimation
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tried to verify this hypothesis by using different initializations for LWPR’s receptive fields.
LWPR is initialized with a given covariance matrix defining the default shape of a receptive
field. This covariance matrix is updated as new samples are processed in order to adapt
to the principal directions of the regression. This usually avoids overfitting and the local
explosion in the number of models. However, a bad initialization of this covariance matrix
can lead to many more receptive fields and to different accuracies.
We tried different initializations for this covariance matrix, using isotropic matrices rI
corresponding to a certain radius r. It is important to note that the “size” of a receptive field
grows as the radius diminishes, since this covariance matrix serves to define a dot product
for the activation levels of receptive fields. Using a small radius for the covariance matrix
leads to less receptive fields, more overlapping and less precision. However, as the radius
grows, after a certain threshold, we can except the receptive fields to be very small and thus
lead to poor generalization properties.
Consequently, in order for LWPR to perform an efficient regression, this initial covariance matrix is very important. The following figures will illustrate several consequences of
using different radii. As previously, we will generate a training set with fifty trajectories
and will train LWPR with these trajectories. Then we will test the obtained regressor to
measure its accuracy. This accuracy can be measured in terms of the mean squared error
over trajectories or the maximum of these squared errors. We will also measure the training
time and will relate it to the number of receptive fields. Finally, we will illustrate again the
interest of confidence filtering on the mean squared errors.
Figures 14.8 to 14.11 illustrate these experiments. We tested several ranges of radii and
the most interesting part happens for r ∈ [0, 50].
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Figure 14.8: Number of receptive fields as a function of r
Figures 14.8 and 14.9 illustrate the linear relationship between the number of receptive
fields and the training time. This validates our initial hypothesis. Now, the goal would be
to find the best value of r for initialization.
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Figure 14.11: Max Squared Error as a function of r

In order to build a computationally efficient regression, one could use the value r = 23,
corresponding to the minimum number of receptive fields. However, it is necessary to check
whether this value of r yields a relevant value function.
The maximum squared error shown in figure 14.11 illustrates again the fact that as soon
as a point is taken outside of a confidence region, its value should not be trusted because the
associated error can be very high. The “low” values at the beginning of this curve actually
correspond to the situation where only a few very large receptive fields are set over the whole
state space and the regression is then almost a linear regression. The error is then the one
of this linear regression. As the receptive fields become smaller, some parts of the state
space become uncovered and the evaluation there returns zero, thus yielding the even larger
maximum squared errors encountered for larger values of r.
Finally, figure 14.10 illustrates two important features. First, the solid line presents
the evolution of the mean squared error. This evolution shows a minimum in the error for
r = 10. Hence, it could imply that a compromise needs to be made between the number of receptive fields (optimal for r = 23) and the average error of the regressor (optimal for r = 10).
But the dashed line avoids making such a compromise. This dashed line shows the mean
squared error only for points corresponding to confidence regions. As one could expect, this
curve is below the solid curve since we have better knowledge of the value function in such
regions. The second important thing to notice is that the mean squared error for such a
filtered regression keeps decreasing as r increases. Hence, r = 23 seems to be a good value
for isotropic initialization of the receptive field’s covariance matrices.

Conclusion

These initial results concerning the “compact iATPI ” implementation raise new questions
and allow us to draw some conclusions:
• LWPR has all the desired theoretical properties required for our incremental regression
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problem.
• Using the confidence filtering technique improved drastically the quality of the value
function estimation.
• However, LWPR needs a lot of samples to provide a good estimation of the value
function and this can become problematic, especially if Rπ (s) has a large variance.
• Moreover, good optimization behavior requires some fine tuning of LWPR’s initial
parameters. We illustrated this on isotropic initial covariance matrices but anisotropic
ones could yield even better results7
For all these reasons, this attempt at building an efficient “compact iATPI ” version
resulted in incomplete results. Some of them reproduce the behavior of naive ATPI while
others fail to improve the policy. More time would be necessary to analyze the essential
reasons of this behavior and to reach a functional version of compact iATPI.
14.4.4

Full storage iATPI

The database trick

In order to build a comparison line between algorithms, we tried to implement a tabular
representation of values and policies for iATPI. Tabular look-up quickly becomes intractable
for our long trajectories yielding thousands of points. However, there remains the possibility
to exploit the fact that we defined a distance over our state space and, more specifically,
that we could sort all variables’ values. Hence, we defined a relational database for the value
function and for the policy. In these databases, elements can be sorted separately by each
variable. This reduces the complexity of searching for the neighbors of a given state.
The value database is composed of pairs (s, v) ∈ S × R and one can sort the database
using any of the variables in s. Hence, with m being the number of variables in s, the
worse case complexity of finding an element in the value database is m times the worse case
complexity of finding an element in a hash table. Since, the average lookup, insertion and
deletion times in a hash table is constant (O(1) in the number of elements), the average time
of looking up an element in the database is constant as well. Similarly, the policy database
is composed of a multi-sorted set of pairs (s, a) ∈ S × A.
Such a representation is more efficient than a brute-force tabular representation and
trades time complexity against space complexity since it maintains m lists of references on
the stored items.

Online local evaluation

A strong interest of the database representation is that there is no computation time associated to building the regressor since it is only composed of the set of collected samples.
When the learner needs to ask the value function for a state’s value, the regressor computes online an average by looking up in the database the neighbors corresponding to the
question’s state. The efficient search in the database allows to compute such an average
quite easily and to define a notion of confidence based on the samples’ density around the
7

For example by “stretching” the initial shape of the receptive fields along the axis of the temporal variable.
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requested state.
In order to use our database search ability to its maximum, we decided to implement the
following regression scheme. When one wishes to know the value of state s, two operations
are performed:
1. Find all the neighbors of s within a given hypercube. Start the search with the temporal
variable to prune the search space.
2. Compute the average value of all states si in this hypercube using a vector of weights
wi = w(si ).
Note that the notion of locality is defined using a weighted L1 norm. However, the weights wi
were implemented using an L2 norm in the state space. The above operation corresponds to
performing a Parzen regression using a translation-invariant, non-linear kernel. This kernel
is equal to zero for states si such that ks − si k1 > dmax , where dmax is the kernel’s outreach
and where the L1 norm is a weighted norm. In all states si for which ks − si k1 ≤ dmax , the
kernel is proportional to ks − si k2 .
The same ideas drive the evaluation of the policy database: in the averaging operation,
the above “+” operator is replaced by a weighted majority vote. Such a classifier is very
similar to a k-nearest neighbors classifier.
The memory problem

Although we have not encountered this problem yet in our experiments, it appears obvious
that storing all points works only up to a certain limit. When the database’s size exceeds
the available memory, such an option is not feasible again and purely online incremental
methods such as LWPR become the only option since they store information in a more
compact fashion and do not need to keep track of previously seen points.
Automatic confidence calculation — adjusting Nsim and Na

We wrote earlier that our confidence function needed to be based on the density of samples. While this seems to be a good approximation when all random variables have the same
variance, it appears to be a poorer method when the variables start becoming really different.
This was illustrated by the high variance example in the LWPR experiments. We would
like to have a better confidence measure which allows us to have exactly the right number
of samples in the different parts of the state space.
Defining such a measure implies finding bounds for the sampling process. The following
paragraphs summarize the problem in terms of a stochastic process and presents the approach we chose.
Let us take the example of finding the right number of samples for a Q(s, a) estimator
(suppose we are in state s and we are testing action a). If we do not have any samples yet,
we need to simulate in order to gather the information necessary to the evaluation of Q(s, a).
Suppose now that we already have a set of n samples {qi }1≤i≤n corresponding to previous
experiments and our problem is to determine whether they constitute a sufficient statistics
for evaluating the expected value for Q(s, a). Let us formalize the problem the following way.
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Q(s, a) is the average of a random variable which we write Q. The qi are a sample path
of the stochastic process defined by drawing n occurrences of Q. Let us call Qi the random
variable corresponding to the ith draw. If we form the set of random variables:
Pn
Qi
Mn = i=1
n
Then the central limit theorem tells us that the probability law of Mn tends to a Gaussian
σQ
density of average Q(s, a) and of standard deviation √
where σ Q is the standard deviation
n
of the random variable Q.
In other words, we want to find the average Q(s, a) of Q and we know that — as n tends
to +∞ — Mn is drawn using a Gaussian distribution, centered on Q(s, a) and having a
decreasing standard deviation. Hence, we are going to sample new states (new qn ) until this
standard deviation becomes small enough for us to use the mn realizations of Mn to evaluate
Q(s, a). Note that in practice, mn corresponds to Q̃n (s, a).
The problem is that one cannot directly access the parameters of Mn ’s law. Hence, we
proceed differently. We make the approximation that after a certain number
of samples,

Q
σ
Mn is indeed drawn using a normal law with parameters Q(s, a), √n . This is only an
approximation since the central limit theorem only indicates the asymptotical behavior of
Mn , when n tends to +∞. In practice, this behavior is often verified after a relatively small
number of samples8 .
We build the σnQ value which corresponds to the standard deviation’s unbiased estimator
for the first n draws of Qn 9 :
v
u
u
Q
σn = t

n

1 X 2
n
qi −
m2
n−1
n−1 n
i=1

Then we have the standard deviation of Mn ’s approximate probability density function:
σnQ
σnM = √
n

Finally, we can decide to stop the sampling when σnM becomes smaller than a certain
threshold k. Whenever this happens, the last mn is used for Q(s, a) and all sampled points
are added to the database.
We can avoid recalculating these mn and σn values from scratch each time we get a new
qn . For this purpose, we can use the following incremental expressions (and the intermediate
variable ζn ) to get mn and σn from mn−1 , σn−1 and qn :
8

An empirical threshold on this number of samples is often expressed as “with the central limit theorem,
the infinite often starts at six”. q
˜
ˆPn
9
2
2
One could also use the σnQ = n1
i=1 qi − mn estimator without much difference in the results, but
q
n−1
the latter is biased by a factor
.
n
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1
(qn − mn−1 )
n
ζn = ζn−1 + qn2
r
1
n
ζn −
mn
σn =
n−1
n−1

mn = mn−1 +

Suppose such an approximation of Mn ’s behavior holds, ie. suppose Mn is indeed drawn
according to a N (Q(s, a), σnM ) distribution and let us call H0 this null hypothesis. Then the
probability that mn was drawn with an error  from Q(s, a) can be written:
Z
P r(|Q(s, a) − Mn | > |H0 ) = 1 −

Q(s,a)+

Q(s,a)−

1
√

σnM 2π

e

1
2

„

x−Q(s,a)
M
σn

«

dx

In other words, the probability of correctly picking mn with at most an error  from
Q(s, a) is given by:



√
P r(|Q(s, a) − Mn | < |H0 ) = erf
σnM 2
This provides — with the H0 hypothesis — a PAC-style guarantee on the evaluation of
Q(s, a).
Let H0 be the assumption stating that “the asymptotical behavior of Q̃n (s, a) towards a distribution N (Q(s, a), σ) is a good approximation of Q̃n (s, a)’s law, early
in the sampling process” (ie. for small n). With this assumption, we can guarantee
that Q̃n (s, a) is an estimate
 of Q(s,
 a) with an error smaller than  and with prob√
ability greater than erf σM 2 . In other words, whenever σnM becomes smaller
n

than erf −1(p)√2 , we can guarantee to have mn within  of Q(s, a) with probability
at least p.

Such a bound can be compared with the Hoeffding bound stating that if Qn takes its
2
values within an interval of length d, then P r(|Q(s, a) − Mn | ≤ ) ≤ 2 exp( −2n
). A more
d2
thorough analysis of the asymptotic behavior of additive functions in Markov chains can be
found in [Maxwell and Woodroofe, 2000] or [Dedecker, 2008] with similar considerations and
bounds.
The consequence of such an adaptive confidence measure is to refine the sampling in
regions of large variance while avoiding oversampling in other regions. This procedure serves
to automatically stop the sampling for Na , hence it corresponds to an adaptive and automatic tuning of the Na variable. Similarly, with such a procedure, Nsim does not need to be
entered by hand: a set of trials is stopped whenever the new value of the initial state has a
“σnM ” lower than the threshold given by the result above.
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We gave the previous bounds for the evaluation of Q(s, a) quantities. However, similar
bounds can be derived for the simple estimation of V π . During evaluations, the same procedure can be used to enrich the database if the samples already collected result in a too large
σnM . More specifically, during an evaluation, we want to stop the rollout as soon as possible
if we encounter a state in which we can trust the value function. So whenever we reach s, we
can use our Parzen kernel to compute an estimated V˜π (s) and the associated σnM from the
existing neighboring entries in the database. If this weighted σnM is below the admissibility
threshold, we can stop the current simulation in s, else we need to continue sampling.
This last motivation of early stopping in the rollouts comes from a simple lesson from
experience. While we have a rather efficient generative model for our GSMDP (in terms of
computation time), simulation is not as costless as if we were simulating a standard MDP,
mainly because of the computation occurring behind the scenes to maintain the clocks’ values. Hence, simulation still comes at a cost which we might want to balance by performing
early rollout termination.

Conclusion

Consequently, the study of the database version of iATPI shows that one only needs three
parameters to build both the regressor and the classifier:
• A translation-invariant Parzen “window” defining the points which will be considered
to infer the value of a given state. This window is given as the W operator:

F(S, {0, 1})

 S → 

{0, 1}
 S → 
W :
1
if
ks
s
→
7

i − sk1 ≤ dmax


 si 7→
0 else
Such an operator is completely defined by the dmax parameter and the chosen L1
weighted norm.
• A “weight” operator w corresponding to the density of the Parzen kernel. Similarly to
the window operator, the weight operator is given as:

F(S, R+ )
 S → 
S →
R+
w:
 s 7→
si 7→ ksi − sk2
This operator is parameterized by the chosen weighted L2 norm. The complete corresponding Parzen kernel is defined by the normalization of the product W (s, ·)w(s, ·).
• A confidence threshold k defining a limit on the σnM variables. While this limit is not
reached, sampling continues. This k value can be inferred from an estimation error 
and a correct estimation probability p, using the PAC-style bounds given previously.

14.5

Conclusion

The results from the different versions of iATPI are still too incomplete to draw final conclusions as to the efficiency of the method and to its interests and weaknesses. However,
the initial experiments presented above showed two complementary things. First, that the
question of using statistical learning tools was rooted in various problematics. Namely:
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• Compactly representing and storing acquired experience.
• Generalizing experience to unexplored states in a statistically relevant fashion.
These problems are crucial to efficient learning in large state spaces, and even more important in the case of continuous or hybrid state spaces.
Despite recent attempts at characterizing sound statistical learning systems for reinforcement learning (eg. [Ormoneit and Sen, 2002; Farahmand et al., 2008; Dimitrikakis and
Lagoudakis, 2008]), this question remains an open area of research to which we hope to
contribute with the first results of iATPI.
Secondly, these first results showed important features for a good implementation of
iATPI. It provided some insight at how to characterize the algorithm’s soundness and efficiency and hence, at how to improve its performance.
The iATPI algorithm relies on efficient generalization, based on a sampling process.
Its first results pointed out possible weaknesses of Statistical Learning methods
concerning the unexplored parts of the state space and provided some insight as to
the statistical relevance of sampling.
Finally, the optimization of policies for Temporal Markov Decision Problems through the
iATPI algorithm builds on both the statistical learning objects and the presence of the time
variable. iATPI is our contribution to solving external-event temporal problems using these
statistical learning tools and exploiting the presence of time. Time is used in the following
features:
• Finite trials. The bounded temporal horizon guarantees the termination of trials. This
corresponds to defining absorbing terminal states in a classical MDP problem but in
the case of temporal problems, there might be a very large subset of these states since
the process might stop, at the temporal horizon, in any state of the state space.
• Structured dynamics. The time variable conditions the evolution of the problem more
than any other one. On this topic, as mentioned earlier, time could be replaced by
an other crucial variable. However, in practice, many time-dependent problems can
benefit of special temporal modeling. Hence, time remains the structuring parameter
of the problems dynamics.
• Structured policies. On top of using the statistical learning tools to extract the inherent
policy structure. Including time in the state space helped recovering — at least part of
— the behavior of a Markovian problem. In other words, observing time compensates
partially for the non-observability of event clocks. Hence, time is a crucial structuring
variable for the found policies.
Finally, our contribution to the resolution of Temporal Markov Decision Problems also
consists in the definition of the DECTS framework and its associated “learner” model which
builds a bridge between the reinforcement learning optimization community and the DEVS
simulation community.
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DECTS are an abstraction of the problems we want to capture as Temporal Markov
Decision Problems and a more general framework than MDPs. They constitute a
first step in the process of defining a common representation for the sequential
decision optimization processes and the simulation ones.
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15
Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the progression of ideas followed throughout part III. It
gathers our contributions in a synthetic view and opens areas of perspective work.

15.1

Summary

Part III’s main focus has been centered on the question of solving explicit-event Temporal
Markov Decision Problems. Starting with the statement that such processes were often too
complex too represent as an MDP, we turned towards the general setting of DEVS theory to
represent the generative models of our systems. This brought our first contributions: we expressed our decision problem as a continuous time, hybrid GSMDP, analyzed the complexity
of the process and its non-Markovian behavior and finally bridged the gap from GSM(D)P
to DEVS models. This provided us with a general description of the system to control,
compatible for interaction with other discrete event systems.
Then we introduced the idea of greedy simulation for forward search in Asynchronous
Policy Iteration, yielding the RTPI algorithm. This algorithm is strongly inspired by the
ideas of Asynchronous Dynamic Programming of [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] and the
greedy exploration of [Barto et al., 1995] and [Bonet and Geffner, 2003b]. This idea is our
second contribution and comes from the statement that, for the Temporal Markov Decision
Problems we had, we knew the initial state, had a way to simulate a policy and wished to
limit the exploration of the state space to the most likely states.
These two first bricks of simulation and of algorithmic procedure then lead to define the
ATPI algorithm which makes use of the observable time of GSMDPs to avoid storing a policy
during an RTPI algorithm and to facilitate Bellman backups. The naive ATPI algorithm is
our third contribution and the first step towards its improved version. We tested ATPI on
the subway problem, showing at the same time very promising results and crucial weaknesses
due to the memoryless structure of the algorithm itself.
The initial results on naive ATPI drove us to several conclusions. First of all, we took
some distance with the — already quite general — framework of GSMDPs and tried to
abstract the core properties of the systems we wished to control. This lead us to define, as
our fourth contribution, Discrete Events Controllable Temporal Systems which are DEVScompatible discrete events systems, capturing the event-driven properties of GSMDPs, their
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non-Markovian behavior and the general class of temporal discrete event control problems.
One of the most important points in this contribution was to represent the simulated system
and the optimization process (the DECTS learner) in the same discrete events formalism,
using dynamic models and recursive simulation principles and introducing the idea of decision objects. This allows to consider an optimization process as a discrete event system and
to hierarchically build optimization procedures.
Finally, building on the DECTS description, we rebuilt the ATPI algorithm, taking
care to avoid the previously identified flaws. This lead to our last contribution, the iATPI
algorithm. iATPI brings together results from simulation theory, the algorithmic procedure of RTPI and tools borrowed to the field of Statistical Learning. It aims at solving
high-dimension, continuous state space Temporal Markov Decision Problems, involving the
following features:
• Simulation-based exploration (greedy search),
• Simulation-based evaluation (Monte-Carlo evaluation),
• Local generalization of experience in the state space (Smoothness of the regressor /
classifier for the decision objects we consider).
Even though there was not enough time to extensively test iATPI, preliminary results
opened many areas of improvement. Namely, it provided hints concerning the statistical relevance of the decision objects; it also defined a notion of confidence, which serves in guiding
the exploration for optimization; it finally showed the necessary properties of appropriate
tools for regression, classification and density estimation used in conjunction with iATPI.

15.2

Perspectives

Quite obviously, the first step in future work consists in testing extensively the different
implementations of iATPI. Testing should involve different versions regarding the statistical
learning tools used, but also dealing with very different benchmarks as the subway problem,
the airport problem, the Mars rover or the bi-agent coordination problem.
Building an efficient version of iATPI might imply exploring or defining other tools, in
order to build relevant value functions and policies. Further investigation and refinement
of the LWPR method (to compensate for its current slow learning feature or to adapt it to
classification problems in the flavor of Gaussian Processes for instance) is a possible area of
improvement.
Another interesting perspectives takes place within the DECTS framework. Having written the simulated system and the learner in the same description language allows us to consider the whole as a new discrete event system and to hierarchically build other optimization
systems. Among other things, this opens a door towards modular discrete optimization
systems implementation. More importantly, this opens a new perspective to verification,
validation and testing in a unified framework of discrete event systems.
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General conclusion

From the initial problematic of deciding, under uncertainty constraints, in the context of
non-stationary problems, we have explored two distinct modeling fields, both corresponding
to extensions of classical Markov Decision Processes.
We first made the assumption that an “all-integrated” stochastic model of the process to
control was readily available under the form of a TMDP. These TMDPs captured the notion
of implicit-event decision models in the presence of unbounded, continuous time and explicit
time-dependency. From this modeling framework, we focused on providing a sound basis to
its optimality equation, on improving its resolution scheme and extending its expressiveness.
This lead to two more general modeling frameworks: SMDP+ and — more importantly —
XMDP, which highlighted the interests and limitations of TMDP, generalized its optimality
equation and opened the door to the generalization of its resolution scheme.
But implicit-event decision models are often not available as such and it is much easier to
describe a temporal decision problem through explicit-event decision models. The drawback
of such models is that we are no longer able to optimize policies for them with the general
guarantees we had with MDPs. Hence, we focused our efforts on comprehending and formalizing these explicit-event models. This study brought us from the field of Discrete Events
Systems specification to the techniques of Statistical Learning, all serving the same purpose:
building a sound generic algorithm for explicit-events Temporal Markov Decision Problems.
The specific fields and contributions presented in parts II and III could be summarized
the following way:
• Part II focused on formalization of implicit-event decision models, extending the wellknown TMDP model to a more general framework of optimization (piecewise polynomial representations) and introducing the general case of observable continuous time
with the XMDP formalization. Efforts in the resolution of such temporal problems
were directed at backward induction algorithms, performing a value iteration-like optimization in a prioritized way.
• Part III was oriented towards modeling of explicit event systems where inclusion of
the observable time variable partially compensated for the loss of Markov’s property.
Algorithmic contributions focused on forward search methods, using the generalizing
properties of Statistical Learning techniques to deal with high-dimensional hybrid state
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spaces.
We won’t recall further here the contributions brought by the study of these two distinct
fields and will refer the reader to the conclusion chapters of their respective parts (chapters
10 and 15) for these contributions. Instead, it seems interesting to take a last look at the
very nature of the temporal variable, in order to draw some more general conclusions.
The discussion of section 2.3 — which underlined the differences and similarities between
standard MDPs and Temporal Markov Decision Problems — brought up three different
notions of time in the modeling context of stochastic processes: the process’ time (the successive decision epochs numbering), the transition or sojourn time (the temporal extension
of transitions) and the physical time or clock (the measure the agent has by looking at its
watch). Since we remained in the discrete event framework throughout the thesis, our focus
was set on the two last notions, their relationships and dependencies. In the end, it appears
that:
• physical time can be dealt with like any other non-replenishable variable. The generalization from TMDPs to XMDPs is probably the best illustration we could have
found of such a property. Even if they define an unbounded time a priori, TMDPs
rely on the implicit assumption that the knowledge about non-stationarity is finite and
corresponds to a certain time interval. Hence, one could turn TMDPs back to the case
of continuous variable MDPs. However,
• physical time should not be dealt with like any other continuous variable in a Temporal Markov Decision Problem. The first reason for this is the fact that time is the
structuring variable of the process: it conditions the transition functions, the reward
model and — consequently — the optimal policy. Giving time a special place in the
optimization process — as the TMDP and XMDP frameworks do — helps structuring
the optimization itself by taking advantage of the causality principle 1 . Furthermore,
the introduction of an observable continuous physical time variable in the GSMDP
framework — when the initial state is known — partially compensated for the loss of
Markov behavior due to the non-observability of the internal dynamics deciding the
sojourn times.
From the practical point of view, both the TMDPpoly and the iATPI algorithms — which
form the main algorithmic contribution of the thesis — can still benefit from improvements,
better understanding and better implementations. However, they both constitute a new
contribution to their respective fields and to the question of temporal planning and learning
under uncertainty.
Finally, this question of dealing with time is far from being closed. Different communities
adopted different formalisms to deal with it: temporal logic, temporal planning, TMDPs,
differential propagation equations, . . . all constitute distinct attempts at capturing the timedependency of decision problems and their inherent structure. We presented in this thesis
a contribution to the specific framework of decision under uncertainty, trying, at a modest
level, to lay bridges between communities (planning under uncertainty and discrete events
modeling for instance). However, both in our fields and in the general case, time retains its
puzzling aura, confirming that its study still necessitates more . . . time.
1

direct consequence of the fact that time is a non-replenishable variable.
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A
Computing complex operations on piecewise polynomial functions

A.1

Basics

Real-valued coefficient polynomial functions are commonly used as an approximation framework for continuous functions, for interpolation purposes or for compact representation of
basis functions. They constitute an easy-to-use representation because they allow for both
low memory cost storage of the function in a compact form (coefficients storage) and practical operations between functions.
The first application of polynomial functions to interpolation consists in Lagrange polynomials. But one could also mention Bezier curves and, of course, the well developed theory
of spline functions (see [Ahlberg et al., 1967]).
Polynomials offer the possibility to turn complex functional operations into coefficient
manipulation. This makes the framework of polynomial interpolation particularly attractive.
However, an important misconception needs to be lifted here: polynomial functions —
especially Lagrange polynomials — are not always the “simplest” fitting curve. Indeed, as
the number of fitted points increases, performing exact interpolation implies using high degree polynomials and thus introducing the corresponding inflexions and variations in the
fitting curve. Splines correct this problem by introducing discontinuities in the function or
in its derivatives.
This appendix presents some of the problems associated with computing operations at
the functional level on piecewise polynomial functions. Due to lack of time, this presentation
might be incomplete. All the algorithms mentioned here and other ones were implemented
in version 0.3 the POLYTOOLS library. This library is available at http://emmanuel.
rachelson.free.fr.

A.2

Common dangers of coefficient manipulation

Imagine trying to compute the difference of two polynomial functions, the first one being
p1 (x) = 31 x + 1 and the second one being p2 (x) = 0.333333333333334x + 1. Depending on
how arithmetic operations are implemented on the specific machine used and on machine
precision, the resulting p3 = p1 − p2 polynomial might result in being 0 or x where  is a
very small number.
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While this is not a surprise when one is used to finite machine precision calculation, it
holds a danger for polynomial handling. When we wants operations to be automated, we
cannot afford to have such a random behavior in calculation results. We take the “graphical”
point of view and state that the two above possible polynomials for p3 are equal.
Another way to present this problem is simply to state that finite machine precision leads
to inexact results even when the formulas are exact. Hence, one should be careful about the
operations performed. For example, when looking for maxima of the f (x) = −x4 polynomial, if the root finding algorithm used on the derivative returns an approximate result
x 0, then using the first non-zero derivative to determine whether the optimum found is a
maximum or a minimum is usually not a robust method. This is because it implies testing
whether a real value is exactly equal to zero or not and this specific testing is very error-prone.
Consequently, we take the option to state that a polynomial function can only be numerically defined with respect to a maximum range of its argument x and with a threshold
parameter on the coefficients in order to avoid having ill-conditioned polynomials1 . See for
example what happens if you take the remainder of the Euclidean division of a polynomial
by a second one that has a very small highest order coefficient: the resulting polynomial has
a huge highest order coefficient. This is particularly unwished and induces numerical errors,
it is even critical in the application of the high-level Sturm’s theorem.
Consequently, to insure numerical stability of polynomial handling, we adopt the following finite precision criterion.

A polynomial function is numerically defined by the triplet ha, M, i:
• a is the vector of coefficients. It contains n + 1 real values (n being the
polynomial’s degree).
• M is the definition span, it is the largest value of x, regardless of sign, which
will ever be presented to the polynomial function.
•  is the precision threshold under which one considers a polynomial evaluation
to be null.
We introduce the following simplification scheme for numerical calculation stability.
Whenever a coefficient ai in a, corresponding to the degree i term verifies ai M i < ,
this coefficient is set to zero.

A.3

Usual operations: polynomial arithmetic, evaluation and root finding

Due to lack of time, we only provide a short review of these methods which have been more
widely developed in specifically dedicated books (see for example [Press et al., 2007]).
Addition and subtraction of polynomial functions is rather straight forward, given the
previous simplification scheme.
1
By ill-conditioned polynomials, we mean polynomials which would have a very large ratio of
is the largest coefficient and a the smallest.
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a

where A

A.3. Usual operations: polynomial arithmetic, evaluation and root finding
Multiplication of polynomials corresponds to the convolution of their coefficient vectors.
Implementing a polynomial division scheme (Euclid division) can be done with minimal
complexity as presented in [Press et al., 2007], given the above simplification scheme.
Evaluation follows Horner’s method which relies on factored polynomial form:
p(x) = (((an x + an−1 ) x + an−2 ) x + . . .) x + a0
Still with the same simplification scheme, derivation and integration of polynomial functions is an easy task. One should note however that these operation are no more guaranteed
to be commutative for ill-conditioned polynomials because of the simplification scheme.
Finally, for root finding, exact formulas exist for polynomials up to degree four (included).
Namely:
• degree 0, trivial case
• degree 1, linear case
• degree 2, Newton’s formula
• degree 3, Cardan’s or Sotta’s Formula
• degree 4, Ferrari’s or Descartes’s formula
Still these formulas should be handled keeping the finite precision problem, especially when
testing real numbers for equality to zero.
For polynomials of degree equal or greater than five, one often uses approximate methods. For this purpose, Sturm’s theorem — presented in [Sturm, 1835] — provides a very
nice dichotomy algorithm for isolating roots of a polynomial function. We recall this theorem
below, writing rem(p1 , p2 ) the remainder of the division of p1 by p2 .
Let p be a polynomial function. Let {pn }n∈[0,N ] be the finite sequence of polynomials
defined by:
p0 = p
p1 = p0
pi = rem(pi−2 , pi−1 )
0 = rem(pN −1 , pN )
Finally, let a and b be two real numbers such that a < b, p(a) 6= 0 and p(b) 6= 0
and let σ(a) (resp. σ(b)) be the number of sign changes in the (p0 (a), . . . , pN (a))
sequence where zeros are not counted as sign changes.
Then the number of real, distinct roots of p in the [a, b] interval is σ(a) − σ(b).
Sturm’s theorem provides a nice theoretical way of bracketing roots. However, it is subject to the same numerical difficulties mentioned earlier, especially when some pi (a) values
become close to zero. This can lead to an erroneous number of expected roots in a given
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interval.
Sturm’s theorem is often used in conjunction with a Newton-Raphson gradient descent
algorithm in order to refine the value of the found root.
Our POLYTOOLS library offers implementations of all these algorithms.
The piecewise polynomial case derives directly from the polynomial function case.

A.4

Convolutions

We dedicate a specific section to the problem of computing the convolution of two piecewise
polynomial functions for two reasons:
• This operation is a non-trivial operations, imply many intermediate steps.
• It is one of the core functionalities needed for the TMDPpoly planner, which justified
the creation of a specific POLYTOOLS library.

The goal here is to calculate the function:
Z
h(t) =

∞

−∞

f (x)g(t − x)dx

Where f is a piecewise polynomial function of degree A and g is a piecewise polynomial
function of degree B.

A.4.1

Preliminary: convolution of a piecewise polynomial function with any probability distribution function

This preliminary paragraph shows what would happen if f or g was not a piecewise polynomial function.

A.4.2

Problem introduction

Let us introduce the problematic of this section by starting with the simple case of solving
equation A.4 in the case of any function f (not necessarily polynomial), and a polynomial
function g (defined in one piece). We will write:

g(x) =

B
X
j=0
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Thus:
g(t − x) =

B
X

bj (t − x)j

j=0

=

B
X

bj

j=0

=

j
X

Cjk tk (−x)j−k

k=0

j
B X
X

bj Cjk tk (−x)j−k

j=0 k=0

= b0
+ b1 (t − x)
+ b2 (t − 2tx + x)
..
.
B
X

+ bB

k
t k CB
(−x)k

k=0


B
= tB bB CB


B−1
B−1
(−x) + bB−1 CB−1
+ tB−1 bB CB


B−2
B−2
B−2
(−x) + bB−2 CB−2
(−x)2 + bB−1 CB−1
+ tB−2 bB CB
..
.



B−(B−1)
(−x)B−1 + . . . + b1 C11
+ t1 bB CB


B−B
(−x)B + . . . + b0 C0B−B
+ t0 bB CB
=
=

B
X

t

j

B
X

j=0

i=j

B
X

B−j
X

tj

So we have:
Z

Hence:
h(t) =
R∞

j
(−1)m bj+m Cj+m
xm

m=0

j=0

h(t) =

bi Cij (−x)i−j

∞

−∞

B
X



B−j
B
X
X
j
f (x) 
tj
(−1)m bj+m Cj+m
xm  dx

tj

j=0

j=0

m=0

B−j
X

j
(−1)m bj+m Cj+m
m=0

Z

∞

−∞

!
xm f (x)dx

The quantity −∞ xk f (x)dx (provided that this quantity exists) is the mth moment of a
random variable governed by a probability density function f . We will write it mk and thus:
h(t) =

B
X
j=0

tj

B−j
X
k=0

!
j
(−1)k bj+k Cj+k
mk
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Therefore, one can conclude that in order to compute h for any f and for a polynomial
g of degree B, one needs to be able to compute the B first moments of f . Let us now turn
to piecewise polynomial functions. We will write βi the set of bounds limiting the definition
intervals of g. B is the number of definition intervals of g.
If g(x) is piecewise defined over the successive intervals [β1 , β2 ], [β2 , β3 ], . . . , [βB , βB+1 ],
with β1 < . . . < βB+1 , then the function gt (x) = g(t − x) is defined over the intervals
[t − βB+1 , t − βB ], . . . , [t − β3 , t − β2 ], [t − β2 , t − β1 ]. We write gi,t the restriction of gt to the
interval [t − βi+1 , t − βi ]. Therefore, calculating h turns to:
h(t) =

B Z
X
i=1

t−βi

t−βi+1

f (x)gi,t (x)dx

We have seen previously that on each [t − βi+1 , t − βi ] interval, gt (x) could be written as:
gi,t (x) =

B
X

t

j

j=0

B−j
X

j
(−1)m bi,j+m Cj+m
xm

m=0

So, the calculation of h(t) can be written:
h(t) =

B Z
X
i=1

t−βi

t−βi+1

f (x)

B
X
j=0

tj

B−j
X

j
(−1)m bi,j+m Cj+m
xm dx

m=0

So it turns out that calculating
R t−βi k h for piecewise polynomial g functions means being able
to compute the quantity t−βi+1
x f (x)dx. While calculating f ’s moments was a standard
operation for most probability density functions, when the integral’s bounds are not infinite anymore, the calculation becomes more complex and there is no standard method. This
introductory analysis illustrates why we chose piecewise polynomial probability density functions in the T M DPpoly algorithm.
Now we can turn to our first objective in this section, namely calculate h(t) for piecewise
polynomial f and g functions. We will first show that h is piecewise polynomial too and will
analyze its definition intervals. This will break the calculation into integral calculations over
standard polynomials.
A.4.3

Breaking the problem into pieces

Let us call {αi }1≤i≤A+1 and {βj }1≤j≤B+1 the bounds of f and g’s definition intervals respectively. The question in calculating h is to define intervals over which the definition of f and
g is constant in order to perform the integration.
Suppose we have found such intervals. Their bounds are either elements of {αi }1≤i≤A+1
or of {βj }1≤j≤B+1 . Over one of these intervals, the f (x)g(t − x) product can be written as
a polynomial in t where the coefficients depend on x. More specifically, the coefficients of
this (f (x)gt (x))(t) polynomial are themselves polynomials in x. The interval’s bounds being
linear in t, we can deduce that over each of these intervals, h(t) is a polynomial function and
thus that h is piecewise polynomial.
Now we need to find these intervals, depending on the value of t. Figure A.1 clarifies the
problem.
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α2

α3

t − β5

t − β4

t − β3

α4
t − β2

f (x)
gt (x)

Figure A.1: Example of definition intervals for a given t

It appears that for a very small t (close to −∞), the list of bounds defining intervals over
which both f and g have a constant definition is given by:
t − βB+1 , t − βB , . . . , t − β2 , α2 , . . . , αA+1
We have dropped the β1 and α1 values on purpose to avoid inserting infinite valued
bounds into the list. Then, as t increases, t − β2 becomes larger than α2 and the bounds
permute. This happens for t = γ2 = α1 + β1 . And the process goes on in the same manner,
t grows and as soon as one of the bounds switches position with an other, a new threshold γ
on t is defined, and the list of bounds is updated with the new list of bounds which have been
reordered. This provides an efficient manner of computing f (x)gt (x)’s definition intervals —
they are defined by the γk — and at the same time to calculate the list of bounds used for
the calculation of h on each of the t intervals defined by the γk .
Finally, for t ∈ [γk , γk+1 ], we have a list of bounds — written either as αi or as t − βj —
defining ordered intervals over which f and gt have a constant definition. The h(t) polynomial
over [γk , γk+1 ] is given by the sum over all of these intervals of the quantities:
Z bound[γ ,γ ],l+1
k k+1
f (x)g(t − x)dx
bound[γk ,γk+1 ],l

Between these bounds, f and g are simple polynomial functions. So our global problem
of computing h(t) transforms into lots of small problems of computing quantities like:
Z δ
f (x)g(t − x)dx
Z

γ
t−δ

γ

Z

t−δ

t−γ

f (x)g(t − x)dx
f (x)g(t − x)dx

Where γ and δ are real numbers. The next paragraphs explain how to perform such a
calculation.
A.4.4

Preliminary calculations

Let f and g be written as:
f (x)

=

g(x) =

A
P
i=0
B
P
j=0
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We want to calculate:
Z
S(t) =

bound2

bound1

Z
f (x)g(t − x)dx =

bound2

bound1

A
X

!
ai xi

i=0



B
X


bj (t − x)j  dx

j=0

Where bound1 and bound2 are either real valued bounds as in γ or “shifting bounds” as
in t − δ. Before we compute the integral itself, we can try to simplify the expression under
the integral sign. As calculated in the previous paragraph, one can write:
g(t − x) =

B
X

tj

j=0

B
X
i=j

bi Cij (−x)i−j

Let bbj be the polynomial:
B
X

bbj (x) =

i=j

bi Cij (−x)i−j

Introducing m = i − j, one can rewrite bbj as:
bbj (x) =

B−j
X

j
(−1)m bj+m Cj+m
xm

m=0

~ j be the vector containing the B − j + 1 coefficients of bbj :
Let bb


bj Cjj


j
 −bj+1 Cj+1

~j = 

bb
..




.
j
(−1)B−j bB CB

And let ~a be the vector containing f ’s coefficients:


a0
 a1 


~a =  . 
.
 . 
aA

One has:
f (x)g(t − x) =

=

A
X


! B
X
ai xi 
bj (t − x)j 

i=0

j=0

i=0

j=0


! B
A
X
X
ai xi 
bbj (x)tj 

~j :
We can introduce vector c~j which is the discrete convolution of ~a and bb
~j
c~j = ~a ∗ bb
Vector c~j has A + B − j + 1 coefficients, and the associated polynomial is:
cj (x) = f (x) · bbj (x)
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Hence we have:
f (x)g(t − x) =

B
X

cj (x)tj

j=0

And if we call d~j the vector of coefficients corresponding to the primitive polynomial2
dj (x) of polynomial cj (x):


0


c0


c1


d~j = 
2



..


.
cA+B−j
A+B−j+1

Then we have:
Z

bound2

bound1

Z
f (x)g(t − x)dx =
=

B
bound2 X

bound1
B
X

tj

Z

j=0

=

B
X

cj (x)tj dx

j=0
bound2

bound1

cj (x)dx

tj [dj (bound2 ) − dj (bound1 )]

j=0

From this point, we need to distinguish cases depending on the nature of bound1 and
bound2
A.4.5

Calculating

Rδ
γ

f (x)g(t − x)dx

This version is rather simple. Since one has the dj polynomials from the ai and bj coefficients,
one can write:
Z
γ

A.4.6

Calculating

R t−δ
γ

δ

f (x)g(t − x)dx =

B
X

tj [dj (δ) − dj (γ)]

j=0

f (x)g(t − x)dx

This calculation is a little more tricky since one of the bounds reintroduces t into dj . We
have:
Z t−δ
B
X
f (x)g(t − x)dx =
tj [dj (t − δ) − dj (γ)]
γ

j=0

Let us split the problem again and write:
R(t) =

B
X

tj dj (γ)

j=0

Q(t) =

B
X

tj dj (t − δ)

j=0
2

Since one can take any primitive polynomial, we choose the one with a null constant term.
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Calculating R(t) is rather straightforward. The main problem comes from Q(t). Calculating dj (t − δ) is similar to the previous calculation of g(t − x). The indexes get more
complicated but the operation is the same, for each dj one obtains a family of dj,k polynomials. For simplicity, we will write Dj = A + B − j + 1 and3 :
dj (t − δ) =

Dj
X

k

dj,k (t − δ) =

k=0

So one finally has:
Q(t) =

Dj
X

tk ddj,k (δ)

k=0
Dj
B X
X

tj+k ddj,k (δ)

j=0 k=0

This provides an incremental way of building Q’s coefficients. One first builds the
q0 . . . qA+B+1 coefficients by initializing them to qk = dd0,k (δ). Then at the second pass,
j is incremented to one and one updates all q1 . . . qA+B+1 coefficients. q0 is not changed
anymore since j is equal to one. The process goes on, updating the higher order coefficients
of Q until we reach j = B for the last pass, which updates all qB . . . qA+B+1 coefficients.
Finally, the result is found with the difference between Q and R:
Z t−δ
f (x)g(t − x)dx = Q(t) − R(t)
γ

It is interesting to note that, by substituting x by t − y one can write:
Z t−δ
Z t−γ
f (x)g(t − x)dx =
g(y)f (t − y)dy
γ

δ

But the bbj , cj , dj , Q and R polynomials yielded by the left hand side and the right hand
side terms of this equation are completely different in nature. For example, there are B cj
and dj polynomials respectively for the left hand side calculation, while the right hand side
provides A polynomials for cj and dj . Similarly, the Q and R are different but since the degree
of Q is necessarily higher than the degree of R, the highest order coefficients of Q must be the
same in both cases. This remark does not provide any implementation improvement (except
for debugging) but illustrates an interesting property of these polynomial’s operations by
establishing an equality between the Q − R difference in the two cases.
A.4.7

Calculating

R t−δ
t−γ

f (x)g(t − x)dx

For this last integral, one can remark that the variable replacement y = t − x yields:
Z t−δ
Z δ
f (x)g(t − x)dx = −
f (t − y)g(y)dy
t−γ

γ

If t − γ and t − δ were actually ordered with t − γ < t − δ, then δ < γ and it makes sense
to permute the bounds and to get rid of the minus sign:
Z t−δ
Z γ
f (x)g(t − x)dx =
g(y)f (t − y)dy
t−γ

δ

Which takes us back to the case of constant bounds.
3

The reader interested in comparing with the POLYTOOLS-0.3 implementation will find that dj (t−δ) has
been renamed to pj (t). All other variables are named consistently with the variables used in these paragraphs.
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A.5

Common difficulties

The programmer trying to implement an efficient version of a formal calculus library often
encounters a series of problems which are mainly due to the very difference in nature between
the abstract objects considered by the mathematical reasoning and the physical representations of numbers on a computer.
The excellent book of [Press et al., 2007] provides some hindsight on these problems. We
will simply illustrate it with two distinct examples.
A.5.1

The case of Sturm’s theorem

The application of Sturm’s theorem to find the number of real roots of a polynomial in a
given interval implies building Sturm’s sequence. This sequence is obtained by successive
division of polynomials. However, during this division operation, due to numerical limited
precision, some coefficients which should become zero take very small values. At the next
division, they yield other coefficients with very large values, and so on. This become problematic when the coefficients in question are the ones of highest degree.
An easy way to go around this problem, as mentioned in introduction, is to say that a
polynomial function f is given by its n + 1 coefficients ai and its span M . M is the absolute
value of the largest scalar which will ever be given to the polynomial for evaluation; it is
an upper bound on the absolute values in the definition domain. Then, one can say that
whenever ai · M i is below a certain threshold , ai is supposed equal to zero.
While this is fine for simple evaluation of polynomials, it can completely change the result of Sturm’s theorem. Setting arbitrarily some coefficients at zero can change Sturm’s
sequence or can shift the values obtained for the number of bounds inside a given interval.
Our experience with such problems lead us to results stating that some polynomials had
−2 roots in a given interval. This first example illustrates one of the caveat one should keep
in mind while working with formal coefficient calculus. Future versions of POLYTOOLS aim
at improving the treatment of such problems.
A.5.2

Finding extrema

Finding the maximum of a polynomial corresponds to finding the corresponding root in
its derivative. This is particularly important whenever one wishes to calculate the g(t) =
sup f (t0 ) function in the piecewise polynomial case.
t0 ≥t

The variable precision schemes of computer languages can result in some inconsistencies
here. Without entering too much into the details, some operations require some successive
“==0.” tests (for details, see the above function in POLYTOOLS ) which, depending on the
way they are implemented, can sometimes return true or false while they should always
return true.
Such inaccuracies result in completely erroneous output polynomials and can completely
change the face a result. The conclusion of this short caveat paragraph is that one should
always be very careful with both the implementation of such functions and the use of the
provided tools in POLYTOOLS .
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B
Short reminder of Support Vector Regression

This appendix presents a quick review of the notions at stake in Support Vector Regression
(SVR). It provides a entry point for basic theory and properties of SVR methods and of some
statistical learning methods used throughout the thesis. Instead of inserting them inside the
thesis, we chose to make further references to this appendix or to their respective authors
in order to ease the document’s reading. Our goal here is not to provide an extensive and
rigorous presentation of SVR techniques. For this purpose, we refer the reader to the quoted
authors who generally provide excellent comprehensive textbooks or references. Hence, this
appendix should only be seen as a quick reminder as well as an introductory basis for more
general questions about kernel methods for regression, classification and density estimation
which we won’t develop here.

B.1

Least-Squares Linear Regression

We first recall the idea of least squares linear regression:
Suppose we have a set of l samples {(xi , yi )}i=1..l , with xi ∈ Rn and yi ∈ R. We wish to
find the hyperplane of Rn+1 which fits best the {(xi , yi )}i=1..l set given a penalty term given
as the Euclidean distance between the hyperplane and the points.
If a is the hyperplane’s orthogonal unit vector, then the distance between
a point x and
P
the hyperplane is given as xT a, so our goal is to minimize the quantity li=1 (xTi a − yi )2 .
If one writes X the matrix of all xij coordinates and y the vector of all yi , then this
problem turns to a quadratic programming problem which has solution:
a = (X T X)−1 X T y

B.2

-insensitive Support Vector Regression

The idea of SVR can be presented in a very similar concise manner. Suppose we have a set of
l samples {(xi , yi )}i=1..l , with xi ∈ Rn and yi ∈ R. We wish to find a function interpolating
these points. Linear regression would provide us with the best interpolating hyperplane in
Rn , but the samples do not necessarily follow a linear evolution. Projecting the samples into
a feature space is costly since feature spaces have higher dimension than n and because we
need to chose the features themselves and the dimension of the feature space. However, if
we were able to project our samples in a very large or infinite dimension feature space, then
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the linear regression method would be very appropriate.
Thus, the idea of SVR is to find an interpolating function having expression:
f (x) = hw|φ(x)i + b

(B.1)

Where φ(x) is the projection of x into feature space, w is a vector of weights and b is the
linear regression offset.
Then, the standard SVR problem is expressed as a compromise between flatness of the
regressed function and the regression error. Flatness can be interpreted as insensitivity to
noise and is measured by the norm of the w vector. In classical -sensitive SVR, the regression error is a non-linear soft margin term. This error is equal to zero if |yi − f (xi )| < . This
corresponds to the fact that we consider null the regression errors as long as the yi points are
within a tube of radius  around the f (x) curve in feature space. In order to formalize this
-insensitivity, we can introduce slack variables ξi and ξi∗ , quantifying the distance between
the insensitivity tube and the points. ξi represents the distance “above’ the tube and ξi∗ the
distance “below” as presented on figure B.1.

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

Figure B.1: Soft margin cost

Hence, the SVR problem can be expressed by using the trade-off constant C and the
slack variables ξi and ξi∗ :
minimize

1
2
2 kwk

+C

l
P

(ξi + ξi∗ )

i=1

 yi − hw, φ(xi )i − b ≤  + ξi
hw, φ(xi )i + b − yi ≤  + ξi∗
subject to

ξi , ξi∗
≥ 0

(B.2)

This non-linear optimization problem can be solved using its dual formulation. For this
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purpose, we form the corresponding Lagrange function:
l

l

i=1

i=1
l
X

X
X
1
L = kwk2 + C
(ξi + ξi∗ ) −
αi ( + ξi − yi + hw, φ(xi )i + b)
2
−
−

i=1
l
X

αi∗ ( + ξi∗ + yi − hw, φ(xi )i − b)

(B.3)

ηi ξi + ηi∗ ξi∗

i=1

The optimal solution of the problem stated in equation B.2 is a saddle point of the above
Lagrange function with respect to the primal and dual variables. Consequently, the derivative
of L with respect to the primal variables (w, b, ξi , ξi∗ ) is equal to zero at the optimality point:
l
P

∂b L =
∂w L = w −
∂ξ(∗) L =

i=1
l
P
i=1

(αi∗ − αi )

(αi − αi∗ ) φ(x) = 0
(∗)

(∗)

C − αi − η i

i

=0

=0

By replacing in equation B.3, one obtains the dual optimization problem:
l
l
l
P
P
P
(αi − αi∗ ) (αi − αi∗ ) hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i − 
(αi + αi∗ ) +
yi (αi − αi∗ )
− 12
i=1
i=1
 i,j=1
l
 P
(αi − αi∗ ) = 0
subject to
i=1

αi , αi∗ ∈ [0, C]
(B.4)
So if we are able to express the dot product in feature space, directly as a function of
xi and xj , we do not need to explicitly define the feature projection φ. In other words, if
we can find a function k(xi , xj ) such that k(xi , xj ) = hφ(xi ), φ(xj )i then the problem can be
written:
l
l
l
P
P
P
maximize − 21
(αi − αi∗ ) (αi − αi∗ ) k(xi , xj ) − 
(αi + αi∗ ) +
yi (αi − αi∗ )
i=1
i=1
 i,j=1
l
(B.5)
 P
(αi − αi∗ ) = 0
subject to
 i=1 ∗
αi , αi ∈ [0, C]

maximize

And finally:
f (x) =

l
X

(αi − αi∗ ) k(xi , x) + b

(B.6)

i=1

If one writes the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions:
αi ( + ξi − yi + hw, xi i + b) = 0
αi∗ ( + ξi∗ − yi + hw, xi i + b) = 0
It appears that for all points inside the -insensitivity tube, the αi , αi∗ vanish. Because of
the same equations, one also has αi αi∗ = 0 for all l samples. Thus, only a few αi are non-zero
and the final solution is sparse.
(∗)

The points corresponding to non-zero αi
ones participating in the optimal solution.

are called Support Vectors, they are the only
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B.3

Variations on the theme of kernel-based regression

Most of the effort in SVR has been dedicated to designing efficient kernels in order to
represent expressive feature spaces. To cite only a few, one can mention:
• the polynomial kernel k(xi , xj ) = (hxi , xj i + c)p , used for instance in optical character
recognition,
• the sigmoid kernel k(xi , xj ) = tanh(c + dhxi , xj i), similar to the activation function of
common neural networks,
kx1 −x2 k2

• the Gaussian kernel k(xi , xj ) = e− 2σ2 , which is quite widespread and has the important property of being translation invariant.
Variations on SVR formulation yield the Least-Squares SVR formulation which reduces
the insensitivity tube to a null width and minimizes an L2 error term in the objective function (instead of the L1 term expressed in terms of slack variables in equation B.2). This turns
the resolution into a linear problem. However, the solution of LS-SVR is not very sparse.
Generally speaking, sparsity comes from the norm used for w and from the loss functions
used. These loss functions express the weight we put on outlier points, ie. points that do
not fit well our regression. The linear -sensitive formulation is the loss function of the standard SVR presented above, LS-SVR use L2 loss functions. Other functions corresponding to
other expected densities of samples (noise) have been explored such as Gaussian, Laplacian
or Huber’s robust loss functions.
An interesting alternative to SVR in kernel-based regression is the LASSO formulation
which yields interestingly sparse representations. This formulation is based on an L1 regularization term (kwk1 ) and an L2 loss function.
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Problèmes décisionnels de Markov temporels. Formalisation et résolution
Cette thèse traite de planification dans l'incertain en environnement instationnaire. Nous
cherchons à construire un agent logiciel autonome, capable de se coordonner avec l'évolution de
son environnement. Cet environnement est constitué d'autres agents communiquant leurs
intentions ou de processus concurrents non-contrôlables pour lesquels un modèle est disponible.
Nous explorons plusieurs approches de modélisation d'une dépendance continue au temps dans le
cadre des Processus Décisionnels de Markov (MDP), aboutissant à la définition des Problèmes
Décisionnels de Markov Temporels. Puis, nous nous intéressons à deux paradigmes distincts. En
premier lieu, nous considérons des modèles à événements implicites et les écrivons comme des
MDP dépendants du temps (TMDP). Nous étendons l'équation d'optimalité classique et présentons
un algorithme d'Itération de la Valeur utilisant des représentations polynômiales par morceaux
que nous testons sur deux problèmes de planification pour drones. Ces conclusions permettent
alors une discussion plus générale au sujet des actions paramétriques pour les MDP à temps
observable. Dans un second temps, nous modélisons séparément les contributions concurrentes
d'événements exogènes au système. Cette approche de modélisation à événements explicites
mène aux Processus Décisionnels Semi-Markoviens Généralisés (GSMDP). Nous établissons un lien
entre la théorie de Spécification des Systèmes à Evénements Discrets (DEVS) et le formalisme
GSMDP, permettant ainsi la définition de simulateurs cohérents. Puis nous adoptons une approche
d'Itération de la Politique fondée sur la simulation que nous testons sur un problème de contrôle
d'un réseau de métro.
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Temporal Markov Decision Problems. Formilization and Resolution
This thesis addresses the question of planning under uncertainty in a time-dependent
environment. Motivation for this work came from the problem of building an autonomous agent
able to coordinate with its uncertain environment; the latter being composed of non-controllable
processes (other agents or environment) for which some discrete-event model is available. We
investigate several approaches for modeling continuous time-dependency in the framework of
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), leading to a definition of Temporal Markov Decision Problems.
Then our approach focuses on two separate paradigms. First, we consider time-dependent
problems as implicit-event processes and describe them as Time-dependent MDPs (TMDPs). We
extend existing results concerning optimality equations and present a Value Iteration algorithm
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Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes (GSMDPs). We establish a link between the general
framework of Discrete Events Systems Specification (DEVS) and the formalism of GSMDP, allowing
to build sound simulators. Then we introduce a simulation-based Policy Iteration approach for
explicit-event Temporal Markov Decision Problems bringing together results from simulation
theory, forward search, and statistical learning theory. We test our appproach on a subway
network control problem.
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Résumé
Ce travail de recherche s’intéresse au problème de planification dans l’incertain en environnement instationnaire. Notre motivation première provient du problème consistant à construire un agent logiciel autonome,
capable de se coordonner avec l’évolution incertaine de son environnement. Cet environnement peut être constitué d’autres agents communiquant leurs intentions, ou de processus concurrents non-contrôlables pour
lesquels un modèle est disponible sous une forme ou une autre. Nous explorons différentes approches de modélisation d’une dépendance temporelle
continue dans le cadre des Processus Décisionnels de Markov (MDP), ce
qui nous mène à définir le cadre des Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov
Temporels. Puis, nous nous intéressons à deux paradigmes en particulier.
En premier lieu, nous considérons les problèmes stochastiques temporels
de décision via les modèles à événements implicites et les décrivons au
travers du formalisme des MDP dépendants du temps (TMDP). Nous
étendons la portée de résultats précédents concernant l’existence d’une
équation d’optimalité et présentons un nouvel algorithme d’Itération de
la Valeur fondé sur les propriétés des représentations polynômiales par
morceaux. Cet algorithme permet d’étendre la résolution des TMDP à
un plus large classe de problèmes. Ces conclusions ouvrent alors la voie
à une discussion plus générale au sujet des actions paramétriques dans
le cadre des MDP à espaces d’états et d’actions hybrides et à temps
continu observable. Dans un second temps, nous considérons la possibilité de modéliser séparément les contributions concurrentes d’événements
exogènes au système. Cette approche de modélisation à événements explicites nous mène au cadre des Processus Décisionnels Semi-Markoviens
Généralisés (GSMDP). Nous établissons un lien entre le cadre général de
la théorie de Spécification des Systèmes à Evénements Discrets (DEVS)
et le formalisme des GSMDP, permettant ainsi la spécification de simulateurs compatibles avec tout système à événements discrets. Puis nous
définissons une approche d’Itération de la Politique fondée sur la simulation pour construire des politiques de contrôle des Problèmes Décisionnels
de Markov Temporels à événements explicites. Cette contribution algorithmique rassemble des résultats de simulation, de recherche en avant pour
les MDP et d’apprentissage statistique. L’approche à événements implicites est évaluée sur un problème de planification d’un rover martien et sur
un problème de patrouille d’un drone, tandis que l’approche à événements
explicite est testée sur un problème de contrôle d’un réseau de métro.
Mots clés
Décision dans l’incertain, Processus Décisionnels de Markov, problèmes de
planification dépendant du temps, espaces d’états hybrides, modélisation
de processus décisionnels stochastiques dépendant du temps, contrôle de
processus à événements discrets implicites ou explicites.
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Préambule

Ce manuscrit en français est un résumé des travaux de thèse. Conformément au directives
de rédaction des mémoires de thèse, ce document auto-suffisant fait référence au document
compagnon, plus détaillé, rédigé en anglais et suivant le même plan. Ainsi, il est recommandé
au lecteur anglophone de se tourner vers le manuscrit en anglais afin de disposer de la version
la plus détaillée des travaux.
Le contenu de ce mémoire en français doit cependant permettre au lecteur désirant rapidement parcourir le contenu de la thèse de se faire une idée générale des contributions
et des résultats obtenus. Il nécessite toutefois quelques prérequis supplémentaires, rendus
nécessaires par la réduction des détails et des discussions.
Par ailleurs, ayant été rédigé après le manuscrit en anglais, ce document présente la qualité d’avoir plus de recul sur les travaux que lors de la rédaction en détail de la thèse.
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Introduction

1

1
Bien décider : des exemples aux Problèmes Décisionnels de
Markov Temporels

Ce chapitre d’introduction s’ouvre sur une vue générale du contexte de travail de
cette thèse, puis se concentre de façon plus précise sur notre domaine d’étude. Nous
commençons au niveau “humain”, considérant la question générale de la Décision
et ses différents aspects, motivant ainsi les diverses approches de formalisation de
la question et soulignant les caractéristiques des approches formelles. Puis nous
passons en revue un certain nombre de caractéristiques définissant différents domaines des Sciences de la Décision. Ceci nous permet de cerner plus précisément
notre sujet d’étude. Nous nous concentrons alors sur les domaines de la Planification dans l’Incertain et de l’Apprentissage par Renforcement, au sein desquels nous
définissons enfin la classe des Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels.

1.1

La question de la décision

La démarche de décider est au coeur de notre vie de tous les jours. L’acte de décider est
un concept qui a fasciné de nombreux penseurs de tous bords : philosophes, mathématiciens,
biologistes, psychologues, informaticiens. On peut ramener les enjeux de la décision à la question de choisir une “action” parmi plusieurs disponibles et ce de la manière qui nous semble
la plus appropriée.
Du point de vue de l’intelligence artificielle, construire un agent autonome du point de
vue de la décision est un vieux rêve. Or définir un tel agent passe par une formulation
rigoureuse du problème afin d’en analyser les propriétés mathématiques et de concevoir les
outils informatiques nécessaires à sa résolution. Une telle analyse passe par la définition de
concepts tels que
– les variables de l’environnement de décision,
– les variables de décision elles-mêmes,
– les relations entre ces variables indiquant quelles sont les configurations et combinaisons
possibles de l’environnement,
– la dynamique temporelle de ces relations au fur et à mesure de l’interaction de l’agent
avec son environnement, ce qui amène la notion
– d’agent ou d’agents décideur(s).
Nous nous intéresserons dans ce manuscrit à des problèmes :
– de décision séquentielle, impliquant
3

Chapitre 1. Bien décider : des exemples aux Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels
–
–
–
–

un unique agent, interagissant avec
un environnement présenté comme un système dynamique à événements discrets,
décrit dans un cadre probabiliste ,
dont le modèle est fourni comme un système à événements implicites ou comme un
simulateur et
– impliquant un unique critère de décision fondé sur l’observation de l’interaction entre
l’agent et son environnement.

1.2

Planifier et Apprendre à agir

Le problème de la décision séquentielle sous incertitudes probabilistes a été étudié sous
plusieurs aspects qui portent les noms de Planification dans l’incertain, Commande optimale
stochastique ou Apprentissage par renforcement. Ces trois approches utilisent la même base
de modélisation : les Processus Décisionnels de Markov, mais diffèrent dans les hypothèses
qu’elles effectuent sur les problème et sur l’approche de résolution qu’elles envisagent.

1.3

Temps, Incertitudes et Problèmes de décision séquentiels

Des exemples comme le problème de coordination en cours de mission de deux drones patrouillant un territoire inconnu permettent d’illustrer la place de la variable temporelle dans
les problèmes de planification dans l’incertain. Supposons pour l’exemple que le concepteur
du système souhaite doter les deux drones d’autonomie décisionnelle afin que l’un ne soit pas
asservi à l’autre pour planifier ses actions. Il met alors en place un procédé de coordination
par déclaration d’intentions et déplace alors le problème de coordination vers un problème
qui correspond, pour chaque agent à planifier dans un environnement instationnaire.
Cette instationnarité est ici induite par les intentions de l’autre agent, cependant, de nombreux autres exemples, comme la gestion de mission d’un rover Martien, l’optimisation des
décisions de mise en service de lignes de métro dans un réseau urbain, la gestion du roulage
au sol des avions dans les aéroports, etc. sont autant d’exemples de décision dans l’incertain en présence de phénomènes instationnaires. On peut alors extraire leur problématique
commune comme celle de décider d’une politique d’action optimale, vis-à-vis des contraintes
d’instationnarité et d’incertitude du problème ainsi que d’un critère d’optimalité prédéfini.
Sur la base de ces constatations, nous définissons les Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels comme les problèmes de décision séquentielle présentant les caractéristiques
suivantes :
– Systèmes à événements discrets.
– Incertitudes sur les résultats d’action
– Incertitude sur les durées (éventuellement continues) de transition
– Dépendance explicite au temps (variable temporelle observable)
On peut alors rapidement se rendre compte qu’une des principales sources de la complexité
d’analyse de tels processus tient à la :
– Concurrence de processus incontrôlables.
Cette caractéristique, bien que peu quantifiable, est cependant au coeur de nos préoccupations
dans ce manuscrit.
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2
Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels — Modélisation

La planification est la branche de la théorie de la décision qui traite de la sélection
et de l’ordonnancement d’actions de haut niveau afin de parvenir à un certain but
ou comportement. Ce chapitre introduit les notions de bases et les formalismes qui
seront utilisés tout au long de la thèse. Nous commençons avec le cadre général
des Processus Décisionnels de Markov (MDP) afin de modéliser l’incertitude sur les
résultats d’action. Nous soulignons alors où se trouvent les difficultés lorsque l’on
souhaite introduire un temps observable dans le cadre MDP. Cette discussion nous
mènera à l’introduction progressive de modèles spécifiques issus de la littérature afin
de modéliser la dépendance temporelle continue dans le cadre de la planification
dans l’incertain.

2.1

Processus Décisionnels de Markov

Les Processus Décisionnels de Markov constituent un cadre devenu standard pour représenter
les problèmes de décision séquentielle dans l’incertain. Un MDP est défini par la donnée de :
– S, un espace d’états, généralement discret et fini (dénombrable)
– A, un espace d’actions, généralement fini également
– P , une fonction de transition Markovienne, indiquant la probabilité P (s0 |s, a) d’atteindre l’état s0 après avoir entrepris l’action a dans l’état s.
– r un modèle de récompense associant un gain ou une perte à chaque transition (s, a).
0

o
s0

n

1

)

p(s1 |s0 , a0 )
r(s0 , a0 )

sn

n+1

t

p(sn+1 |sn , an )
r(sn , an )

p(s1 |s0 , a2 )
r(s0 , a2 )

Fig. 2.1 – Evolution d’un MDP
La résolution d’un problème de contrôle d’un MDP se fait généralement au travers de la
définition d’une politique π qui associe à chaque état une action. Une telle politique est dite
Markovienne et l’on sait que pour les critères d’optimisation usuels, il existe au moins une
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politique optimale qui soit Markovienne.

2.2

Temps et MDPs

La question de représenter l’évolution temporelle des processus stochastiques n’est pas
neuve et de nombreux formalismes ont été introduits pour capturer différents aspects des
problèmes de décision stochastiques et temporels. Nous résumons les relations entre ces
différents formalismes sur la figure 2.2.
(a)

(b)

MP

SMP

(c)

GSMP

(c)
(a)

(b)

MDP

SMDP

(d)

(c)

GSMDP

(d)

SMDP+,
TMDP,
XMDP
(part II)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

add
add
add
add

continuous sojourn time
concurrency
action choice
observable time

(d)
(b)

GSMDP with
observable time
(part III)

Fig. 2.2 – Carte des relations entre modèles

2.3

Similarités et différences avec les problèmes “classiques” MDP

L’introduction d’un temps continu observable dans le cadre d’un modèle MDP amène
quelques remarques et caveat. D’une part il est crucial de distinguer trois notions de temps
différents lorsqu’on parle de tels processus stochastiques.
– D’une part le temps de la chaı̂ne de Markov sous-jacente au couple MDP-politique.
Ce temps est un entier correspondant au nombre d’étapes parcourues par le processus
jusque là.
– D’autre part les durées de transition, aussi appelées durées de séjour. Indiquant combien de temps le système passe dans chaque état avant d’entreprendre une nouvelle
transition discrète.
– Enfin la variable temporelle usuelle elle-même, le temps de la montre, celui que l’on
peut mesurer et considérer comme une variable d’environnement ou comme une ressource.
Par ailleurs, considérer un temps observable dans un problème MDP implique nécessairement
de redéfinir la précédente notion d’horizon en regard de notre connaissance de l’instationnarité des phénomènes en jeu. Cela conduit à la distinction entre horizon de planification et
horizon temporel et permet d’introduire la notion de pseudo-horizon.
Enfin, il est important de noter que l’introduction d’une variable temporelle observable
dans l’espace d’état implique nécessairement une structuration de la dynamique du système.
6
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Cette structuration peut-être vue comme la conséquence du principe de causalité et son
exploitation permet d’envisager des approches dédiées aux problèmes temporels.
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3
Organisation du manuscrit

Cette thèse est organisée en une partie d’introduction et deux parties de développement.
L’introduction, à la fin de laquelle se trouve le présent chapitre, a pour vocation de présenter
le domaine d’étude considéré en partant de considérations très générales accessibles à tous,
pour arriver à un niveau de modélisation fin de ce que nous nommons “Problèmes Décisionnels
de Markov Temporels”. Cette introduction pose notamment un certain nombre de bases de
modélisation qui sont à l’origine de la structure en deux parties du développement qui suit.
[Boutilier et al., 1999] effectue une distinction nette entre deux paradigmes de représentation
de la dynamique des systèmes à événements discrets contrôlables. D’une part, on considère
des systèmes à événements implicites. Dans de telles représentation, l’évolution temporelle
du système et l’impact des processus extérieurs à l’agent sont directement intégrés dans sa
fonction de transition. Ainsi, dans un tel modèle décisionnel à événements discrets, seules les
actions de l’agent permettent de faire évoluer l’environnement. La partie II du manuscrit se
concentre sur l’analyse de tels modèles de représentation et sur l’algorithmique de résolution
des problèmes associés. Cette étude est principalement menée au travers du cadre TMDP de
[Boyan and Littman, 2001] et s’ouvre sur des modèles plus généraux.
La partie III en revanche se concentre sur le second paradigme mis en avant par [Boutilier et al., 1999] : les systèmes à événements explicites. Ces systèmes décrivent l’évolution
concurrente des processus dynamiques à événements discrets qui composent l’environnement
de l’agent, séparément du modèle de ce dernier. Ainsi, de tels systèmes à événements discrets
reposent fortement sur l’idée de concurrence d’exécution. Dans la partie III, nous établissons
un parallèle entre le formalisme GSMDP de [Younes and Simmons, 2004] et la théorie de
spécification des systèmes à événements discrets DEVS. Nous nous intéressons alors aux
approches d’apprentissage par renforcement exploitant la simulation des GSMDP afin de
construire incrémentalement des politiques de contrôle appropriées. Ce travail nous emmène
notamment au sein de problèmes d’apprentissage statistique que nous cherchons à résoudre
pour représenter les politiques et fonctions de valeur apprises par notre algorithme ATPI.
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Deuxième partie

Planifier en fonction d’un temps
continu observable dans le cadre
des processus décisionnels de
Markov
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4
Un lien entre SMDP et TMDP : le modèle SMDP+

La partie précédente a fourni une introduction générale aux modèles de prise en
compte des conséquences temporelles d’actions dans le cadre MDP. Le formalisme
TMDP de [Boyan and Littman, 2001] semble constituer un cadre naturel et adapté
à la modélisation de la dépendance au temps dans un problème MDP. Toutefois, la
place d’un tel modèle dans la famille des processus stochastiques et, par exemple,
le lien avec les processus décisionnels à événements discrets et à durées continues
comme les SMDP est encore mal exploré. Dans ce chapitre, nous nous attachons à
établir un tel lien et à répondre à la question “les TMDP sont-ils des SMDP avec
temps observable ?”. Pour cela, nous introduisons le modèle SMDP+ afin d’illustrer
le critère optimiser et de clarifier la question de la passivité dans les TMDP.

4.1

Introduire un temps observable dans le cadre SMDP

Nous définissons un SMDP+ comme un SMDP incluant, dans son ensemble de variables
d’état, la variable temporelle. Cela conduit à la définition suivante : un SMDP est constitué
de
– Σ, un espace d’état augmenté contenant les paires (s, t) et pouvant être décomposé en :
– un ensemble d’états discrets s ∈ S,
– une variable temporelle continue t ∈ R.
– A, un espace d’actions discrètes.
– Q(σ 0 |σ, a), la fonction de répartition du modèle de transition. Cette dernière peut être
décomposée en Q(σ 0 |σ, a) = P (s0 |s, t, a) · F (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ). Par commodité, on pourra
noter indifféremment le modèle de durée f (t0 |s, t, a, s0 ) où f (τ |s, t, a, s0 ), avec :

0

0

f (t |s, t, a, s ) =

0
if t0 < t
f (τ = t0 − t|s, t, a, s0 ) if t0 ≥ t

– R(σ 0 , a, σ), le modèle de récompense.
Une telle définition implique de repréciser le critère γ-pondéré et l’équation de Bellman
associée :
V

π

=E

∞
X
δ=0
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XZ

∞

V π (σ) =


R(s0 , t + τ, π(σ), σ) + γ τ V π (σ 0 ) ·f (τ |σ, π(σ), s0 )P (s0 |σ, π(σ))dτ = Ltπ (V π )(σ)

s0 ∈S 0

(4.2)

V ∗ (σ) = max
a∈A


 P Z∞
s0 ∈S



R(s0 , t + τ, a, σ) + γ τ V ∗ (σ 0 ) · f (τ |σ, a, s0 )P (s0 |σ, a)dτ

0





(4.3)

V ∗ (σ) = LV ∗ (σ)

4.2

Le problème de la passivité dans le modèle SMDP+

Plusieurs choses sont à noter lorsqu’on introduit un temps continu dans un SMDP. D’une
part, il vient naturellement à l’esprit d’introduire alors une action “attendre”. Cependant
cette action ne peut être définie que relativement à des paramètres de durée d’action ou de
date de fin d’action. Par ailleurs, définir une telle action implique de définir un modèle de
transition correspondant, illustrant le fait que dans un modèle TMDP, l’hypothèse implicite
par défaut est que “attendre” est une action déterministe qui n’affecte que la variable temporelle. On ne capture donc pas tous les cas de SMDP à temps continu avec le cadre TMDP.
Définir une notion d’attente dans le cadre SMDP+ le plus général implique nécessairement
de définir une action paramétrique continue correspondante, malgré l’intuition qui semble
indiquer que l’on peut simplifier le problème en introduisant une action déterministe comme
dans le cas TMDP.

4.3

Quelle est alors la différence entre “attendre” et “ne rien faire” ?

L’idée de ne rien faire est absente du concept de système décisionnel à événements discrets implicites car l’évolution d’un tel système est conditionnée par la prise de décision de
l’agent. S’il n’y a pas d’action, il n’y a pas d’évolution.
Introduire l’absence d’action sur une certaine durée ne correspond pas non plus à une
action “attendre” car cela implique alors de définir un problème de décision hybride en terme
de description temporelle du système. “ne rien faire” est une action comparable aux commandes rencontrées en commande optimale à temps continu tandis que toutes les autres
actions restent propres aux systèmes à événements discrets.
Au final, c’est bien la définition d’une action “attendre”, associée à une gamme de paramètres possibles, qui permet de définir rigoureusement une modèle de transition et de
récompense pour l’inclusion dans un système décisionnel à événements discrets.

4.4

Définition des politiques SMDP+

Une politique SMDP+ est donc définie comme une application :

Σ → A+
π :
s, t 7→ a
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4.5. Le lien entre TMDP et SMDP+
où A+ est un espace d’actions augmenté qui comprend toutes les instances possibles de
l’action “attendre”. Il faut alors mettre à jour les deux équations d’évaluation des politiques
et d’optimalité présentées plus haut.

4.5

Le lien entre TMDP et SMDP+

On peut alors montrer que les TMDP, qui décomposent toute transition en l’entreprise
d’une action puis la réalisation d’un “outcome” comme illustré à la figure 4.1, sont un cas
particulier de SMDP+.
µ1 , 0.2
s1

a1

µ2 , 0.8

Tµ2 = ABS

Pµ2

s2

Pµ1

Tµ1 = REL

Fig. 4.1 – TMDP - éléments de base
On montre séparément les trois points suivants :
– Equivalence des modèles : il est possible de transformer exactement un TMDP en
SMDP+. La transformation inverse est possible sous certaines hypothèses.
– Equivalence des équations d’optimalité sous hypothèse de critère total pour les SMDP+.
– Equivalence de l’exécution de deux politiques, l’une spécifiée dans le cadre TMDP,
l’autre dans le cadre SMDP+.

4.6

Conclusion

Nous avons établi le lien entre le cadre TMDP et le cadre SMDP, au travers de l’introduction d’un modèle plus générique nommé SMDP+. Nous avons ainsi fourni ainsi une base
théorique plus solide à l’analyse des équations d’optimalité des TMDP et à la compréhension
des questions d’“attente” ou de “passivité” dans les systèmes à événements discrets. Par
ailleurs, cette analyse a permis de montrer à la fois les limites d’expressivité du modèle
TMDP et les raccourcis dans sa formulation qui en font un modèle facile d’usage.
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5
Résolution des TMDP par programmation dynamique

Le précédent chapitre établissait le lien entre le cadre TMDP et les processus
décisionnels stochastiques classiques. Nous y avons notamment illustré le fait que
l’équation d’optimalité TMDP correspondait à un critère total. Nous pouvons à
présent nous concentrer sur la résolution de cette équation. Notre objectif est d’analyser les raisons qui ont permis une résolution exacte dans le cas de [Boyan and
Littman, 2001], de déterminer si et comment nous pouvons étendre cette résolution
et d’introduire les outils de calcul qui nous permettront d’effectuer des itérations
de Bellman exactes dans le cadre TMDP.

5.1

Equations d’optimalité et propriétés de la fonction de valeur

La lecture de ce chapitre présuppose une certaine connaissance du modèle TMDP de
[Boyan and Littman, 2001]. Notre objectif dans ce chapitre va être de trouver une suite de
fonctions Vn appartenant toutes au même espace de fonctions (solution à forme fermée) et
solutions du système récurrent d’équations :
!
Z t0
0
K(s, θ)dθ + V n (s, t )
Vn+1 (s, t) = sup
(5.1)
t0 ≥t

t

V n (s, t) = max Qn (s, t, a)
a∈A
X
Qn (s, t, a) =
L(µ|s, t, a) · Un (µ, t)

(5.2)
(5.3)

µ∈M

 R∞
Pµ (t0 )[R(µ, t, t0 ) + Vn (s0µ , t0 )]dt0
if Tµ = ABS
R−∞
Un (µ, t) =
∞
0 − t)[R(µ, t, t0 ) + V (s0 , t0 )]dt0 if T = REL
P
(t
n µ
µ
−∞ µ

(5.4)

Par ailleurs, nous nous attacherons à chercher une telle famille de fonctions de façon à faciliter
sa mise en oeuvre pratique dans un algorithme de type itération de la valeur.

5.2

Les fonctions polynômiales par morceaux

Notre choix s’est tourné vers l’étude des fonctions polynômiales par morceaux. Il y a de
nombreuses raisons à cela :
– La résolution exacte de [Boyan and Littman, 2001] s’est effectuée dans le cadre des
fonctions constantes et linéaires par morceaux. Passer au cadre polynômial semble
donc une extension logique.
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– La famille des fonctions polynômiales et polynômiales par morceaux est bien connue
et étudiée, notamment dans le cadre de la théorie des splines [Ahlberg et al., 1967].
– Par ailleurs, pour la représentation de densités de probabilités, si les distributions classiques (Bêta, Gaussienne, exponentielle, . . . ) sont couramment utilisées, il est difficile
d’effectuer des calculs formels exacts dessus. Les fonctions polynômiales par morceaux
sont, à ce titre, nettement plus faciles à manipuler.
– De plus, afin de modéliser des quantités évoluant de façon discontinue (modèle de
récompense par exemple) la définition “par morceaux” fournit un cadre d’étude adapté.
– Enfin, la connaissance des densités de probabilité et autres fonctions nécessaires à
la définition de nos modèles n’est précise qu’à un certain écart près. Approcher, par
exemple, une Gaussienne, par une fonction polynômiale par morceaux correspondante
est acceptable en regard de l’incertitude sur les fonctions du modèle en premier lieu.

5.3

Recherche d’une solution stable à l’équation de Bellman

En suivant la propagation d’une fonction Vn au travers du système d’équations présenté cidessus, nous montrons que si le modèle est composé de fonctions polynômiales par morceaux
et de distributions discrètes ou polynômiales par morceaux, alors il est préférable de chercher
les éléments de la suite {Vn } au sein des fonctions polynômiales par morceaux. La figure 5.1
illustre notamment la propagation d’une fonction au travers de l’équation 5.1.

V (s, t′ )

f (t′ ) = V (s, t′ ) − kt′

2

2

1

1

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

t′

0

1

2

2

2

1

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

t′

g(t) = sup f (t′ )

V (s, t) = kt + g(t)

0

3

0

t

t′ ≥t

0

1

Fig. 5.1 – Illustration de l’équation 5.1
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5.4

Borner le degré des polynômes utilisés

Notons d◦ (·) l’opérateur donnant le degrés d’une fonction polynômiale par morceaux et
supposons que :
– d◦ (Pµ ) = A
– d◦ (r) = B
– d◦ (L) = C
Si l’on suppose que d◦ (V0 ) = 0, on peut alors écrire que le degré de V1 est D1 =
A + B + C + 1, celui de V2 est D2 = 2A + B + 2C + 2, etc. Ainsi le degré de V augmente nécessairement avec les itérations à moins que A + C = −1.
Or, en regard de la propriété d’évolution du degré des polynômes lors d’une opération
de convolution, la famille des distributions de probabilité discrètes se comporte comme un
polynôme de degré −1. Nous concluons ainsi que le seul cas possible de stabilité du degré de
Vn correspond aux modèles pour lesquels C = 0 et A = −1.
Nous retrouvons ainsi un résultat qui inclut le résultat de résolution exacte de [Boyan
and Littman, 2001]. Le degré de Vn reste stable au travers des itérations si :
– Pµ est une distribution discrète
– L est une fonction constante du temps
– r est une modèle de trois fonctions indépendantes, polynômiales par morceaux de degré
quelconque B.

5.5

Est-il possible d’étendre la méthode de résolution exacte ?

Partant du dernier résultat, l’extension de la résolution exacte nécessite au minimum de
se situer dans le cadre défini ci-dessus. Cependant, un tel cadre ne garantit que la stabilité du
degré de Vn , il faut donc vérifier que chacune des opérations des équations de programmation
dynamique peut s’effectuer de façon exacte.
Nous montrons finalement qu’une telle résolution ne peut se faire que si le degré B est
inférieur ou égal à 4 en raison de notre incapacité à trouver systématiquement des racines
de polynômes de degré supérieur à 5.
Nous avons donc retrouvé quasiment le même résultat que [Boyan and Littman, 2001] en
cherchant à l’étendre. Cette exploration des propriétés des équations 5.1 à 5.4 nous permet de
cerner où se trouvent les difficultés associées à un cadre polynômial par morceaux et ouvrent
ainsi la voie à la généralisation d’un algorithme d’itération de la valeur sur des TMDP dans
un cadre exact ou approché.
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6

L’algorithme TMDPpoly : résolution de TMDP généralisés

Pour des TMDP définis avec des fonctions polynômiales par morceaux pour les
modèles de transition, de récompense et de durées, les itérations de Bellman peuvent
être effectués via un calcul analytique, permettant une recherche de solution optimale dans la famille des fonctions de valeur polynômiales par morceaux. La chapitre
précédent a posé les bases et les limites d’une telle résolution exacte et à degré stable.
Sur cette base, nous introduisons l’algorithme TMDPpoly qui combine les calculs
analytiques des itérations de Bellman (calculs impliquant des résolutions exactes
ou approchées), une approximation en norme infini des fonctions de valeur et une
recherche par programmation dynamique ordonnée afin de résoudre le cas général
des TMDPs à fonctions polynômiales définies par morceaux.

6.1

Extensions à la résolution exacte des TMDP : conclusions et propriétés

1. Si le TMDP à résoudre satisfait les conditions énoncées au chapitre précédent alors
l’algorithme d’itération de la valeur produit une séquence de fonctions polynômiales
par morceaux de degré stable.
2. La résolution d’un TMDP peut découpler la recherche d’actions de la durée d’attente
et ainsi alterner des phases d’attente et d’action car l’action “attendre” n’a pas d’effet
sur l’état discret du système et est déterministe vis-à-vis de la variable temporelle.
3. Alterner ces phases permet de découpler l’équation d’optimalité et de simplifier le
problème comme indiqué par les équations 5.1 à 5.4.
4. Tenir compte de la variable temporelle observable correspond alors à organiser les passes
de programmation dynamique afin de tenir compte du principe de causalité. L’idée de
mettre à jour en premier les états proches de l’état souhaité final est généralisé par
l’algorithme de Prioritized Sweeping de [Moore and Atkeson, 1993].

6.2

Calcul exact d’une itération de la valeur

Cette section décrit en détail chacune des opérations nécessaires en pratique à la résolution
successive des équations 5.4 à 5.1. Nous nous attardons en particulier sur l’équation 5.2 pour
laquelle nous introduisons l’algorithme 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.1: Construire V et π à partir de fonctions Q polynômiales par morceaux
t0 = 0
/* Initialization */
tinter = 0
asup is the dominating∗ action in t0
asup new = asup
π[t0 ] = asup ∗∗
while tinter 6= ∞ do
/* While intersections are found */
tinter ← ∞
/* Earliest intersection found so far after t0 */
for a ∈ A \ {asup } do
tcand = +∞
/* Candidate for earlier intersection */
test(t) = Q(s, t, a) − Q(s, t, asup )
t0 shif ted = t0
I = definition interval of test to which t0 belongs
if test(t) is equal to zero on I then /* Case : equivalent actions in t0
*/
if I is the last definition interval of test(t) then
t0 shif ted = +∞
else if the next interval of test starts before tinter then
Inext = the next interval
t0 shif ted = Inext .lower bound()
if a dominates asup in t0 shif ted then
tcand = t0 shif ted
t0 shif ted = +∞
else
t0 shif ted = +∞
if t0 shif ted ≤ tinter
then
/* Case : Q functions intersection */
tcand = first point of sign change of test(t) in [t0 shif ted , tinter ] (+∞ if none)
tnew = +∞
if tcand < tinter then
/* Successful candidate found */
tinter = tcand
asup new = a
else if tcand = tinter then
/* Triple Intersection */
This is the case of three Q functions intersecting at tcand : a, asup and
asup new .
asup new dominates a so we only need to check if a dominates asup new .
if a dominates asup new in tcand then
tinter = tcand
asup new = a
if tinter 6= +∞ then
π[tinter ] = asup new
asup = asup new
t0 = tinter
dominating : highest value or, in the case of value equality, highest first non zero
derivative.
∗∗ π is defined on the interval starting in t as a
0
sup , this interval’s upper bound will be
provided by the next interval’s lower bound.
∗
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6.3

La méthode de “Prioritized sweeping”

L’idée derrière l’approche de Prioritized Sweeping est que lors d’une résolution par programmation dynamique, l’ordre de mise à jour des états importe peu tant que chacun est
visité une infinité de fois quand le nombre d’itérations tend vers l’infini. Cela permet de
construire des algorithmes d’itération de la valeur asynchrones qui concentrent les efforts de
mise à jour sur certains états puis sur d’autres.
Nous introduisons une version de l’algorithme de [Moore and Atkeson, 1993], adaptée au
cadre TMDP. Cette version présente notamment quelques améliorations concernant le calcul
des Q-valeurs, l’introduction possible d’un biais dans la pondération, l’initialisation de la file
de priorité et de la fonction de valeur ainsi que sur les critères d’arrêt. La synthèse de cette
méthode est décrite à l’algorithme 6.2.

Algorithm 6.2: Prioritized Sweeping pour TMDP
Init : V ← h, priority queue ← UnprioritizedVI(), continue = true.
while continue = true do
while priority queue 6= ∅ do
Remove the top state from priority queue. Call it s0
V (s0 , t).BellmanBackup()
/* equations 5.2 and 5.1 */
0
foreach (s, a) ∈ predecessors(s ) do
Q(s, t, a).BellmanUpdate()
/* equations 5.4 and 5.3 */
P rio(s, a) = kQ(s, t, a) − Qold (s, t, a)kt∈[0,T ],∞
if P rio(s, a) >  and P rio(s, a) > P rio(s) then
Insert s in priority queue with P rio(s) = P rio(s, a)
priority queue ← UnprioritizedVI()
if max priority(priority queue) <  then
Either take a smaller  or set continue = f alse.

6.4

Optimisation approchée pour les TMDP

Enfin, afin de faciliter les calculs concernant les manipulations de polynômes définis par
morceaux, nous nous fondons sur les résultats connus d’itération de la valeur approchée,
notamment sur les mesures d’optimalité en norme infini, et introduisons l’algorithme 6.3 qui
permet à la fois :
– d’approcher n’importe quel polynôme défini par morceaux par un polynôme défini par
morceaux de degré inférieur,
– de borner l’erreur d’approximation en norme infini,
– de limiter au maximum le nombre d’intervalles de définition de la fonction.
L’idée de base de l’algorithme 6.3 est illustrée par la figure 6.1. Il s’agit à la fois de
découper la fonction pour mieux l’approcher mais aussi de regrouper les intervalles sur lesquelles une approximation en un morceau est possible. Tout cela étant mis en oeuvre afin
d’obtenir un bon compromis entre qualité de l’approximation et temps de calcul.
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Algorithm 6.3: L’algorithme d’approximation polynômiale de TMDPpoly
input: pin
/* the pwp to approximate
input: L
/* the approximation’s degree
input: 
/* the tolerance on the L∞ error bound
input: [l, u]
/* the approximation interval
pout = pin
t0 = l
continue = true
f , f 0 , g, gtemp are polynomials
while continue = true do
I = interval to which t0 belongs
f = pout .polynomial(I)
Refinement phase :
/* refining the bounds to fit the function
if f .degree() > L then
Erase the interval I in pout .
ref ine = true
tup = I .upper()
while ref ine = true do
f 0 =interpolation(f, L, t0 , tup )
if kf − f 0 k[t0 ,tup ] >  then
tworse = argsup |f 0 (t) − f (t)|

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

t∈I

tup = tworse

else if kf − f 0 k[t0 ,tup ] ≤  and tup 6= I .upper() then
Set pout to f 0 on [t0 , tup [.
t0 = tup
tup = I .upper()
else
ref ine = f alse
Simplification phase : /* trying to swallow successive intervals into one
*/
I = interval to which t0 belongs
Inext = I .next interval()
ttemp = Inext .upper()
g = pout .polynomial(I)
gtemp (t) =interpolation(pout , L, t0 , ttemp )
while kpout − gtemp k[t0 ,tup ],∞ ≤  do
g = gtemp
tup = ttemp
Inext = Inext .next interval()
tup = Inext .upper()
gtemp (t) =interpolation(pout , L, t0 , tup )
Replace all polynomials of pout over [t0 , tup [ by g.
Stopping condition :
t0 = tup
if t0 ≥ u then continue = f alse
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pin
max error > ǫ

first attempt
second attempt

I
I1

I2

Fig. 6.1 – Illustration de l’algorithme 6.3

6.5

L’algorithme TMDPpoly

Finalement, l’algorithme TMDPpoly combine les contributions précédemment présentées.
Il se fonde sur :
– Le calcul analytique des itérations de Bellman pour l’évolution des fonctions de valeur.
– L’algorithme 6.3 pour la réduction de degré et du nombre d’intervalles.
– L’algorithme 6.1 pour la construction et l’assemblage des fonctions de valeur, en version
exacte (degré du modèle de récompense inférieur à 5) ou approchée.
– La mise à jour prioritaire des états cruciaux telle que présentée sur l’algorithme 6.2.
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7

Implantation et évaluation expérimentale de l’algorithme TMDPpoly

Ce chapitre présente deux instances particulières de problèmes résolus par le planificateur TMDPpoly implémentant l’algorithme TMDPpoly . Le problème est une adaptation du problème classique du rover Martien, avec incertitudes sur les résultats
d’actions et ressource temporelle continue, tel que présenté dans [Bresina et al.,
2002]. Nous comparons la résolution de plusieurs versions de ce problème. Le second exemple traite d’une interprétation originale du modèle TMDP. Il s’agit d’un
problème de planification d’une mission de surveillance pour un drone aérien. L’action “attendre” n’est plus une action passive mais au contraire l’unique action
fournissant des récompenses. En effet, elle correspond à l’action de patrouille sur
une zone donnée. Cet exemple généralise l’usage des TMDP à un cadre plus général
d’actions continues et ouvre un nouveau point de vue sur les applications des TMDP.

7.1

Choix d’implantation

L’implantation des algorithmes précédents a donné lieu à la création des bibliothèques
de fonctions POLYTOOLS pour le traitement des fonctions polynômiales par morceaux
et TMDPpoly pour la définition et la résolution des problèmes TMDP. Cette implantation a été faite en C++ et le code source des bibliothèques est disponible à l’adresse
http://emmanuel.rachelson.free.fr/en/software/.
Les expériences qui suivent ont été menées sur un ordinateur présentant les caractéristiques
suivantes :
Processeur
Mémoire vive
Système d’exploitation
Compilateur C/C++

7.2

AMD Athlon 3200+ (single core, 1.8 GHz)
1019 Mo
GNU/Linux Ubuntu version 8.04
gcc 4.2.4

Exemples simples et premiers résultats du planificateur TMDPpoly

Le planificateur TMDPpoly a tout d’abord été testé sur des exemples simples afin de
vérifier son comportement et de s’assurer que des différentes améliorations introduites au
chapitre précédent. L’exemple typique de test est un cas d’étude à trois états illustré à la
figure 7.1.
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µ4
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a4

µ3

s3

µ2

Fig. 7.1 – Problème à trois états - 2nde version
L’étude de ces problèmes simples nous a notamment permis de définir plusieurs métriques
quant à l’efficacité de nos algorithmes :
– Nous utilisons le graphe représentant l’évolution des priorités maximales comme une
graphe de performance. Ce choix est justifié par le lien étroit entre erreur de Bellman
et priorités des états.
– Nous illustrons l’évolution de l’espérance des gains en nous focalisant sur certains états
de départ en particulier. Ces états sont choisis afin d’illustrer le comportement de
l’agent exécutant la politique trouvée.
– Nous traçons enfin l’évolution du temps nécessaire à la mise à jour d’un état afin
d’illustrer la complexité limitée de l’algorithme en pratique.

7.3

Le problème du rover Martien

Le problème de planification de la mission d’observation et d’échantillonage d’un rover
Martien est décrit dans [Bresina et al., 2002]. Notre version implique l’incertitude sur les
résultats d’action et l’observabilité d’une ressource temporelle continue. Le graphe de navigation du rover est illustré figure 7.2.
6
photo

5
5
5
5

4

5

3
3

12

5

2

4
1

Fig. 7.2 – Problème du rover martien — présentation de la mission
Il s’agit ici d’un problème assez complexe présentant 1968 états discrets et une variables
continue. Un problème entièrement discrétisé avec un pas de temps de 1 (pas de temps raisonnable pour représenter les fonction mises en jeu) impliquerait un espace de 139728 états
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discrets.
Le rover peut naviguer entre différents sites et a pour mission de prendre une photo et
ramasser deux échantillons. L’action “attendre” lui permet de recharger ses batteries.
La figure 7.3 présente l’évolution des priorités associées aux états, directement liées à
l’erreur de Bellman. La figure 7.4 présente quant à elle la faible variation des temps de calcul
associés aux mises à jour d’un état, malgré la complexification des fonctions de valeur au fur
et à mesure des itérations.
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max priority
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Fig. 7.3 – Evolution des priorités maximum pour le problème du rover Martien

iteration duration (sec)
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40000

Fig. 7.4 – Evolution de la durée d’une itération pour le problème du rover
Il est possible de suivre l’évolution d’une exécution du rover et l’évolution des fonctions
de valeur associées à chaque état en jouant la politique. Nous référons le lecteur à la version
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anglaise de la thèse pour plus de détails à ce sujet.
Enfin, afin d’illustrer la structure de la politique et de la fonction de valeur finale, nous
traçons sur la figure 7.5, pour un état géographique donné et dans la situation où aucun
objectif n’a encore été réalisé, la surface correspondant à la fonction de valeur en fonction
des variables “temps” et “énergie”.

7.4

Le problème de patrouille d’un UAV

Ce problème de patrouille considère un drone aérien (UAV) devant explorer une carte et
passer du temps à patrouiller sur certaines zones en particulier. La spécification de mission
peut faire apparaı̂tre des conflits d’emploi du temps et une valeur d’importance est accordé
à chaque zone en fonction de l’heure de la journée. Ce problème est illustré par la figure 7.6.
La performance du planificateur TMDPpoly sur ce problème a été excellente, lui permettant de trouver des politiques optimales en quelques centaines de mises à jour d’états tandis
qu’un algorithme d’itération de la valeur comme celui de [Boyan and Littman, 2001] converge
difficilement ou ne converge pas après plusieurs milliers de mises à jour d’états.
Afin d’illustrer l’évolution des mises à jour et les scénarios de résolution, une interface
graphique a été implantée pour ce problème et est présentée à la figure 7.7.
Nos différentes expériences ont notamment montré que sur une grille de navigation à 100
cases, l’algorithme trouvait une fonction de valeur quasi optimale en environ 500 mises à jour
d’états. Les états les plus souvent mis à jours étant alors visités moins de dix fois.

7.5

Conclusion

Il reste de nombreuses possibilités d’amélioration de l’algorithme TMDPpoly et de son
implantation. Naturellement, l’amélioration des temps de calcul associés à la bibliothèque
POLYTOOLS bénéficiera directement à l’implantation de TMDPpoly . Par ailleurs, d’autres
voie ont été suggérées plus haut et n’ont pu être extensivement testées. Il parait notamment
pertinent de coupler la méthode actuelle de mise à jour des états avec une initialisation
heuristique efficace pour la fonction de de valeur (les expériences ci-dessus étant menées avec
une initialisation uniforme à zéro). Le fait de biaiser les priorités de mise à jour des états tout
en conservant la garantie d’optimalité afin de mieux tenir compte du principe de causalité
est également un axe d’amélioration prometteur. Ce ne sont toutefois que des exemples des
possibilités ouvertes par cette étude.
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(a) Fonction de valeur et politique en p = 3 lorsqu’aucun objectif n’a encore été rempli
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Fig. 7.5 – Structure de la politique pour p = 3 pour le problème du rover
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Fig. 7.6 – Problème de patrouille de l’UAV — Illustration et modèle de récompense

Fig. 7.7 – Problème de patrouille de l’UAV — Interface graphique
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8
Généraliser les MDPs à temps continu observable : le cadre XMDP

Inclure un temps observable continu dans l’espace d’états d’un MDP amène naturellement l’introduction de l’action attendre(τ ) dans l’espace des actions discrètes.
Plus généralement, introduire des variables continues amène souvent la question
des actions continues ou hybrides. Nous avons toutefois vu dans les chapitres d’introduction que la variable temporelle tenait une place particulière dans le cadre du
critère γ-pondéré. Dans le présent chapitre, nous étendons le cadre MDP classique
afin d’y rendre la variable temporelle observable. Nous nous plaçons alors dans
le cadre d’un temps et d’un espace d’états continus et des actions paramétriques
associées. Notre objectif est d’étudier les hypothèses de fond qui permettent de garantir l’existence et la validité d’une équation d’optimalité similaire à l’équation de
Bellman.

8.1

Prise de recul sur le modèle TMDP : qu’est-ce que l’action “attendre” ?

Souvent, nos espaces d’action discrétisés le sont par commodité, afin de simplifier le traitement des problèmes associés. Cependant, ce niveau de discrétisation n’est pas toujours
suffisant et ces représentations ont leurs limites. Par exemple, une action “avancer” n’est
pas universelle et considérer qu’elle n’avance que d’une distance unitaire n’est valide que
lorsqu’on considère un espace d’états discrétisé de la même manière. Si l’on considère des
variables continues dans l’état, il devient naturel de considérer aussi les actions continues
correspondantes.
L’action “attendre” du cadre TMDP se place en grande partie dans cette réflexion : il
s’agit d’un action continue paramétrique de paramètre τ pour laquelle l’équation 5.1 permet
de trouver la meilleure valeur de τ . La généralisation de cette considération à plusieurs actions paramétriques nous permet d’introduire le cadre XMDP.

8.2

Un modèle formel à temps observable continu et espaces d’états
et d’actions hybrides

Nous définissons ainsi un XMDP de la façon suivante :
Définition (XMDP). Un XMDP est un quadruplet hS, A(X), p, ri où :
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S est un espace d’états constitué de la tribu des Boréliens définie sur l’espace des variables
d’état. Cet espace peut-être continu, discret ou hybride. Il inclut notamment l’horloge
du processus.
A est un espace d’action décrivant un ensemble finie d’actions ai (x) où x est un vecteur
de paramètres prenant ses valeurs dans X. Ainsi l’espace d’actions peut également être
hybride ; il est factorisé par des actions ai de nature différente. En pratique, chaque
action ne dépend généralement que d’un sous-ensemble des variables de X.
p est la densité de probabilité du modèle de transition p(s0 |s, a(x)).
r est un modèle de récompense r(s, a(x)).
Nous pouvons alors définir naturellement des politiques XMDP et étendre la définition
d’un critère γ-pondéré.
Nous effectuons par ailleurs les hypothèses suivantes sur le modèle :
– |r ((s, t), a(x)) | est borné par M ,
– ∀δ ∈ T, tδ+1 − tδ ≥ α > 0, où α est la plus petite durée d’action possible1
– γ < 1.

8.3

Equation de Bellman étendue

On peut alors définir un opérateur d’évaluation des politiques Lπ et un opérateur de
Bellman étendu L :
Définition (Opérateur Lπ ). L’opérateur d’évaluation des politiques Lπ associe, à chaque
fonction V de V, la fonction de valeur :
Z

π

γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, π(s, t))V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
0

L V (s, t) = r(s, t, π(s, t)) +

(8.1)

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

Définition (Opérateur L). L’opérateur (de Bellman) de programmation dynamique L associe, à toute fonction V de V, la fonction de valeur :LV = sup {Lπ V }
π∈D

(
LV (s, t) = sup

π∈D

)

Z

rπ (s, t) +

γ

t0 −t

pπ (s0 , t0 |s, t)V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0

(8.2)

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

Et nous montrons que :
Proposition (Evaluation des politiques). Soit π une politique déterministe Markovienne.
V = V π est l’unique solution de l’équation Lπ V = V .
Proposition (Equation d’optimalité). Pour un XMDP à critère γ-pondéré, la fonction de
valeur optimale V ∗ est l’unique solution de l’équation d’optimalité V = LV .
1

les preuves qui suivent illustreront le fait qu’on peut en fait relâcher cette hypothèse pour ne conserver
que la contrainte plus souple qui implose qu’il y ait une probabilité nulle d’un nombre infini de transition
instantanées successives.
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On peut alors proposer une formulation “paramétrique” de cette équation d’optimalité :
(
)
Z
0
γ t −t p(s0 , t0 |s, t, a(x))V (s0 , t0 )ds0 dt0
(8.3)
LV (s, t) = max sup r(s, t, a(x)) +
a∈A x∈X

t0 ∈R
s0 ∈S

Cette formulation s’inspire du cadre TMDP et alterne optimisation des paramètres d’action
et choix des actions elles-mêmes.

8.4

Retour au cadre TMDP

Nous pouvons alors montrer qu’un TMDP est exactement un XMDP à critère total et
que les équations 5.1 à 5.4 sont équivalentes — sous les hypothèses rendues explicites du
modèle TMDP — à l’équation d’optimalité 8.3.

8.5

Conclusion sur le cadre XMDP

L’objectif de l’introduction du cadre XMDP n’est pas de présenter encore un nouveau
cadre de résolution inspiré du cadre MDP. A l’inverse, nous souhaitions fournir un modèle
générique, adaptable aux hypothèses des différentes formulations existantes en termes d’espaces d’états et d’action hybrides, qui permette de garantir l’existence et la cohérence d’une
équation de Bellman avec temps continu observable. Ce cadre XMDP peut être vu comme
une généralisation du modèle MDP Borélien, du cadre TMDP ou de bien d’autres modèles.
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9
Perspectives : discrétisation évolutive de la droite temporelle

La principale difficulté rencontrée lors des calculs analytiques de V ∗ dans le cas
TMDPpoly — outre les difficultés purement calculatoires et informatiques — provient du grand nombre d’intervalles de définition nécessaires à la description de la
fonction de valeur. Lorsque l’on compare ce nombre à celui nécessaire à la description de la politique, on peut imaginer une autre approche qui ne nécessiterait pas un
partitionnement aussi fin de la droite temporelle. La méthode que nous présentons
dans ce chapitre s’appuie une intuition simple : le problème crucial est d’identifier
les bornes des intervalles de définition temporels de la politique. Toutefois, trouver
ces bornes et trouver les actions optimales à effectuer entre ces bornes correspondent
à un unique processus d’optimisation. Nous essayons alors de trouver les valeurs des
variables de décision (bornes et actions) en résolvant une séquence de problèmes
discrets et en effectuant une évolution incrémentale des bornes temporelles locales.
Ce chapitre est appelé “perspectives” car il décrit un travail inachevé qu’il nous a cependant paru intéressant de présenter car il établit le lien entre différentes idées. Les idées
développées ici sont liées à la fois à la problématique des chapitres précédents sur la résolution
des MDP à temps continu observable et aux première intuitions d’itération de la politique
approchée qui seront développées dans la suite du manuscrit. Assez ironiquement, ces idées
d’évolution incrémentales des bornes ont été introduites très tôt durant la thèse et ont engendré beaucoup des développements ici présentés. Bien que cette idée n’ait pas donné lieu
à une implantation ni à une étude complète, elle constitue une abstraction intéressante du
problème de la recherche des intervalles optimaux pour la résolution. Elle introduit également
l’idée de recherche directe d’une politique, idée au coeur de la partie III de la thèse.

9.1

Définitions et idée générale

L’idée que nous développons ici est de rechercher, par état, le partitionnement de la
ressource “temps” qui permette de décrire la politique optimale. Nous nous plaçons dans le
cadre des notations SMDP+ en conservant l’hypothèse d’une action “attendre” déterministe.
Nous définissons alors le concept d’intervalle de décision, correspondant à un intervalle temporel durant lequel la politique reste la même.
L’objectif de notre approche est alors de considérer ces intervalles de décision comme des
variables de décision au même titre que les actions et de rechercher incrémentalement leur
valeur optimale, état par état.
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9.2

Evolution des intervalles de décision par résolution d’une séquence
de problèmes discrets

Notons Ts le jeu d’intervalles de décision en s, correspondant à la dernière politique
définie. Avec cet ensemble discret d’intervalles, nous pouvons considérer l’espace d’états
abstrait :
Σ̃ = {(s, T ) /s ∈ S, T ∈ Ts }
Supposons à présent que nous démarrions notre recherche avec une première estimation
du partitionnement de la ressource temporelle, par état. Notre idée est alors de procéder en
quatre étapes :
– Discrétisation. Avant tout, nous calculons les modèles de transition et de récompense
d’un MDP discret M̃ , défini sur l’espace d’états Σ̃ et approchant le comportement du
problème M original.
– Recherche d’actions optimales. Nous calculons alors, en faisant appel au méthodes
de résolution de MDP de la littérature, la politique optimale pour le problème M̃ .
Notons π̃ cette politique. Nous fusionnons alors toute paire d’intervalles consécutifs de
Ts pour lesquels l’action optimale reste la même.
– Evaluation de la politique. Puis nous évaluons π̃ dans le modèle continu en définissant
la politique π correspondant à π̃.
– Evolution des bornes des intervalles de décision. Enfin, nous utilisons la fonction
de valeur obtenue à la dernière étape afin d’effectuer une unique itération de Bellman,
fournissant ainsi, par état, une date à laquelle nous pouvons améliorer la politique
actuelle. Nous passons pour cela par la définition de la t-erreur de Bellman [Rachelson
et al., 2006]. Nous insérons alors cette date dans le jeu d’intervalles Ts .
On peut voir une telle approche comme un algorithme proche de l’itération de la politique,
où la phase d’évaluation correspond à une évaluation approchée fondée sur un modèle discret
optimiste du problème.
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10
Conclusion

Ce chapitre récapitule les résultats et contributions présentés dans les chapitres
précédents. Nous discutons notamment de la possibilité d’étendre l’algorithme
TMDPpoly au cas plus général des XMDP hybrides, en essayant de mettre en
évidence les avantages et les difficultés inhérentes à cette approche. Enfin, nous
concluons sur cette partie de la thèse et présentons le lien avec la partie suivante.

10.1

Messages “à emporter”

Cette première grande partie de la thèse s’est concentrée autour de l’introduction d’un
temps observable dans le cadre MDP. Ce problème a soulevé les questions du lien avec le
critère γ-pondéré, du cadre algorithmique de résolution et de la représentation formelle des
problèmes décisionnels de Markov temporels. Voici un bref résumé des conclusions tirées des
chapitres précédents :
– Les fait de considérer une variable temporelle continue et observable implique le traitement de MDP à espaces d’états hybrides. De plus, ce temps observable affecte directement l’expression du critère γ-pondéré.
– L’introduction de variables continues comme le temps mène souvent à l’introduction
d’actions continues comme “attendre”.
– Le cadre XMDP formalise ces caractéristiques des problèmes temporels et établit une
équation d’optimalité pour les politiques correspondantes. Ce cadre XMDP englobe les
formalismes MDP, SMDP+ et TMDP.
– En pratique, lorsque le temps est l’unique variables continue et qu’“attendre” est
l’unique action continue, certaines hypothèses supplémentaires peuvent être faites. Notamment, “attendre” peut être considérée déterministe vis-à-vis des variables d’état et
la récompense associée à une durée d’attente nulle est zéro. Ces aspects ont été illustrés
par les liens entre TMDP et SMDP+.
– Les équations d’optimalité présentées dans [Boyan and Littman, 2001] pour le cadre
TMDP correspondent à un critère total pour le XMDP équivalent.
– Les tentatives d’extension de la résolution exacte des TMDP au cas des fonctions
polynômiales par morceaux se heurte au problème des manipulations formelles sur de
telles représentations. En pratique, la résolution exacte n’a pu être étendue au delà des
densités de probabilité discrètes, des modèles de transition constants par morceaux et
des modèles de récompense de degré inférieur à 5.
– L’analyse des équations d’optimalité TMDP a toutefois permis de définir une méthode
de résolution approchée plus globale dans le cadre des fonctions polynômiales par
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morceaux en général. Cette approche se fonde sur :
– Le calcul exact ou approché des manipulations de coefficients pour les fonctions
polynômiales par morceaux.
– L’adaptation de l’algorithme de Prioritized Sweeping aux TMDP.
– Les résultats de convergence de l’itération de la valeur approchée.
Ces éléments ont permis de construire l’algorithme et le planificateur TMDPpoly
– La principale faiblesse des méthodes d’itération de la valeur pour les problèmes décisionnels
de Markov temporels provient de la difficulté à définir avec exactitude les fonctions de
valeur. Dans le cas des représentations polynômiales par morceaux, ceci se traduit par
l’augmentation du nombre d’intervalles de définition nécessaires à la description exacte
de la fonction de valeur. Nous avons, dans ce cadre, proposé une approche de simplification de cette représentation via un partitionnement évolutif de la droite temporelle.
Ceci a permis de définir un méthode type itération de la politique qui présente les
premières idées des algorithmes se passant de modèle présentés dans la partie suivante
de la thèse.

10.2

Perspectives

En plus des perspectives concernant la discrétisation évolutive du temps présentée au chapitre 9, il est intéressant de s’intéresser à la façon dont les idées développées pour TMDPpoly
peuvent s’appliquer à des classes de MDP plus générales. En particulier, on peut se poser la
question d’adapter l’algorithme TMDPpoly aux XMDP.
Bien que de nombreuses briques de base semblent disponibles, assembler un algorithme
complet ne semble pas évident. Il y a plusieurs raisons à cela. D’une part, il est à noter
que peu de méthodes ont été développées dans la littérature afin d’effectuer des itérations
de Bellman formelles comme nous l’avons fait dans le cadre TMDP. Généralement, l’option
retenue pour les résolutions similaires est de résoudre un problème linéaire cherchant à projeter Vn+1 sur un jeu approprié de fonctions de base, comme pour les approches ALP ou
LSPI. L’approche initiale de Neuro-Dynamic Programming utilise des réseaux de neurones
comme base de représentation commune des fonctions de valeur, d’autres approches récentes
utilisent des opérateurs de régression ou d’estimation plus ou moins sophistiqués mais — à
notre connaissance — dans la plupart des cas, le problème se ramène à un problème d’apprentissage supervisé. La recherche directe d’une famille de fonctions stable par l’opérateur
de Bellman est un problème difficile et a fourni peu de résultats jusqu’à présent.
Lorsqu’on introduit plusieurs variables continues en plus des variables discrètes dans un
problème MDP, trouver une bonne représentation devient de plus en plus ardu. Le cas des
fonctions constantes ou linéaires par morceaux a été exploité dans les travaux de [Feng et al.,
2004], [Li and Littman, 2005] ou encore [Benazera et al., 2005]. Nous pouvons aussi nous
référer à une méthode alternative intéressante présentée dans [Marecki et al., 2006]. Une
implantation XMDPpoly pourrait probablement utiliser des fonctions de valeur constantes ou
linéaires par morceaux, associées à des états discrets comme dans [Benazera et al., 2005].
Toutefois, au delà de ces premiers obstacles, la principale difficulté provient de la définition
des actions continues ou hybrides. Dans le cas des TMDP, l’optimisation exploite le caractère
déterministe de l’action “attendre” et le fait qu’elle soit la seule action continue. Ceci permet
notamment le découplage des équations d’optimalité. Dans le cas général, il faut résoudre
le problème posé par la formulation paramétrique de l’équation de Bellman introduit par
l’équation 8.3. En d’autres termes, il faut trouver un moyen efficace de trouver les paramètres
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d’action avant de comparer les actions ensemble.
Ici encore, une bonne représentation de la fonction de valeur permet de faciliter la recherche de ces paramètres optimaux. Les procédures d’éliminations d’action, comme présentées
dans [Puterman, 1994] ou utilisées dans [Mausam and Weld, 2006], permettent également de
réduire la quantité de calculs nécessaires à la prise en compte de ces actions hybrides.
Bien que ces approches ne soient pas directement liées à l’optimisation de politiques sur
des MDP de modèle connu, il est toutefois important de mentionner les travaux de [Hasselt
and Wiering, 2007] ou [Antos et al., 2007] au sujet des espaces d’actions continus.
Enfin, l’aspect critique qui rend efficaces la plupart des planificateurs MDP actuels
concerne leur stratégie de recherche. Bien que Prioritized Sweeping constitue une procédure
efficace d’ordonnancement des itérations de Bellman pour la résolution complète de problèmes
MDP, la recherche heuristique permet d’obtenir un important gain d’efficacité pour la résolution
partielle de tels problèmes. Ainsi, selon le type de problèmes XMDP que l’on souhaite
résoudre, in planificateur XMDP n’effectuera pas nécessairement ses étapes de programmation dynamique de la même manière que l’algorithme TMDPpoly .
Pour résumer ces différentes idées, les XMDP et TMDPpoly ouvrent la voie à une classe
plus générale de méthodes pour les MDP à espaces d’états et d’actions hybrides, cependant :
– La recherche d’un bon cadre de représentation pour la fonction de valeur demeure un
problème difficile pour lequel les représentations polynômiales présentent clairement
des limites.
– Le calcul formel des itérations de Bellman peut se rendre utile dans le cadre de la
formulation paramétrique de l’équation de programmation dynamique.
– Ces problèmes souffrent toutefois toujours du curse of dimensionality. Cela implique de
mettre en oeuvre des méthodes efficaces de sélection d’actions, de recherche heuristique
et d’approximation afin de construire un algorithme pertinent.

10.3

Ouvertures

En considérant comment nos travaux peuvent s’appliquer ou s’adapter au cas général
des XMDP, nous avons déjà pris un certain recul vis-à-vis du problème académique de la
résolution des TMDP. Eloignons-nous encore un peu afin de considérer la façon dont notre
problème a été posé en premier lieu.
Depuis le début de cette partie, nous avons considéré comme acquis qu’un modèle était
fourni et que nous pouvions l’approcher en utilisant par exemple des distributions discrètes
ou polynômiales par morceaux et des fonctions polynômiales par morceaux. Toutefois, en pratique, les difficultés rencontrées lors du traitement des problèmes que nous avons cherchés à
résoudre ne concernent pas uniquement la construction d’algorithmes de résolution efficaces :
elles nécessitent en particulier un grand travail de formalisation et d’écriture du problème en
premier lieu.
Comme dans le cas de la plupart des problèmes MDP, écrire les matrices de transition
ou les densités de probabilité constitue une tâche nécessitant un lourd travail d’ingénierie.
De nombreux problèmes que nous cherchons à résoudre ne sont pas aisément décrits par
des distributions de probabilités explicitement fournies simplement parce que le fait de trouver la forme exacte de telles distribution est difficile en premier lieu. Prenons l’exemple du
métro introduit au chapitre 2. Les variables d’état sont alors le nombre de passagers dans les
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stations et les trains, la position courante de chaque train et la variables temporelle. Etant
donné l’état courant, écrire la densité de probabilité sur l’état suivant demande de grandes
ressources de calcul tandis que la spécification d’un simulateur pour un tel problème est une
tâche bien plus simple.
Cet exemple simple illustre le besoin de s’attacher à spécifier des représentations simples
et efficaces pour la formalisation de processus temporels stochastiques complexes. Une telle
spécification permettra alors de décrire le comportement de tels systèmes et de construire
des simulateurs.
L’optimisation de politiques de contrôle, sans l’usage d’un modèle explicite du processus, en exploitant les signaux de récompense issus de l’environnement, constitue le domaine
d’étude de l’Apprentissage par Renforcement. La seconde partie de la thèse se concentre
sur l’idée de représenter la complexité des problèmes décisionnels de Markov temporels sous
forme de simulateurs afin de construire des modèles génératifs du processus à contrôler. Ces
modèles sont alors utilisés avec une approche d’itération de la politique approchée, fondée
sur la simulation du processus.
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Troisième partie

Contrôler des systèmes
stochastiques dépendant du temps
en présence d’événements exogènes
incontrôlables
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11
La concurrence d’événements, origine de la complexité du
processus

De nombreux problèmes temporels présentent une structure complexe, notamment en regard de la difficulté d’écrire le modèle en premier lieu. Un tel modèle
nécessite généralement un très gros travail d’ingénierie en amont, souvent aussi
difficile que la résolution du problème lui-même. Ce chapitre s’intéresse à l’une
des principales causes de complexité des processus temporels : la concurrence de
phénomènes concurrents. Une représentation efficace et compacte de la concurrence
dans les processus stochastiques semble être une des clés à l’écriture et au traitement de problèmes fortement couplés et de grande taille. Le cadre des processus
semi-Markoviens généralisés (GSMP) capture élégamment la complexité du processus temporel global. Nous passons en revue les propriétés des GSMP puis nous
intéressons plus précisément à la question de la modélisation de tels processus stochastiques dans le cadre de la théorie de spécification des systèmes à événements
discrets DEVS. Nous introduisons alors un possible choix d’actions dans le modèle
GSMP afin de parvenir à un problème de décision dans l’incertain avec événements
exogènes et temps continu observable.

11.1

La difficulté d’écrire un modèle décisionnel stochastique temporel

La difficulté d’écriture associée aux problèmes présentés en exemples et aux problèmes
temporels en général est une conséquence directe de la difficulté à synthétiser les contributions concurrentes de plusieurs processus stochastiques couplés par un espace d’états commun. Ainsi, une description à événements explicites du système doit représenter à la fois les
processus locaux mais aussi leur couplage via l’espace d’états.

11.2

Les processus décisionnels semi-markoviens généralisés

Un GSMP correspond à une collection de SMP affectant tous le même ensemble de variables. On peut décrire un GSMP comme un ensemble d’états et un ensemble d’événements
concurrents. A chaque événement correspond une horloge qui indique la durée avant déclenchement
de l’événement. Lorsqu’un événement se déclenche, il emmène le processus dans un nouvel
état étant donné une probabilité de transition propre à cet événement. Certain événements
sont alors désactivés, d’autres activés, et c’est de nouveau le premier événement à déclencher
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qui conditionne la transition suivante comme illustré à la figure 11.1.

Pe4 (s′ |s1 )

Pe7 (s′ |s2 )

s1

s2

Es1 : e2
e4
e5
e7

Es2 : e2
e3
e7

Fig. 11.1 – Illustration d’un GSMP
Il est important de noter que le processus décrivant l’évolution de l’état s du GSMP n’est
pas un processus Markovien. En revanche, le processus décrivant l’évolution des variables
(s, c) est, lui, semi-Markovien.

11.3

Modélisation DEVS

La théorie de spécification des systèmes à événements discrets DEVS permet de définir
un cadre commun à la représentation et au couplage de tout système à événement discret.
Ce modèle implique les éléments suivants :
Définition (Modèle atomique DEVS, [Zeigler, 1976]). Un modèle atomique DEVS est décrit
comme un octuplet hX, Y, S, δext , δint , δcon , λ, tai avec :
– X, un ensemble de ports d’entrée et leurs domaines de valeurs associés,
– Y , un ensemble de ports de sorties et de valeurs,
– S, un ensemble d’états internes,
– δext : S × X → S, une fonction de transition externe décrivant l’évolution de l’état
interne du modèle lorsqu’un événement externe se produit sur l’un des ports d’entrée,
– δint : S → S, une fonction de transition interne décrivant l’évolution naturelle de l’état
interne du modèle,
– δcon : S × X → S, une fonction de résolution de conflits, spécifiant le comportement à
tenir en cas de conflit de simultanéité entre un événement interne et externe (spécifiant
généralement un choix entre δint et δext ),
– λ : S → Y , une fonction de sortie, mettant à jour les valeurs des ports de sortie,
– ta : S → R+ , une fonction d’avancement du temps, utilisée afin de planifier la date de
la prochaine transition interne.
On peut adopter une représentation graphique à base de ports comme sur la figure 11.2.
Il est également possible de construire des modèles DEVS par couplage et par hiérarchisation
de modèles comme illustré sur la figure 11.3.

11.4

GSMP et modèles DEVS

Ecrire un GSMP dans le cadre DEVS nécessite d’une part de surmonter un certain nombre
d’obstacles dus à un recouvrement des éléments de vocabulaire, puis à décider du niveau de
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Fig. 11.2 – Modèle atomique DEVS à ports
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Fig. 11.3 – Modèle DEVS couplé

finesse de la représentation. Choisir de construire un modèle DEVS par événement GSMP
semble une option naturelle. Une telle représentation fournit des modèles tels celui présenté
figure 11.4(b) et nécessitant un modèle “observateur” permettant le couplage via l’espace
d’état.
Ces modèles peuvent alors être couplés comme indiqué figure 11.5.
Il est possible de se passer d’un modèle observateur lors de l’écriture du modèle global,
cependant cela implique un réseau très dense de communications entre modèles afin d’assurer
la synchronisation des variables d’états entre modèles.
Cette analyse permet de mieux comprendre la complexité d’établir une loi d’évolution du
processus global d’un GSMP. D’autre part, elle permet d’établir que pour écrire un patron
de modèle GSMP pour un moteur de simulation DEVS, il peut être préférable de choisir
une solution “tout intégré” en un unique modèle atomique, vu comme une boı̂te noire, qu’un
modèle éclaté et distribué en autant de modèles atomiques que d’événements GSMP. C’est sur
la base de cette analyse que nous avons implanté l’extension aux GSMP de la plate-forme de
simulation VLE [Quesnel et al., 2007]. Cela permet enfin de mieux comprendre la complexité
de modélisation et de résolution des processus stochastiques décisionnels temporels comme
nous le montrons ci-dessous.

11.5

MDP, temps continu et concurrence d’événements

Un GSMDP correspond à un GSMP où l’on distingue un sous-ensemble d’événements
particuliers, les appelant contrôlables et permettant à un agent de choisir lequel activer à
chaque changement d’état. On peut alors définir un tel ensemble état par état et appeler cet
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ensemble “espace d’actions”. Cet ensemble n’est jamais vide puisqu’il contient au minimum
une action “ne rien faire” qui laisse simplement les événements exogènes contrôler le système
pour un pas. Une telle action correspond à un événement ayant une horloge de valeur +∞
en permanence.
On peut définir la notion d’un chemin d’exécution ρ pour un GSMDP donné et y associer
une évaluation via un critère γ-pondéré :
Vγπ (ρ)

=

n−1
X

γ

Ti


Z
γ ti k(si , ei , si+1 ) +

0

i=0

ti

t

γ c(si , ei )dt


(11.1)

Cela permet alors d’établir formellement la fonction de valeur d’une politique GSMDP :


Vγπ (s) = Esπ Vγπ (ρ)
(11.2)
Toutefois, le problème de contrôle d’un GSMDP présente bien moins de garanties que
celui d’un MDP. En effet, parce que le processus d’évolution des variables d’état s est
non-Markovien, il n’est pas possible de garantir l’existence d’une politique optimale Markovienne. Par ailleurs, l’augmentation de l’ensemble des variables d’états par les horloges
des événements permettrait de récupérer la propriété de Markov pour le modèle de transition et donc la garantie d’une politique optimale Markovienne. Cependant ces horloges sont
rarement observables en pratique et une politique dépendant d’elles n’aurait donc que peu
de sens physique. Nous discutons de plusieurs autres manières de compléter cet état, dit
“naturel”, afin de récupérer la propriété de Markov sur l’espace d’états augmenté.
Au final, nous optons pour une solution ne permettant pas de garantir l’optimalité d’une
politique Markovienne. Il s’agit d’inclure le temps comme variable d’état dans un GSMDP
classique afin de pallier à l’inobservabilité des horloges et d’éviter de stocker les chemins
d’exécution complets. La validité d’une équation de Bellman dans ce cas avec temps observable est garantie par les développements du modèle XMDP.

11.6

Conclusion

De ce chapitre dédié à la modélisation des problèmes temporels de Markov, on peut
retenir les choses suivantes. Le parallèle fait avec la théorie des systèmes à événements discrets
permet d’illustrer pourquoi les problèmes temporels de Markov s’écrivent difficilement dans
un cadre à événements implicites comme les MDP. Les GSMDP en revanche constituent
un modèle élégant et efficace pour les représenter, ceci étant obtenu au prix de la perte de
la propriété de Markov pour le processus de l’état naturel du processus. Enfin, nous faisons
l’hypothèse que l’introduction d’un temps observable dans le modèle permettra de compenser
— au moins pour partie — la perte d’optimalité associée à la recherche d’une politique
Markovienne dans le cadre GSMDP. Un modèle synthétique et se prêtant à une résolution par
programmation dynamique n’étant pas disponible, il faut chercher une autre façon d’exploiter
les propriétés des GSMDP. Ces derniers, s’ils sont complexes à ramener à un MDP, sont en
revanche relativement faciles à simuler. Nous nous tournons ainsi vers des approches fondées
sur l’exploitation des simulations de GSMDP pour essayer d’incrémentalement améliorer les
politiques Markoviennes que nous y définissons.
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12
L’algorithme Real-Time Policy Iteration

L’idée d’effectuer directement une recherche de politique, en utilisant les éléments
de simulation introduits au chapitre précédent afin d’effectuer une évaluation type
“Monte-Carlo”, se rapporte aux algorithmes Itération de la Politique. Nous laissons
de côté le cadre GSMDP le temps d’un chapitre afin d’introduire un algorithme qui
présente les propriétés essentielles de la méthodes que nous développerons dans les
chapitres suivants. Ainsi qu’on l’a vu au travers de l’exemple de Prioritized Sweeping, la Programmation Dynamique devient particulièrement efficace lorsqu’elle est
intelligemment guidée dans son exploration de l’espace d’états. Real-Time Dynamic
Programming (RTDP, [Barto et al., 1995]) désigne une des familles d’algorithmes
de résolution de MDP les plus efficaces. Cet algorithme s’appuie sur une exploration
heuristique et sur des mises à jour asynchrones de la fonction de valeur. Dans ce
chapitre, nous reprenons les bases de la programmation dynamique asynchrone et
introduisons une version de RTDP inspirée de l’Itération de la Politique, que nous
nommons RTPI. Tandis qu’RTDP et ses variantes sont touts basés sur l’itération
de la valeur asynchrone, RTPI effectue une recherche directement dans l’espace des
politiques.

L’intuition que nous développons dans ce chapitre — très proche de la philosophie
d’RTDP — peut-être formulée ainsi : pour un algorithme de recherche incrémentale de
politique, étant donné un état initial ou un ensemble d’états initiaux, afin d’obtenir des
améliorations rapides de la politique, les états à mettre à jour vis-à-vis de la politique sont
les états fréquemment rencontrés lors de l’exécution de la politique courante, et donc les
états visités par la simulation de cette politique.
La progression des idées dans ce chapitre peut se résumer comme suit. Nous commençons
(section 12.1) par reprendre l’idée de mises à jour de Bellman asynchrones et nous concentrons
en particulier sur l’itération de la politique. Ceci nous mène à discuter de la question de
l’approximation en itération de la politique (section 12.2). Puis nous revenons à notre sujet
principal : nous présentons la méthode d’exploration gloutonne d’RTDP à la section 12.3 et
montrons comment l’on peut adapter cet algorithme à un cadre fondé sur la simulation, avec
l’algorithme RTPI de la section 12.4.
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12.1

Programmation Dynamique Asynchrone

L’idée d’origine de la programmation dynamique asynchrone repose sur le fait que l’on
peut effectuer les mises à jour de Bellman dans n’importe quel ordre : tant que chaque état
est mis à jour une infinité de fois lorsque le nombre d’itérations tend vers +∞, la politique
converge vers la politique optimale.
[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] pose les bases de l’itération de la politique asynchrone de
la façon suivante. A l’itération n, on sélectionne un sous-ensemble Sn de S et on effectue les
mises à jour de Bellman uniquement sur Sn . Cela fournit la politique πn+1 telle que :
P
(
argmax r(s, a) + γ
P (s0 |s, a)V πn (s0 ) if s ∈ Sn
a∈A
s∈S
(12.1)
πn+1 (s) =
πn (s)
if s 6∈ Sn
On peut, de manière similaire, effectuer un certain nombre de mises à jour Vk+1 = Lπn Vk
sur les différents états de Sn .
Cette formulation permet de regrouper en une seule description tous les algorithmes
précédents : si l’on alterne mise à jour de la politique et mise à jour de la fonction de valeur
sur tout l’espace d’états alors cet algorithme est équivalent à l’itération de la valeur. De
façon similaire, si le nombre de mises à jour de la fonction de valeur n’est pas borné, on
retrouve l’itération de la politique. Enfin, si on alterne une mise à jour de la politique et mn
mises à jour de la fonction de valeur, on trouve l’algorithme d’itération de la politique modifié.
Si la fonction de valeur et a politique initiales vérifient V0 ≤ Lπ0 V0 et si les mises à
jour sont effectuées un nombre de fois tendant vers l’infini lorsque n tend vers l’infini, alors
[Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996] montre que la politique converge vers la politique optimale.

12.2

L’approximation pour l’algorithme d’Itération de la Politique

Le défaut majeur des approches d’itération de la politique réside dans la phase d’évaluation
qui grève fortement le temps d’exécution. Il est alors commun de remplacer cette phase exacte
par une évaluation approchée de la valeur de la politique courante. [Anderson, 2000] présente
une analyse empirique de la différence de robustesse entre les méthodes approchées d’itération
de la politique et de la valeur, illustrant que les premières sont moins enclines à osciller autour d’une solution optimale.
Il est établi que si l’on peut borner l’erreur d’approximation d’un opérateur Ap par :
∃ ∈ R+ / ∀f ∈ F(S, R), kAp(f ) − f k∞ ≤ 

(12.2)

Alors l’itération de la politique approchée fournit une suite de politiques πk telle que :
2γ
lim sup kV ∗ − V πk k ≤
(12.3)
(1 − γ)2
k→∞
Ceci permet de borner les erreurs faites lors d’une itération de la politique approchée.
Sur la base de ce résultat, de nombreuses méthodes d’approximation ont été développées.
Nous regroupons ces méthodes en trois grandes familles : les architectures d’approximation
linéaires (ALP ou LSPI), les méthodes utilisant la simulation (roll-outs, méthodes MonteCarlo), les méthodes de représentation structurées (arbres, méthodes à noyaux, méthodes
évolutionnaires).
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12.3

Recherche heuristique en avant pour l’itération de la valeur asynchrone

L’algorithme RTDP [Barto et al., 1995] est un algorithme d’itération de la valeur asynchrone dont le principe de base est d’effectuer une recherche en avant depuis un état de départ,
cette recherche étant guidée par une fonction heuristique. Cette démarche est illustrée par
l’algorithme 12.1.
Algorithm 12.1: Real Time Dynamic Programming
RTDP(state s, value function h)
V (s) ← h(s)
repeat RTDPtrial(s) until convergence of the value function
RTDPtrial(state s)
while s 6∈ GoalStates do P
a ← argmax r(s, a) +
P (s0 |s, a) · s0 .value
a∈A

s0 ∈S

s.value ← s.Qvalue(a)
s ← pickNextState(s, a)

Avec l’algorithme lRTDP [Bonet and Geffner, 2003b], cette recherche en avant est complétée
par un mécanisme de mise à jour “en arrière”. Ce mécanisme met à jour les parents des états
visités lors du dernier épisode, permettant ainsi d’accélérer la convergence de RTDP. Cette
approche de recherche en avant et en arrière a donné naissance aux méthodes actuelles les
plus performantes en planification dans l’incertain, notamment lors de la dernière compétition
internationale de planification [Teichteil-Königsbuch and Infantes, 2008].

12.4

L’algorithme Real Time Policy Iteration

L’idée que nous développons ici est d’adapter le guidage par simulation d’une politique
gloutonne adopté par RTDP, au cadre de l’itération de la politique. Une telle approche se
fonde sur les précédents résultats d’itération de la politique asynchrone et approchée.
Si nous supposons disposer d’un oracle permettant d’obtenir facilement la mise à jour
de la fonction de la valeur (représenté sous la forme de la fonction updateQvalues), alors
l’algorithme RTPI peut-être présenté tel qu’à l’algorithme 12.2.
Algorithm 12.2: Real-Time Policy Iteration
RTPI(state s, policy π)
repeat RTPItrial(s) until convergence of the policy
RTPItrial(state s)
while s 6∈ GoalStates do
s.updateQvalues()
π(s) ← argmax s.Qvalue(a)
a∈A

s ← pickNextState(s, π(s))
Le calcul des Q-valeurs en pratique peut se faire de nombreuses manières, de façon exacte
ou approchée comme mentionné plus haut. Il est toutefois particulièrement intéressant de
noter que pour les problèmes à temps explicites, une évaluation de πn reste utilisable lors
d’un épisode de RTPI jusqu’à ce qu’on ait atteint l’horizon, cela même si certaines actions de
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la politique sont mises à jour au fur et à mesure. Cette propriété tient au principe de causalité
et à la stratégie d’exploration de l’espace d’états : si l’on met à jour la politique en l’état s1
et si l’on choisit s2 via l’application d’une politique gloutonne, alors s2 est nécessairement
postérieur à s1 et sa valeur ne dépend pas de l’action décidée en s1 .

12.5

Conclusion

Ce cadre RTPI constitue la base de l’algorithme dédié aux problèmes décisionnels de
Markov temporels que nous allons développer au prochain chapitre. Cet algorithme repose
sur l’idée de recherche en avant pour RTPI, associée à une évaluation par simulation et à
l’utilisation d’un couple politique - fonction de valeur.
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Recherche locale et incrémentale de politiques, fondée sur la
simulation, pour les GSMDP à temps observable : l’algorithme ATPI

La résolution des problèmes temporels de Markov en grande dimension pose plusieurs difficultés importantes. La première concerne l’écriture du problème en premier lieu. Le chapitre 11 a permis d’analyser la structure sous-jacente à la complexité de tels processus temporels. Ceci a illustré le fait que ces processus n’étaient
pas nécessairement Markoviens, qu’ils avaient généralement un grand nombre de
variables dans l’espace d’états et étaient facilement représentables sous la forme de
processus atomiques concurrents. Toutefois, le couplage entre ces processus concurrents demeure au coeur de la complexité du problème global. De ce fait, ces processus sont simples à simuler et à décrire via un modèle génératif mais difficiles à
intégrer sous forme d’un modèle prédictif à événements implicites.
En se fondant sur la formulation GSMDP à temps continu et sur l’idée de Real-Time
Policy Iteration, nous concevons un algorithme d’itération de la politique approchée
afin de chercher de bonnes politiques de contrôle. Cet algorithme s’appuie sur une
exploration gloutonne basée sur la simulation, sur une évaluation de type rollout
et sur des méthodes d’apprentissage statistique afin de construire les fonctions de
valeur. Nous présentons les premiers résultats obtenus avec cet algorithme baptisé
ATPI et illustrons son principal défaut, motivant ainsi la version améliorée du
chapitre suivant.

13.1

Idée générale

Pour des GSMDP à temps observable et à état initial connu, nous effectuons des améliorations
locales de la politique, dans les états rencontrés par simulation de la meilleure politique à jour.
Puisque notre problème utilise un critère total, chaque trajectoire dans l’espace d’états jusqu’à l’horizon temporel fournit une réalisation de la variable aléatoire décrivant la récompense
cumulée espérée, dans chacun des états rencontrés. Nous utilisons des outils généraux d’apprentissage statistique (régression) afin de généraliser cette information et de construire une
fonction de valeur approchée pour la politique courante. Cette fonction de valeur est alors
utilisée pour les itérations de Bellman lors de la trajectoire suivante.
En résumé :
– Nous effectuons une exploration partielle de l’espace d’états, guidée par la simulation.
– Nous stockons les récompenses obtenues comme des échantillons des variables aléatoires
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Rπ (s) (récompense à venir).
– Nous utilisons ces échantillons pour construire une régression de la fonction de valeur
de la politique correspondant à la dernière trajectoire.
– Nous utilisons cette fonction de valeur afin d’améliorer la politique lors de la trajectoire
suivante.

13.2

L’algorithme d’Approximate Temporal Policy Iteration

L’algorithme 13.1 décrit les principales étapes de notre algorithme ATPI.
Algorithm 13.1: Online-ATPI
main :
input: π0 or Ṽ0 , s0
repeat
T rainingSet ← ∅
for i = 1 to Nsim do
{(s, v)} ← simulate(Ṽ , s0 )
T rainingSet ← T rainingSet ∪ {(s, v)}
Ṽ ← TrainApproximator(T rainingSet)
until termination
simulate(Ṽ , s0 ) :
ExecutionP ath ← ∅
s ← s0
while horizon not reached do
a ← ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ )
(s0 , r) ← GSMDPstep(s, a)
ExecutionP ath ← ExecutionP ath ∪ (s0 , r)
convert execution path to value function {(s, v)}
return {(s, v)}
ComputePolicy(s, Ṽ ) :
for a ∈ A do
Q̃(s, a) = 0 for j = 1 to Nsamples do
(s0 , r) ← GSMDPstep(s, a)
0
Q̃(s, a) ← Q̃(s, a) + r + γ t −t Ṽ (s0 )
Q̃(s, a) ←

1
Nsamples Q̃(s, a)

return argmax Q̃(s, a)
a∈A

Cet algorithme utilise les aspects d’exploration et d’évaluation par simulation. Il utilise
alors les échantillons de fonction de valeur obtenus pour construire un régresseur sous la
forme d’une machine à vecteurs supports (SVR). Il est intéressant de noter que cet algorithme effectue au final une amélioration incrémentale de la politique courante sans jamais
utiliser explicitement cette dernière.
Une hypothèse importante concernant cette résolution concerne l’aspect non-Markovien.
Nous maintenons l’hypothèse que les horloges (variables cachées du processus) ont un im56
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pact négligeable sur la politique optimale. Toutefois, cet aspect non-Markovien nous impose de faire une hypothèse de “reproductibilité” du simulateur afin d’obtenir suffisamment
d’échantillons pour évaluer des Q-valeurs.
Enfin, il est intéressant de noter que l’approche ATPI traite indifféremment les variables
continues et discrètes.

13.3

Premiers résultats d’ATPI sur le problème du métro

Les tests de l’algorithme ATPI ont été effectués sur une instance du problème de contrôle
d’un réseau de métro. Dans ce problème, l’état observable est constitué du nombre de passagers sur les quais et dans les rames, ainsi que de la position des trains et de l’heure courante
de la journée. L’espace d’actions consiste en la possibilité de mettre en service ou de retirer
des rames. Les récompenses sont acquises à chaque sortie d’un passager, tandis que les coûts
correspondent à la consommation électrique du réseau.
La figure 13.1 présente l’évolution de la valeur de l’état initial étant donné la politique
courante au fur et à mesure des itérations.
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Fig. 13.1 – Problème du métro — Evolution de la politique
L’utilisation des SVR pour la régression apporte certains avantages mais est grandement
handicapée par le biais que constitue l’opérateur SVR en lui-même. Une bonne politique
est trouvée à l’itération huit mais la politique suivante semble catastrophique. Nous proposons l’explication illustrée par la figure 13.2 tenant au fait que la formulation ATPI est
incomplète : dans certaines parties inexplorées de l’espace d’états, la fonction de valeur est
non-pertinente et ne doit pas être utilisée, au risque de se ré-engager dans des régions à
faibles récompenses déjà explorées.
Cette version “naı̈ve” d’ATPI appelle donc à être complétée par une mesure de confiance
en la fonction de valeur.
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14
L’algorithme ATPI amélioré

Ce chapitre présente la version finale de notre travail sur le contrôle de systèmes
temporels à événements explicites. Il s’appuie sur les résultats de chacun des chapitres précédents et introduit une description de plus haut niveau des systèmes que
nous cherchons à contrôler. Cette description s’appuie sur le paradigme de description des systèmes à événements discrets et définit la classe des systèmes contrôlables
temporels à événements discrets (DECTS). Sur la base de cette formulation et des
conclusions du précédent chapitre sur l’approche ATPI, nous introduisons l’algorithme improved ATPI, qui corrige le problème de fiabilité de la fonction de valeur d’ATPI. Cet algorithme synthétise les contributions précédentes dans un cadre
unifié. Nous présentons plusieurs exemples d’implantation d’improved ATPI et discutons des premiers résultats sur le problème du métro.

14.1

Définition des systèmes temporels contrôlables à événements discrets (DECTS)

Nous définissons les systèmes temporels contrôlables à événements discrets (DECTS)
dans le cadre DEVS comme des systèmes à événements discrets possédant un port d’entrée
correspondant à de possibles commandes qui conditionnent leur évolution. Cette dernière
n’est pas nécessairement Markovienne. Par ailleurs, chacune des transitions d’un DECTS
présente une extension temporelle. On peut résumer ce modèle par la figure 14.1.

DECTS
a tions
a

step(a) ≡
δext (a, sinternal )

observations
(s′ , r)

Fig. 14.1 – Représentation schématique d’un DECTS dans le cadre DEVS
Nous cherchons à décrire un algorithme d’apprentissage comme un système à événements
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discrets. Pour ce faire nous nous appuyons sur le concept de simulations récursives et sur le
cadre de la création et du contrôle dynamique du graphe des modèles de simulation. Cela
permet de définir un “learner” DECTS comme un modèle exécutif DS-DEVS [Barros, 1997]
et de lui permettre de créer des expériences sous forme de DECTS comme illustré par la
figure 14.2.
DECTS
learner

re eive information from
linked models

exe utive
model

DECTS

dynami ally reate or lone
DECTS models on the y and
link them with the learner

re ursive
simulation
model

Fig. 14.2 – Modélisation d’un DECTS-learner dans le cadre événements discrets
Nous illustrons cette représentation unifiée de l’algorithme et du système de simulation
sous la forme du DECTS-learner de l’algorithme naive ATPI, figure 14.3.

14.2

Retour sur les idées de base d’ATPI

L’idée de base d’ATPI est commune avec les approches de type Monte-Carlo en général :
simuler pour explorer et simuler pour évaluer. Cette approche s’appuie sur la connaissance
de l’état initial du processus et d’un modèle génératif.
Une première originalité d’ATPI est l’exploitation de la présence d’un temps observable
pour pouvoir utiliser un critère total et surtout pour pouvoir garantir des simulations de
durée finie. Plus précisément, ATPI se fonde sur la probabilité nulle d’observer une séquence
infinie de transitions entre états ayant la même date.
Par ailleurs, l’exploration dans les espaces métriques hybrides est un problème crucial
d’efficacité et nous prenons l’option d’effectuer des explorations partielles. Ces explorations
appellent alors une notion de généralisation.
Cependant, le couple “exploration partielle” - “généralisation” implique de définir ce qui
a été précédemment introduit comme une notion de confiance. Il est nécessaire de pouvoir
définir quels éléments, dans l’espace d’état (ou dans l’espace des couples états-actions), ont
été explorés ou sont assez proches d’éléments explorés pour pouvoir utiliser la généralisation.
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Fig. 14.3 – Le DECTS-learner de naive ATPI

Cette notion de confiance se ramène, d’un point de vue statistique, à l’évaluation d’une
statistique suffisante pour les paramètres que l’on cherche à mesurer (notamment la fonction
de valeur). Nous rapprochons ce problème de celui de la recherche de la densité de probabilité
de la distribution décrivant les états visités par la politique courante.
Enfin, nous utilisons cette notion de confiance afin de reconstruire l’algorithme ATPI qui
se conçoit alors comme un problème d’apprentissage statistique complet comprenant :
– Un problème de régression, en ligne, incrémentale pour la fonction de valeur.
– Un problème d’estimation de densité, en ligne, incrémentale pour la confiance en la
fonction de valeur.
– Un problème de classification hors-ligne pour la politique.
– Un problème d’estimation de densité hors-ligne pour la fonction de confiance de la
politique.
Ces quatre objets constituent les quatre objets de décision (decision objects) utilisés dans
le DECTS-learner de l’algorithme improved ATPI.

14.3

L’algorithme improved ATPI

Nous pouvons alors présenter l’algorithme iATPI sous la forme du pseudo code de l’algorithme 14.1, ou encore sous la forme plus compacte du DECTS-learner correspondant
présenté figure 14.4.
On peut notamment représenter le processus de création et de destruction de simulations
d’iATPI ainsi que les différentes références temporelles associées par la figure 14.5.
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Algorithm 14.1: Improved online-ATPI : iATPI
main :
input: π0 , s0
repeat
valueDB.reset()
actionDB.reset()
for i = 1 to Nsim do
σ.reset()
trialP rocess.init(s0 )
while horizon not reached do
a =bestAction(s)
trialP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← trialP rocess.step()
σ.add(s, a, r)
valueDB.convertExecutionPathToValueFunction(σ)
actionDB.add(σ)
Vn , CVn ← trainRegressor(valueDB)
πn , Cπn ← trainClassifier(actionDB)
until termination
bestAction(s) :
for a ∈ As do
Q̃(s, a) = 0
for j = 1 to Na do
Q̃(s, a) = Q̃(s, a)+ simulateWithStop(s, a)
Q̃(s, a) =

/* new trial */

/* decision objects */

/* test the actions */

Q̃(s,a)
Na

return arg max Q̃(s, a)
a∈A

simulateWithStop(s) :
σeval ← ∅
evalP rocess = trialP rocess.clone()
evalP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← evalP rocess.step()
Q←r
s ← s0
while horizon not reached and CVn (s) = false do /* explore until confident */
a = πn (s)
evalP rocess.activateEvent(a)
(s0 , r) ← evalP rocess.step()
Q←Q+r
s ← s0
σeval .add(s, r)
Q = Q + Vn (s)
valueDB.convertExecutionPathToValueFunction(σeval )
Vn , CVn ← reTrainRegressor(valueDB)
/* update value function */
return Q
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Fig. 14.4 – Le DECTS-learner d’improved ATPI

14.4

Premiers retours d’expérience avec iATPI — résultats et difficultés

L’algorithme iATPI se prête à de nombreuses implantations possibles dépendant des
méthodes d’apprentissage statistique utilisées. Nous discutons de plusieurs essais d’implantation résumés par le tableau 14.1 puis nous focalisons sur les deux méthodes permettant
un apprentissage réellement en ligne. Ces deux méthodes sont désignées dans le tableau par
“compact iATPI” et “full storage iATPI”.
HH

HH
H

πn +
Cπ n

Vn +
HHCVn
H

HH
H

MC-SVM +
OC-SVM
local vote +
Parzen w.

None +
s 7→ false

SVR +
OC-SVM

LWPR + RF
activn level

Parzen regr.
+ window.

Monte-Carlo
iATPI

“non-naive”
iATPI

compact
iATPI

—

—

—

—

full storage
iATPI

Tab. 14.1 – Plusieurs version d’iATPI
La version “compact iATPI” nous permet de mettre en évidence d’intérêt du filtrage par
la fonction de confiance. Elle met également en lumière les avantages et inconvénients de
l’usage d’une méthode de régression locale comme LWPR [Vijayakumar et al., 2005].
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Fig. 14.5 – Illustration des différentes échelles temporelles du DECTS-learner d’iATPI
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Cette méthode met également en évidence une difficulté propre au problème du métro qui
tient à la forte variance des variables aléatoires observées et qui affecte fortement la difficulté
de construction en ligne d’un bon régresseur.
Certains aspects sont corrigés par la version “full storage” d’iATPI. Cette version s’appuie sur le stockage des échantillons collectés par simulation sans post-traitement. Pour cela,
un système de recherche par coordonnées dans notre espace d’états de grande dimension
évite les faiblesses des représentations tabulaires.
Les différentes fonctions (de valeur, de confiance et la politique) sont alors calculées en
ligne par régression de Parzen. La fonction de valeur utilise une méthode de fenêtrage local
en norme L1 puis une pondération uniforme ou de type L2 pour définir une moyenne. Les
fonctions de confiance sont définies par la densité locale des échantillons. La politique est
obtenue par un système de vote majoritaire entre échantillons.
Le problème des fortes variances et l’ajustement automatique de la fonction de confiance
est obtenu en dérivant des bornes de confiance à partir du théorème central-limite.
Cette version d’iATPI est à ce jour la version la plus prometteuse testée, malgré son fort
coût en terme de stockage d’échantillons.

14.5

Conclusion

Ce chapitre a posé des fondations saines à l’algorithme iATPI. Cet algorithme d’itération
de la politique asynchrone effectuant une exploration partielle de l’espace d’états et une
amélioration incrémentale de la politique en tirant parti de la présence d’une variable temporelle fournit maintenant de meilleures garanties que l’algorithme ATPI naı̈f du chapitre
précédent.
Par ailleurs l’utilisation des techniques d’apprentissage statistique — en ligne ou hors
ligne — reste un sujet ouvert sur lequel plusieurs axes de recherche sont actuellement explorés par d’autres équipes. iATPI tire une grande partie de son originalité du couplage
exploration partielle - évaluation partielle et de la définition des zones explorées (zones de
confiance) et des zones inconnues.
Bien entendu, il est encore trop tôt pour tirer des conclusions définitives quant à cette
approche et de nombreux tests et améliorations sont encore nécessaires et constituent un
objectif essentiel des travaux post-thèse.
Enfin, la représentation DECTS permet de représenter dans un cadre commun les agents
apprenants et les processus à contrôler. Du point de vue de la représentation et de la multimodélisation des systèmes, cela ouvre une porte nouvelle à la représentation et au couplage
de processus de simulation et de processus d’optimisation.
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15
Conclusion

Ce chapitre de conclusion résume la progression des idées suivies au cours de cette
partie III. Il rassemble nos contributions de façon synthétique et s’ouvre sur les
futurs domaines de travail.

15.1

Bilan

Cette partie III s’est concentrée sur la résolution de problèmes décisionnels de Markov
temporels à événements explicites. Partant de la constatation que ce tels processus sont souvent trop complexes pour être directement modélisés comme des MDP, nous nous sommes
tournés vers le cadre générique de la théorie DEVS afin de représenter et construire les
modèles génératifs des systèmes à contrôler. Ceci a motivé nos premières contributions :
nous avons exprimé le problème de contrôle comme un GSMDP hybride à temps continu et
illustré la complexité de construction d’un modèle prédictif du système ainsi que son aspect
non-Markovien. Cela nous a permis d’établir un pont entre modèles DEVS et GSM(D)P et
d’obtenir une description générale du système à contrôler, compatible de façon générale avec
tout système à événements discrets.
Nous avons alors exploité l’idée de simulation gloutonne pour la recherche en avant dans le
cadre le l’itération de la politique asynchrone, créant ainsi le cadre RTPI. Cet algorithme est
fortement inspiré par les idées de programmation dynamique asynchrone de [Bertsekas and
Tsitsiklis, 1996] et par l’exploration gloutonne de [Barto et al., 1995] et [Bonet and Geffner,
2003b]. Cette idée constitue notre seconde contribution et est motivée par le fait que — pour
les problèmes temporels à résoudre — nous connaissions l’état de départ, disposions d’une
méthode de simulation de politique et souhaitions limiter l’exploration de l’espace d’états
aux états les plus pertinents.
Ces deux premières briques de simulation et de procédure algorithmique ont alors permis
de définir l’algorithme ATPI qui exploite le temps observable introduit dans les GSMDP afin
d’éviter de stocker une politique pendant l’exécution de RTPI et afin de compense la perte de
la propriété de Markov et de faciliter les itérations de Bellman. L’algorithme “naive ATPI”
constitue notre troisième contribution et le premier pas vers sa version améliorée. Nous avons
évalué ATPI sur le problème du métro, illustrant ainsi à la fois ses résultats prometteurs et
ses faiblesses fondamentales.
Ces premiers résultats nous ont alors permis de tirer plusieurs conclusions. Avant tout,
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nous avons pris un certain recul avec le cadre des GSMDP et nous sommes attachés à caractériser les propriétés essentielles des systèmes que nous souhaitions contrôler. Ceci nous
a amenés à définir, comme quatrième contribution, les systèmes temporels contrôlables à
événements discrets, ou DECTS, qui s’insèrent dans le cadre de la théorie DEVS et englobent
les propriétés de dynamique par événements des GSMDP, leur comportement non-Markovien
et la classe générale des problèmes de contrôle temporel à événements discrets. L’un des points
cruciaux de cette définition réside dans la représentation du système simulé et du processus
d’optimisation dans un langage commun utilisant le principe des modèles dynamiques et des
simulations récursives et introduisant la définition générale d’objets de décision. Ceci permet
alors de considérer une procédure d’optimisation en décision séquentielle comme un système
à événements discrets et permet, par exemple de construire des procédures d’optimisation
de façon hiérarchique, dans un langage commun.
Enfin, sur la base de la description DECTS, nous avons reformulé l’algorithme ATPI afin
d’en éliminer les précédentes faiblesses. Ceci mène à notre dernière contribution : iATPI. Cet
algorithme rassemble des résultats de simulation, la méthode d’RTPI et les outils empruntés
à l’apprentissage statistique. Il cherche à résoudre des problèmes décisionnels de Markov
temporels de grande dimension, à espace d’état continu, en présentant les caractéristiques
suivantes :
– Exploration par simulation (recherche gloutonne en avant)
– Evaluation par simulation (évaluation de Monte-Carlo)
– Généralisation locale dans l’espace d’états de l’expérience reçue (régularité du régresseur
/ classificateur pour les objets de décision que nous avons considérés).
Bien que le temps nous ait manqué afin de tester extensivement les dernières versions
d’iATPI, les premiers résultats ont ouvert de nombreuses possibilités d’amélioration et ont
soulevé de nouvelles questions. En particulier, ils ont fournis des indications quant à la pertinence statistique des objets de décision utilisés. Ils ont également permis de raffiner la notion
de confiance, qui permet de guide l’exploration pour l’optimisation. Ils ont enfin montré les
propriétés nécessaires des outils de régression, classification et estimation de densité appropriés lors d’une utilisation conjointe avec iATPI.

15.2

Perspectives

Bien entendu, la première étape des travaux futurs consiste à tester extensivement les
différentes implantations d’iATPI. Ces tests devront impliquer différentes versions des outils d’apprentissage statistique mais également porter sur d’autres cas d’évaluation que les
problèmes abordés dans la thèse.
La construction d’une version efficace d’iATPI dans certains cas pourra impliquer la
définition d’autres outils dédiés afin de construire de bonnes politiques et fonctions de valeur. Une étude approfondie de l’algorithme LWPR semble notamment une bonne piste de
recherche, entre autres pour compenser son important besoin d’échantillons et pour l’adapter
au problèmes locaux de classification par exemple.
Une autre perspective intéressante se situe dans le cadre du modèle DECTS. Avoir écrit
le système simulé et l’algorithme d’apprentissage en utilisant un langage commun de description nous permet de considérer l’ensemble système-contrôleur comme un nouveau système
à événements discrets et de construire hiérarchiquement d’autres systèmes d’optimisation
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à un niveau plus élevé. Entre autres choses, ceci ouvre une perspective aux techniques de
vérification, validation et test dans un cadre unifié à événements discrets.
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Quatrième partie

Conclusion
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Conclusion générale

Partant de la problématique initiale de décider, sous contraintes d’incertitude, dans le
cadre de problèmes non-stationnaires, nous avons exploré deux cadres de modélisation distincts, correspondant chacun à une extension des processus décisionnels de Markov.
Nous avons tout d’abord fait l’hypothèse qu’un modèle stochastique “tout-intégré” du
processus à contrôler était disponible sous la forme d’un TMDP. Ces TMDP formalisent la
notion de modèles de décision à événements implicites. Sur la base de cette modélisation,
nous nous sommes appliqués à fournir un cadre solide à l’équation d’optimalité, à améliorer
le processus de résolution et à étendre l’expressivité du modèle. Cela s’est fait au travers de
l’introduction de deux modèles plus généraux : SMDP+ et XMDP, qui ont mis en lumière
les avantages et les limites des TMDP, généralisé leur équation d’optimalité et ouvert de
nouvelles pistes pour leur résolution.
Mais les modèles de décision à événements implicites sont rarement disponibles directement et il est bien plus aisé de décrire un problème de décision temporelle via un modèle à
événements explicites. L’inconvénient de ces derniers est qu’il devient impossible d’y optimiser des politiques avec les mêmes garanties d’optimalité générales que dans le cadre MDP. Par
conséquent, nous sommes attachés en premier lieu à comprendre et formaliser ces systèmes
temporels à événements explicites. Cette étude nous a menés vers le champs de la théorie de
spécification des systèmes à événements discrets DEVS et vers l’usage de méthodes d’apprentissage statistique dans un but commun : construire un algorithme générique d’optimisation
de politique pour ces problèmes décisionnels de Markov temporels à événements explicites.
Les différents domaines explorés et les contributions apportées dans les parties II et III
peuvent être résumés de la façon suivante :
– La partie II s’est concentrée sur la formalisation des modèles de décision à événements
implicites, étendant le modèle TMDP à un cadre de représentation et d’optimisation
plus général et plus expressif (les représentations polynômiales par morceaux) et introduisant le cas général d’un temps continu avec la formalisation XMDP. Les efforts
de résolution de tels problèmes temporels ce sont tournés vers des algorithmes de recherche en arrière, effectuant une optimisation de type itération de la valeur de façon
asynchrone.
– La partie III s’est, elle, tournée vers la modélisation des systèmes à événements explicites où l’inclusion de la variable temporelle a en partie compensé la parte de
la propriété de Markov. Les contributions algorithmiques se sont alors portées sur
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des méthodes de recherche en ligne et en avant, utilisant les propriétés générales des
méthodes d’apprentissage statistique et traitant des espaces d’états de grande dimension.
Nous ne nous attarderons pas plus ici sur les contributions amenées par l’étude de ces
deux domaines distincts et renvoyons pour cela le lecteur aux chapitres de conclusion de
leurs parties respectives (chapitres 10 et 15). A la place, il semble pertinent de prendre du
recul vis-à-vis de notre variable temporelle afin de tirer des conclusions plus générales.
La discussion du chapitre 2, soulignant les différences et similarités entre MDP standards et problèmes décisionnels de Markov temporels, a souligné trois différentes notions de
temps dans le contexte des processus stochastiques : le temps du processus (les numéros des
périodes de décision successives), le temps de transition ou de séjour (l’extension temporelle
des transitions) et le temps physique ou horloge du système (la mesure à laquelle l’agent à
accès en regardant sa montre). Nous sommes restés dans le cadre des processus à événements
discrets ce qui nous a menés à nous concentrer sur les deux dernières notions, leurs relations
et dépendances. Au final il apparaı̂t que :
– L’horloge du système peut être traitée comme toute autre variable non renouvelable du
processus. La généralisation des TMDP aux XMDP en est probablement la meilleure
illustration. Même s’ils définissent un temps non borné a priori, les TMDP reposent
sur l’hypothèse implicite que la connaissance de l’instationnarité est limitée dans le
temps. Ainsi, on pourrait considérer un TMDP comme un MDP ayant une variable
continue. Toutefois,
– l’horloge du système de devrait pas être traitée comme n’importe quelle variable continue dans un problème décisionnel de Markov temporel. La première raison en est que
cette variable structure l’évolution du processus : elle conditionne les modèles de transition, durée et récompense et, par conséquent, la politique optimale. Donner au temps
une place particulière dans le processus d’optimisation — comme le font les cadres
TMDP et XMDP — permet de structurer la résolution en tirant parti du principe de
causalité1 . De plus, l’introduction d’une variable temporelle continue observable dans
le cadre GSMDP a permis, quand l’état initial est connu, de compenser en partie la
perte de la propriété de Markov due à la non-observabilité de la dynamique interne
décidant des temps de séjour.
D’un point de vue pratique, les algorithmes TMDPpoly et iATPI, qui forment la principale
contribution algorithmique de la thèse, peuvent bénéficier d’améliorations, d’une meilleure
compréhension de leurs mécanismes et de meilleures implantations. Toutefois, ils constituent
tous deux des propositions nouvelles dans leurs domaines respectifs et en regard de la question de la planification et de l’apprentissage dans l’incertain.
Finalement, cette question de gestion du temps est loin d’être close. D’autres communautés de recherche on adopté des formalismes différents pour s’attaquer à la question :
logique temporelle, planification déterministe temporelle, TMDP, équations différentielles de
propagation, . . . tous constituent des tentatives distinctes de représentation de la dépendance
temporelle des problèmes de décision et de leur structure. Nous avons présenté dans cette
thèse une contribution au cadre spécifique de la décision dans l’incertain, essayant, à un
niveau modeste, de construire des ponts entre communautés (décision dans l’incertain et
modélisation à événements discrets par exemple). Cependant, à la fois dans nos domaines et
dans le cas général, cette variable temporelle conserve une certaine aura d’incompris, conformant que son étude nécessite plus de . . . temps.
1

conséquence directe du fait que le temps soit une variable non renouvelable.
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Cette thèse traite de planification dans l'incertain en environnement instationnaire. Nous
cherchons à construire un agent logiciel autonome, capable de se coordonner avec l'évolution
de son environnement. Cet environnement est constitué d'autres agents communiquant leurs
intentions ou de processus concurrents non-contrôlables pour lesquels un modèle est
disponible. Nous explorons plusieurs approches de modélisation d'une dépendance continue au
temps dans le cadre des Processus Décisionnels de Markov (MDP), aboutissant à la définition
des Problèmes Décisionnels de Markov Temporels. Puis, nous nous intéressons à deux
paradigmes distincts. En premier lieu, nous considérons des modèles à événements implicites
et les écrivons comme des MDP dépendants du temps (TMDP). Nous étendons l'équation
d'optimalité classique et présentons un algorithme d'Itération de la Valeur utilisant des
représentations polynômiales par morceaux que nous testons sur deux problèmes de
planification pour drones. Ces conclusions permettent alors une discussion plus générale au
sujet des actions paramétriques pour les MDP à temps observable. Dans un second temps,
nous modélisons séparément les contributions concurrentes d'événements exogènes au
système. Cette approche de modélisation à événements explicites mène aux Processus
Décisionnels Semi-Markoviens Généralisés (GSMDP). Nous établissons un lien entre la théorie
de Spécification des Systèmes à Evénements Discrets (DEVS) et le formalisme GSMDP,
permettant ainsi la définition de simulateurs cohérents. Puis nous adoptons une approche
d'Itération de la Politique fondée sur la simulation que nous testons sur un problème de
contrôle d'un réseau de métro.
Mots clés : Décision dans l'incertain - Processus Décisionnels de Markov - Problèmes de
planification dépendant du temps - Modélisation de processus décisionnels stochastiques Contrôle de processus à événements discrets - Processus à événements implicites et explicites
Temporal Markov Decision Problems. Formilization and Resolution
This thesis addresses the question of planning under uncertainty in a time-dependent
environment. Motivation for this work came from the problem of building an autonomous
agent able to coordinate with its uncertain environment; the latter being composed of noncontrollable processes (other agents or environment) for which some discrete-event model is
available. We investigate several approaches for modeling continuous time-dependency in the
framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), leading to a definition of Temporal Markov
Decision Problems. Then our approach focuses on two separate paradigms. First, we consider
time-dependent problems as implicit-event processes and describe them as Time-dependent
MDPs (TMDPs). We extend existing results concerning optimality equations and present a
Value Iteration algorithm based on piecewise polynomial functions which is tested on two
drone planning problems. This leads to a general discussion on parametric actions in hybrid
state and action spaces MDPs with continuous time. In a second time, we investigate the
option of modeling separately the concurrent contributions of exogenous events. This explicitevent modeling approach leads to Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes (GSMDPs). We
establish a link between the general framework of Discrete Events Systems Specification
(DEVS) and the formalism of GSMDP, allowing to build sound simulators. Then we introduce a
simulation-based Policy Iteration approach for explicit-event Temporal Markov Decision
Problems bringing together results from simulation theory, forward search, and statistical
learning theory. We test our appproach on a subway network control problem.
Keywords : Decision under uncertainty - Markov Decision Processes - Time-dependent
planning problems - Stochastic decision processes modeling - Discrete event process control Implicit and explicit-event processes
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